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1 .
ELECTRIC CURRENT AND OHM'S LAW

1.1. Electron Drift Velocity

Suppose that in a conductor, the number of free electrons available per m3 of the conductor
material is n and let their axial drift velocity be v metres/second. In time dt, distance travelled would
be v x dt. If A. is area of cross-section of the conductor, then the volume is vAdt and the number of
electrons contained in this volume is vA dt. Obviously, all these electrons will cross the conductor
cross-section in time dt. If e is the charge of each electron, then total charge which crosses the
section in time dt is dq =nAev dt.

Since current is the rate of flow of charge, it is given as
dq nAev dt .= - = :. I =nAev
dt dt

Current density J = ilA =ne v amperelmetre2

Assuming a normal current density J = 1.55 X 106 Alm2, n = 1029for a copper conductor
6 -19

and e = 1. x 10 coulomb, we get
1.55 x 106 = 1029x 1.6 X 10-19x v :. v = 9.7 X 10-5m/s = 0.58 cm/min

It is seen that contrary to the common but mistaken view, the electron drift velocity is rather
very slow and is independent of the current flowing and the area of the conductor.

N.H.Current density i.e., the current per unit area. is a vector quantity. It is denoted by the symbol J .
-->

Therefore. in vector notation, the relationship between current I and J is:
-->--> -->

I = J. a [where a is the vector notation for area 'a']

For extending the scope of the above relationship. so that it becomes applicable for area of any shape, we
write:

f
--> -->

J = J .d a

Themagnitudeof the currentdensitycan. therefore.be writtenas J.a.

Example 1.1. A conductor material has a free-electron density of J{j4 electrons per metrl.
When a voltage is applied, a constant drift velocity of 1.5 X ]0-2 metre/second is attained by the
electrons. If the cross-sectional area of the material is 1 cm2,calculate the magnitude of the current.
Electronic charge is 1.6 x ]0-19coulomb. (Electrical Engg. Aligarh Muslim University 1981)

Solution. The magnitude of the current is
= nAev amperes

n = 1024;A = 1cm2 = 10-4m2
e = 1.6 x 10-19C ; v = 1.5 X 10-2m/s

= 1024X 10-4x 1.6 X 10-19x 1.5 X 10-2=0.24 A

Here,

..

1.2. Charge Velocity and Velocity of Field Propagation

The speed with which charge drifts in a conductor is called the velocity of charge. As seen from

1



2 Electrical Technology

above. its value is quite low, typically fraction of a metre per second.
However. the speed with which the effect of e.m.f. is experienced at all parts of the conductor

resulting in the flow of current is called the velocitv of propagation of electricalfield. It is indepen-. 8
dent of current and voltage and has high but constant value of nearly 3 x 10 mls.

Example 1.2. Find the velocity of charge leading to 1 A current which flows in a copper
conductor of cross-section 1 em2and length 10 km. Free electron dellSityof copper =8.5.x 1028per
m3. How long will it take the electric charge to travel from one end of the conductor to the other.

Solution. i =neAv or v = ih,('A

.. v = 1/(85 y I02X) x 1.6 x 10 1'1X (I X 10-4) = 7.35 X 10-7 mls =0.735 Jlmls

Time taken by the charge 10lravd conductor length of 10 kIn is

t = distance _ 10x 103 =1.36 x 1010S
velocity 7.35 x 10-7

Now. I year::: 365 x 24 x 3600 = 31,536.000 s
10

t = 1.36 x 10 /31.536.000 = 431 years

1.3. The Idea of Electric Potential

In Fig. 1.1is shown a simple voltaic cell. It consists of copper plate (known as anode) and a zinc
rod (I.e. cathode) immersed in dilute sulphuric acid (H2S04) contained in a suitable vessel. The
chemical action taking place within the cell causes the electrons to be removed from Cu plate and to
be deposited on the zinc rod at the same time. This transfer of electrons is accomplished through the
agency of the diluted H2S04 which is known as the electrolyte. The result is that zinc rod becomes
negative due to the deposition of electrons on it and the Cu plate becomes positive due to the removal
of electrons from it. The large number of electrons collected on the zinc rod is being attracted by
anode but is prevented from returning to it by the force set up by the chemical action within the cell.

Conventional Direction
of Current

--0 --0 --0.
Directionof '"
ElectronFlow .--- 0- '"

1 1

Water

,'-:' -- - --- --- -- - -- - - -- - - - - :-,

r

Direction
of Flow

1

Cu Zn

Fig. 1.1. Fig. 1.2

But if the two electrodes are joined by a wire externally. then electrons rush to the anode thereby
equalizing the charges of the two electrodes. However. due to the continuity of chemical action. a
continuous difference in the number of electrons on the two electrodes is maintained which keeps up
a continuous flow of current through the external circuit. The action of an electric cell is similar to
that of a water pump which. while working. maintains a continuous flow of water i.e. water current
through the pipe (Fig. 1.2).



Electric Current and Ohm's Law 3

It should be particularly noted that the direction of electronic current is from zinc to copper in
the external circuit. However, the direction of conventional current (which is given by the direction
of flow of positive charge) is from Cu to zinc. In the present case, there is no flow of positive charge
as such from one electrode to another. But we can look upon the arrival of electrons on copper plate
(with subsequent decrease in its positive charge) as equivalent to an actual departure of positive
charge from it.

When zinc is negatively charged, it is said to be at negativepotential with respect to theelectrolyte,
whereas anode is said to be at positive potential relative to the electrolyte. Between themselves, Cu
plateis assumed to be at a higher potential than the zinc rod. The difference in potential is continuously
maintainedby the chemical action going on in the cell which supplies energy to establish this potential
difference.

1.4. Resistance

It may be defmed as the property of a substance due to which it opposes (or restricts) the flow of
electricity (i.e., electrons) through it.

Metals (as a class), acids and salts solutions are good conductors of electricity. Amongst pure
metals,silver, copper and aluminium are very good conductors in the given order.* This, as discussed
earlier, is due to the presence of a large number of free or loosely-attached electrons in their atoms.
Thesevagrantelectrons assume a directed motion on the application of an electric potential difference.
These electrons while flowing pass through the molecules or the atoms of the conductor, collide and
other atoms and electrons, thereby producing heat.

Those substances which offer relatively greater difficulty or hindrance to the passage of these
electrons are said to be relatively poor conductors of electricity like bakelite, mica, glass, rubber,
p.v.c. (polyvinyl chloride) and dry wood etc. Amongst good insulators can be included fibrous
substances such as paper and cotton when dry, mineral oils free from acids and water, ceramics like
hard porcelain and asbestos and many other plastics besides p.v.c. It is helpful to remember that
electric friction is similar to friction in Mechanics.

1.5. The Unit of Resistance

The practical unit of resistance is ohm.** A conductor is said to have a resistance of one ohm if
it permits one ampere current to flow through it when one volt is impressed across its terminals.

For insulators whose resistances are very high, a much bigger unit is used i.e. megaohm = 106
ohm (the prefix 'mega' or mego meaning a million) or kilohm = 103ohm (kilo means thousand). In
the case of very small resistances, smaller units like milli-ohm = 10-3 ohm or microhm = 10-6 ohm
are used. The symbol for ohm is Q.

Table 1.1. Multiples and Sub-multiples of Ohm

However. for the same resistance per unit length, cross-sectional area of aluminium conductor has to be
1.6 times that of the copper conductor but it weighs only half as much. Hence, it is used where economy
of weight is more important than economy of space.

** After George Simon Ohm (1787-1854), a German mathematician who in about 1827 formulated the law
of known after his name as Ohm's Law.

Prefix Its meaning Abbreviation Equal to

Mega- One million MO 1060
Kilo- One thousand kO 1030
Centi- One hundredth - -

MiIIi- One thousandth mO 10-30
Micro- One millionth flO 10-<>0
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1.6. Laws of Resistance

The resistance R offered by a conductor depends on the following factors :
(i) It varies directly as its length, I.

(ii) It varies inversely as the cross-section A of the conductor.
(iii) It depends on the nature of the material.
(iv) It also depends on the temperature of the conductor.

Smaller I
Larger A
Low R

Larger I
Smaller A
Greater R

Fig. 1.3. Fig. 1.4

Neglecting the last factor for the time being, we can say that

R oc ~ or R = P ~ ...(i)
where p is a constant depending on the nature of the material of the conductor and is known as its
specific resistance or resistivity.

If in Eq. (i), we put

I = I metre and A =I metre2,then R =P (Fig. 1.4)
Hence, specific resistance of a material may be defined as

the resistance between the opposite faces of a metre cube of that material.

1.7. Units of Resistivity

From Eq. (i), we have p = ARI

In the S.I. system of units,

A metre2 x R ohm = AR ohm-metre
p = I metre 1

Hence, the unit of resistivity is ohm-metre (Q-m).

It may, however, be noted that resistivity is sometimes expressed as so many ohm per m3.
Although, it is incorrect to say so but it means the same thing as ohm-metre.

If I is in centimetres and A in cm2,then p is in ohm-centimetre (Q-cm).
Values of resistivity and temperature coefficients for various materials are given in Table 1.2.

The resistivities of commercial materials may differ by several per cent due to impurities etc.
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Table 1.2. Resistivities and Temperature Coefficients

Example 1.3. A coil consists of 2000 turns of copper wire having a cross-sectional area of 0.8
J

mm-. The mean length per turn is 80 em and the resistivity of copper is 0.02 J1Q~m. Find the
resistance of the coil and power absorbed by the coil when connected across 110 V d.c. supply.

(F.Y. Engg. Pone Univ. May 1990)

. Solution. Length of the coil, I =0.8 x 2000 = 1600 m ; A =0.8 mm2=0.8 x 10-6m2.

R = P~ =0.02X 10-6x 1600/0.8X 10-6=40 Q
Power absorbed = V/ R = 1102/40=302.5 W

Example 1.4. An aluminium wire 7.5 m long is connected in a parallel with a copper wire 6 m
long. When a current of 5 A is passed through the combination, it is found that the current in the
aluminium wire is 3 A. The diameter of the aluminium wire is 1 mm. Determine the diameter of the
copper wire. Resistivity of copper is 0.017 J1Q-m..that of the aluminium is 0.028 J1Q-m.

(F.Y. Engg. Pone Univ. May 1991)

Solution. Let the subscript I represent aluminium and subscript 2 represent copper.
I I R P I a

R I = pi and R2=P2 --1.. :. ...1.=...1.. .1. . -L
al a2 RI PI II a2

RI P2. 12 .
.. a2 = al.R. -'T ...(1)2 PI 1

Now /1 = 3 A ; /2 =5 - 3 =2 A.
If V is thecommonvoltageacrosstheparallelcombinationof aluminiumandcopperwires,then

Material Resistivity in ohm-metre Temperature coefficient at

at 20.C (x 10-JI) 20.C (x 10-4)

Aluminium, commercial 2.8 40.3
Brass 6-8 20
Carbon 3000 - 7000 -5
Constantan or Eureka 49 +0.1 to-o.4
Copper (annealed) 1.72 39.3
German Silver 20.2 2.7
(84% Cu; 12% Ni; 4% Zn)
Gold 2.44 36.5
Iron 9.8 65

Manganin 44 - 48 0.15
(84% Cu; 12% Mn; 4% Ni)
Mercury 95.8 8.9
Nichrome 108.5 1.5
(60% Cu ; 25% Fe ; 15% Cr)
Nickel 7.8 54
Platinum 9 - 15.5 36.7
Silver 1.64 38

Tungsten 5.5 47

Amber 5 x 1014
Bakelite 1010
Glass 1010 _ 1012

Mica 1015
Rubber 1016
Shellac 1014

Sulphur 1015
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V = II Rt =12R2 :. R/R2 = I.P. =2/3
rrd2 7tX12 7t 2

at = -=-=-mm444
Substituting the given values in Eq. (i), we get

_ ~x2x 0.017 x..i...= 02544 2
a2 - 4 3 0.028 7.5 . m

2
. . 7tXd2 14 = 0.2544 or d2 = 0.569 mm

Example 1.5. (a) A rectangular carbon block has dimensions 1.0 cm x 1.0 cm x 50 cm.
(i) What is the resistance measured between the two square ends? (ii) between two opposing
rectangularfaces / Resistivity of carbon at 20°C is 3.5 X /0-5 Q-m.

(b) A current of 5 A exists in a /O-Q resistance for 4 minutes (i) how many coulombs and
(ii) how many electrons pass through any section oftlze resistor in this time? Charge of the electron
= 1.6 x /0-19 C. (M.S. Univ. Baroda 1989)

Example 1.6. Calculate the resistance of 1 km long cable composed of 19 stands of similar
copper conductors. each strand being 1.32mm in diameter. Allow 5% increase in lengthfor the 'lay'
(twist) of each strand in completea cable. Resistivity of copper may be taken as 1.72 x 10-8Q-m.

Solution. Allowing for twist, the length of the stands.
= 1000 m + 5% of 1000m =1050 m

Area of cross.section of 19 strands of copper conductors is
19 x 7tx tfl4 = 19 7tx (1.32 x 10-3)2/4m2

I 1.72x 10-8x 1050x 4
Now, R = P_A = 2 -6 = 0.694a197tX1.32 x 10

Example 1.7. A lead wire and an iron wire are connected in parallel. Their respective ~pecific
resistances are in the ratio 49 : 24. Theformer carries 80 percent more current than the latter and
the latter is 47 percent longer than the former. Determine the ratio of their cross sectional areas.

(Elect. Engg. Nagpur Univ. 1993)

Solution. Let suffix I represent lead and suffix 2 represent iron. We are given that

Pl/pz = 49/24; if i2 = 1, i. = 1.8; if I. = 1,12 = 1.47

I. 12

Now, RI = Pt A: and R2 =P2 ~
Since the two wires are in parallel, il = VlRt and i2 =VlR2

i2 Rl _ Pili Az- = ---x-
i. R2 A' Pi2

Az = i2 Xpzl2 =...L x 24 x 1.47= 0.4
A i, Pili 1.8 49

..

..

Solution.

(a) (i) R = P VA
Here, A = I x I = I cm2= 10-4m2; I = 0.5 m

.. R = 3.5 X 10-5 x 0.5110-4 = 0.175 a
(ii) Here, I = I cm; A = I x 50 = 50 cm2 = 5 x 10-3m2

R = 3.5 X 10-5 x 10-2/5 X 10-3 =7 x 10-5a
(b) (i) Q = It =5 x (4 x 60)= 1200 C

(ii)
Q _ 1200 _ 20

n = e - 1.6x10-t9- 75x 10



Example 1.8. A piece of silver }'Virehas a resistance of I Q. What will be the resistance of
manganin wireof one-third the length and one-third thediameter. if the specific resistanceofmanganin
is 30 times that of silver. (Electrical Engineering-I, Delhi Univ. 1978)

I
Solution. For silver wire RJ = .i; For manganin wire, R = P21~ 2

R2 P2 12 ~- = -x-x-
RI PI I] ~

2 2
A] = 1td] /4 and A2 =7t d2 /4

R2 = P2x/2x
(
!!l

)

2

R, p, I. d2
2 2

R, = I Q; li/, = 113, (d,/d2) =(3/1) =9; pip, =30
.. R2 = I x 30 x (113)x 9 =900

Example 1.9. Theresistivityof aferric-chromium-aluminiumalloyis 51 X /0-8 Q-m. A sheet
of the material is 15 em long. 6 em wide and 0.014 em thick. Determine resistance between
(a) opposite ends and (b) opposite sides. (Electric Circuits, Allahabad Univ. 1983)

Solution. (a) As seen from Fig. 1.5 (a) in this case,
I = 15cm =0.15 cm

A = 6 x 0.014 =0.084 cm2
= 0.084 x 10-4m2

Electric Current and Ohm's Law

..

Now

..

..

I 51x 10-8x 0.15
R P -= A - 0.084X 10-4

=9.1 X 10-30

As seen from Fig. 1.5 (b) here
=0.014 cm = 14 x 10-5m
= 15x 6 =90 cm2=9 x 10-3m2
= 51 x 10-8x 14 x 10-5/9x 10-3=79.3 X 10-100

-6cm-

(b)
I

A
R

(a)

7

..

(b)

Fig. 1.5

Example 1.10. Theresistanceof the wire usedfor telephone is 35 Q per kilometre when the
weightof the wire is 5 kg per kilometre. If the specific resistance of the material is 1.95 x /0-8 Q-m.
what is the cross-sectional area of the wire? What will be the resistance of a loop to a subscriber
8 km from the exchange if wire of the same material but weighing 20 kg per kilometre is used?

Solution. Here R = 35 Q; I = I km =1000 m; P = 1.95 x 10-8Q-m

N R - l. A - pi . A _ 1.95X10-8x 1000 - 5
'
5 7 10-8 2

ow. - P or - .. - - . x mA R -

If the second case, if the wire is of the material but weighs 20 kglkm, then its cross-section must
be greater than that in the first case.

20 0-8 2 8 0-8 2

Cross-section in the second case = 5 x 55.7 x 1 =22 . x I m
I 1.95x 10-8x 16000

Lengthofwire=2x8=16km=16000m:. R=P- A = 8 -=140.10222.8x 10-

Tutorial Problems No. 1.1

1. Calculate the resistance of 100 m length of a wire having a uniform cross-sectional area of 0.1 mm2 if
the wire is made of manganin having a resistivity of 50 x 10-8a-m.

If the wire is drawn out to three times its original length, by how many times would you except its
resistance to be increased? [500 U; 9 times]
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2. A cube of a material of side I cm has a resistance of 0.001 n between its opposite faces. If the same
volume of the material has a length of 8 cm and a uniform cross-section, what will be the resistance of
this length? [0.064 D]

3. A lead wire and an iron wire are connected in parallel. Their respective specific resistances are in the
ratio 49 : 24. The former carries 80 per cent more current than the latter and the latter is 47 per cent
longer than the former. Determine the ratio of their cross-sectional area. [2.5 : 1]

4. A rectangular metal strip has the following dimensions :
x = 10cm,y =0.5 cm,Z=0.2 cm

Determine the ratio of resistances Rx' R).,and Rz between the respective pairs of opposite faces.

[Rz : Rl : Rz : 10,000 : 25 : 4] (Elect. Engg. A.M.Ae. S.I. June 1987)
5. The resistance of a conductor I mm in cross-section and 20 m long is 0.346 U. Determine the

specific resistance of the conducting material. [1.73x 10-8D-m](Elect.Circuits-I,BangoloreUniv.199/)
6. When a current of 2 A flows for 3 micro-seconds in a coper wire, estimate the number of electrons

crossing the cross-section of the wire. (Bombay University, 2000)
Hint: With 2 A for 3 J.1Sec, charge transferred =6 J.1-coulombs
Number of electrons crossed = 6 x 10--6/(1.6x 10-19)=3.75 X 10+13

1.8. Conductance and Conductivity

Conductance (G) is reciprocal of resistance*. Whereas resistance of a conductor measures the
opposition which it offers to the flow of current, the conductance measures the inducement which it
offers to its flow.

I I A aA

From Eq. (i) of Art. 1.6, R = P A or G =P.T =I
where a is called the conductivity or specific conductance of a conductor. The unit of conductance
is siemens(S). Earlier,this unitwascalledmho.

It is seenfromthe aboveequationthat the conductivityof a materialis givenby
G IG siemens x I metre G I. /a = - = 2 = - sIemens metreA A metre A

Hence, the unit of conductivity is siemens/metre (S/m).

1.9. Effect of Temperature on Resistance

The effect of rise in temperature is :
(i) to increase the resistance of pure metals. The increase is large and fairly regular for normal

ranges of temperatur~. The temperature/resistance graph is a straight line (Fig. 1.6). As
would be presently clarified, metals have a ~ temperature co-efficient at resist~e.

(ii) to increase the resistance of alloys, though in their case, the increase is relatively small and
irregular. For some high-resistance alloys like Eureka (60% Cu and 40% Ni) and manganin,
the increase in resistance is (or can be made) negligible over a considerable range of tem-
perature. '

(iii) to decrease the resistance of electrolytes, insulators (such as paper, rubber, glass, mica etc.)
and partial conductors such as carbon. Hence, insulators are said to possess a negative
temperature-coefficient of resistance. .

1.10. Temperature Coefficient of Resistance

Let a metallic conductor having a resistance of Ro at O°Cbe heated of tOCand let its resistance
at this temperature be R,. Then, considering normal ranges of temperature, it is found that the

increase in resistance ~ R =Rt - ~ depends
(i) directly on its initial resistance

(ii) directly on the rise in temperature
(iii) on the nature of the material of the conductor.

* In a.c. circuits, it has a slightly different meaning.
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or R,- Ro oc R x t or R, - Ro=a Ro t ...(i)
where a (alpha) is a constant and is known as the temperature coefficient of resistance of the con-
ductor.

" R,-Ro /:1R
Rearrangmg Eq. (I), we get a = Rox t Rox t

If Ro = I Q, t = 1°C, then a =/:1R= R,- Ro
Hence, the temperature-coefficient of a material may be defined as :

the increase in resistance per ohm original resistance per °C rise in temperature.

From Eq. (i), we find that R, = Ro (l + at) ...(ii)

- 234.5.C . 0 .-tC- -tC
Fig.1.6

It should be remembered that the above equation holds good for both rise as well as fall in tempera-
ture. As temperature of a conductor is decreased. its resistance is also decreased. In Fig. 1.6 is shown the
temperature/resistance graph for copper and is practically a straight line. If this line is extended back-
wards, it would cut the temperature axis at a point where temperature is - 234.5°C (a number quite easy
to remember). It means that theoretically, the resistance of copper conductor will become zero at this
point though as shown by solid line, in practice, the curve departs from a straight line at very low
temperatures. From the two similar triangles of Fig. 1.6 it is seen that :

!l t + 234.5 _(I+ L- )Ro = 234.5 234.5

R, = Ro(I + 23~.5) or R, =Ro (l + a t) where a = lJ234.5 for copper.
..

1.11. Value of a at Different Temperatures

So far we did not make any distinction between values of a at different temperatures. But it is
found that value of a itself is not constant but depends on the initial temperature on which the
increment in resistance is based. When the increment is based on the resistance measured at O°C,
then a has the value of <Xo.At any other initial temperature tOC,value of a is a, and so on. It should
be remembered that, for any conductor, <Xohas the maximum value.

Suppose a conductor of resistance Ro at O°C(point A in Fig. 1.7) is heated to tOC(point B). Its
resistance R, after heating is given by

R, = Ro (\ + <Xot) ...(i)

where <Xois the temperature-coefficient at O°C.

Now, suppose that we have a conductor of resistance R, at temperature tOe. Let this conductor
be cooled from tOCto O°e. Obviously, now the initial point is B and the final point is A. The final
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resistance Ro is given in tenns of the initial resistance by the following equation
Ro = R,[1+ a,(- t)] = R, (1 - a/. t) ...(ii)

B R-Ro
From Eq. (ii) above, we have a, = - R

'
I Xt

Sub"tuting the value of R, from Eq. (i), we get

O/j
.5
(3o
U

O/j
c

.~~
::r:

a = Ro (1+ aot) - Ro = ao :. a = ao ...(iii)
I Ro(1+ ao t) x t I + ao t I I + ao t

In general, let a( = tempt. coeff. at t (oC ; ~ = tempt. coeff. at t2°C.
Then from Eq. (iii) above, we get

ao 1 I + ao t)- or --
I + ao t( a) ao

Fig. 1.7

= I + ao t2
a2 ao

Subtracting one from the other, we get

Similarly,

I I I 1 1
- -- = (t2-t()or - = - +(t2-t)or~=
a2 a) a2 a) 1/al + (t2 - t)

Values of a for copper at different temperatures are given in Table No. 1.3.

Table 1.3. Different values of a for copper

In view of the dependence of a on the initial temperature, we may define the temperature
coefficient of resistance at a given temperature as the charge in resistance per ohm per degree
centrigrade change in temperaturefrom the given temperature.

In case Ro is not given, the relation between the known resistance RI at tlOCapd the unknown
resistance R2 at t2°Ccan be found as follows :

R2 = Ro (1 + ao t2) and R) =Ro (1 + <Xotl)

R2 _ I + aot2

. . Rt - I + aot)

The above expression can be simplified by a little approximation as follows:

R2 -I
R! = (I + <Xot2)(I + au II)

...(iv)

= (1 + <Xot2)(I - (loti) [Using Binomial Theorem for expansion and

= 1 + <Xo(t2- tl) neglecting squares and higher powers of (<Xotl)]. . 2

.. !?2 = RI [I + <Xo(t2 - t\)] [Neglectmg product (<Xot(t2)]

For more accurate calculations, Eq. (iv) should, however, be used.

1.12. Variations of Resistivity with Temperature

Not only resistance but specific resistance or resistivity of metallic conductors also increases
with rise in temperature and vice versa.

Tempt. in °C 0 5 to 20 30 40 50

a 0.00427 0.00418 0.00409 0.00393 0.00378 0.00364 0.00352
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As seen from Fig. 1.8 the
resistivitiesof metalsvary linearlywith
temperatureover a significant range of
temperature-the variation becoming
non-linearboth at very high and at very
low temperatures. Let, for any metal-
lic conductor,

P. = resistivity at t.°C

P2 = resistivity at t2°C
m = Slope of the linear part of

the curve

Then, it is seen that

m =

11

-200 o 200 400
tOe

Fig. 1.8

.

or P = P +m(t -t) or P = PI [
1+!!l..(t2-tl)

]2 . 2. 2 PI .

The ratio of m/PI is called the temperature coefficient of resistivity at temperature tloC. It may
be definedas numerically equal to the fractional change in PI per °C change in the temperature from
tloe. It is almost equal to the temperature-coefficient of resistance al. Hence, putting al = mlp"
we get

P2 = P. [I + al (t2- t.)] or simply as P,=Po(1 + <Xot)
Note. It has been found that although temperature is the most significant factor influencing the resistivity

of metals. other factors like pressure and tension also affect resistivity to some extent For most metals except
lithium and calcium. increase in pressure leads to decrease in resistivity. However, resistivity increases with
increase in tension.

Example 1.11. A copper conductor has its specific resistance of 1.6 X 10-6 ohm-em at O°C and
a resistance temperature coefficient of 1/254.5 per °C at 20°C. Find (i) the specific resistance and

(ii) the resistance - temperature coefficient at 60°C. (F.Y. Engg. Pune Univ. Nov. 1988)

S . ao I _ <Xo . _ I 0C
olutaon. azo = I + ao x 20 or 254.5 - I + ao x 20 . . ao - 234.5 per

(i) P60 = Po (1 + <Xux 60) ::: 1.6 X 10-6 (I + 60/234.5) =2~OIx 10~ a-cm

. ao _ 1/234.5 _ -L eroC
(ll) a60 = 1+ ao x 60 - 1+ (60/234.5) - 294.5 P

Example 1.12. A platinum coil has a resistance of 3.146 Q at 40°C and 3.767 Q at 100°C.
Find the resistance at O°Cand the temperature-coefficient of resistance at 40°C.

(Electrical Science-II, Allahabad Univ. 1993)

= Ro (1 + 100 <Xo>

= Ro(1+ 40<Xo)

1+ looao

= I + 40 <Xo or <Xo= 0.00379 or 1/264 peroC

= Ro (1 + 100 x 0.00379) :. Ro =2.732 a
_ ao = 0.00379 = _~ eroC
- 1+ 40 ao 1+ 40x 0.00379 304P

Solution. RIOO

R40

3.767
3.146

3.767

..

From (i), we have

Now,

...(i)
...(ii)
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Example 1.13. A potentialdifferenceof 250 V is appliedto afield windingat 15°Cand the
current is 5 A. What will be the mean temperature of the winding when current hasfallen to 3.91 A.
applied voltage being constant. Assume al5 = 1/254.5. (Elect.Engg. Pune Univ. 1991)

Solution. Let RI =winding resistance at 15°C; R2 = winding resistance at unknown mean
temperature t2°c.

RJ = 250/5 = 50 n; R2 = 250/3.91 = 63.94 n.

R2 = R) [I + al5 (t2 - tl)] :. 63.94 = 50 [] + ~ (t2 - ]5)]254.5

. . t2 = 86°C
Example 1.14. Two coils connected in series have resistances of 600 nand 300 n with tempt.

coeff. of 0.1% and 0.4% respectively at 20°C. Find the resistance of the combination at a tempt. of
50°C. What is the effective tempt. coeff. of combination?

Solution. Resistance of 600 n resistor at 50°C is = 600 [I + 0.00] (50 - 20)] = 618 n

Similarly, resistance of 300 n resistor at 50°C is = 300 [I + 0.004 (50 - 20)] = 336 n
Hence, total resistance of combination at 50°C is =618 + 336 =954 n
Let 13 = resistance-temperature coefficient at 20°C
Now, combination resistance at 20°C = 900 n
Combination resistance at 50°C = 954 n
.. 954 = 900[ ] + 13 (50 - 20)] :. 13 =0.002

..

Now

Example 1.15. Two wiresA and B are connected in seriesat O°Cand resistanceof B is 3.5 times
thatof A. The resistancetemperaturecoefficientof A is 0.4% and that of the combinationis 0.1%. Find
the resistancetemperaturecoefficient ofB. (Elect. Technology, Hyderabad Univ. 1992)

Solution. A simple technique which gives quick results in such questions is illustrated by the
A B diagram of Fig. 1.9. It is seen that.RJRA =0.003/(0.001- a)

0.004 .. a or 3.5 = 0.003/(0.001- a)

\ / or a = 0.OOOI43°C1 or 0.0143 %
Example 1.16. TwomaterialsA andB haveresistancetemperature

0.001 coefficientsof 0.004and0.004respectivelyat a giventemperature.In

/ \
what proportion must A and B be joined in series to produce a circuit
having a temperature coefficient of 0.001 ?

(Elect. Technology, Indore Univ. April 1981)

Solution. Let RAand RBbe the resistances of the two wires of materials
A and B which are to be connected in series. A B

Their ratio may be found by the simple technique shown in Fig. 1.10. 0.004 0.0004

RB = 0.003 =5 \ /RA 0.0006

Hence, RB must be 5 times RA.

Example 1.17. A resistor of 80 n resistance, having a temperature 0.001
coefficient of 0.0021 per degree C is to be constructed. Wires of two mate- / \rials of suitable cross-sectional area are available. For material A. the
resistance is 80 ohm per 100 metres and the temperature coefficient is 0.0006 0.003

0.003per degree C. For material B, the correspondingfigures are 60 ohm Fig. 1.10
per metre and 0.0015 per degree C. Calculate suitable lengths of wires of
materials A and B to be connected in series to construct the required resistor. All data are referred
to the same temperature.

(0.001- a) 0.003
Fig. 1.9

Solution. Let R" and R" be the resistances of suitable lengths of materials A and B respectively
which when joined in series will have a combined temperature coeff. of 0.0021. Hence, combina-
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tion resistance at any given temperature is (R" + Rb). Suppose we heat these materials through tOe.

When heated, resistance of A increases from Ra to Ra (I + 0.003 t). Similarly, resistance of B
increases from Rb to Rb (I + 0.0015 t).

:. combination resistance after being heated through tOe
= Ra (I + 0.003 t) + Rb (I + 0.0015 t)

The combination a being given, value of combination resistance can be also found directly as
= (Ra+ Rb) (1 + 0.0021 t)

.. (Ra + Rb) (I + 0.0021 t) = Ra (I + 0.003 t) + Rb (I + 0.0015 t)

Simplifying the above, we get ~: = ; ...(i)
Now Ra+ Rb = 80 n ...(ii)
Substitutingthe valueof Rbfrom(i) into (ii) we get

3
Ra + 2" Ra = 80 or Ra= 32n and Rb=48n

If La and Lb are "the required lengths in metres, then
L" = (100/80)x 32 = 40 m and Lb= (100/60)x 48 = 80 m

Example 1.18. A coil has a resistance of 18 Q when its mean temperature is 20°C and (~f20Q
when its mean temperature is 50°e. Find its mean temperature rise when its resistance is 21 Q and
the surrounding temperature is 15° e. (Elect. Technology, Allahabad Univ. 1992)

Solution. Let Ro be the resistance of the coil and <Xoits tempt. coefficient at O°C.

Then, 18 = Ro (1 + <Xox 20) and 20 = Ro (1 + 50 <Xo)
Dividing one by the other, we get

20 I + 50 ao I 0c
18 = 1+ 20ao :. ao =250 per

If tOe is the temperature of the coil when its resistance is 21 n, then,

21 = Ro (I + t/250)
Dividing this equation by the above equation, we have

n _ No(I+ t/250) . _ 0. . _ _ _ 500C
18 - No(I + 20 ao) , t - 65 C, temp. nse - 65 15 -

Example 1.19. The coil of a relay takes a current of 0.12 A when it is at the room temperature
(if 15°C and connected across a 60-V supply. lfthe minimum operating current of the relay is 0.1 A.
calculate the temperature above which the relay will fail to operate when connected to the same
supply. Resistance-temperature coefficient of the coil material is 0.0043 per'iC at o°e.

Solution. Resistance of the relay coil at 15°C is R.5 = 50/0.12 = 500 n.
Let tOe be the temperature at which the minimum operating current of 0.1 A flows in the relay

coil. Then, R. =60/0.1 =600 n.

Now RI5 = Ro (1 + 15 <Xo)=Ro (1 + 15 x 0.0043) and Rt =Ro (I + 0.0043 t)

Rt I + 0.0043 t 6UO I + 0.0043 t °
.. RI5 = 1.0654 or 500 = 1.0645 :. t = 65.4 C

If the temperature rises above this value, then due to increase in resistance, the relay coil will
drawa currentless than0.1 A and,therefor~,will fail to operate. .

Example 1.20. Two conductors, one of copper and the other of iron, are connected in parallel
and carry equal currents at 25°e. Whatproportion of current will pass through each if the tempera-
ture is raised to lOO°C? The temperature coefficients of resistance at O°C are 0.00431'C and
0.00631'Cfor copper and iron respectively. (Principles of Elect. Engg. Delhi Univ. June 1985)
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Solution. Since the copper and iron conductors carry equal currents at 25°C, their resistances
are the same at that temperature. Let each be R ohm.

For copper, RIOO = Rl =R [1 + 0.0043 (100 - 25)] =1.3225 R

For iron, RIOO = R2 =R [1 + 0.0063(100- 25)]= 1.4725 R
If [ is the current at 100°C, then as per current divider rule, current in the copper conductor is

[ _ [ R2 _ [ 1.4725 R - 0 5268 [
1 - Rl + R2 - 1.3225R+ 1.4725R - .

[ = [ R2 =[1.3225 R 04732 [
2 Rl + ~ 2.795R .

Hence, copper conductor will carry 52.68% of the total current and iron conductor will carry
the balance i.e. 47.32%.

Example 1.21. Thefilament of a 240 V metal-filament lamp is to be constructed from a wire
having a diameter of 0.02 mm and a resistivity at 20°C of4.3Ilil-cm. /fa. = O.OOSJ<'C,what length
offilament is necessary if the lamp is to dissipate 60 watts at a filament tempt. of2420°C ?

Solution. Electric power generated =P R watts = V-/R watts

.. V-/R = 60 or 2402/R =60
240 x 240

Resistance at 2420°C R2420 = 60 = 960 a

Now R2420= R20[1 + (2420 - 20) x 0.005]
or 960 = R20 (1 + 12)

.. R20 = 960/13a
2

-6 7t(0.002) 2

= 4.3 x 10 a-cm and A = 4 cm

A x R20_ 1t(0.002)2 x 960 _= -6-54cm
P20 4 x 13x 4.3 x 10

Example 1.22. A semi-circular ring of copper has an inner radius 6 em, radial thickness 3 cm
and an axial thickness 4 em. Find the resistance of the ring at SO°C

/:d
--'--

between its two end-faces. Assume specific resistance of Cu at 20° 3 ':t
= 1.724 X 10-6 ohm-em and resistance tempt. coeff. of Cu at --"'--
00C = 0.0043J<'C. 4 cm-----....-

Now

..

Solution. The semi-circular ring is shown in Fig. 1.11.

Mean radius of ring = (6 + 9)12=7.5cm
Mean length between end faces =7.5 1t cm =23.56 cm

Cross-section of the ring' = 3 x 4 =12 cm2

Now fJ..o= 0.0043rC;~o = 0.0043 =0.00396

Pso = P20 [1 + fJ..o(50 - 20)]
= 1.724 X 10-6 (1 + 30 x 0.00396) = 1.93 x 10-6a-cm

Rso = Ps~x I 1.93X10-6x 23.56 3.79 x 10-6 a

Tutorial Problems No. 1.2 Fig. 1.11

1. It is found that the resistance of a coil of wire increases from 40 ohm at 15°C to 50 ohm at 60°C.
Calculate the resistance temperature coefficient at O°Cof the conductor material.

[11165per °C] (Elect. Technology, Indore Univ. May 1977)
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2. A tungsten lamp filament has a temperature of 2,050°C and a resistance of 500 Q when taking normal
working current. Calculate the resistance of the filament when it has a temperature of 25°e. Tem-
perature coefficient at O°Cis 0.005/"e. [50 Q] (Elect. Technology, Indore Univ. 198/)

3. An armature has a resistance of 0.2 Q at 150°C and the armature Cu loss is to be limited to 600 watts

with a temperature rise of 55°e. If <Xofor Cu is 0.0043/"C, what is the maximum current that can be
passed through the armature? [50.8 A]

4. A d.c. shunt motor after running for several hours on constant voltage mains of 400 V takes a field
current of 1.6 A. If the temperature rise is known to be 40°C, what value of extra circuit resistance is
required to adjust the field current to 1.6A when starting from cold at 20°C? Temperature coefficient
= 0.0043/"C at 20°C. [36.69 Q]

5. In a test to detennine the resistance of a single-core cable, an appied voltage of 2.5 V was necessary
to produce a current of 2 A in it at 15°e.
(a) Calculate the cable resistance at 55°C if the temperature coefficient of resistance of copper at

O°Cis 1/235 per°e.
(b) if the cable under working conditions carries a current of 10A at this temperature, calculate the

power dissipated in the cable. [(a) 1.45 Q (b) 145 W]
6. An electric radiator is required to dissipate I kW when connected to a 230 V supply. If the coils of the

radiator are of wire 0.5 mm in diameter having resistivity of 60 11Q-cm, calculate the necessary
length of the wire. [1732 em]

7. An electric heating element to dissipate 450 watts on 250 V mains is to be made from nichrome
ribbon of width I mm and thickness 0.05 mm. Calculate the length of the ribbon required (the
resistivity of nichrome is 110 x 10-8Q-m). [631 m]

8. When burning normally, the temperature of the filament in a 230 V, 150 W gas-filled tungsten lamp
is 2,750°C. Assuming a room temperature of 16°C,calculate (a) the normal current taken by the lamp
(b) the current taken at the moment of switching on. Temperature coefficient of tungsten is 0.0047
QjQoC at O°C. [(a) 0.652 A (b) 8.45 A] (Elect. Engg. Madras Univ. 1977)

9. An aluminium wire 5 m long and 2 mm diameter is connected in parallel with a wire 3 m long. The
total current is 4 A and that in the aluminium wire is 2.5 A. Find the diameter of the copper wire. The
respective resistivities of copper and alumnium are 1.7 and 2.6 ~-m. [0.97 mm]

10. The field winding of d.c. motor connected across 230 V supply takes 1.15 A at room temp. of 20°e.
After working for some hours the current falls to 0.26 A, the supply voltage remaining constant.
Calculate the final working temperature of field winding. Resistance temperature coefficient of cop-
per at 20°Cis 1/254.5. [70.4°C] (Elect.Engg.Pune Univ.19R5)

11. Is is required to construct a resistanceof 100Q having a temperaturecoefficientof 0.00I per C. Wires
of two materialsof suitable cross-sectionalarea are available. For materialA, the resistance is 97 Q per
100 metres and for material B, the resistance is 40 Q per 100 metres. The temperature coefficient of
resistancefor materialA is 0.003 per °C and for material B is 0.0005 per 0c, Determinesuitable lengths
of wires of materialsA and B. [A: 19.4 m, B : 200 m]

12. The resistanceof the shunt windingof a d.c. machine is measuredbeforeand :lftera run of severalhours.
The average values are 55 ohms and 63 ohms. Calculate the rise in temperature of the winding. (Tem-
perature coefficient of resistanceof copper is 0.00428 ohm per ohm per 0C). [36°C] (London Univ.)

13. A piece of resistance wire, 15.6 m long and of cross-sectional area 12 mm2 at a temperature of O°C,
passes a current of 7.9 A when connected to d.c. supply at 240 V. Calculate (a) resistivity of the wire
(b) the current which will flow when the temperature rises to 55°e. The temperature coefficient of
the resistancewireis 0.00029QjQj0e. [(a) 23.37IJQ-m (b) 7.78A] (LondonUniv.)

14. A coil is connected to a constant d.c. supply of 100V. At start, when it was at the room temperature
of 25°C, it drew a current of 13A. After sometime, its temperature was 70°C and the current reduced
to 8.5 A. Find the current it will draw when its temperature increases further to 80°C. Also, find the
temperature coefficient of resistance of the coil material at 25°e.

[7.9 A; 0.01176°CI] (F.r. Engg.Univ.Nov. 1989)
15. The resistance of the filed coils with copper conductors of a dynamo is 120 Q at 25°C. After working

for 6 hours on full load, the resistance of the coil increases to 14<;>Q. Calculate the mean temperature
rise of the field coil. Take the temperature coefficient of the conductor material as 0.0042 at O°e.

r43.8°Cl (Elements of Elec. En!!!!.Ban!!lore Univ. 199/)
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1.13. Ohm's Law

This law applies to electric to electric conduction through good conductors and may be stated as follows:

The ratio of potential difference (V) between any two points on a conductor to the current (1)
flowing between them, is constant. provided the temperature of the conductor does not change.

V V
In other words, I = constant or T =R

where R is the resistance of the conductor between the two points considered.
Put in another way, it simply means that provided R is kept constant, current is directly propor-

tional to the potential difference across the ends of a conductor. However, this linear relationship
between V and I does not apply to all non-metallic conductors. For example, for silicon carbide, the
relationship is given by V= KI" where K and m are constants and m is less than unity. It also does not
apply to non-linear devices such as Zener diodes and voltage-regulator (VR) tubes.

Example 1.23. A coil of copper wire has resistance of 0 at 20°C and is connected to a 230-V
supply. By how much must the voltage be increased in order to maintain the current consant if the
temperature of the coil rises to 60°C? Take the temperature coefficient of resistance of copper as
0.00428from O°c.

Solution. As seen from Art. l.l 0
Rw I + 60 x 0.00428
R = 1. ')(\ ~ {\{\{\,1')Q :. R60=90 x 1.2568/1.0856 = 104.2020

Now, current at 20°C = 230/90 = 23/9 A
Since the wire resistance has become 104.20 at 60°C, the new voltage required for keeping the

current constant at its previous value = 104.2 x 23/9 =266.3 V
. . increasein voltagerequired=266.3 - 230 =36.3 V
Example 1.24. Three resistors are connected in series across a 12-V battery. Thefirst resistor

has a value of 1 0, secund has a voltage drop of 4 V and the third has a power dissipation of 12 W.
Calculate the value of the circuit current.

Solution. Let the two unknown resistors be R2 and R3 and I the circuit current
2 3 R2 A 1 I _ 4

.. I R3 = 12 and. 1R3=4 :. R3=4" 2' i"'-lSO, - R2

Now, 1(1 + R2 + R3) = 12
Substituting the values of I and R3, we get

:2 (I+R2+iRi) = 12 or 3R/ -8R2+4=0
8 :t .J64 - 48 , 2

R2 = 6 :. R2=20 or 3"0
3 2 3 2 3

(
2
)
2 I

R - - R2 =-x 2 =3 0 or - - =- 0
3-4 4 433

12 12
I = = 2 A or I = =6 A

1+2+3 1+(2/3)+(1/3)

..

..

..

1.14. Resistance in Series

When some conductors having resistances R1,R2 and R3 etc. are joined end-on-end as in Fig.
1.12, they are said to be connected in series. It can be proved that the equivalent resistance or total.
resistance between points A and D is equal to the sum of the three individual resistances. Being a
series circuit, it should be remembered that (i) current is the same through all the three conductors
(ii) but voltage drop across each is different due to its different resistance and is given by Ohm's Law
and (iii) sum of the three voltage drops is equal to the voltage applied across the three conductors.
There is a progressive fall in potential as we go from point A to D as shown in Fig. 1.13.
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A ~ B R2 C RJ D
VI/'-

I-~-I-~-I-~~
I

A

v

t
V

Fig. 1.12

.. V = VI + V2+ VJ= IR I + IR2 + IRJ
But V = IR

where R is the equivalent resistance of the series combination. .
.. IR = IR, + IR2 + IRJ or R = RI + R2+ RJ

I 1 I IAlso - = -+-+-
G G. G2 GJ

As seenfrom above, the main characteristics of a series circuit are :

I. samecurrent flows through all parts of the circuit.
2. different resistors have their individual voltage drops.
3. voltage drops are additive.
4. applied voltage equals the sum of different voltage drops.
5. resistancesare additive.

6. powers are additive.

Fig. 1.13

17

D

-Ohm's Law

1.15. Voltage Divider Rule

Since in a series circuit, same current flows through each of the

given resistors, voltage drop varies directly with its resistance. In Fig.

1.14 is shown a 24- V battery connected across a series combination
of three resistors.

Total resistance R = R I + R2 + RJ = 12 Q

According to Voltage Divider Rule, various voltage drops are :
R 2

VI = V. ---1 = 24x - = 4 VR 12
R2 4

V2 = V. - = 24 x _2
= 8V

R 1
RJ 6VJ = V.- =24x-=12 V
R 12

1.16. Resistances in Parallel

Three resistances,asjoined in Fig. 1.15aresaid to be connected
in parallel. In this case (i) p.d. across all resistancesis the same
(il) current in each resistor is different and is given by Ohm's Law
and(iii) the total current i.. the sum of the three separatecurrents.

V V V
I - 1+1 +1 --+-+-

- I 2 J- R R R. I 2 3

, = ~ where V is the applied voltage.
R = equivalent resistanceof the parallel combination.

~ _ -Y.+ y +-Y. or 1- = -1-+ -.l +-.L
R - RI R2 RJ R RI R2 RJ
G = GI + G2 + G]

Fig. 1.15

Now,

..
Also

R

.

12 R
.

IJ RJ,

I I

V

R2
24V

RJ

-
Fig. 1.14

II RI

A

2 VI

B

4 V2

C

6 VJ

D
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The main characteristics of a parallel circuit are :
I. same voltage acts across all parts of the circuit
2. different resistors have their individual current.
3. branch currents are additive.

4. conductances are additive.

5. powers are additive.

Example 1.25. W1u:ztis tlu?valueoftlu?unJawwnresistorR in Fig. 1.16if the voltagedrop acrosstlu?
500 0 resistoris 2.5 volts? All resistancesare in ohm (Elect.Technology,Indore Univ.April 1990)

550 50 I 550 ~ 50
A A

B
Fig. 1.16

Solution. By directproportion,dropon 50 0 resistance= 2.5 x 50/500= 0.25 V
Drop across CMD or CD = 2.5 + 0.25 =2.75 V
Dropacross5500 resistance = 12- 2.75=9.25 V

I = 9.25/550 =0.0168 A, 12=2.5/500 =0.005 A
I. = 0.0168 - 0.005 =0.01l8 A

0.0118 = 2.75/R; R = 233n
Example 1.26. Calculate the effective resistance of the following combination of resistances

and the voltage drop across each resistance when a P.D. of 60 V is applied between points A and B.

Solution. Resistance between A and C (Fig. 1.17). 3
= 6113=20

Resistance of branch ACD = 18 + 2 =20 0

Now, there are two parallelpathsbetweenpointsA
andD of resistances20 0 and 5 O.
Hence, resistance between A and D =20 II5 =4 0

:. ResistancebetweenA andB =4 + 8 =120
Total circuit current = 60/1 2 = 5 A

Current through 5 0 resistance = 5x ;~ =4 A
5- 5x-=IA- 25

. . P.D.across3 0 and 6 0 resistors= I x 2 =2 V
P.D. across 180 resistors = I x 18= 18 V

P.D. across 5 0 resistors =4 x 5 = 20 V

P.D. across 8 0 resistors = 5 x 8 =40 V

12 V 500 12VR

B

.

Current in branch ACD

R M~ 500

D

Fig. 1.17

-Art. 1.25

Example 1.27. A circuit consists offour 100-W lamps connected in parallel across a 230-V
supply. Inadvertently. a voltmeter has been connected in series with the lamps. The resistance of the
voltmeter is 15000 and that of the lamps under the conditions stated is six times th~ir value then
j,ur..i..o ..nrmnll" Whnt will hp thp rpndinv of the voltmeter?

.,
- A C .8 D 8 Bu..

...

-.,
5 /

-.. ..



Solution. The circuit is shown in Fig. 1.18. The wattage of a lamp is given by :
W = P R = VIR

.. 100 = 2302/R :. R =529 Q

Resistanceof each lamp under statedconditionis
= 6 x 529 = 3174 Q

Equivalentresistanceofthesefourlampsconnected 230V
in parallel=3174/4 =793.5 Q

This resistance is connected in series with the volt-
meter of 1500 Q resistance.

:. total circuit resistance = 1500 + 793.5 =2293.5 Q

:. circuit current = 230/2293.5 A

According to Ohm's law, voltage drop across the voltmeter =1500x 230/2293.5=150 V (approx)

Example 1.28. Determine the value of R and current through it in Fig. 1.19, if current through
branch AO is zero. (Elect. Engg. & Electronics, Bangalore Univ. 1989)

Solution. The given circuit can be redrawn as shown Fig. 1.19 (b). As seen, it is nothing else
but Wheatstone bridge circuit. As is well-known, when current through branch AO becomes zero,
the bridge is said to be balanced. In that case, products of the resistances of opposite arms of the
bridge become equal.

Electric Cu"ent and Ohm's Law

.. 4 x 1.5 = R xl; R =6 Q

A
A

19

15000

Voltmeter

Lamp
Load

Fig. 1.18

A

Under condition of balance, it makes no difference if resistance X is removed thereby giving us
the circuit of Fig. 1.19 (c). Now, there are two parallel paths between points B and C of resistances
(1 + 1.5) =2.5 Q and (4 + 6) = 10 Q. RBC = 10 112.5 =2 Q.

Total circuit resistance =2 + 2 =4 Q. Total circuit current = 10/4 =2.5 A

This current gets divided into two parts at point B. Current through R is
y = 2.5 x 2.5/12.5=0.5 A

Example 1.29. In the unbalanced bridge circuit of Fig. 1.20 (a), find the potential difference
that exists across the open switch S. Also, find the current which willflow through the switch when
it isclosed. .

Solution. With switch open, there are two parallel branches across the 15-V supply. Branch
ABC has a resistance of (3 + 12) = 15 Q and branch ABC has a resistance of (6 + 4) = 10 Q.
Obviously,each branch has 15 V applied across it.

VB = 12x IS/IS =12 V; VD=4 x 151(6+ 4) =6 V
:. p.d. across points B and D = VB - VD = 12 - 6 =6 V
When S is closed, the circuit becomes as shown in Fig. 1.20 (b) where points B and D become

electrically connected together.

0 I I 0 t (x+y)(x+y)

2 .J----M
10V k '" 10 V tOV 2

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 1.19
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RAB = 3 II6 =2 Q

RAC = 2 + 3 =5 Q

/ A

Electrical Technology

and RBC=4 II12=3 Q
J = 15/5 = 3 A

3A

C
(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 1.20

CUlmet through ann AB =3 X 6/9 =2 A. The voltage drop over ann AB =3 x 2 =6 V. Hence,
drop over ann BC = ]5 - 6 =9 V. Current through BC =9/12 =0.75 A. It is obvious that at point
B, the incoming current is 2 A, out of which 0.75 A flows along BC, whereas remaining 2 - 0.75 =
].25 A passes through the switch.

As a check, it may be noted that current through AD =6/6 = 1 A. At point D, this current is
joined by 1.25 A coming through the switch. Hence, current through DC = ] .25 + J =2.25 A. This
fact can be further verified by the fact that there is a voltage drop of 9 V across 4 Q resistor thereby
giving a current of 9/4 =2.25 A.

Example 1.30. A 50-ohm resistor is in parallel with IOO-ohmresistor. Current in 50-ohm
resistor is 7.2A. How will )'ou add a third resistor and what will be its value of the line-current is to
be its value if the line-current is to be /2./ amp? [Nagpur Univ., Nov. 1997]

Solution. Source voltage =50 x 7.2 =360 V, Current through lOO-ohm resistor = 3.6 A
Total current through these two resistors in parallel = 10.8 A
For the total line current to be 12.1 A, third resistor must be connected in parallel, as the third

branch, for carrying (] 2.1 - 10.8) = 1.3 A. If R is this resistor R =360/1.3 =277 ohms

Examp]e 1.31. In the circuit show in Fig. /.2/. calculate the value of the unknown resistance R
and the currentflowing through it when the current in branch OC is zero.

[Nagpur Univ., April 1996]

Solution. If current through R-ohm resistor is / amp, AO branch carries the same current. since,
current through the branch CO is zero. This also means that the nodes C and 0 are at the equal

. potential. Then, equating voltage-drops, we have VAO=VAC'
This means branch AC carries a current of 41;.

C

+"-
JOy.

Fig. 1.21

Thisiscurrentof 4 I alsoflowsthroughthebranchCB. Equatingthe voltage-dropsin branches
nR :mctrR. J.5 x 4 J = R J. giving R =6 Q

,+
ISV D

,,+
B ]SV

,+
]5V D

A 51 2Q

f
6V

t
9V

--1
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At node A, applying KCL, a clUTentof 51 flows through the branch BA from B to A. Applying KVL
around the loop BAOB, 1= 0.5 Amp.

Example 1.32. Find the values of Rand Vs in Fig. 1.22. Alsofind the power supplied by the source.
[Nagpur University, April 1998]

Solution. Name the nodes as marked on Fig. 1.22.
Treat node A as the reference node, so that VA=O.

3 Q Si~ce path ADC carries I A with a total of 4 ohms
resistance, VC =+ 4 V.

Since VCA+ 4, lCA=4/8 =0.5 amp from C to A.
Applying KCLat node C, IBC = 1.5 A from B to C.
Along the path BA, 1A flows through 7-ohm resistor.

VB =+ 7 Volts. VBC =7 - 4 =+ 3.
This drives a current of 1.5 amp, through R ohms.

Thus R =3/1.5 =2 ohms.

Applying KCL at node B. IFB =2.5 A from F to B. .

VFB =2 x 2.5 =5 volts, F being higher than B from the view-point of Potential. Since VB has
already been evaluated as + 7 volts, V + 12 volts (w.r. to A). Thus, the source voltage V, = 12 volts.

Example 1.33. In Fig. 1.23 (a), if all the resistances are of 6 ohms, calculate the equivalent
resistancebetween any two diagonal points. [Nagpur Univ. April 1998]

6Q () 2Q

IA

F IQ D

Fig. 1.22

N
x y

6Q
2Q

p

P 6Q Y P Y 6Q

Fig. 1.23 (a) Fig. 1.23 (b) Fig. 1.23 (c)

Solution. If X-Yare treated as the concerned diagonal points, for evaluating equivalent resis-
tance offered by the circuit, there are two ways of transforming this circuit, as discussed below:

Method 1: Delta to Star conversion applicable to the delta of PQY introducing an additional
node N as the star-point. Delta with 6 ohms at each side is converted as 2 ohms as each leg of the
star-equivalent. This is shown in Fig. 1.23 (b), which is further simplified in Fig. 1.23 (c). After
handling series-parallel combinations of resistances,

Y I 18Q
Rxy

Fig. 1.23 (d) Fig. 1.23 (e)

Total resistance between X and Y terminals in Fig. 1.23 (c) cQmes out to be 3 ohms.
Method 2: Star to Delta conversion with P as the star-point and XYQ to be the three points of

concerned converted delta. With star-elements G~6 ohms each, equivalent delta-~lements will be 18
ohms, as Fig. 1.23 (d): This is included while redrawing the circuit as in Fig. 1.23 (e).

After simplifvinl!:. the series-oarallel comhination re~lIlt~ intn thp fin". "n"Ulpr "" R - 1 ohm"
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Example 1.34. For the given circuit find the current IAand lB'

Electrical Technology

[Bombay Univ. 1991]

c -- -

l
IA+'A

In 2n

+ 3n
B

7V

In
A

Fig. 1.24

Solution. Nodes A. B, C, D and reference node 0 are marked on the same diagram.

IAand IBare to be found.

Apply KCL at node A. From C to A, current =7 + IB

At node 0. KCL is applied. which gives a current of 7 + IA through the 7 volt voltage source.
Applying KCL at node B gives a current IA -IB through 2-ohm resistor in branch CB. Finally. at
node A, KCL is applied. This gives a current of 7 + IB through I-ohm resistor in branch CA.

Around the Loop OCBO. 2 (IA-IB) + 1. IA= 7
Around the Loop CABC. 1 (7 + IBJ'+ 3 IB - 2 (IA -IB) =0
After rearranging the terms, 3 IA - 21B =7 - 21A + 61B =- 7

This gives IA = 2 amp. IB=- 0.5amp.
This means that IBis 0.5 amp from B to A.

Example 1.35. Find RABin the circuit, given in Fig. 1.25. [Bombay Univ. 2001]
A

F

IOQB

G

IOQ

Fig. 1.25 (a)

Solution. Mark additional nodes on the diagram. C, D, F. G. as shown. Redraw the figure as in
1.25 (b), and simplify the circuit. to evaluate RAB'which comes out to be 22.5 ohms.

2Q C,DA

50Q ~ 25 Q :E50 Q

SQ
B

F.G

Fig. 1.25 (b)

','vvv
2Q ISQ

SQ

'.20Q

30Q D
40Q

.. .
'" 'P
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Example 1.36. Find current through 4 resistance.

23

[Bombay Univ. 2001]

Solution. Simplifying the series-parallel combinations, and solving the circuit, the source cur-
rent is to amp. With respect to 0, VA=40, VB =40 - 16 =24 volts.

I) = 4 amp, hence I~ =6 amp
Vc = VB-12 X 1.6 =24 - 9.6 = 14.4 volts

13 = 14.4/4 =3.6 amp, which is the required answer. Further 14=24 amp.
80 80

120

Fig. 1.27
120

Fig. 1.28

Tutorial Problems No. 1.3

1. Find the current supplied by the battery in the circuit of Fig. 1.27.
2. Compute total circuit resistance and battery current

in Fig. 1.28. [8/3 n, 9 A]
3. Calculate battery current and equivalent resistance A

of the network shown in Fig. 1.29. [15 A; 8/5 n]
4. Find the equivalent resistance of the network of Fig.

1.30 between terminals A and B. All resistance
values are in ohms. [6 n]

5. What is the equivalent resistance of the circuit of
Fig. 1.31 between terminals A and B? All resis-

tances are in ohms. [4 n] B
6. Compute the value of battery current I in Fig. 1.32.

All resistances are in ohm. [6 A]

\
A

6 I

B

-=-12V 4

80

Fig. 1.31 Fig. 1.32

7. Calculate the value of current I supplied by the voltage source in Fig. 1.33. All resistance values are
in ohm~ (Hint: Vo1t!l(J'P' !I~ro~~ p.!I~h rp.~i~tor i~ (, V) f1 A 1

A--1.2-
ou r '3 :;60

I. . _
. 14

Fig. 1.26

F' 120Ig. 1.29

6

[5 A]

«4
£

U )6

Fig. 1.30
6
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8. Computethe equivalentresistanceof the circuitof Fig. 1.34(a) betweenpoints(i) ab (ii) ac and
(iii)be. All resistancesvaluesare in ohm. [(i)60, (ii)4.5 0, (iii)4.5 0]

6V 2 3

A1

B

Fig. 1.33 Fig. 1.35

9. In the circuit of Fig. 1.35, find the resistance between terminals A and B when switch is
(a) open and (b) closed. Why are the two values equal? [(a) 2 0 (b) 2 0]

10. The total current drawn by a circuit consisting of three resistors connected in parallel is 12 A.
The voltage drop across the first resistor is 12 V, the value of second resistor is 3 n and the
power dissipation of the third resistor is 24 W. What are the resistances of the first and third
resistors ? [20; 60]

11. Three parallel connected resistors when connected across a d.c. voltage source dissipate a total
power of 72 W. The total current drawn is 6 A, the current flowing through the first resistor is
3 A and the second and third resistors have equal value. What are the resistances of the three
resistors? [40; 8 0; 80]

12. A bulb rated 110 V, 60 watts is connected with another bulb rated 11O-V, 100 W across a
220 V mains. Calculate the resistance which should be joined in parallel with the first bulb so
that both the bulbs may take their rated ,power. [302.5 0]

13. Two coils connected in parallel across 100 V supply mains take 10 A from the line. The power
dissipated in one coil is 600 W. What is the resistance of the other coil? [25 0]

14. An electric lamp whose resistance, when in use, is 2 n is connected to the terminals of a dry
cell whose e.m.f. is 1.5 V. If the current through the lamp is 0.5 A, calculate the internal
resistance of the cell and the potential difference between the terminals of the lamp. If two
such cells are connected in parallel, find the resistance which must be connected in series with
the arrangement to keep the current the same as before.

[1 0 ; 1 V ; 0.5 0] (Elect. Technology, Indore Univ. 1978)

15. Determine the current by the source in the circuit shown below. (Bombay Univ. 2001)

30 V

Fig. 1.36. (a)

Hint. Series-parallel combinations of resistors have to be dealt with. This leads to the source
current of 28.463 amp.

G'
8

'6

2
/W' v

c

Fig. 1.34
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16. Find the voltage of point A with respect to point B in the Fig. 1.36 (b). Is it positive with respect to B ?

5A
~A

IOV 30
t

40

c B

Fig. 1.36 (b)

Hint. If VA = 0, Vc = - 1.25x 3 = - 3.75V
VD = -3.75-8=-11.75V
VB = VD+ 15= + 3.25volts

Thus, the potential of point A with respect to B is - 3.25 V.

1.17. Types of Resistors

(a) Carbon Composition
It is a combination of carbon particles and a binding resin with different proportions for provid-

ing desired resistance. Attached to the ends of the resistive element are metal caps which have axial
leads of tinned copper wire for soldering the resistor into a circuit. The resistor is enclosed in a
plastic case to prevent the entry of moisture and other harmful elements from outside. Billions of
carbon composition resistors are used in the electronic industry every year. They are available in
power ratings of lI8, lI4, 1/2, I and 2 W, in voltage ratings of 250,350 and 500 V. They have low
failure rates when properly used.

Such resistors have a tendency to produce electric noise due to the current passing from one
carbon particle to another. This noise appears in the form of a hiss in a loudspeaker connected to a
hi-fi system and can overcome very weak signals. That is why carbon composition resistors are used
where performance requirements are not demanding and where low cost in the main consideration.
Hence, they are extensively used in entertainment electronics although better resistors are used in
critical circuits.
(b) Deposited Carbon

Deposited carbon resistors consist of ceramic rods which have a carbon film deposited on them.
They are made by placing a ceramic rod in a methane-filled flask and heating it until, by a gas-
cracking process, a carbon film is deposited on them. A helix-grinding process forms the resistive
path. As compared to carbon composition resistors, these resistors offer a major improvement in
lower current noise and in closer tolerance. These resistors are being replaced by metal film and
metal glaze resistors. '
(c) High-Voltage Ink Film

These resistors consist of a ceramic base on which a special resistive ink is laid down in a helical
band. These resistors are capable of withstanding high voltages and find extensive use in cathode-
ray circuits, in radar and in medical electronics. Their resistances range from I ill to 100,000Mil
with voltage range upto 1000 kV.
(d) Metal Film

Metal film resistors are made by depositing vaporized metal in vacuum on a ceramic-core rod.
The resistive path is helix-ground as in the case of deposited carbon resistors. Metal film resistors
have excellent tolerance and temperature coefficient and are extrememly reliable. Hence, they are
very suitable for numerous high grade applications as in low-level stages of certain instruments
although they are much more costlier.

(Bombay University, 2000)
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(e) Metal Glaze

A metal glaze resistor consists of a metal glass mixture which is appied as a thick film to a
ceramic substrate and then fired to form a film. The value of resistance depends on the amount of
metal in the mixture. With helix-grinding, the resistance can be made to vary from I Q to many
megohms.

Another category of metal glaze resistors consists of a tinned oxide film on a glass substrate.
if) Wire-wound

Wire-wound resistors are different from all other types in the sense that no film or resistive
coating is used in their construction. They consist of a ceramic-core wound with a drawn wire
having accurately-contralled characteristics. Different wire alloys are used for providing different
resistance ranges. These resistors have highest stability and highest power rating.

Because of their bulk, high-power ratings and high cost, they are not suitable for low-cost or
high-density, limited-space applications. The completed wire-wound resistor is coated with an insu-
lating material such as baked enamel.
(g) Cermet (Ceramic Metal)

The cermet resistors are made by firing certain metals blended with ceramics on a ceramic
substrate. The value of resistance depends on the type of mix and its thickness. These resistors have
very accurate resistance values and show high stability even under extreme temperatures. Usually,
they are produced as small rectangles having leads for being attached to printed circuit boards (PCB).

1.18. Nonlinear Resistors

Those elements whose V - I curves are not straight lines are called nonlinear elements because

their resistances are nonlinear resistances. Their V - I characteristics can be represented by an
equation of the form 1= kV = b where n is usually not equal to one and the constant b mayor may not
be equal to zero.

Examples of nonlinear elements are filaments of incandescent lamps, diodes, thermistors and
varistors. A varistor is a special resistor made of carborundum crystals held together by a binder.
Fig. 1.37(a) shows how current through a varistor increase rapidly when the applied voltage increases
beyond a certain amount (nearly 100 V in the present case).

1R mA

100V

1

o
(a) (b) (c)

v 0 0.4 0.8
(d)

vt 0

Fig. 1.37

There is a corresponding rapid decrease in resistance when the current increases. Hence, varis-
tors are generally used to provide over-voltage protection in certain circuits.

A thermistor is made of metallic oxides in a suitable binder and has a large negative coefficient
of resistance i.e. its resistance decreases with increase in temperature as shown in Fig. 1.30 (b). Fig.
1.30 (c) shows how the resistance of an incandescent lamp increases with voltage whereas Fig. 1.30
(d) shows the V-I characteristics of a typical silicon diode. For a germanium diode, current is related
to its voltage by the relation.

I = 10(eVlO.026- I)
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1.19. Varistor (Nonlinear Resistor)

It is a voltage-dependent metal-oxide material whose resistance decreases sharply with increas-
ing voltage. The relationship between the current flowing through a varistor and the voltage applied
across it is given by the relation : i = kenwhere i = instantaneouscurrent,e is the instantaneous
voltage and 11is a constant whose value depends on the metal oxides used. The value of 11for
silicon-carbide-based varistors lies between 2 and 6 whereas zinc-oxide-based varistors have a value
ranging from 25 to 50.

The zinc-oxide-based varistors are primarily used for protecting solid-state power supplies from
low and medium surge voltage in the supply line. Silicon-carbide varistors provide protection against
high-voltage surges caused by lightning and by the discharge of electromagnetic energy stored in the
magnetic fields of large coils.

1.20. Short and Open Circuits

When two points of circuit are connected togetherby a thick metallic wire (Fig. 1.38),they are said
to be short-circuited. Since 'short' has practically zero resistance,it gives rise to two important facts :

(i) no voltage can exist across it because V =IR =I x 0 =0

(ii) currentthroughit (calledshort-circuitcurrent)is very large(theoretically,infinity)

+
A

+

~

lsc

~B =0

lsc = lAB
=<YJ

Rest of Circuit

....
c':;
<1.)()c....
°u

B

~~1~ ~~1~
Two points are said to be open-circuitedwhen there is no direct connectionbetweenthem

(Fig. 1.39), Obviously,an 'open' representsa break in the continuityof the circuit. Due to this
break .

(i) resistance between the two points is infinite.
(ii) there is no flow of current between the two points.

1.21. 'Shorts' in a Series Circuit

Since a dead (or solid) short has almost zero resistance, it causes the problem of excessivecurrent
which, in turn, causes power dissipation to increase many times and circuit components to bum out.

/ A A A

10 10

- 12V 20

B

-=-12V 20

A

....
'5e

Rest of Circuit U
1::
0
..c:
r.n

B

R1fl0
B

V-=-12V

R42Q
C

Rj3Q
D

(a)

:v I 30t

(b)
D

Fig. 1.40

(c)
D
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In Fig. 1.40 (a) is shown a nonnal series circuit where
V = 12 V, R = R. + R2 + R3 = 6 Q2 2
/ = VIR= 12/6 = 2 A, P = / R = 2 x 6 = 24 W

In Fig. 1.40 (b), 3-Q resistor has been shorted out by a resistanceless copper wire so that RCD=O.
Now, total circuit resistance R= 1 + 2 + 0 = 3 Q. Hence, / = 12/3 = 4 A and P =:42 X3 = 48 W.

Fig. 1.40 (c) shows the situation where both 2 Q and 3 Q resistors have been shorted out of the
circuit. In this case, 2

R = 1 Q, / = 12/1 = 12 A and P = 12 xl = 144 W
Because of this excessive current (6 times the nonnal value), connecting wires and other circuit

components can become hot enough to ignite and bum out.

1.22. 'Opens' in a Series Circuit

In a nonnal series circuit like the one shown in Fig. 1.41 (a), there exists a current flow and the
voltage drops across different resistors are proportional to their resistances. If the circuit becomes
'open' anywhere, following two effects are produced:

(i) since 'open' offers infinite resistance, circuit current becomes zero. Consequently, there is
no voltage drop across RI and R2.

(ii) wholeof theappliedvoltage(i.e. /00
V in this case) isfelt across the 'open' i.e.
across terminalsA and B [Fig. 1.41 (b)].

The reason for this is that R I and R2
V}become negligible as compared to the

infinite resistance of the 'open' which has
100 V practicallly whole of the applied voltage

dropped across it (as per Voltage Divider
Rule of art. 1.15). Hence, voltmeter in
Fig. 1.41 (b) will read nearly 100 V i.e.
the supply voltage.

V -=- 100 V -=- 100V

(a)
Fig. 1.41

(b)

A

B

1.23. 'Opens' in a Parallel Circuit .
Since an 'open' offers infinite resistance, there would be no current in that part of the circuit

where it occurs. In a parallelcircuit, an 'open' can occur either in the main line or in any parallelbranch.
As shown in Fig. 1.42 (a), an open in the main line prevents flow of current to all branches.

Hence, neither of the two bulbs glows. However, full applied voltage (i.e. 220 V in this case) is
available across the open.

Open
)o

220 V

(a)

220 V

(b)

Fig. 1.42

In this Fig. 1.42 (b), 'open' has occurred in branch circuits of BI' Since there is no current in this
branch, BI will not glow. However, as the other bulb remains connected across the voltage supply,
it would keep operating nonnality.

It may be noted that if a voltmeter is connected across the open bulb, it will read full supply
voltage of 220 V.
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1.24. 'Shorts' in Parallel Circuits

Suppose a 'short' is placed across RJ (Fig. 1.43). ft becomes directly connected across the
ba~ery and draws almost infinite current because not only its own resistance but that of the connect-
ing wires AC and BD is negligible. Due to this excessive current, the wires may get hot enough to
burn out unless the circuit is protected by a fuse.

29

D B D C

(a) Fig. 1.43 (b)

Following points about the circuit of Fig. 1.43 (a) are worth noting.
\. not only is RJ short-circuited but both Rl and R2 are also shorted out i.e. short across one

branch means short across all branches.

2. there is no current is shorted resistors. If these were three bulbs, they will not glow.
3. the shorted components are not damaged, For example, if we had three bulbs in Fig. 1.43

(a), they would glow again when circuit is restored to normal conditions by removing the
short-circuited.

It may, however, be noted from Fig. 1.43 (b) that a short-circuit across RJ may short out R2 but
not R, since it is protected by R4'

1.25. Division of Current in Parallel Circuits

In Fig. 1.44, two resistances are joined in parallel across a voltage V.
branch, as given in Ohm's law, is

I. = VIR. and 12=V/R2
!.i !!l
12 = R2

I
R =1

The current in ea~

..
1

G1and If =G22

!..l G.
.. I = G2 2

Hence, the division of current in the branches of a parallel
circuit is directly proportional to the conductance of the branches
or inversely proportional to their resistances. We may also
express the branch currents in terms of the total circuit current thus :

I R
Now 1.+12 = I; :. 12=1-/1 :. -'-=-2 or I.R.=R2(1-1.)

I-I. R.
R. G, R. G1.. I = I =1 and 12=1- -=1.-----

· R. - R2 G. + G2 RI- R2 G1+ G2
This Current Divider Rule has direct application in solving electric circuits by Norton's theorem

(Art. 2.25).
Take the case of three resistors in parallel connected across a voltage V (Fig. 1.45). Total

current is 1=I. + 12+ IJ' Let the equivalent resistance be R. Then

As
1

V
Fig. 1.44

C A A R4 B

I I I 1\ r

V-=- R,j R, R4 Uv -'- RJ R2 R3 I



RIR2R3
R = I

R2~ + ~R3 + RIR2 0 V

.
(

R2R3

)
GI Fig. 1.45

From (I) above, I, = 1 R R R R R R = 1 '-G G
- --

G12+ 23+ 3] 1+ 2+ 3

(
RIR3

)
G,

12 = I~R;--+ R2R3 + R3RI = 1 '(;, + G2 + G3

_ 1
(

RIR2

)
_1 G(

13 - R]R2+ R2R3+ R3RI - .GI + G2 + G3

Example 1.37. A resistance of 10 Q is connected in series with two resistances each of /5 Q
arranged in parallel. What resistance must be shunted across this parallel combination so that the
total current taken shall be 1.5 A with 20 V applied ? .

(Elements of Elect. Engg.-l; Banglore Univ. Jan. 1989)

Solution. The circuit connections are shown in Fig. 1.46. 1 15·
Dropacross IO-Qresistor=1.5x 10=15V I

Drop across parallel combination, VAB=20 - 15=5 V
Hence,voltageacrosseachparallelresistanceis 5 V.

I. = 5/15 =1/3 A, 12=5/15 = 1/3 A
13 = 1.5 - (1/3 + 1/3) =5/6 A

.. 13R = 5 or (5/6) R =5 or R =6 Q

Example 1.38. If 20 V be appliedacrossAB shown in
Fig. /.40, calculate the total current,thepowerdissipatedin
each resistor and the value of the series resistance to have the
total current. (Elect. Science-II, Allahabad Univ. 1992)

Solution. As seen from Fig. 1.47. RAB = 370/199 Q.
Hence, total current = 20 + 370/199 = 10.76 A

/1 = 10.76 x 5(5 + 74.25) =6.76 A; 12 = 10.76- 6.76 =4 A
24
25M2

Similarly,

a

10 15 B

R
1.5A

20V
Fig. 1.46

2
1 I

B

OB
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V = lR 11 RI
Also V = 11R, .. lR = 11R, /; Rz

1
= RI 1] = lR/RI ...(i)or - or

II R I
13 R3

111 1 1/Now - = -+-+-
R RIR2R3

A_
'1- I

B 12
0 '----IIN

5

1 370/) 99
AO .. A./W'

--.J

Fig. 1.47
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If = 6.76 x 6/9 =4.51 A;lfI=6.76-4.51 =2.25 A
Voltag drop across A and M, VAM=6.76 x 24/25 =6.48 V

Ia = V~2 =6.48/2 =3.24 A; Ib =6.48/4 = 1.62 A; Ie =6.48/6 = 1.08 A

Id = 6.48/8 =0.81 A, Ie = 20/5 = 4 A
Power Dissipation

2 2 2 2
Pa = la Ra= 3.24 x 2 = 21 W, Pb= 1.62 x 4 = 10.4 W, Pc = 1.08 x 6 = 7 W

2 2 2
Pd =0.81 x 8 =5.25 W, Pe =4 x 5 =80 W, PI=4.51 x 3 = 61 W2
Pfl= 2.25 x 6 = 30.4 W
The series resistance required is 370/199 a

Incidentally, total power dissipated = PRAB = 10.762 x 370/199 = 215.3 W (as a check).

Example 1.39. Calculate the values of different currents for the circuit shown in Fig. 1.48.
What is the total circuit conductance ? and resistance ?

Solution. As seen, I = I, + 12+ 13'The current division takes place at point B.

As seen from Art. 1.25. I, 0.1S

Gt1 = 1.
G,+ G2+ G3

= 12xQl=2A
0.6

12 = 12xO.2/0.6=4A

13 = 12x0.3/0.6=6A

GBC = 0.1 + 0.2 + 0.3 = 0.6 S

-L = L +.-L =.l... + -L = 25 S-I ..
GAc GAB GBC 0.4 0.6 6

Example 1.40. Compute the values of three branch currents for the circuits of Fig. 1.49 (a).
What is the potential difference between points A and B ?

Solution. The twogivencurrentsourcesmaybe combinedtogetheras shownin Fig. 1.49(b).
Net current =25 - 6 = 19 A because the two currents flow in opposite directions.

A

O.4S BI 12 ~~~~ Ie

O.3S
I

.
Fig.1.48

RAC = I/GAC = 25/6 a

0.5S ~0.25S ~ 0.2S

(b)

G1 0.5
Now, G = 0.5+0.25+0.2=0.95S; 1\=IG=19XO.95=10A

G2 0.5 G3 0.2
I = 1-- = 19x -- = 5 A' 13= I - = 19x -- = 4 A2 G 0.95 ' G 0.95

_ _ II _ 12 _ 13. _ 10 _
VAB - ItRI VAB---20A

G, G2 G3 0.5

The same voltage acts across the three conductances.

II t I

rs i:25S
r

)
0.2S

(a)
Fig. 1.49
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Example 1.41. Two conductors, one of copper and the other of iron, are connected in parallel
and at 20°C carry equal currents. Whatproportion of current will pass through each if the tempera-
ture is raised to JOO°C? Assume afor copper as 0.0042 andfor iron as 0.006 per °C at 20°e. Find
also the values of temperature coefficients at JOO°e. (Electrical Engg. Madras Univ. 1987)

Solution. Since they carry equal current at 20°C, the two conductors have the same resistance
at 20°C i.e. R20, As temperature is raised, their resistances increase thorugh unequally.

For Cu, R){)O = R20(1 + 80 x 0.0042) =1.336 R20
For iron R'I00 = R20(1 + 80 x 0.006) = 1.48 R20
As seen from Art. 1.25, current through Cu conductor is

R' 1.48R
II = I x 100 = I x 20 = 0.5256 I or 52.56% of I

RIOO+ R'IOO 2.816 R20

Hence, current through Cu conductor is 52.56 per cent of the total current. Obviously, the
remaining current i.e. 47.44 per cent passes through iron.

Or current through iron conductor is
R' 1.336 R

12= I. I~ - =I x 2 8 6 20 =0.47441 or 47.44% of IRIOO + 100 . I R20

For Cu, a100 = (1/0.001- __ = 0.OO314°C.

For iron, a,oo = (l/0.~6) + 80 = 0.0040°C.

Example 1.42. A battery of unknown e.m.f is connected across resistances as shown in Fig.
1.50. The voltage drop across the 8-0 resistor is 20 V. What will be the current reading in the
ammeter? What is the e.mj of the battery? (Basic Elect. Engg.; Bangladesh Univ., 1990)

Solution. Current through 8-0 resistance =20/8 =2.5 A

This current is divided into two parts at point A; one
part going along path AC and the other along path ABC
which has a resistance of 28 O.

II
12 = 2.5x 28 =0.7(11+ )

Hence, ammeter reads 0.7 A.

Resistance between A and C =(28 x 11/39) ohm.
Total circuit resistance = 8 + 11 + (308/39) = 1049/39 0

.. E = 2.5 x 1049/39 =67.3 V

E

1.26. Equivalent Resistance ,
The equivalent resistance of a circuit (or network) between its any two points (or terminals) is

given by that single resistance which can replace the entire given circuit between these twopoints. It
should be noted that resistance is always between two given points of a circuit and can have different
values for different point-pairs as illustrated by Example 1.42. it can usually be found by using
series and parallel laws of resistances. Concept of equivalent resistance is essential for understand-
ing network theorems like Thevenin's theorem and Norton's theorem etc. discussed in Chapter 2.

Example 1.43. Find the equivalent resistance of the circuit given in Fig. 1.51 (a) between the
following points (i) A and B (ii) C and D (iii) E and F (iv) A and F and (v) A and e. Numbers
represent resistances in ohm.

Solution. (i) Resistance Between A and B

In this case, the entire circuit to the right side of AB is in parallel with I 0 resistance connected
directly across points A and B.
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A 2 C 4 E A 2 C A 2 C A A

As seen, there are two parallel paths across points C and D; one having a resistance of 6 Q and
the other of (4 + 2) =6 Q. As shown in Fig. 1.51 (c), the combined resistance between C and D i.
=6116 =3 Q. Further simplifications are shown in Fig. 1.51 (d) and (e). As seen, RAD= 5/6 Q.

(ii) ResistancebetweenC and D

As seen from Fig. 1.51 (a), there are three parallel paths between C and D (i) CD itself of 6 Q
(ii) CEFD of (4 + 2) =6 Q and (iii) CABD of (2 + 1) =3 Q. It has been shown separately in Fig. 1.52

(a). The equivalent resistance RCD =3 II6 116= 1.5 Q as shown in Fig. 1.52 (b).
(iii) Resistance between E and F

In this case, the circuit to the left side of EF is in parallel with the 2 Q re~istance connected
directly across E and F. This circuit consists of a 4 Q resistance connected in series with a parallel

A C; E C; A C .~.. § C 4 E E E

Fi~l~ Fi~L~

circuitof611 (2+ I) =2Qresistance. After various simplifications as shown in Fig. 1.53, REF=2116=1.5n.

2 C. ~. E ~..~. C ~. 7.. C A' A

(iv) Resistance Between A and F

As we go from A and F, there are two possible routes to begin with: one along ABDF and the other
alongAC. At point C, there are again two alternatives,one along CDF and the other along CEF.

6, 2,

1 6 6

U tJ lI

B D F B D F B D B D B

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

Fig. 1.51

3

1J'5I 2Ut
<

3 6 2 1.5

B B DD F D FD F D F F

(a) (b) (a) (b) (c) (d)

6 2 1

lJ U LJ
5
6

B D F B D F B D B F

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

Fig. L54
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As seen from Fig. 1.54 (b), RCD=6 II6 =3 Q. Further simplification of the original circuit as
shown in Fig. 1.54 (c), (d) and (e) gives RAF=5/6 Q.

(v) Resistance Between A and C

In this case, there are two parallel paths between A and C ; one is directly from A to C and the
other is along ABD. At D, there are again two parallel paths to C; one is directly along DC and the
other is along DFEC.

A .~.. C 4 E A 2 C. A 2
n.

6 2 6 6

B D

(b)
FBB D

(a)

F

Fig. 1.55

As seen from Fig. 1.55 (b), RCD =6 II6 =3 Q. Again, from Fig. 1.55 (d), RAC =2 II4 = 4/3 Q.

Example 1.44. Two resistors of values / kQ and 4 Q are connected in series across a constant
voltage supply of /00 V. A voltmeter having an internal resistance of 12 kQ is connected across the
4 kQ resistor. Draw the circuit and calculate

(a) true voltage across 4 kQ resistor before the voltmeter was connected.

(b) actual voltage across 4kQ resistor after the voltmeter is connected and the voltage
recorded by the voltmeter.

(c) change in supply current when voltmeter is connected.

(d) percentage error in voltage across 4 kQ resistor.

(c) (d)

Solutiem. (a) True voltage drop across 4 ill resistor
as found by voltage-divider rule is 100 x 4/5 =80 V

Current from the supply =100/(4 + I) =20 mA
(b) In Fig. 1.56, voltmeter has been joined across the

4 ill resistor. The equivalent resistance between B and C
=4 x 12116=3 ill

Drop across B and C = 100 x 3/(3 +' I) =75 V.
(c) Resistance between A and C =3 + I =4 ill

New supply current = 100/4 =25 mA
.. increase in current =25 - 20 =5 mA

(d) P
.

I actual voltage - true voltage (75 - 80) 100 6 250l
ercentage error m vo tage = I

=
80

x = - . -/0
true vo tage

The reduction in the value of voltage being measured in called voltmeter loading effect because
voltmeter loads down the circuit element across which it is connected. Smaller the voltmeter resis-
tance as compared to the resistance across which it is connected, greater the loading effect and,
hence, greater the error in the voltage reading. Loading effect cannot be avoided but can be mini-
mized by selecting a voltmeter of resistance much greater than that of the network across which it is
connected.

12KQ

lKQ
A

B 4KQ C

100 V,

Fig. 1.56

Example 1.45. /n the circuit of Fig. /.57, find the value of supply voltage V so that 20-0.
resistor can dissipate /80 W.
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Solution. 14zx 20 = ISO W; 14=3 A
Since15Q and 20 Q are in parallel,

13x 15 = 3 x 20 :. 13= 4 A
Iz = 13+ 14= 4 + 3 = 7 A

Now, resistance of the circuit to the right of point A is
= 10 + 15 x 20/35 =130n Q

= 7 x 130n
= 26/5A=5.2A

= I) + Iz = 5.2 + 7 = 12.2 A

..

..

..
Total circuit resistance

RAE = 5 + 25 III30n =955/61 Q

.. V = I. RAE = 12.2 x 955/61 =191 V

Example 1.46. For the simple ladder network shown in Fig. 1.58, find the input voltage Vi
which produces a current of 0.25 A in the 3-Q resistor. All resistances are in ohm.

Solution. We will assume a current of 1 A in the 3-Q resistor. The voltage necessary to
produce I A bears the same ratio to 1A as Vidoes to 0.25 A because of the linearity of the network.
It is known as Current Assumption technique.

a 7 b 5 c I d

Example1.47. In thiscircuitof Fig. 1.59.find thevalueRI and R2so that 12~ Iln andtheinput

resistance as seen from points A and B is R ohm. R, R
Solution. As seen, the current through Rz in A C I

(II - Iz). Hence, p.d. across points C and D is - II -12
Rz (I) - Iz) = (R) + R) Iz or RzI) ~ (R) + Rz + R) Iz V_

I) R) + Rz+ R _- _ n
.. 12 - R2

The inputresistanceof the circuitas viewedfrom
terminalsA andBis requiredto be R.

. . R = R) + R2 II(R) + R)

Since

Fig. 1.58

Taking the proportion, we get

SO _ --YL
1 - 0.25

.. Vi = SO x 0.25 =20.V

...(i)

= R +RI+R)-
. n

...using Eq. (I)

R(n-l) = R) (n+ 1)

Redel = ReI= 6 Q

leI = 1 A

Vel = Vedel= I x 6 = 6 V.
lbe = 1 + 1 = 2 A

Vbg= Vbb+ Vel= 2 x 5 + 6 = 16V

Ibg = 16/S= 2 A
lab = lbe + bbg= 2 + 2 = 4 A
Vi = Vab= Vbg+Vgh

= 4 x 7 + 16 + 4 x 9 = SOV

R

R

B D

Fig. 1.59
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I Alz 10 C 14

V .....25 15 i20

5
W I .. I

E . B D

Fig. 1.57

Hence,

+1

si 6i 3
and

V: Also,
I

0.25

2 ,(1A)

h g f e
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n-l _RI+R_ 2n
RI = _ 1 R and R2 -_ 1) - ---:r-- Rn + (n - n - 1 .

1.27. Duality Between Series and Parallel Circuits

There is a certainpeculiar pattern of relationship between seriesand parallel circuits. For example,
in a series circuit. current is the same whereas in a parallel circuit. voltage is the same. Also, in a
series circuit, individual voltages are added and in a parallel circuit, individual currents are added. It
is seen that while comparing series and parallel circuits, voltage takes the place of current and current
takes tha place of voltage. Such a pattern is known as "duality" and the two circuits are said to be
duals of each other.

As arranged in Table 1.4 the equations involving voltage, current and resistance in a series
circuit have a corresponding dual counterparts in terms of current, voltage and conductance for a
parallel circuit.

..

Table1.4

Tutorial Problems No. 1.4 ]5 7

1. Using the current-divider rule, find the ratio IL/ls in the
circuit shown in Fig. 1.60. [0.25] .ls

2. Find the values of variables indicated in the circuit of Fig.
1.61. All resistances are in ohms.

[(a) 40 V (b) 21 V; 15 V (c) - 5 A; 3 A]

10 6 5

3. An ohmeter is used for measuring the resistance of a circuit between its two terminals. What would
be the reading of such an instrument used for the circuit of Fig. 1.62 at point (a) AB (b) AC and
(c) BC? All resistances are in ohm. [(a) 25 n (b) 24 n (c) 9 n]

4. Find the current and power supplied by the battery to the circuit of Fig. 1.63 (i) under normal condi-
tions and (ii) when a 'short' occurs across terminals A and B. All resistances are in kilohm.

rt:\ 't _A. 't..._ W. (;i) ~ m4' 11>mWl

Series Circuit Parallel Circuit

I. = 12 = 13 = ......... V = V2 =V3 =.........

VT = VI + V2 + V3 + ......... I. = II + 12 + 13 + .........

RT = RI + R2 + R3 + ......... GT = GI + G2 + G3 + .........

V. _ V2 _ V3 _ II 12 13
I = /f-T-T-...... V = (;=([=0=......123 I 2 3

.. RI R2 . . GI G2
Voltage DiVIder Rule VI = VT R' V2 =VT R Current DivIder Rule II = IT G' 12 =IT GT T T T

Fig. 1.60
2 2

'\AI

i100 WW+
3

I 2A +

0.6A ( t) t f)
7 t Q'2 V

6 6V
0.2A 3A - +

'I i2
I I I I t - I

(0) (b) (c)

Fig. 1.61
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4KQ A 6KQ IKQ 6KQ

3KQ -=..9V 3KQ S

B

Fig. 1.63 Fig. 1.64

A 3S 2S R R R

v R R

Fig. 1.65 Fig. 1.66 Fig. 1.67

5. Compute the values of battery cwrent I and voltage drop across6 ill resistorof Fig. 1.64when switchS
is (a) closed and (b) open. All resistance values are in kilohm. [(a)3mA; 6 V; (b) 2.25 mA; OV]

6. For the parallel circuit of Fig. 1.65 calculate (i) V (ii) II (iii) 12, [(i) 20 V; (ii) 5 A; (in) - 5 A]
7. Find the voltage across terminals A and B of the circuit shown in Fig. 1.66. All conductances are in

siemens (S). [5 V]

8. Prove that the output voltage Voin the circuit of Fig. 1.67 is Vl13.

9. A fault has occurred in the circuit of Fig. 1.68. One resistor has burnt out and has become an open.
Which is the resistor if current supplied by the battery is 6 A ? All resistances are in ohm. [4 n]

10. In Fig. 1.69if resistance between terminalsA and B measures 1000n, which resistor is open-circuited.
All conductance values are in milli-siemens (mS). [0.8 mS]

A

-=..12V 6 4 3 0.2 0.3 0.8 0.5

B
Fig. 1.68

11. In the circuit of Fig. 1.70, find current (a) I and (b) I..

~ +/'.,..1 1 3
r§'0",;

Fig. 1.69

[(a) 2 A; (b) 0.5 A]

2 2

200 100
Fi~. 1.70

A

4

B

Fil!. 1.71

A
50 n 8

.
15 30

25
""'-

Fig. 1.62

f
4 (} 4 (}

2A\p 40A\fJ

6S 4S

/2
I I

B



12. Deduce the current / in the circuit of Fig. 1.71. All resistances are in ohms. [25 A]
13. Two resistors of 100 0 and 200 0 are connected in series across a 4-V cell of negligible internal

resistance. A voltmeter of 200 0 resistance is used to measures P.D. across each. What will the

voltage be in each case? [1 V across 100 0 ; 2 V across 200 0]
14. Using series-parallel combination laws,

find the resistance between terminals A A
and B of the network shown in Fig. 1.72.

[4R]

15. A resistance coil AB of 100Q resistance
is to be used as a potentiometer and is
connected to a supply at 230 V. Find,
by calculation, the position of a tapping
point C between A and B such that a B
current of 2 A will flow in a resistance
of 50 Q connected across A and C.

[43.4 Q from A to C] (London Univ.)

16. In the circuit shown in Fig. 1.73, calculate (a) current / (b) current /1and (c) VAB.All resistances are
in ohms. [(a) 4 A (b) 0.25 A (c) 4 V]
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R

2R

Fig. 1.72

~~1~ ~~1~

17. In the circuit given in Fig. 1.74, calculate (a) current through the 25 Q resistor (b) supply voltage V.
All resistances are in ohms. [(a) 2 A (b) 100 V]

18. Using series and parallel combinations for the electrical network of Fig. 1.75, calculate (a) current
flowing in branch AF (b) p.d. across branch CD. All resistances are in ohms. [(a) 2 A (b) 1.25 V]

13 11 '"' +

24 V 30V
dc

S Supply

9

Fig. 1.75 Fig. 1.76

19. Neglecting the current taken by volemters VIand V2in Fig. 1.76, calculate (a) total current taken from
the supply (b) reading on voltmeter VI and (c) reading on voltmeter V2[(a)15 A (b) 14 V (c) 16 V]

A
. /I 0

+

S:;> '\. "f '\. F I t . I I
V

! $6

SA. " 0 ...
B
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20. Find the equivalent resistance between tenninals A and B of the

circuit shown in Fig. 1.77. Also. find the value of cumnts II' 12,
and 13' All resistances are in ohm.

[8 n; II =2A; 12= 0.6 A; 13= 0.4 A]

21. In Fig. 1.78, the IO n resistor dissipates 360 W. What is the
voltage drop across the 5 n resistor? [30 V]

22. In Fig. 1.79, the power dissipated in the 10 n resistor is 250 W.
What is the total power dissipated in the circuit ? [850 W]

25

60

Fig. 1.77

+ + 5
-+
E

[
8V

2 6 12

5

E

10 10

Fig. 1.78 Fig. 1.79 Fig. 1.80

23. What is the value of E in the circuit of Fig. 1.80? All resistances are in ohms.

R 2
[4 V]

24. Find the equivalent resistance Ra_b at the tenninals a - b of the networks shown in Fig. 1.81.
[(0) 0 (b) 0 (c) R (d) 2 n]

25. Find the equivalent resistance between tenninals a and b of the circuit shown in Fig. 1.82 (a). Each
resistance has a value of 1 n. [5111n]

a

b

(a) (b)
Fig. 1.82

26. Find the equivalent resistance between tcnninals a and b of the Circuitshown in Fig. 1.82 (b). Each
resistorhas a valueof 1n. r5/12n]

ao , . -
a I

R Ra
a b

>R>
1 I

R
Rbb I I

bO
(a) (b) (c) (d)

Fig. 1.81
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27. Two resistors of value 1000Q and 4000 Q are connected in series across a constant voltage supply of
150 V. Find (a) p.d. across 4000 ohm resistor (b) calculate the change in supply current and the
reading on a voltmeter of 12,000 Q resistance when it is connected across the larger resistor.

[(a) 120 V (b) 7.5 mA; 112.5 V]

1.28. Relative Potential

It is the voltage of one point in a circuit with respect to that of another point (usually called the
reference or common point).

Consider the circuit of Fig. 1.83 (a) where the most negative end-point C has been taken as the
reference. With respect to point C, both points A and B are positive though A is more positive than B.
The voltage of point B with respect to that of C i.e. VBC=+ 30 V.

Similarly, VAC=+ (20 + 30) =+ 50 V. + A 20 V

In Fig. 1.83 (b), the most positive end point ~

A has been taken as the reference point. With Irespect to A, both B and C are negative though · fAc
C is more negative than B.

VBA=-20 V, VCA=-(20 + 30) =-50 V
In Fig. 1.83 (c), mid-point B has been taken

as the reference point. With respect to B, A is at
positive potential whereas C is at a negati~ p0-
tential.

Hence, VAB=+ 20 V and VCB=- 30 V (of
course, VBC=+ 30 V)

It may be noted that any point in the circuit
can be chosen as the reference point to suit our
requirements. This point is often called ground or earth because originally it meant a point in a

circuit which was actually connected to earth either for safety in power
systems or for efficient radio reception and transmission. Although, this
meaning still exists, yet it has become usual today for 'ground' to mean
any point in the circuit which is connected to a large metallic object such
as the metal chassis of a transmitter, the aluminium chassis of a receiver, a
wide strip of copper plating on a printed circuit board, frame or cabinet
which supports the whose equipment. Sometimes, reference point is also
called common point. The main advantage of using a ground system is to

simplify our circuitry by saving on the amount of wiring because ground is used as the return path
for may circuits. The three commonly-used symbols for grounnd are shown in Fig. 1.84.

Example 1.48. In Fig. 1.85. calculate the values of (i) VAF(ii) VEAand (iii) VFB"

Solution. It should be noted that VAFstands for 12V ·
the potential of point A with respect to point F. The A0---1 7

B

~E l--o F
easist way of finding it is to start from the reference 24V
point F and go to point A along any available path ~J 4 V
and calculate the algebraic sum of the voltages met
on the way. Starting from point F as we go to point C D
A, we come across different battery voltages. Tak- 8V .
ing the sign convention given in Art. 1.28, we get Fig. 1.85

(i) VAF = - 24 + 4 + 8 - 6 + 12 = - 6 V

The negative sign s~ows that point A is negative with respect to point F by 6 V.
(ii) Similarly, VEA = -12+6-8-4=-18V

(iii) Starting from point B, we get VFB=6 - 8 - 4 + 24 = 18 V.
Since the result is positive it means that point F is at a higher potential than point B by 18 V.

B + 30 V C~
I--vBc~

-I
Reference

(a)

+ A....
it

Reference

20V
I\IW' - B. 30V

/\II.AI'
c_-

(b)
+ A- 20V

I\IW'-
30V

~
it

Reference

c _-
(c)

Fig.1.83

Fig.1.84
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Example 1.49. In Fig. 1.86 compute the relative potentials of points A. B. C. D and E which
(i) point A is grounded and (ii) point D is grounded. Does it affect the circuit operation or potential
difference between any pair of points?

Solution. As seen, the two batteries have been connected in series opposition. Hence, net
circuit voltage = 34 - 10 =24 V

Total circuit resistance = 6 + 4 + 2 =12 Q

Hence, the circuit current = 24/12 = 2 A
Drop across 2 Q resistor = 2 x 2 =4 V Drop across 4 Q resistor =2 x 4 =8 V

Drop across 6 Q resistor = 2 x 6 =12 V

OV A 34
1

Y B 2 n C
- I

'2A

A
34V

II

B 2n C

2A 2A-
6n IOV IOV

2A 4n 2A
2A 4n

D
E D E

-
~~1.~ ~~1.~

(i) Since point B is directly connected to the positive tenninal of the battery whose negative
tenninal is earthed, hence VB = + 34 V.

Since there is a fall of 4 V across 2 Q resistor, Ve= 34 - 4 =30 V
As we go from point C to D i.e. from positive tenninal of IO-Vbattery to its negattve tenninal,

there is a decrease in potential of 10 V. Hence, Vo =30 - 10 = 20i.e. point D is 20 V above the
groundA.

Similarly, VE = V0 - voltage fall across 4 Q restors =20 - 8 =+ 12 V
Also VA = VE - fall across 6 Q resistor = 12 (2 x 6) =0 V
(ii) In Fig. 1.87, point D has been taken as the ground. Starting from point D, as we go to E

there is a fall of 8 V. Hence, VE = - 8 V. Similarly, VA =- (8 + 12) =- 20 V.
As we go from A to B, there is a sudden increase of 34 V because we are going from negative

terminal of the battery to its positive tenninal.
:. VB = - 20 + 34 = + 14 V

Ve = VB - voltage fall across 2 Q resistor = \4 - 4 = + 10 V.
It should be so because C is connected directly to the positive terminal of the 10 V battery.
Choice of a reference point does not in any way affect the operation of a circuit. Moreover, it

also does not change the voltage across any resistor or between any pair of points (as shown below)
because the ground current ig=O.
Reference Point A

VC.4 = Ve- VA= 30-0=+ 30V; VCE=Ve- VE=30-12 =+ 18V
VBO= VB-Vo=34-20=+14V

Reference Point D

VeA = Ve- VA=10- (-20)= + 30 V; VCE=Ve- VE= 10-(-8) =+ 18 V
VBO = VB- Vo= 14-0= + 14 V .

Example 1.50. Find the voltage V in Fig. 1.88 (a). All resistances are in ohms.

Solution. The given circuit can be simplified to the final form shown in Fig. 1.88 (d). As seen,
current supplied by the the battery is I A. At point A in Fig. 1.88 (b), this current is divided into two
equal parts of 0.5 A each.
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Obviously, voltage V represents the potential of point B with respect to the negative terminal of
the battery. Point B is above the ground by an amount equal to the voltage drop across the series
combination of (40 + 50) =90n.

V = 0.5 x 90 =45 V.

A IA

100 100 100
100V

c
(c) (d)

1.29. Voltage Divider Circuit

A voltage divider circuit (also called potential divider) is a series network which is used to feed
other networks with a number of different voltages and derived from a single input voltage source.

Fig. 1.89 (a) shows a simple voltage I I 0 I I 0 Adivider.circuit which provides two output R Vi ~
voltages VI and V2. Since no load is con- )
nected across the output terminals, it is
called an unloaded voltage divider.

As seen from Art. 1.15.

VI = V RI and V2 =V .~
R) + R2 RI + R2

The ratio VIV is also known as volt-
age-ratiotransferjunction. -

As seen, V2 = R2 = 1 (a)
V RI + R2 1+ R/R2 Fig. 1.89

The voltage divider of Fig. 1.89 (b) can be used to get six different volta~es :
VCG = V3. VBC =V2. VAS =VI' VBG =(V2+ V3), VAC= (VI + V2)and VAG= V

Example 1.51. Find the values of different voltages that can be obtainedfrom a 12-V battery
with the help of voltage divider circuit of Fig. 1.90. " OA

Solution. R = RI + R2 + R3 = 4 + 3 + 1=8 Q I 4 Q~RJ ~
Drop across RJ = 12x 4/8=6 V
.. VB = 12- 6 =6 V above ground
Drop across R2 = 12 x 3/8 =4.5 V

.. Vc = VB-4.5=6-4.5=1.5
Drop across R3 = 12x 1/8= 1.5V
Differentavailableloadvoltagesare :
(i) VAB = VA - VB = 12 - 6 =6 V

B...L-

v v c

OV - -
(b)

B

J2
c

D

---1..--

Fig. 1.90

+IOOV
IA A.

I1100 V60 T 6O
+ -

100 oov
100

BV V.r-iB40
C

I I 50
AAA

to C
(b)-=- (a)

Fig. 1.88
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(ii) VAC = 12 - 1.5= 10.5 V (iii) VAD = 12 V

(iv) VBC =6 - 1.5= 4.5 V (v) VCD = 1.5 V

Example 1.52. What are the output voltages of the unloaded voltage divider shown in Fig.
1.91 ? What is the direction of current through AB ?

Solution. It maybe remembered that both VIand V2are with respect
to the ground.

R = 6 + 4 + 2 = 120

VI = drop across R2
= 24 x 4/12 = + 8 V

V2 = drop across R3=- 24 x 2/12 =- 4 V
It should be noted that point B is at negative potential with respect

to the ground. _

Current flows from A to B i.e. from a point at a higher potential to a . B
point at a lower potential. Fig. 1.91

Example 1.53. Calculate thepotentials of point A, B, C and D in Fig. 1.92. What would be the
new potential values if connections of 6-V battery are reversed ? All resistances are in ohm.

Solution. Since the two batteries are connected in additive series, total voltage around the
circuit is =12 =6 =18 V. The drops across the three resistors as fo~nd by the voltage divider rule as
shown in Fig. 1.92 (a) which also indicates their proper polarities. The potential of any point in the
circuit can be found by starting from the ground point G (assumed to be at OV)and going to the point
either in clockwise direction or counter-clockwise direction. While going around the circuit, the rise
in potential would be taken as positive and the fall in potential as negative. (Art. 2.3). Suppose we
start from point G and proceed in the clockwise direction to point A. The only potential met on the
way is the battery voltage which is taken as positive because there is a rise of potential since we are
going from its negative to positive terminal. Hence, VAis + 12 V.

VB = 12 - 3 =9 V; Vc =12 - 3 - 6 =3 V
Similarly, VD = 12-3-6-9=-6V.
It is also obvious that point D must be at - 6 V because it is directly connected to the r~gative

terminal of the 6-V battery.
We would also find the potentials of various points by starting from point G and going in the

counter-clockwise direction. For example, VB = - 6 + 9 + 6 =9 V as before.
A

+
..

-=-24 V R2 40

A

+

l'2v
I'I3V-

&
B

Grr
J:G OV

+
2 6V-

C C
6V + 6V +

3 9V 3 3V-
D D

(a) (b)

Fig. 1.92
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The connections of the 6 - V battery have been reversed in Fig. 1.92 (b). Now, the net voltage
around the circuit is 12- 6 =6 V. The drop over the 1Q resistor is =6 x 1/(1+ 2 + 3) =1 V; Drop
over 2 Q resistor is =6 x 2/6 =2 V. Obviously, VA=+ 12 V. VB=12 - I = 11 V, Ve =12 - 1 - 2
=9 V. Similarly, Vo = 12 - 1 - 2 - 3 =+ 6 V.

Example 1.54. Using minimum number of components, design a \'oltage divider which can

deliver 1 Wat 100 V, 2 W at - 50 Vand A 100mA B 10mA 100 V
1;6"W at - 80 V. The voltage source has I 1+
an internal re:>'istanceof 200 Q and sup- 200 II L1
plies a current of 100 mA, What is the

~ 100 V
open-circuitvoltageof the voltage source? I
All resistances are in ohm. OV

Solution. From the given load condi- V I +
tions, the load currents are as follows : -

ILl = 1/100 =10 mA,
IL2 = 2/50 =40 mA,

IL3 = 1.6/80 =20 mA

For economising the number of com- RJ I
ponents, the internal resistance of 200 Q I L3
can be used as the series dropping resis- 100mA 3 20 mA
tance. The suitable circuit and the ground D C
connection are shown in Fig. 1.93. Fig. 1.93

Applying Kirchhoff's laws to the closed circuit ABCDA, we have
V-200x 100 x 10-3-100-80=0 or V=200V

II = 100 - 10 = 90 mA :. RI = 100 VI90 mA = 1.111d1
13 = 100 - 20 = 80 mA; voltage drop across R3 =- 50 - (- 80)=30 V

R3 = 30 V/80 mA =375 Q

12+ 40 = 80 :. 12=40 mA; R2=50 V/4OmA =1.25 Id1
Example 1.55. Fig. 1.94 shows a transistor with proper volt-

ages established across its base. collector are emitterfor properfunc-
tion. Assume that there is a voltage drop VBEacross the base-emitter
junction of 0.6 Vand collector current Ie is equal to collector current
IE Calculate (a) VI (b) V2and VB(c) V4and VE(d)1EandIde) VJ(f)
Ve (g) VeE All resistances are given in kilo-ohm.

Solution. (a) The 250 k and 50 k resistors form a voltage-di-
vider bias network across 20 V supply.

:. VI =20 x 250/300=16.7 V
(b) V2 =20 - 16.7=3.3V
The voltage of point B with respect to ground is V2 =3.3 V
(c) VE = V2 - VBE = 3.3 - 0.6 = 2.7 V. Also V4 =2.7 V

(d) IE = Vi2 = 2.7 V/2 k = 1.35 mA. It also equals Ie-

(e) V3 =drop across collector resistor =1.35 mA x 8 k = 10.8 V

if) Potential of point C is Ve =20 - 10.8 =9.2V
(g) VCE= Ve-VE=9.2-2.7=6.5V

44

..

hz- 50V
80V

J-

40mA

-80V

+() 20 V

Ie

~~250

B

J'2~ 50 2

- -
Fig. 1.94

Tutorial Problems No. 1.5

1. Find the relative potentials (i) VAD(ii) VDC(iii) VBDand (iv) VACin Fig. 1.95.
[(i) 10 V (ii) - 20 V (iii) 10 V (iv) - 30 V]
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2. Calculatethe relativepotentialof pointA withrespectto that to B in Fig. 1.%.
C

+
20V

A

45

~~1~ ~~1~

3. Give the magnitude and polarity of the following voltages in the circuit of Fig. 1.97 (I) VI (ii) V2
(iil) V3(iv) V3-2 (v) VI_2 (vi) VI_3. [-75 V, - 50 V, 125 V, 175 V, - 25 V, - 200 V]

4. Fig. 1.98shows the equivalent circuit of a digital-to-analog (DIA) converter. What is the value of the
output voltage Vo?

+

OBJECTIVE TESTS-l

~g. 1.98

1. A good electric conductor is one that
(a) has low conductance

(b) is always made of copper wire

(c) produces a minimum voltage drop
(d) has few free electrons

2. Two wires A and B have the same cross-sec-

tion and are made of the same material. RA=
600 Q and R8 =100Q. The number of times
A is longer than B is
(a) 6 (b) 2

(c) 4 (d) 5
3. A coil has a resistance of 100 Q at 9O.C. At

l00"C, its resistance is 101 Q. The tempera-
ture coefficient of the wire at 90.C is

(a) 0.01 (b) 0.1

(c) 0.001 (d) 0.001

4. Which of the following material has nearly
zero temperature-coefficient of resistance ?
(a) carbon (b) porcelain

(c) copper (d) manganin

5. Which of the following material has a nega-
tive temperature coefficient of resistance ?
(a) brass (b) copper
(c) aluminium (d) carbon

6. A cylindrical wire, 1m in length, has a resis-
tance of 100 Q. what would be the resis-
tance of a wire made from the same material
ifboth the length and the cross-sectional area
are doubled ?

(a) 200 Q (b) 400 Q

(c) 100 Q (d) 50 Q

7. Carbon composition resistors are most popu-
lar because they .
(a) cost the least

(b) are smaller
(c) can withstand overloads

(d) do not produce electric noise

2 4

-=-24 V lA

I:6

5Q T
2T V.-=-200V

IOOH25 Q f3

3-1-
Fig. 1.97

8K 2K

-
=-12V ....,

4K lK Vo

-
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8. A unique feature of a wire-wound resistor is
its

(a) low power rating
(b) low cost

(c) high stability
(d) small size

9. If, in Fig. 1.99, resistor Rz becomes open-
circuited, the reading of the voltmeter will
become

(a) zero

(c) 50 V
(b) 150 V

(d) 200 V

20 2020 20

200 V

Fig. 1.99
10. WhateverthebatteryvoltageinFig. 1.100,it

is certainthat smallestcurrentwill flow in
the resistanceof ohm.

(a) 300

(c) 200

(b) 500

(d) 100

300

500

200

Fig. 1.100

11. Which of the following statement is TRUE
both for a series and a parallel d.c. circuit?

(a) powers are additive
(b) voltages are additive
(c) currents are additive

(d) elements have individual currents

12. The positive terminal of a 6-V battery is con-
nected to the negative terminal of a l2-V
battery whose positive terminal is grounded.
The potential at the negative terminal of the
6-V battery is-volt.

Electrical Technology

~) +18 ~) -12

(c) - 12 (d) + 12

13. In the above question, the potential at the
positive terminal of the 6-V battery is volt.
(a) +6 (b) -6

(c) - 12 (d) + 12

14. A 100-W, llO-V and a 50-W, 1l0-V lamps
are connected in series across a 220-V d.c.
source. If the resistance of the two lamps are
assumed to remain constant, the voltage
across the 1000Wlamp is volt.
(a) 110 (b) 73.3

(c) 146.7 (d) 220

15. In the parallel circuit of Fig. 1.10I, the value
of Vois volt.
(a) 12

(c) 0
(b) 24

(d) - 12
2

2

- -
Fig.1.101

16. In the series circuit of Fig. 1.102, the value
of Vo is volt.
(a) 12

(c) 0

(b) - 12

(d) 6

Fig. 1.102

17. In Fig. 1.103, there is a drop of 20 V on each
resistor. The potential of point A would be

volt.

(a) + 80

(b) - 40
(c) + 40

(d) - 80

2

)
Vo

f2V --
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A B

.=.80 V

D C

Fig. 1.103

18. From the voltmeter reading of Fig. 1.104. it
is obvious that

(a) 3 Q resistor is short-circuited

(b) 6 Q resistor is short-circuited

(c) nothing is wrong with the circuit

(d) 3 Q resistor is open-circuited

4

.=.24 V 3 6

Fig. 1.104

19. With reference to Fig. 1.105. which of the
following statement is true ?

(a) E and R( fonn a series circuit

(b) R( is in series with R3

(c) R( is in series with R3
(d) there is no series circuit

E

Fig. 1.105

PTZ:
q't>1

v'L

q'O,

J'n

J'9

P'61

P"ZJ

p'S

SH~MSNV
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20. Which of the following statements is correct
concerning the circuit of Fig. 1.106.

(a) R2and R3 fonn a series path

(b) E is in series with RI

(c) R. is in parallel with R3

(d) RI' R2 and R3 fonn a series circuit.

R2

E

Fig. 1.106
21. What is the equivalent resistance in ohms

between points A and B of Fig. 1.107? All
resistances are in ohms.

(a) 12

(b) 14.4

(c) 22

(d) 2

P'81

v'n

p.t>

A

6

Fig. 1.107

J'LI

v'OI

P'f

P'91

P'6

v',

J'SI

J'8

J'I



2 DC NETWORK THEOREMS

2.1. Electric Circuits and Network Theorems

There are certain theorems, which when applied to the solutions of electric networks, wither
simplify the network itself or render their analytical solution very easy. These theorems can also be
applied to an a.c. system, with the only difference that impedances replace the ohmic resistance of
d.c. system. Different electric circuits (according to their properties) are difined below:

I. Circuit. A circuit is a closed conducting path through which an electric current either
flows or is inteneded flow.

2. Parameters. The various elements of an electric circuit are called its parameters like resis-
tance, inductance and capacitance. These parameters may be lumped or distributed.

3. Liner Circuit. A linear circuit is one whose parameters are constant i.e. they do not change
with voltage or current.

4. Non-linear Circuit. It is that circuit whose parameters change with voltage or current.

5. Bilateral Circuit. A bilateral circuit is one whose properties or characteristics are the same
in either direction. The usual transmission line is bilateral, because it can be made to per-
form its function equally well in either direction.

6. Unilateral Circuit. It is that circuit whose properties or characteristics change with the
direction of its operation. A diode rectifier is a unilateral circuit, because it cannot perform
rectification in both directions.

7. Electric Network. A combination of various electric elements, connected in any manner
whatsoever, is called an electric network.

8. Passive Network is one which contains no source of e.m.f. in it.

9. Active Network is one which contains one or more than one source of e.m.f.

10. Node is a junction in a circuit where two or more circuit elements are connected together.

II. Branch is that part of a network which lies between two juncions.

12 Loop. It is a close path in a circuit in which no element or node is epcountered more than
once.

13. Mesh. It is a loop that contains no other loop within it. For example, the circuit of Fig. 2.1
(a) has even branches, six nodes, three loops and two meshes whereas the circuit of Fig.
2.1 (b) has four branches, two nodes, six loops and three meshes.

It should be noted that, unless stated otherwise, an electric network would be assumed passive
in the following treatment.

We will now discuss the various network theorems which are of great help in solving compli-
cated networks. Incidentally, a network is said to be completely solved or analyzed when all volt-.
ages and all currents in its different elements are determined.

48
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2 3

v-=- R C ~L
C>

6 5

(a)

4
(b)

Fig. 2.1

There are two general approaches to network analysis :
(i) Direct Method

Here, the network is left in its original form while determining its different voltages and cur-
rents. Such methods are usually restricted to fairly simple circuits and include Kirchhoff slaws,
Loop analysis, Nodal analysis, superposition theorem, Compensation theorem and Reciprocity theo-
rem etc.

(ii) Network Reduction Method

Here, the original network is converted into a much simpler equivalent circuit for rapid calcula-
tion of different quantities. This method can be applied to simple as well as complicated networks.
Examples of this method are: Delta/Star and StarlDelta conversions. Thevenin's theorem and
Norton's Theorem etc.

2.2. KirchhoWs Laws *

These laws are more comprehensive than Ohm's law and are used for solving electrical net-
works which may not be redily solved by the latter. Kirchhoffs laws, two in number, are particu-
larly useful (a) in determining the equivalent resistance of a complicated network of conductors and
(b) for calculating the currents flowing in the various conductors. The two-laws are :

1. KirchhoWs Point Law or Current Law (KCL)
It states as follows:

in any electrical network, the algebraic sum of the currents meeting at a point (or junction) is
zero.

Put in another way, it simply means that the total current leaving a juncion is equal to the total
current entering that junction. It is obviously true because there is no accumulation of charge at the
junction of the network. '

Consider the case of a few conductors meeting at a point A as in Fig. 2.2 (a). Some conductors
have currents leading to point A, whereas some have currents leading away from point A. Assuming
the incoming currents to be positive and the outgoing currents negative, we have

II + (-12) + (-13) + (+ 14) + (-Is) =0
m ~+4-~-~-4=O m ~+4=~+~+4
or incomingcurrents =outgoing currents

Similarly, in Fig. 2.2 (b) for node A

+I + (-II) + (-12) + (-13) + (-I~ =0 or 1=II + 12+ 13+ 14
We can express the above conclusion thus: 1: 1= 0 at a junction

* After Gustave Robert Kirchhoff (1824 - 1887), an outstanding German Physicist.
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(a) (b)
Fig. 2.2

-'. Kirchhoff's Mesh Law or Volta2e Law (KVU
It sraresas follows :

the algebraic sum of the products of currents and resistances in each of the conductors in any
closed path (or mesh) in a network plus the algebraic sum of the e.mjs. in that path is zero.

In other words, 1:IR + 1:e.mj. = 0 ...round a mesh

It should be noted that algebraic sum is the sum which takes into account the polarities of the
voltage drops.

The basis of this law is this : If we.start from a particular junction and go round the mesh till we
come back to the starting point, then we must be at the same potential with which we started. Hence,
it means that all the sources of e.m.f. met on the way must necessarily be equal to the voltage drops
in the resistances, every voltage being given its proper sign, plus or minus.

2.3. Determination of Voltage Sign

In applying Kirchhoff's laws to specific problems, particular attention should be paid to the
algebraic signs of voltage drops and e.m.fs., otherwise results will come out to be wrong. Following
sign conventions is suggested :

(a) Sign of Battery E.M.F.
A rise in voltage should be given a + ve sign and afall in voltage a -ve sign. Keeping this in

mind, it is clear that as we go from the -ve terminal of a battery to its +ve terminal (Fig. 2.3), there
is a rise in potential, hence this voltage should be given a + ve sign. If, on the other hand, we go from
+ve tenninal to -ve tenninal, then there is afall in potential, hence this voltage should be preceded

current current.. ..
A + V _ B A _ V +B
~~

R .. motIon
Fall in
Voltage
-V= -IR

~~.
Rise in
Voltage
+E

.
Fallin
Voltage
-E

..motion
Rise in
Voltage
+ V = + IR

Fig. 2.3 Fig. 2.4
by a -ve sign. It is important to note that the sign of the battery e.m.! is independent of the direction
of the current through that branch.

(b) Sign of IR Drop
Now, take the case of a resistor (Fig. 2.4). If we go through a resistor in the same direction as the

current, then ther is a fall in potential because current flows from a higher to a lower potential..
Hence, this voltage fall should be taken -ve. However, if we go in a direction opposite to that of the
current, then there is a rise in voltage. Hence, this voltage rise should be given a positive sign.

It is clear that the sign of voltage drop across a resistor depends on the direction of current
through that resistor but is independent of the polarity of any other source of e.m.! in the circuit
under consideration.
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Consider the closed path ABCDA in Fig. 2.5. As we travel around the mesh in the clockwise
direction, different voltage drops will have the follwing signs :

I)R_ is - ve (fall in potential) "' A IJ
12R2 is - ve (fall in potential)

13R3 is + ve (rise in potential)
14R4 is - ve (fall in potential)

E2 is - ve (fall in potential)
E) is + ve (rise in potential)

Using Kirchhoff's voltage law, we get

- I)R) - 1~2 - 13R3 - 14R4 - E2 + E) =0

or I,R) + 12R2 - 13R3 + 14R4 =E) - E2 /D R:J

2.4. Assumed Direction of Current Fig. 2.5

In applying Kirchhoff's laws to electrical networks, the question of assuming proper direction
of current usually arises. The direction of current flow may be assumed either clockwise or
anticlockwise. If the assumed direction of current is not the actual direction, then on solving the
quesiton, this current will be found to have a minus sign. If the answer is positive, then assumed
direction is the same as actual direction (Example 2.10). However, the important point is that once
a particular direction has been assumed. the same should be used throughout the solution of the
question.

Note. It should be noted that Kirchhoff's laws are applicable both to d.c. and a.c. voltages and
currents. However, in the case of alternating currents and voltages, any e.m.f. of self-inductance or
that existing across a capacitor should be also taken into account (See Example 2.14).

B

c

2.5. Solving Simultaneous Equations

Electric circuit analysis with the help of Kirchhoff's laws usually involves solution of two or
three simultaneous equations. These equations can be solved by a systematic elimination of the
varia~les but the procedure is often lengthy and laborious and hence more liable to error. Determi-
nants and Cramer's rule provide a simple and straight method for solving network equations through
manipulation of their coefficients. Of course, if the number of simultaneous equaitons happens to be
very large, use of a digital computer can make the task easy.

2.6. Determinants

The symbol I ~ ~ I is called a determinant of the second order (or 2 x 2 ~eterminant) because
it contains two rows (ab and cd) and two columns (ac and bd). The numbers a, b, c and d are called
the elements or constituents of the determinant. Their number in the present case is 22 =4.

The evaluation of such a determinant is accomplished by cross-multiplicaiton is illustrated
below :

Ll = I :x; I =ad - bc
The above result for a second order determinant can be remembered as

upper left times lower right minus upper right times lower left

a) bl c)
IThe symbol Iaz b2 c2 repre8ents a third-order determinant having 32=9 elements. It may

. a3 b3 c3
be evaluated (or expanded) as under:
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1. Multiply each element of the first row (or alternatively, first column) by a determinant
obtained by omitting the row and column in which it occurs. (It is called ~or determinant
or just minor as shown in Fig. 2.6).

Minorof a. Minorof a1 Minorof a3
Fig. 2.6

2. Prefix + and - sing alternately to the tenns so obtained.
3. Add up all these tenns together to get the value of the given determinant.

Considering the farstcolumn, minors of various elements are as shown in Fig. 2.6.

Expanding in tenns of farstcolumn, we get

I

b2 c2
1

_
I

bl c.
I

+
I

ha cl
I

~ = al b a2 b a3 b3 ~ 3 ~ 2 ~

= a. (b2c3- b3c2) - a2 (blc3 - b3c.) + a3 (blc2 - b2cl) ...(i)
Expanding in tenns of the first row, we get

~ = a
I

b2 c2
1

_ b
I

a2 c2
1

+ c
I

~ b2
1I b3 c3 I ~ c3 I ~ b3

= al (b2c3 - b3c2) - bl (~c3 - a3c2) + cl (~b3 - a3b2)
whichwillbe foundto be the sameas above.

I 7 -3 -4
Example 2.1. Evaluate the detenninant

1

- 3 6 - 2
. -4 -2 11

Solution. We will expand with the help of 2st column.

I

6 -2
1 1

-3 -4
1 1

-3 -4
1

D = 7 _ 2 II - (- 3) _ 2 II + (- 4) 6 - 2

=7 [(6 x II) - (- 2 x - 2)]+ 3 [(- 3 x II) - (- 4 x - 2)]- 4 f.(-3 x - 2) - (- 4 x 6)]
= 7 (66 - 4) + 3 (- 33 - 8) - 4 (6 + 24) =191

2.7. Solving Equations with Two Unknowns

Suppose the two given simultaneous equations are
ax+by = c

dx+ey =/
Here, the two unknown are x and y, a, b, d and e are coefficients of these unknowns whereas c

and/are constants. The procedure for solving these equations by the method of determinants is as
follows :

1. Writethetwoequationsinthematrixformas [~ : ] [; ] =Lr]



Example 2.2. Solve thefollowing two simultaneous equations by the method of determinants :

4ij - 3i2 = 1

3ij-5i2 = 2

Solution. The matrix form of the equations is [j =: ~] [:~] =[~]
1
4 -3

1

Ll = 3 -5 =(4x-5)-(-3x3)=-1l

1

1 -3
\

Lli = 2 -5 =(lx-5)-(-3x2)=1

Llz= I j ~ I =(4 x 2) - (1x 3) =5

. Lli _ 1 _ 1. . _ Llz_ 5
'I = ~-=Ti --Ii' 'z-~ --0

..

2.8. Solving Equations With Three Unknowns

Let the three simultaneous equaitons be as under:
ax+by+ez = d

ex + fy + gz = h

jx+ky+lz = m

The above equations can be put in the matrix form as under :

[~ {r] [~] = [!]
The valueof commondeterminantis givneby

a bel
Ll = Ie f g

I

=a(fl-gk)-e(bl-ek)+j(bg-Cf)
j k I

The determinant for x can be found by replacing coefficients of x in the original matrix by the
constants.

d b e

I

Lli = Ih f g =d (fl- gk) - h(bl- ek) + m(bg - ef)
m k I

Similarly, determinant for y is given by replacing coefficients of y with the three constants.

I

a d e

Llz = ~ h g I=a(hl- mg) - e(dl- me) + j (dg - he)
I] m I

..
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2. The common determinant is givne as
Ll = [ ]=ae-bd

3. For finding the determinant for x, replace the

rei b I

coefficients of x in the original matrix by the Lli = I I =(ee- bl>
constants so that we get determinant Lligiven by tf-.J e

4. For fmd thedeterminant for y, replacecoefficients
la e I =(af-ed)of y by the constants so that we get

Llz = i b5. ApplyCramer'srule to get the valueof x andy I fl

x =Lli = ee - bf and y =Llz
af - cd

Ll ae-bd Ll ae-bd
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In the same way, determinant for z is given by
a b d

Ll3 = I~ f h I=a(fm-hk)-e(bm-dk)+j(bh-df)
] k m

Ll Ll Ll

As per Cramer's rule x = -t, y = ;, z = ;
Example 2.3. Solve thefollowing three simultaneous equaitons by the use of determinants and.

Carmer's rule

i]+3i2+4i3 = 14
i] + 2i2 + i3 = 7

2i] + i2 + 2i3 = 2
Solution. As explained earlier, the above equations can be written in the form

[

1 3 4

] [

~t

]

_
[

14

]
121'2 _ 7
2 I 2 i3 2

f
l 3 4

]
Ll = I 2 I =1(4 -I) - I (6 - 4) + (3 - 8) =- 9

L2 I 2

[

14 3 4

]
LlI = 7 2 1 =14(4 -1) - 7 (6- 4) + 2(3- 8)=18

2 I 2

[

I 14 4

]
Ll2 = 1 7 I =1(14-2)-1(28-8)+2(14-28)=-36

2 2 2

[

1 3 14

]
Ll3 = 1 2 7 =1(4-7)-1(6-14)+2(21-28)=-9

2 I 2

According to Cramer's rule,

Lll 18 . Ll2 -36 . Ll3 -9
it = "A= -9 =- 2A; '2=~=~= 4A; '3=~= -9 = lA

Example 2.4. What is the voltage Vsacross the open switch in the circuit of Fig. 2,7 ?

Solution. We will apply KVL to find Vs' Starting from point A in the clockwise direction and
using the sign convention given in Art. 2.3, we have

,
, I .,

1
/,

t o V I" 3°

1
" /

I .
D I I A

~~/ ,
! \

Fig. 2.7

+Vs+ 10 - 20 - 50 + 30 = 0 ..

A C

16A

40 V 3

F

4A L
2 E

Fig. 2.8

D

Vs= 30 V
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Example 2.5. Find the unknown voltage VJ in the circuit of Fig. 2.8.

Solution. Initially, one may not be clear regarding the solution of this question. One may think
of Kirchhoff's laws or mesh analysis etc. But a little thought will show that the question can be
solved by the simple application of Kirchhoff's voltage law. Taking the outer closed loop ABCDEFA
and applying KVL to it, we get

- 16 x 3 - 4 x 2 + 40 - VI = 0; :. VI=-16 V
The negative sign shows there is a fall in potential.

Example 2.6. Using Kirchoff's Current Law and Ohm's Law,find the magnitude and polarity
ofvoltge V in Fig.2.9 (a). Directions A T A
of the two current sources are as
shown.

L b
. .1

H1
Solution. et us ar Itran y

choose the directions of Ii' 12and 13
and polarity of V as shown in Fig.
2.9.(b). We will use the sign conven-
tion for currents as given in Art. 2.3.
Applying KCL to node A, we have

- II + 30 + 12- 13- 8 = 0

or II - 12 + 13 = 22

Applying Ohm's law to the three resistive branches in Fig. 2.9 (b), we have

V V V
II = 2,13=4,12,=-(;

Substituting these values in (i) above, we get

B
(a)

B
(b)

Fig. 2.9

...(i)

(Please note the - ve sign.)

V

(
- V

)
V

2" - (; +4' = 22 or V =24 V

.. I( = V/2 =24/2 =12 A, 12=- 24/6 =- 4 A,13= 24/4= 6 A
The negative sign of 12indicates that actual direction of its flow is opposite to that show in Fig.

2.9 (b). Actually, 12,flows from A to B and not from B to A as shown.
Incidentally, it may be noted that all currents are outgoing except 30A which is an incoming

current.

Example 2.7. For the circuit shown in Fig. 2.10, find VCEand VAG'
(F.Y. Engg. Pune Univ. May 1988)

Solution. Consider the two battery circuits of Fig. 2.10 separately. Current in the 20 V battery
circuit ABCD is 20 (6 + 5 + 9) =lA. Similarly,
current in the 40 V battery curcuit EFGH is = A

40/(5 + 8 + 7) =2A. Voltage drops over differ-
ent resistors can be found by using Ohm's law.

For finding VCEi.e. voltage of point C with
respect to point E, we will start from point E
and go to C via points H and B. We will find
the algebraic sum of the voltage drops met on
the way from point E to C. Sign convention of D
the voltage drops and battery e.m.fs. would be
the same as discussed in Art. 2.3.

6 E 8 F

20V 5 5 40V

9 7

C

Fig. 2.10

G
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.. VCE = - 5 x 2 + 10 - 5 x 1 =- 5V
The negativesignshowsthatpoint C is negativewithrespectto pointE.

VAG = 7 x 2 + 10 =6 x 1 =30 V.
The positive sign shows that point A is at a positive potential of 30 V with respect to point G.

Example 2.8. Determine the currents in the unbalanced bridge circuit of Fig. 2.JJ below. Also.
determine the p.d. across BD and the resistancefrom B to D.

Solution. Assumed current directions are as shown in Fig.
2.11.

Applying Kirchhoffs Second Law to circuit DACD, we get

- x - 4z + 2X=0 or x - 2y + 4z =0 ...(1)
Circuit ABCA gives

- 2(x - z) + 3 (y + z) + 4z = 0 or 2x - 3y - 9z=0 ...(2)

CircuitDABED gives Hx+y)
-x - 2(x - z) - 2 (x + y) + 2 = 0 or 5x + 2y - 2z =2 ...(3)

Multiplying (1) by 2 and subtracting (2) from it, we get
- y + 17z = 0 ...(4)

Similarly, multiplying (1) by 5 and subtracitng (3) from it,
we have

A

C
2~.h!:=2

E
Fig. 2.11

- 12y + 22z = - 2 or - 6y + llz =- 1

Eliminating y from (4) and (5), we have 91z =1 or z =1/91 A
From (4); y =17/91 A. Putting these values ofy and z in (1), we get x =30/91 A
Current in DA =x = 30/91 A Current in DC =y = 17/91 A

. 30 1 29
Current 10 . AB = x - z=-- - - = A91 91 91

17 1 18
CB = y+z=-+-= A91 91 91

30 17 47- x+ y=-+-= A- 91 91 91
Currentin AC = z = 1/91A

Internal voltage drop in the cell =2 (x + y) =2 x 47/91 =94/91 V
. 9488*

.. P.O. across pomts D and B = 2 - 91= 91 V

Equivalent resistance of the bridge between points D and B
p.d. between points Band D 88/91 88= - =-= 1 87 n (approx)currentbetweenpointsB andD 47/91 47 .

Solution By Determinants

The matrix from the three simultaneous equaitons (1), (2) and (3) is

[~ =~ =iJm=[g]

[

1 - 2
Ii = 2 -3

5 2

Current in

Current in external circuit

(x+y)

...(5)

-~
J
=1(6+ 18)- 2 (4 -8) +5 (18+ 12)=182

-2

* P.D. between D and B =drop across DC + drop across CB =2 x 17191+ 3 x 18191= 88/91 V.
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[

0 - 2 4

]
~I = 0 -3 -9 =0(6+18)-0(4-8)+2(18+12)=60

2 2-2

[

1 0 4

] [

1 - 2 0

]
~2 = 2 0 - 9 = 34,~3 = 2 - 3 0 =2

5 2 -2 5 2 2

_ ~I =~_30 = 34 =17 =2= 1 A
x - x ~ 182- 91 A, Y 182 91 A, z 182 91

Example 2.9. Determine the branch currents in the network of Fig. 2.12 when the value of each
branch resistance is on ohm. (Elect. Technology, Allahabad Univ. 1992)

Solution. Let the current directions be as shown in Fig. 2.12.

Apply Kirchhoff s Second law to the closed circuit ABDA, we get
5 - x - z + y = 0 or x - y + z =5

Similarly, circuit BCDB gives
- (x - z) + 5 + (y + z) + z= 0

or x - y - 3z = 5

Lastly, from circuit ADCE4, we get
-y-(y+z)+lO-(x+y)= 0

or x + 3y + z = 10

From Eq. (i) and (ii), we get, z =0

Substitutingz =0 either in Eq. (i) or (ii) and in Eq. (iii),
we get

x-y = 5

x + 3y = 10

Subtracting Eq. (v) from (iv), we get
- 4y =- 5 or y =5/4 = 1.24 A

Eq. (iv) gives x = 25/4 A =6.25 A

Current in branch AB = current in branch BC =6.25 A

Current in branch BD =0; current in branch AD =cur-
rent in branch DC =1.25 A; current in branch CE4 =6.25 + 1.25 =7.5 A.

Example 2.10. State and explain Kirchhoff's laws. Determine the current supplied by the
battery in the circuit shown in Fig. 2.12 A. (Elect. Engg. I, Bombay Univ. 1987),

Solution. Let the current distribution be as shown in the figure. Considering the close circuit

ABCA and applying Kirchhoffs Second Law, we (x+y) 100n A v 100n
have

..

- lOOx- 300z + 500y =0
or x - 5y + 3z = 0 (i)

Similarly, considering the closed loop BCDB,
we have

- 300z - lOO(y+ z) + 5OO(x- z) = 0

or 5x - y - 9z = 0 ...(ii)

Taking the circuit ABDE4, we get
- l00x - 500(x - z) + 100- loo(x + y) =0

or 7x + y - 5z =1 ...(iii)

...(i)

B

...(ii)

...(iii)

...(iv)
...(v)

(x+y) D (x+y)

tOY

Fig. 2.12

T

booy
-LE

z

(x+y)
D

Fig. 2.12 A

C
(y+z)
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The value of x, y and z may be found by solving the above three simultaneous equations or by
the method of determinants as given below :

Putting the above three equations in the matrix form, we have

[~ ~J ~!][n=[~]

[

1 - 5 3

] [

0 - 5 3

]
A = 5 - 1 - 9 =240, Al = 0 - 1 - 9 =48

7 1 -5 1 1-5

[

1 0 3

] [

1 -5 0

]
A2 = 5 0 - 9 = 24,A3= 5 - 1 0 =247 1 -5 7 1 1

48 1 24 1 24 1
.. x = 240 = "5 A; y = 240 = 10 A ; z = 240 = 10 A

Current supplied by the battery is x + y = 1/5 + 1/10 =3/10 A.

Example 2.11. Two batteries A and Bare
connected in parallel and load of 10 Q is connected
across their terminals. A has an e.m.f of 12 Vand an
internalresistanceof 2 Q .. B hasan e.m.j.of 8 Vand A
an internal resistance of 1 Q. Use Kirchhoff's laws to
determine the values and directions of the currents
flowing in each of the batteries and in the external
resistance. Also determine the potential difference
across the external resistance.

x 12V 2

B
C

y 8V ID

(x+y) 10 E
(F.Y.Engg. Pone Univ.May 1989) .

Solution. Applying KVL to the closed circuit Fig. 2.13
ABCDAof Fig.2.13,we get

- 12 + 2x - ly + 8 = 0 or 2x - y =4 ...(i)

Similarly, from the closed circuit ADCEA, we get
- 8 + ly + 10 (x + y) = 0 or lOx + lly =8 ...(ii)

From Eq. (i) and (ii), we get
x = 1.625 A and y =- 0.75 A

The negative sign of y shows that the current is flowing into the 8-V battery and not out of it. In
other words, it is a charging current and not a discharging current. ·

Current flowing in the external resistance =x + y=1.625 - 0.75 = 0.875 A
P.D. across the external resistance =10 x 0.875 = 8.75 V

Note. To confIrm the correctness of the answer, the simple check is to fInd the value of the
external voltage available across point A and C with the help of the {wo parallel branches. If the
value of the voltage comes out to be the same, the the answer is correct, otherwise it is wrong. For
example, VCBA =- 2 x 1.625 + 12 =8.75 V. From the second branch VeDA=1 x 0.75 + 8 =8.75 V.
Hence, the answer found above is correct.

Example 2.12. Determine the current x in the 4-Q resistance of the circuit shown in Fig.
2.13 (A).

Solution. The given circuit is redrawn with assumed distribution of currents in Fig. 2.13 A (b).
Applying KVL to different closed loops, we get



Circuit EF ADE

- 2y + IOz + (x - y - 6) = 0
Circuit ABCDA

2 (y + z + 6) - 10 + 3 (x - y - z - 6) - IOz =0 or 3x - 5y - 14z =40
Circuit EDCGE

- (x - y - 6) - 3(x - y - z - 6) - 4x + 24 =0 or 8x - 4y - 3z=48

From above equations we get x =4.1 A

Example 2.13. Applying Kirchhoff's laws to different loops in Fig. 2.14, find the values of VI

and V2. 30 V -IS V+ - + -
Solution. Starting from point A and I I B

applying Kirchhoff's voltage law to loop
No.3, we get

- V3+ 5 = 0 or V3= 5 V
S . f .

A d I . JOV
tartmg rom pomt an app ymg

Kirchhoff's voltage law to loop No.1, we get

10 - 30 - V, + 5 =0 or V, =-15 V

The negative sign of V, denotes that its
polarity is opposite to that shown in the
figure.

Starting from point B in loop No.3, we
get

-(-15)-V2+(-15)=0 or V2=O

Example 2.14. In the network of Fig. 2.J5, the different currents and voltages are as under:
.

5 - 2r. 3
. d 4 - 2r

12= e ,14 = Sin t an v] = e

Using KCL, find voltage vI'
Solution. According to KCL, the algebraic sum of the currents

meeting at juncion " is zero Le.

i, + i2 + i3 + (- i4) = 0
it + i2 + i3- i4 = 0 ...(i)

Now, current through a capacitor is givne by i =C dv/dt

. - C. dVJ _., .!£. (4 ,- 2r) = - 16e- ~r

.. 13 - dt - _. dl e

or x - 3y + IOz=6

+

+Ji3-
A

+ 5V-
Fig. 2.14

...(i)

...(ii)

...(iii)

+

C

Fig. 2.15

Ashish Singh
Highlight
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Substituting this value in Eq (I) above, we get
. 5 -21 16 -21 3

.
0'I + e - e - SIDt =

or ;1 = 3 sin t + lle-2I
The voltage vI developed across the coil is

vI = L ~~ =4. ;t (3sin t + lle-2I)
= 4 (3 cos t - 22e - 21) =12 cos t - 88e- 21

Example 2.15. In the network shown in Fig. 2.16, vI =4V, v4 = 4 cas 2t and i3 = 2e- 1/3.

Detennine i2.

.. - 4 - v2 - 4e-l13+ 4 cos 2t= 0
or v2= 4 cos 2t - 4e-t13- 4

N . dV2 d -1/3ow, '2 = C - =8-(4cos 2t -4e -4)dt dt

. 8
(

8
.

2t 4 -,13

)
64

.
2t 32 -1/3

'2 = - SID + 3" e =- SID + "3 e

Example 2.16. Use nodal analysis to detennine the voltage across 5 resistance and the current
in the I2 V source. [Bombay University 2001]

9A

Solution. Applying KVL to closed mesh ABCDA, we get

- vI - v2 + v3 + v4 = 0

= L d~=6 !£ (2e-1/3)
v3 dt' dt

= _ 4e- 1/3

Now

..

9A

+ 'i _
~

4V
B

Fig. 2.16

Fig. 2.17 (a) Fig. 2.17 (b)

Solution. Transform the 12-volt and 4-ohm resistor into current-source and parallel resistor.
Mark the nodes O. A. B and C on the diagram. Salf-and mutual conductance terms are to be

wirtten down next.

At A, G(IQ= 1/4 + 1/2 + 1/4 = 1 mho
At B, Gbb= 1/2 + 1/5 + 1/100 = 0.71 mho
At C, Gee= 1/4 + 1/5 + 1/20 = 0/50 mho

Between A and B, Gab=0.5 mho,
Between B and C, Gbe=0.2 mho,

BetweenA and C, Gac= 0.25mho.

840 40

AI . 8 ?O A 20 8 50
... C C

40
1000 200

1000
f200 3AQ) f

0

Ashish Singh
Highlight

Edited by Foxit ReaderCopyright(C) by Foxit Software Company,2005-2007For Evaluation Only.
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Current Source matrix: At node A, 3 amp incoming and 9 amp outgoing currents give a net
outgoing current of 6 amp. At node C, incoming current =9 amp. At node B, no current source is

connected. Hence, the c"""nt-source matrix is: [- g]

The potentials of three nodes to be

[

found 1are :_V~:/8'_ ~~25

] [

VA

] [

_ 6

]
- 0.5 0.71 - 0.20 VB = 0

- 0.25 - 0.20 0.5 Vc 9
For evaluatingVA'VB'Vc' followingstepsare required.

1 -0.5 -0.25
~ =I - 0.5 0.71 - 0.201= Ix (0.710.5 - 0.04) + 0.5 (- 0.25 - 0.05) - 0.25 (0.1 + 0.71x 0.25)

- 0.25 - 0.20 0.5
= 0.315 - 0.15- 0.069375=0.095625

-6 -0.5 -0.25
~a = I- 0.5 0.71 - 0.201=+ 0.6075

9 - 0.20 + 0.5
1 - 6 - 0.25

~b = I - 0.5 0 - 0.201=1.125
- 0.25 9 0.50

1 -0.5-6
- 0.5 0.71 0 1=2.2475

- 0.25 - 0.20 9
I

VA =~j~ =+0/6075/0.095625 =6.353 volts
VB =~J~ =1.125/0.095625 =11.765 volts
Vc =~/~ =2.475/0.95625=25.882volts
Hence, voltage across 5-ohm resistor =Vc - VB=14.18 volts. Obviously. B is positive w.r. to

A. From these node potentials, current through 100-ohm resistor is 0.118 amp; (i) current through
20 ohm resistor is 1.294 amp.

(ii) Current through 5-ohm resistor =14.18/5 =2.836 amp.
(iii) Current through 4-ohm resistor between C and A =19.53/4 =4.883 amp
Check: Apply KCL at node C
Incoming current =9 amp, from the source.
Outgoing currents as calculated in (i), (ii) and (iii) above = 1.294 + 2.836 + 4.883 ==9 amp
(iv) Current through 2-ohm resistor =(VB - VA)/2=2.706 amp, from B k>A.
(v) Current in A-O branch =6.353/4 = 1.588 amp

~ =c

4Q

A 2Q
1.412 amp

4.883 amp

2.706 amp

4Q

D
I

o ?t2 Vo

Fig. 2.17 (c) Equivalent Fig. 2.17 (d) Actual elements

In Fig. 2.17 (c), the transformed equivalent circuit is shown. The 3-amp current source (0 toA)
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and the current of 1.588amp inA-O branch have to be interpreted with reference to the actual circuit,
shown in Fig. 2.17 (d), where in a node D exists at a potential of 12 volts w.r. to the reference node.
The 4-ohm resistor between D and A carries an upward current of {(l2 - 6.353)/4 =} 1.412 amp,
which is nothing but 3 amp into the node and 1.588 amp away from the node, as in Fig. 2.17 (c), at
node A. The current in the 12-V source is thus 1.412 amp.

Check. KCL at node A should give a check that incoming currents should add-up to 9 amp.
1.412 + 2.706 + 4.883 ==9 amp

Example 2.17. Determine current in 5-Q resistor by anyone method.

(Bombay University 2001)
IOY

~r+

200~
30

8Y

20
A c

20 ~ 50+11-

Fig. 2.18 (b)

A

8YI- ),__
20

CA
D20

I- ' Yrn
12Y

Fig. 2.18 (c)

10 3Q

At9A 20

D
.

C

X y
It
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x

By observation, Resistance-elements of 2 x 2 matrix have to be noted.

Raa = 3, Rbb =5, Rab= I

= I+~~I
.

1

8 -I
II

3 -1
1

'a = 10 6 + -I 6 =58/17=3.412amp

ib = I-i 1~1+(17)=38/17=2.2353amp

VXY = VTH= 12 + 2ia+ 2ib= 23.3
Volts, with y positive w.r. to X. RTHcan be evalu-

ated from Fig. 2.18 (c), after transforming delta con-
figuration at nodes B-D-C to its equivalent star, as
shown in Fig. 2.18 (d)

Further simplification results into :

Rxy =RTH =1.412 ohms

Hence, Load Current =Vnf(RL + RTH) =23.3/6.412
D =3.643 amp.

Fig. 2.18 (d) This agrees with result obtained ealier.

Example 2.18 (a). Determine the voltages 1 and 2 of the network in Fig. 2.19 (a) by nodal
analysis. (Bombay University, 2001)

I

3 - 1

II
~a

I- I 6 'b

B

y

10 2

20 10

20

o

Fig. 2.19 (a)

Solution. Write the conductance matrix for the network, with nodes numbered as 1, 2, 4 as
shown.

This gives VI =AI/A =2.50/1.25 =2 Volts

And V2 =~/A =2.50/1.25 =2 Volts
It means that the 2-ohm resistor between nodes 1 and 2 does not carry CUlTent.

gll = 1+ 0.5 =2 mho,g22= I + 0.5 = 1.5mho,
g33 = 1 mho,gl2= 0.5 mho,g23= 0, g\3= I mho

2 - 0.5 - 1\ I 0 - 0.5 - 1
A = I- 0.5 1.5 0 =1.25, AI= 2 1.5 0 I= 2.5

- 1 0 1.0 1 0 1

2 0 -1
A2 = I- 0.5 2 o I=2.5

-1 1 1.0
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2.9. Independent and Dependent Sources

Those voltage or current sources, which do not depend on any other quantity in the circuit, are
called independent sources. An independent d.c. voltage source is shown in Fig. 2.20 (a) whereas a
time-varying voltage source is shown in Fig. 2.20 (b). The positive sign shows that terminal A is
positive with respect to terminal B. In other words, potential of terminal A is v volts higher than that
of terminal B.

v

OAOA OA

v (t)

(a) (b)

~2 =

Similarly, Fig. 2.20 (c) shows an ideal constant current source whereas Fig. 2.20 (d) depicts a
time-varying current source. The arrow shows the direction of flow of the current at any moment
under consideration.

A dependent voltage or current source is one which depends on some other quantity in the
curcuit which may be either a voltage or a current. Such a source is represented by a diamond-
shaped symbol as shown in Fig. 2.21 so as not to confuse it with an independent source. There are
four possible dependent sources :

I. Voltage-dependent voltage source [Fig. 2.21 (a)]

2. Current-dependent voltage source [Fig. 2.21 (b)]

3. Voltage-dependent current source [Fig. 2.21 (c)]

4. Current-dependent current source [Fig. 2.21 (d)]

Such sources can also be either constant sources or time-varying sources. Such sources are
often met in electronic circuits. As seen above, the voltage or current source is dependent on the and
is proportional to another current or voltage. The constants of proportionality are writeen as a, r, g
and~. The constants a and ~ have no unis, r has the unit of ohms and g has tbe unit of siemens.

i (1)

R I . OR I oR

(c) _ (d)

Fig. 2.20

2 - 0.5 - I I I 0 - 0.5 - 1
- 0.5 1.5 0 =1.25, l = 2 1.5 0 I=2.5

- I 0 1.0 I 0 I

+0 0

j
0 +0

V ( )av " < }ri v

-0 r r -0

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Fig. 2.21
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Independent sources actually exist as physical entities such as a battery, a d.c. generator and an
alternator etc. But dependent sources are parts of models that are used to reperesent electrical prop-
erties of electronic devices such as operational amplifiers and transistors etc.

Example 2.19. Using Kirchhoff's current law. find the values of the currents iI and i2 in the
curcuit of Fig. 2.22 (a) which contains a current-dependent current source. All resistances are in
ohms.

Solution. ApplyingKCLto nodeA, we get
2 - il + 4 il - i2 = 0 or - 3il + i2 =2

By Ohm's law, i( = vl3 and i2 = v/2
Substituting these values above, we get

- 3(vI3) + vl2 = 2 or v =- 4 V

.. il = - 4/3 A and i2=- 4/2 =- 2 A
. The value of the dependent current source is =4il =4 x (- 4/3) =- 16/3A.

A A

tJ2A 3 2 t J2A 3 2

Fig. 2.22

Since i( and izcome out to be negative, it means that they flow upwards as shown in Fig. 2.22(b)
and not downwards as presumed. Similarly, the current of the dependent source flows downwards
as shown in Fig. 2.22 (b). It may also be noted that the sum of the upwards currents equals that of the
downward currents.

(a) (b)

Example 2.20. By applying Kirchhoff's current law. obtain the values of v, il and i2 ill the
circuit of Fig. 2.23 (a) which contains a voltage-dependent current source. Resistance values are in
ohms.

Now,

Solution. Applying KCL to node A of the circuit, we get

2-i(+4v-iz = 0 or il+iz-4v=2
i( = v/3 and i2= v/6

v v -4
- + - - 4v = 2 or v = - V
367

- 4 . - 2 - 4 -16
-A and lz=-A and 4v=4x-=-V21 21 7 7

A

..

..

A

t )2A 3
+ 1~.4vA
v(t' 6 t }2A 3

+ ,

v1t4VA
6

(a)
Fig. 2.23

(b)
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Since il and i2come out to be negative and value of current source is also negative, their direc-
tions of flow are opposite to those presumed in Fig. 2.23 (a). Actual current directions are shown in
Fig. 2.23 (b).

Example 2.21. Apply Kirchhoff's voltage law. to find the values of current i and the voltage
drops vJand v2in the circuit of Fig. 2.24 which contains a current-dependent voltage source. What
is the voltage of the dependent source? All resistance values are in ohms.

Solution.

..

Applying KVL to the circuit of Fig. 2.24 and starting from point A, we get

- vI + 4i - v2+ 6 = 0 or vI- 4i + v2=6
vI = 2i and v2 =4i

2i - 4i + 4i = 6 or i =3A

vI = 2 x 3 =6V and v2=4 x 3 =12 V
4

~
vI 4iv

v2~4

2A

f 2
+
v

Now,

..
A

+

6V

D C
Fig. 2.24

Voltage of the dependent source =4i =4 x 4 =12 V

Example 2.22. In the circuit shown in Fig. 2.25. apply KCL tofind the value of i for the case
when (a) v = IV (b) v =4 V (c) v =6 V. The resistor values are in ohms.

Solution. (a) When v =4 V, current through 2 Q resistor which is connected in parallel with the
2 v source =2/2 = IA. Since the source current is 2 A, i =2 - I =1 A.

(b) When v = 4V, current through the 2Q resistor =4/2 =2 A. Hencei = 2 - 2 =0 A.
(c) When v = 6 V, current through the 2Q resistor =6/2 =3 A. Since current source can supply

only 2 A, the balance of I A is supplied by the voltage source.
Hence, i =- I A i.e. it flows in a direction opposite to that
shown in Fig. 2.25.

Example 2.23. In the curcuit of Fig. 2.26. apply KCL +
to find the value of current i when (a) k =2 (b) K = 3 and
(c) K =4. Both resistances are in ohms.

Solution. Since 6 (} and 3 Q resistors are connected in
parallel across the 24-V battery, iI = 24/6 = 8 A.

Applying KCL to node A, we get i - 4 + 4 K - 8 =0 or
i =12 - 4 K.

(a) When K =2, i =12 - 4 x 2 =4 A
(b) WhenK=3,i=12-4x3=OA

(c) WhenK = 4, i = 12- 4 x 4 =-4 A

It means that current i flows in the opposite direciton.

Example 2.24. Find the current i and also the power and voltage of the dependent source in
Fig. 2.72 (a). All resistances are in ohms.

Fig. 2.25

A

6 · 3

Fig. 2.26
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Solution. The two current sources can be combined into a single source of 8 - 6 =2A. Thetwo
parallel 4 Q resistances when combined have a value of 2 Q which, being in series with the 10 Q
resistance, gives the branch resistance of 10 + 2 =12 Q. This 12 Q resistance when combined with
the other 12 Q resistance gives a combination resistance of 6 Q. The simplified circuit is shown in
Fig. 2.27 (b.)

ApplyingKCLto nodeA, we get
0.9i + 2 - i - V/6 = 0 or 0.6i =12 - v

Also v =3i :. i =10/3 A. Hence, v = 10 V.

The power furnished by the current source =v x 0.9 i = 10 x 0.9 (10/3) =30 W.

Example 2.25. Byusing voltage-dividerrule,calculatethe voltagesVxand v"in the net work
shown in Fig. 2.28. 7' 5

Solution. As seen, 12 V drop in over the
series combination of 1, 2 and 3 Q resistors. As
per voltage-divider ruel v.. = drop over 3 Q =
12 x 3/6 =6 V

The voltage of the dependent source =
12 x 6 =72 V

The voltage v" equals the drop across 8 Q
resistor connected' across the voltage source ~f
72V.

3 4
6

2 +

4 +
V.r~3

12V

Again using voltge-divider rule, drop over
8 Q resistor = 72 x 8/12 = 48 V.

Hence, vy= - 48 V. The negative sign has been
given because positive and negative signs of vy are
actually opposite to those shown in Fig. 2.28.

cf
A

Example 2.26. Use KCL tofind the value ofv in tthe curcuit of Fig. 2.29.

Solution. Let us start from ground and go to point
a andfindthe valueof voltageva' Obviously,5 + v =

vaor v = va- 5. Applying KCL to point, we get

6 - 2 v + (5 - va)/l = 0 or 6 - 2 (va-
5) + (5 - va>= 0 or va= 7 V

Hence, v = va- 5 = 7 - 5 = 2 V. Since it turns out
to be positive, its sign as indicated in the figure is correct.

OV

-

Fig. 2.29

A-+
I I

nA 3
!12 09

6A

t v (n (f)"JO 2A(t ) 3 6

4

I -I

(a) (b)

Fig. 2.27

Fig. 2.28

a. .
+ v

+ +

)2V
5
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Example 2.27.(a) BasicElectric Circuits by Cwminghan.
Find the value of current i2 supplied by the voltatage-

i 1 controlled current source (VCCS) shown in Fig. 2.30.2

+ Solution. ApplyingKVLto theclosedcircuitABCD,we
have - 4 + 8 - vI =0 :. vI =4 V

The current supplied by VCCS is 10 VI= 10 x 4 =40 A.
Since i2 flows in an opposite direction to this current, hence
i2 =- 40A.

Example 2.27. (b). Find the voltage drop v2across the cur-
rent-controlled voltage source (CCVS) shown in Fig. 2.28.

Solution. Applying KCL to point A, we have 2 + 6 - il or i. =8

16 V

D C

Fig. 2.30

A.

Application of KVL to the closed circuit on the right hand side gives 5 i. - v2 =0 or v2 =5
i. =5 x 8 =40 V.

A

Fig. 2.31 Fig. 2.32

Example 2.28. Find the values of i/, V/, Vx and vahin the network of Fig. 2.32 with its terminals
a and b open.

Solution. It is obvious that il =4 A. Applying KVL to the left-hand closed circuit, we get
- 40 + 20 - vI =0 or vI =- 20 V.

Similarly, applying KVL to the second closed loop, we get
v. - Vx+ 4vI - 50 =0 or Vx= 5 vI - 50 =- 5 x 20 - 50 =- 150 V
Again applying KVL to the right-hand side circuit containing v00'we get
50 - 4vI - 10 vab =0 or voo=50 - 4 (- 20)- 10=120 V .
Example 2.29 (a). Find the current i in the circuit of Fig. 2.33. All resistances are in ohms.

Solution. The equivalent resitance of the two parallel paths across point a is 3 II(4 + 2) =2 Q.
Now, applying KVL to the closed loop, we get 24 - v - 2v - 2i =O. Since v =2i, we get 24 - 2i-
2(2i)- 2i =0 or i =3 A.

2 + _ a a

Fi2. 2.33 Fil!. 2.34

I \.J d +y 1- \.J a
+

il
+1 )

tJ2Am6A n
5i.0 v2l,J 040 V cb It vab

1+ 4A

'y!JV.I -
b

+v-
2v .

4 A
J'

I , i2
3 +

24V 3$
1

v15

2



Example 2.29. (b) Determine the value of current i2 and voltage drop v across 15 Q resistor in
Fig. 2.34.

Solution. It will be seen that the dependent current source is related ot i2. Applying KCL to
node a, we get 4 - i + 3i2 - i2 =0 or 4 - i, +3 i2 =O.

Applying Ohm's law, we get i, = vl5 and i2 = v115.

Substituting these values in the above equation, we get 4 - (vI5) + 2 (vI15) =0 or v =60 V and

i2 =4 A.

Example2.29(c). In thecurcuitof Fig.2.35,find thevalues
of i andv. All resistanceare in ohms.

Solution. It may be noted that 12 + v = vaor v = va- 12.
ApplyingKCLto nodea, we get

70

0- v v v -12~+--~ =0 ~ v=4V
2 4 2 a

Hence, v =4 - 12 =- 8 V. The negative sign shows that its
polarity is opposite to that shown in Fig. 2.35. The current flow-
ing from the point a to ground is 4/2 =2 A. Hence, i = - 2 A.
Tutorial Problems No. 2.1

1. ApplyKCLto find!hevalueof / in Fig. 2.36.

",,~~~ '"
" ', ,

" C "
, \
, ,
I '

I

I ,A R '5A," ~' ', "
" - ,."-- ~------....

+

J)

Fig. 2.36

2. Applying Kirchhoffs voltage law, find VIand V2in Fig. 2.37.

3. Find !he values of currents /2 and /4 in !he network of Fig. 2.38.
I

-L

~ =6A

2A 9A

Electrical Technology

a 2

+ v

+

2 12

OV

-
Fig. 2.35

[8 A]

+15 Y-

+
lOY

+

~

B

Fig. 2.37
[VI = 10 V; V2 - 5 V]

[12 =4 A; 14 =5 A]

I
I

Fig. 2.38 Fig. 2.39
4. UseKirchhoffs law,to find!hevaluesof voltagesVIand V2in thenetworkshownin Fig.2.39.

[V 1 =2 V ; V2 =5 V]

[II =2 A ; 12 = 7 A]5. Find !he unknown currents in !he curcuits shown in Fig. 2.40(a).
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lOA

4A' 8A

5A

3A

(a)

6. Using Kirchhoffs current law, find the values of the unknown currents in Fig. 2.40 (b).
[I) =2 A; 12 =2 A; 13 =4 A; 14 = 10 A]

7. In Fig. 2.41, the potential of point A is - 30 V. Using Kirchhoffs voltage law, find (a) value of V and
(b) powerdissipatedby 5 Q resistance.All resistancesare in ohms. [100V; 500 W]

8. Using KVL and KCL, find the values of V and I in Fig. 2.42. All resistances are in ohms.
[80 V; -4 A]

9. Using KCL, find the values VAD'II' 12and 13in the circuit of Fig. 2.43. All resistances are in ohms.
[VAB =12 V ; I) =2/3 A; 12 = 1 A; 13 =4/3 A]

10. A bridge network ABCD is arranged as follows:
Resistances between terminals A-B, B-C, C-D, D-A, and B-D are 10,20, 15, 5 and 40 ohms respec-
tively. A 20 V battery of negligible internal resistance is connected between terminals A and C.
Determine the current in each resistor.

[AB = 0.645A; BC = 0.678A; AD = 1.025A; DB = 01033A; DC = 0.992A]
II. Two batteries A and B are connected in parallel and a load of 10Q is connected across their terminals.

A has an e.m.f. of 12 V and an internal resistance of 2 Q ; B has an e.mJ. of 8 V and an internal
resistance of I Q. Use Kirchhoffs laws to determine the values and directions of the currents flowing
in each of the batteries and in the external resistance. Also determine the p.d. across the external
resistance. [IA = 1.625A (discharge),IB= 0.75A (charge); 0.875A; 8.75V]

12. The four arms of a Wheastone bridge have the following resistances; AB = 100,BC= 10,CD= 4, DA
= 50 ohms.

A galvanometer of 20 ohms resistance is connected across ED. Calculate the current through the
galvanometer when a potential difference of 10 volts is maintained across AC.

[0.00513A] [Elect.Tech.Lond. Univ.]

13. Findthe voltageVdain the networkshownin Fig.2.44(a) if R is 10Q and(b) 20 Q.
[(a) 5 V (b) 5 V]

14. In the network of Fig. 2.44 (b), calculate the voltage between points a and b i.e. Vab.
[30 V] (Elect. Engg. I, Bombay Univ. 1979)

71

_A
I

h 12A

h 6A 14

I

7A IA
I f"",I --

8A

Fig. 2.40 (b)

5 + 20 V-
IAA A

I
V-L- 6 3 I I I I t t/2 I 13

30V.

-30v1
TV T60V ,- If} I8 I2 ( ) 9

G

I I I B
0

Fig. 2.41 Fig. 2.42 Fig. 2.43
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3 5

2

to 30V~30V

(a)

5V

(b)

Electrical Technology

4 b
+

6
+

to

-4

II
20V

Fig. 2.44

[Hint: In the above two cases, the two closed loops are independent and no CU1Tentpasses between them].

15. A battery having an E.M.F. of 110 V and an internal resistance of 0.2 Q is connected in parallel with
another battery having an E.M.F. of 100 V and internal resistance 0.25 Q. The two batteries in
parallel are placed in series with a regulating resistance of 5 Q and connected across 200 V mains.
Calculate the magnitude and direction of the current in each battery and the total current taken from
the supply mains.

[IA =11.96 (discharge); IB =30.43 A (charge) : 18.47 A]

(Elect Technology, Sumbhal Univ. May 1978)

16. Three batteries P, Q and R consisting of 50,55 and 60 cells in series respectively supply in paralle a
common load of 100 A. Each cell has a e.mJ of 2 V and an internal resistance of 0.005 Q. Determine
the current supplied by each battery and the load voltage.

[1.2 A; 35.4A : 65.8A: 100.3V] (BasicElectricity.BombayUniv.1980)
17. Two storge batteries are connected in parallel to supply a load having a resistance of 0.1 Q. The open-

circut e.mJ. of one battery (A) is 12.1 V and that of the other battery (B) is 11.8 V. The internal
resistances are 0.03 Q and 0.04 Q respectively. Calculate (i) the current supplied ot the lead (ii) the
current in each battery (iii) the terminal voltage of each battery.

[(i) 102.2A (ii) 62.7A (A). 39.5A (B) (iii) 10.22V] (LondonUniv.)

18. Two storage batteries, A and B, are connected in parallel to supply a 30
load the resistance of which is 1.2Q. Calculate (i) the current in this
1000and (ii) the CU1Tentsupplied by each battery if the open-circuit
e.m.f. of A is 12.5V and that of B is 12.8V, the internal resistance of
A being 0.05 Q an that of B 0.08 Q.

[(i)10.25A (ii) 4 (A), 6.25A (B)] (LondonUniv.)
19. The circuit of Fig. 2.45 contains a voltage-dependent voltage source.

Find the current supplied by the battery and power supplied by the
voltage source. Both resistances are in ohms. [8A ; 1920W]

20. Find the equivalent resistance between terminals a and b of the network shown in Fig. 2.46. [2 QJ
a 12V

+

2v

+

+
v 15

Fig. 2.45

Fig. 2.46 Fig. 2.47 Fig. 2.48

21. Find the value of the voltage v in the network of Fig. 2.47. [36 V]
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22. Determine the current i for the network shown in Fig. 2.48. [- 40 A]

23. State the explain Kirchhoffs current law. Determine the value of Rs and RI, in the network of Fig.
2.49 if V2 =Vl2 and the equivalent resistance of the network between the terminals A and B is 100 n.

[Rs =100/3 n. Rp =400/3 n] (Elect. Engg. /. Bombay Univ. /978)
24. Four resistance each of R ohms and two resistances each of S ohms are connected (as shown in Fig.

2.50) to four terminasl AB and CD. A p.d. of V votls is applied across the terminals AB and a
resistance of Z ohm is connected across the terminals CD. Find the value of Z in terms of S and R in
order that the current at AB may be VIZ.

Find also the relationship that must hold between R and S in order that the p.d. at the points EF be

V/2. [Z =JR (R + 2S); S =4R]

A E C A R R E R R C

S z

F

Fig. 2.50

D

2.10. Maxwell's Loop Curent Method

This method which is particularly well-suited to coupled circuit soluions employs a system of
loop or mesh currents instead of branch currents (as in Kirchhoffs laws). Here, the currents in
different meshes are assigned continuous paths so that they do not split at a juncion into branch
currents. This method eliminates a great deal of tedious work involved in the branch-current method
and is best suited when energy sources are voltage sources rather than current sources. Basically,
this method consists of writing loop voltage equations by Kirchhoff's voltage law in terms of un-
known loop currents. As will be seen later, the number of independent equations to ~
reducesfromb by Kirchhoffs lawsto b - (j - 1)forthe loopcurrentmethodwhereb is the number
of branches andj is the number of junctions in a given network.

RI ~ R3 Fig. 2.51 shows two batteries E) and E2

B .... E .... G connected in a network consisting of five
resistors. Let the l~op currents for the
three meshes be II' 12and 13' It is obvi-

E ous that current through R4 (when con-
2 sidered as a part of the first loop) is (/) -

12)and that through Rs is (12-13), How-
ever, when R4 is considered part of the
second loop, current through it is (/2 -

H I). Similarly, whe Rs is considered part
of the third loop, current through it is (13
-12), Applying Kirchhoff's voltage law
to the three loops, we get,

E) -IIR) - R4 (I) -12) = 0 or I) (R) + R,J -12 R4 - E) =0
-I~2 - Rs (/2 -13) - R4 (/2-II) =0

A

Ej

D C F
Fig. 2.51

...loop 1
Similarly,

c:
<:>v v2 V SI
II

N

B B
Fig. 2.49
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or 12R4 -12 (R2 + R4 + RS) + I3RS = 0 ...loop 2

Also -I3R3 - E2 - RS (13-C12) = 0 or I2Rs-13 (R3 + Rs) - E2=0 ...loop 3
The above three equations can be solved not oniy to find loop currents but branch currents as

well.

2.11. Mesh Analysis Using Matrix Form

Consider the network of Fig. 2.52, which contains
resistances and independent voltage sources and has three
meshes. Let the three mesh currents be designated as II' 12
and 13and all the three may be assumbed to flow in the clock-
wise direcion for obtaining symmetry in mesh equations.

Applying KVL to mesh (i), we have

EI -IIRI - R3 (/1 -13) - R2 (/1 -12) =0
or (RI + R2 + R3) II - R/2 - Rl3 =EI ...(i)

Similarly, from mesh (ii), we have

E2 - R2 (12-II) - Rs (/2 -13) -I2R4 =0
or - R/I + (R2 + R4 + Rs) 12 - Rsl3 =E2 ...(if)

Applying KVL to mesh (iii), we have

E3 -I3R7 - Rs (13-12) - R3 (13-II) -13 R6 =0

or - Rll - RsI2 + (R3 + Rs + R6 + R7) 13=E3 ...(iii)

It should be noted that signs of different items in the above three equations have been so changed
as to make the items containing self resistances positive (please see further).

The matrix equivalent of the above three equations is

[

+(RI+R2+R3) -R2 -R3

][

11

] [

EI

]
- R2 + (R2+ R4+ Rs) - Rs 12 = E2
-R3 -Rs +(R3+RS+R6+R7) 13 E3

It would be seen.that"thefirst item is the first row i.e. (RI + R2 + R3)represents the self resistance
of mesh (i) which equals the sum of all resistance in mesh (i). Similarly, the second item in the first
row represents the mutual resistance between meshes (i) and (ii) i.e. the sum of the resistances
common to mesh (i) and (ii). Similarly, the third item in the first row represents the mutual-resis-
tance of the mesh (i) and mesh (ii).

The item E.. in general, represents the algebraic sum of the voltages of all the voltage sources
acting around mesh (i). Similar is the case with E2 and E3' The sign of the e.m.fs is the same as
discussed in Art. 2.3 fe. while going along the current, if we pass from negetive to the positive
terminal of a battery, then its e.m.f. is taken postive. If it is the other way around, then battery e.mf.
is taken negative.

In general, let

RII =self-resistance of mesh (i)

R22 = self-resistance of mesh (ii) i.e. sum of all resistances in mesh (ii)

R33 =Self-resistance of mesh (iii) i.e. sum of all resistances in mesh (iii)

RI2 =R21 =- [Sum of all the resistances common to meshes (i) and (ii)] *

R23 =R32 =- [Sum of all the resistances common to meshes (ii) and (iii)]*

Fig. 2.52

*
Although, it is easier to take all loop currents in one direction (Usually clockwise), the choice of direcion for

any loop current is arbitary and may be chosen independently of the direction of the other loop currents.

Ashish Singh
Highlight

Edited by Foxit ReaderCopyright(C) by Foxit Software Company,2005-2007For Evaluation Only.
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R31 = RI3 = - [Sum of all the resistances common to meshes (i) and (iii)] *

UsingIh~sesymbols,the generalizedformof the abovematrixequivalentcan be writtenas

[

RII RI2 RI3

][

/I

] [

EI

]

~I R22 ~3 12 = E2
R31 R32 R33 13 E3

If there are m independent meshes in any liner network, then the mesh equations can be written
in the matrix form as under :

[

RII RI2 RI3 ... RIm

] [

II

] [

EI

]:::~::::Z ;~~:
The above equaitons can be written in a more compact form as [Rm][1m]= [Em]' It is known as

Ohm's law in matrix form.

In the end, it may be pointed out that the directions of mesh currents can be selected arbitrarily.
If we assume each mesh current to flow in the clockwise direction, then

(i) All self-resistances will always be postive and (ii) all mutual resistances will always be
negative. We will adapt this sign convention in the solved examples to follow.

The above main advatage of the generalized form of all mesh equations is that they can be easily
remebered because of their symmetry. Moreover, for any given network, these can be written by
inspection and then solved by the use of determinants. It eliminates the tedium of deriving simulta-
neous equations.

Example. 2.30. Write the impedance matrix of the network shown in Fig. 2.53 and find the

value of current /3. =:; J ? / 3 (Network Analysis A.M.I.E. Sec. B.W. 1980)
Solution. Different items of the mesh-resistance matrix [Rm] are as under:

Ru = 1 + 3 + 2 = 6 Q ; R22 = 2 + I + 4 = 7 Q ; R33 = 3 + 2 + 1 = 6 Q ;

RI2 = R21 = - 2 Q ; R23 = R32 = - 1 Q ; RI3 = R31 = - 3 Q ;

EI = + 5 V ; E2 = 0 ; E3 = O.

The mesh equations in the matrix form are

[

RII RI2 RI3

][

/I

] [

~

] [

6 -2 -3

][

/1

] [

5

]R21 Rn R23 12 = E2 or = 2 _7 ~ 1 12 = 0
R31 R32 ~3 13 E3 3 1 6 13 0

[

6 - 2 -3

]
A = -2 7 -1 =6(42-1)+2(-12-3)-3(2+21)=147

-3 -I 6

[

6 - 2 5

]
A3 = -2 7 0 =6+2(5)-3(-35)=121

-3 -1 0

121
13 = A/A = 147= 0.823A

+1
3

j)
2

sv

2
1

:IV
4

Fig. 2.53
In general,if the twocurrentsIhroughthecommonresistanceflowin the samedirecion,thenthe mutual
resistance is taken negative. One the other hand, if the two currents flow in the same direcion, mutual
resistance is taken as positive.

*
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Example 2.31. Determine the current supplied by each battery in the circuit shown in
Fig. 2.54. (Electrical Engg. Aligarh Univ. 1989)

Solution. Since there are three meshes, let the three loop currents be shown in Fig. 2.51.
50 40 5 V

For loop I we get

20 - 51)- 3 (I) - 12)- 5 =0
For loop 2 we have

- 412 + 5 - 2 (12- 13) + 5 + 5 - 3 (12- I) =0 or 31) - 912 + 213=- 15
Similarly, for loop 3, we get

- 813- 30 - 5 - 2(13- 12)=0 or 212- 1013=35 .

Eliminating I) from (i) and (ii), we get 6312- 1613 = 165
Similarly, for 12from (iii) and (iv), we have 12 =5421299A

From (iv), 13 =- 1875/598 A
Substituting the value of 12in (i), we get I) =765/299 A
Since 13 turns out to be negative, actual directions of flow of loop currents are as shown in

Fig. 2.55.

...(i)

...(ii)

...(iii)
...(iv)

Fig. 2.55

Discharge current of BI = 765/299A ,

Charging current of B2 = I) - 12=220/299 A
Discharge current of B3 = 12+ 13=2965/598 A .

Discharge current of B4 = 12 =545/299 A; Discharge current of Bs =1875/598 A
Solution by Using Mesh Resistance Matrix.

The different items of the mesh-resistance matrix [Rm]are as under:
RIl =5 + 3 =8 Q; R22 =4 + 2 + 3 =9 Q; R33 =8 + 2 =10 Q

R)2 =R2) =- 3 Q ; R13=R3) =0 ; R23=R32 =- 2 Q

E) =algebraic sum of the voltages around mesh (i) = 20 - 5 = 15 V

E2 = 5 + 5 + 5 = 15 V ; E3 = - 30 - 5 = - 35 V

B4

I rQ rQ 130V
20 V I) 12 5V h IBs

B2T 5 V B3.....

Fig. 2.54

5V
-!
B4

I rQ rQ s
20 V I) h 5 V h T30V

B2T 5 V B3..... .
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Hence, the mesh equaitons in the matrix fonn are

[

RlI
R2"
R3'

Example 2.32. Determine the current in the 4-0. branch in the circuit shown in Fig. 2.56.

(Elect. Technology, Nagpur Univ. 1992)

Solution. The three loop currents are as shown in Fig. 2.53 (b).

For loop 1, we have

- 1 (I, - 12) - 3 (II - 13) - 41, + 24 =0 or 81, - 12- 313=24

For loop 2, we have

12 - 212 - 12 (12- 13) - 1 (12- I,) = 0 or I, - 1512+ 1213= - 12
Similarly, for loop 3, we get

- 12 (13- 12) - 2/3 - 10 - 3 (/3 -I,) =0 or 3/, + 12/2 - 1713 =10

Eliminating 12from Eq. (i) and (ii) above, we get, 1191,- 5713=372
Similarly, eliminating 12from Eq. (ii) and (iii), we get, 571, - 11113 =6
From(iv) and (v)we have,

I, = 40,950/9,960 =4.1 A
Solution by Determinants
The three equations as found above are

81, -12 - 313 = 24

II - 15/2+ 1213 = - 12
311+ 1212- 1713 = 10

[

8 -1 -31

[

X

] [

24

]
Their matrix fonn is 1 -15 12

J
Y = -12

3 12 -17 z 10

[

8 -1 -3

] [

24-1
~= 1 -15 12 =664, ~I = -12 -15

3 12 -17 10 12

.. II =~,/~ =2730/664 =4.1 A

...(i)

...(ii)

...~iii)

...(iv)

...(v)

-3

]
12 =2730

-17

8 -3 0
= 1-3 9 -21=8(90-4)+3(-30)=598

o -2 10 ,

15 -3 0

,= 115 9 -21=15(90-4)-15(-30)-35(6)=1530- 35 - 2 10

I 8 15 0
2 = -3 15 - 21=8(150-70) + 3(150+0)=1090o - 35 10

8 -3 151

3 = 1-3 9 151=8(-315+30)+3(105+30)=-1875o - 2 - 35

, _ 1530_ 765 . _ 2 _ 1090 545 . _ 3 _ -1875
I, = - 598 - 299A,I2 -t;- 598 - 299A ,13--598A



Fig.2.56
Solution by Using Mesh Resistance Matrix

For the network of Fig. 2.53 (b), values of self resistances, mutual resistances and e.m.f s can be
written by more inspection of Fig. 2.53.

RII =3 + 1 + 4 =8 Q ; R22 =2 + 12 + 1 =15 Q ; R33 =2 + 3 + 12 = 17 Q

R12 =R21 =- I; R23 =R32 =- 12 ; R13 =R31 =- 3

EI =24 V ; E2=12V ; E3=- 10V .

The matrix form of the above three equations can be written by inspection of the given network
as under :-

[

RII RI2 R13

][

II

] [

EI

] [

8 -1 -3

][

11

] [

24

]
~I R22 ~3 12 = £2 or -1 15 -12 12 = 12
R31 R32 R33 13 E3 -3 -12 17 13 -10

~ = 8 (255 - 144) + 1(- 17 - 36) - 3 (12 + 45) =664

[

24 - 1 - 3

]
~I = 12 15 -12 =24 (255-144) -12(-17 - 36)~ 10(12+ 45) =2730

-10 -12 17

I I = ~I =2730 = 4.1 A
. ~ 664

..

It is the same answer as found above.
Tutorial Problems No. 2.2

1. Findtheammetercurrentin Fig. 2.57by usingloopanalysis.
[In A](NetworkTheoryIndoreUniv.1981)

10

Fig. 2.57 Fig. 2.58 Fig. 2.59
2. Using mesh analysis, determine the voltage across the 10 ill resistor at terminals a-b of the circuit .

shown in Fig. 2.58. [2.65 V](Elect. Technology, Indor Univ. April 1978)

3. Apply loop current method to find loop currents II' 12and 13in the circuit of Fig. 2.59.
[II =3.75 A, 12 = 0,13 = 1.25 A]

78 ElectricalTechnology

2 2 2 2

2vLl 12V
\0 12\012 10V T T IIOV. ,

3
N----I I

24V 4
(a)

IK I

J)

10VT /' "1-L' I \ }IVV Y 2) 11 Tsov
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2.12. Nodal Analysis With Sources

The node-equation method is based directly on Kirchhoffs current law unlike loop-current
method which is based on Kirchhoff s voltage law. However, like loop current method, nodal method

Node R Node R also has the advantage that a minimum num-
t 2 2 3 ber of equations need be written to determine

I I"A -/2 fBI-h the unknown quantities. Moreover, it is par-
+ ~ + ticularly suited for networks having many

15 parallel circuits with common ground con-
£2 T nected such as electronic circuits.

For the application of this method, every
juncion in the network where three or more
branches meet is regarded a node. One of
these is regarded as the reference node or
datum node or zero-potential node. Hence

the number of simultaneous equations to be solved becomes (n - 1) where n is the number of inde-
pendent nodes. These node equations often become simplified if all voltage sources are converted
into current sources (Art. 2.12).

(i) First Case
Consider the circuit of Fig. 2.60 which has three nodes. One of these i.e. node 3 has been take

in as the reference node. VArepresents the potential of node 1 with reference to the datum node 3.
Similarly, VBis the potential difference between node 2 and node 3. Let the current directions which
have been chosen arbitarily be as shown.

For node 1, the following current equation can be written the help of KCL.

II = 14+ 12

Now IIRI = EI - VA :. II =(EI - VA)IRI

Obviously, 14 = ViR4 Also, 1~2 = VA- VB (": VA > VB)

.. 12 = (VA - VB)IR2

Substituting these values in Eq. (i) above, we get,
EI-VA VA VA-VB= -+

RI R4 R2

Simplifying the above, we have

VA
(

1...+ J + ...!..
)
- VB - 5.. - 0

RI R2 R4 R2 RI-

The current equation for node 2 is 15 = 12 + 13

VB VA -VB E2 -VB- = +
~ R2 R3

or V
(

...!...+ ...! +...!..

)
- VA - E2 =0

BR2 R3 R5 R2 R3

Though the above nodal equations (ii) and (iii) seem to be complicated, they employ a very
simple and systematic arrangement of terms which can be written simply by inspection. Eq. (ii) at
node I is represented by

1. The product of node potential VAand (lIRI + lIR2 + lIR4) i.e. the sum of the reciprocals of
the branch resistance connected to this node. .

2. Minus the ratio of adjacent potential VBand the interconnecting resistance R2.
3. Minus ratio of adjacent battery (or generator) voltage-EI and interconnecting resistacne RI'
4. All the above set to zero.

Reference Node

Fig. 2.60

...(i)

...(ii)

or ...(iii)

...(iv)

Ashish Singh
Highlight
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Same is the case with Eq. (iii) which applies to node 2.
Rg

Node
2..--

Vc

ReferenceNode

Fig. 2.61

Using conductances instead of resistances, the above two equations may be written as

VA(G1 + G2+ G~ - VBG2- E1G1 =0
VB (G2 + G3 + GS) - VAG2- E2G3 =0

To emphasize the procedure given above, consider the circuit of Fig. 2.61.

...(iv)

...(V)

.

(
1 1 1 1

)
Vc VB EI_

The three node equatIons are VA If +R + If + R - R - R - If - 0 (node 1)12 S"8 2"81

(
1 1 1

)
VA VB

Vc - + -+- =0 (node 2)Rz R3 R6 R2 R3

(

1 1 1 1

)
Vc VA E4

VB - +- +- +- =0 (node3)
R3 R4 R7 Rg R3 Rg R4

After finding different node voltages, various currents can be calculated by using Ohm's law.
(ii) Second Case

Now, consider the case when a third battery of
e.m.f. E3 is connected between nodes 1 and 2 as
shown in Fig. 2.62.

It must be noted that as we travel from node 1 to --£
node 2, we go from the -ve terminal of E3 to its +ve T 1

terminal. Hence, according to the sign convention
given in Art. 2.3, E3must be taken aspositive. How-
ever, if we travel from node 2 to node 1, we go from
the +ve to the -ve terminal of E3' Hence, when
viewedfrom node 2, E3 is taken negative.
For node 1

Node
2

~ £,

Reference Node

Fig. 2.62

..

...(i)

Now,

or
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It is exactly the same expression as given under the First Case discussed above except for the
additional tenn involving E3' This additional tenn is taken as +EiR2 (and not as - EiR2) because
this third battery is so connected that when viewed from mode I, it represents a rise in voltage. Had
it been connected the other way around, the additional tenn would have been taken as -EiR2'
For node 2

12+ 13-Is =0 or 12+ 13= Is - as perKCL
V +E -V E -V V

Now as before I = A 3 B I = 2 B I =...1!...

, , 2 ~'3 R3's Rs

. ~+~-~+~-~=~
.. ~ R3 Rs

O .
lify

. V
(

I + 1 + 1

)
E2 VA E3 0 (

00

)
n sunp mg, we get B R2 R3 Rs - R3 - R2 - ~ = .nII

~s seen, the additional tenns is -EiR2 (and not + EiR2) because as viewed from this node, E3
represents a fall in potential.

It is worth repeating that the additional tenn in the above Eq. (i) and (ii) can be either +EiR2 or
-EiR2 depending on whether it represents a rise or fall of potential when viewed from the node
under consideration.

Example 2.33. Using Node voltage method. find the current in the 30. resistancefor the net-
work shown in Fig. 2.63. (Elect. Tech. Osmania Univ. Feb. 1992)

Solution. As shown in the figure node 2 has 3 2 V. (1) 2
been taken as the reference node. We will now find

the value of node voltage VI' Using the technique
developed in Art. 2.10, we get

V.
(
!+!. +1.

)
-.1.-

(
~

)
=0

15222 5

The reason for adding the two battery voltages
of 2 V and 4 V is because they are connected in
additive series. Simplifying above, we get VJ= .8/3
V. The current flowing through the 3 0. resistance

. 6 - (8/3) 2
towards node 1 IS= (3 + 2) - 3"A

Alternatively .

6-~ 4 VI-+--- = 0
5 2 2

12 - 2VI + 20 - 5VI = 0

7VI = 32
6-~ 4-~ ~-+- = -

5 2 2
12-2V(+20-5V( = 5.V(

12VI = 32; VI =8/3
Example2.34. Frameandsolvethenodeequationsof thenetworkof Fig.2.64. Hence,find the

totalpowerconsumedby thepassiveelementsof the network.(Elect.CircuitsNagpur Univ.1992)
Solution. The nodeequationfor node I is

(

1

)
V2 15~ 1+1+- =00.5 0.5 I

2

2
4V

4V

-

Fig. 2.63

Also
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or 4VI - 2V2=15
Similarly, for node 2, we have

\II
(
1+1+1-

)
- V2 - 20 =0

2 0.5 0.5 1

or 4VI -7V2 = - 40 ...(ii)

.. V2= 11 volt and VI= 37/4 volt
Now,

I = 15-37/4 =23 A~ 575A .I _11-37/4 =35A
I I 4 . '2 05 .

20 - 11

14 = 5.75 + 3.5 =9.25 A; 13 = 1 =9 A ; Is =9 - 3.5 =5.5 A

The passive elements of the net- J. 6 E 2
work are its five resistances. Total I . . . . A 3

powerconsumedby them is =5.752X
1 + 3.52x 0.5 + 92 x 1 + 9.252 x 1
+ 5.52x 2 =266.25

L....

Example 2.35. Find the branch EIT 6 V
currents in the curcuit of Fig. 2.65 by
using (i) nodal analysis and (ii) loop
analysis.

...(i)
CD

1010

IS V 20V

Datum Node

Fig. 2.64

B 4 13
w., 4.
R3

~
IOY

4 Is

Reference Node

Solution. (i) Nodal Method
The equation for node A can be

writtenby inspectionas explaine in Art.
2-12.

Fig. 2.65

V
(
.l..+-1-+-1-

)
_ EI _ VB + E3 =0

A RI R2 R4 RI R2 R2

Substituting the given data, we get.

V (1+1+1 )_&-VB +~=o or 2 VA- VB";'-3A6 2 3622

For node B, the equation becomes

. V
(
-1 + -1- + -1-

)
_5: VA _ E3 =0

B R2 R3 Rs R3 R2 R2

V
(
1.+1+~

)
_1O_ VA -2=0 ..

B244 422

From Eq. (;) and (i;), we get,
4 17VA = -VV B =-V
3' 3

I = EI- VA_ 6 - 4/3 _ 2. A
I RI 6 9 6

1= VA+E3-VB (4/3)+5-(17/3)_!A
2 ~. 2 3

I = E2 -VB _10-17/3 _ 13 A
3 R3 4 12

_ VA=4/3= iA I =VB =1713= 17 A
14 - R4 3 9' s Rs 4 12

...(i)

.. ...(ii)

A 6 B5V 2 c 4

JOV

F E

Fig. 2.66
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(ii) Loop Current Method

Let the direction of flow of the three loop currents be as shown in Fig. 2.66.
Loop ABFA :

83

or
- 6/1 - 3(/1 -12) + 6 = 0

3/1-/2 = 2 ...(i)

Loop BCEFB :

+ 5 - 2/2 - 4(/2 -13) - 3 (/2 -II)
3/1 - 9/2 + 4/3.or

= 0
= -5 ...(ii)

Loop CDEC :

- 4/3- 10- 4 (/3-/2) = 0 or 2/2 - 4/3 =5 ...(iiO
The matrixfonn of the abovethree simultaneousequationsis

[

3 - 1 0

] [

X

] [

2

] [

3 -I O

}
3 -9 4 = Y = -5 ;~= 3 -9 4 84-12-0=72
o 2 -4 z 5 0 2-4

I

2 I 0

1 1

3 2 0

1 1

3 -I 2
~I = - 5 - 9 4 =56; ~2 = 3 - 5 4 =24; ~3 = 3 - 9 - 5 I=- 78

I 5 2 -4 0 5 -4 0 2 5

II =6.1/6.=56n2 =7/9 A; 12 = Aj6. =24n2 =1/3 A

13 = ~/6. =- 78n2 =- 13/12 A

The negative sign of 13shows that it is flowing in a direcion opposite to that shown in Fig. 2.64
i.e. it flows in the CCW direction. The actual directions are as shown in Fig. 2.67.

The various branch currents are as under:
7 I 4

lAB =/1 = 7/9 A; IBF =/1 -/2 =9"-'3= 9"A

..

A
6 B 5V 2 c 4

1 . 1 13 17
IBC=12= 3"A, ICE=12+ 13=3"+12= 12 A 6V

13
I DC = 13 = 12 A

Solution by Using Mesh Resistance Matrix

From inspection of Fig. 2.67, we have

R11 = 9; R22=9; R33 =8 .

RI2 = R21=-3Q;~23=R32=-4Q;R13=R;1 =OQ

R13

][

/~

]

1 = 6

[

~

]

:E2=

[

5~;E~;-I~

]

V

[

/I

] [

6

]Rn 12 = E2 or -3 _ 9 -4 12 = _ 5
R33 13 E3 0 4 8 13 10

I

9 -3 0
6. = -3 9 -41=9(72-16)+3(-24)=432

o -4 8
6 -3 0

1

5 9 - 4 =6(72-16) - 5(- 24)-10(12) =336
-10 -4 8

I 9 6 0
~ =

1

-3 5 -41=9(40-40)+3(48)=144
o -10 8

~
J JOV

F E

Fig. 2.67

6.1 =
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9 -3 6

~ = 1-3 9 51=9(-90-90)-3(30+24)=-468
o -4 -10,

I) = J1,il!.= 336/432 = 7/9 A
12 = 1!./1!.= 144/432 = 1/3 A

13 = I!.ll!.= -- 468/432 = - 13/12 A
These are the same values as found above.

2.13. Nodal Analysis with Current Sources

Consider the network of Fig. 2.68 (a) which has two current sources and three nodes out of
which I and 2 are independent ones whereas No.3 is the reference node.

The given circuit has been redrawn for ease of understanding and is shown in Fig. 2.68 (b). The
current directions have been taken on the assumption that

I. both V) and V2are positive with respect to the reference node. That is why their respective
curents flow from nodes I and 2 to node 3.

2. V) is positive with respect to V2because current has been shown flowing from node 1 to
node 2.

A positive result will confirm out assumption whereas a negative one will
r
. dicate that actual

directionis oppositeto that assumed.

1 ~ 2 I ~ 2

~~
t t

3

(b)
Fig. 2.68

We will now apply KCL to each node and use Ohm's law to express branch currents in terms of
node voltages and resistances.
Node 1

3

(a)

13- 12- 14 = 0 or 13=12 + 14

V2 V. - V.
14 = 11 and 13 =~ - as before

"2 - R3

\-I - V2 V2

(
I I

)
\-I

-.- = 12 + 11 or V2 -+- --=-1)
'3 "2. ~ R3 R3

The above two equations can also be written by simple inspection. For example, Eq. (i) is
represented by

Now,

.. ...(ii)

I) - 12- 13 = 0 or I) =12+ 13

Now 1-\-1 and I - V)-V22 - 3--
R) R3

I - \-I \-I - V2 or
V. (1.. + -L )_ V2 = I)

...(i).. ) --+
R) R3 )R) R3 R3

Node 2
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1. product of potential VI and (l/RI + 1- R3) i.e. sum of the reciprocals of the branch resis-
tances connected to this node.

2. minus the ratio of adjoining potential V2and the interconnecting resistance R3'
3. all the above equated to the current supplied by the current source connected to this node.

This current is taken positive if flowing into the node and negative if flowing out of it (as per
sign convention of Art. 2.3). Same remarks apply to Eq. (ii) where 12has been taken negative
because it flows away from node 2.

In tenns of branch conductances, the above two equations can be put as

VI (GI + G3) - V2G3 = II and V2 (G2 + G3) - VIG3 =-/2

Example 2.36. Use nodal analysis method to find currents in the various resistors of the circuit
shown in Fig. 2.69 (a).

Solution. The given circuit is redrawn in Fig. 2.66'(b) with its different nodes marked 1,2,3

and 4, the last one being taken as the reference or datum node. The different node-voltage equations
are as under :

...(i)

...(ii)]

...(iii)

Fig. 2.69
The matrix fonn of the above three equations is

[

11 - 5 -1

] [

X

] [

280

]
5 -17 10 y = 0
1 10 - 13.5 z 20

111 -5 -1~ = I 5 -17 101=1424.5-387.5-67=970
I 1 10 - 13.5

i

280 - 5 - 1
~I = 0 - 17 10 I=34, 920, ~2 =

20 10 -13.5,

1

11 - 5 280

I

~3 = 5 -17 C ==15,520
I 1 10 20

(a)

11 280 - 1
5 0 10 I=19,400
1 20 -13.5

Node 1
V. (1 + 1 +.!...)_ V2_ V3

= 8
1.2 2 10 2 10

or 11VI - 5V2- V3- 280 = 0

Node2
V. (1.+1+1)- VI _ V3 = 02 2 5 2 1

or 5VI - 17V2+ 10V3 = 0

Node 3 e I)V2 VIV3 '4+1+10 -Y-1O =-2
or VI + 10V2-13.5 V3- 20 = 0

13
1 12 2 14

r1 J.2 5
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V = ~I = 34,920 =36 V V = ~z =19,400 =20 V V = ~3 =15,520 = 16 V
I ~ 970 ' z ~ 970 ' 3 ~ 970

It is obvious that all nodes are at a higher potential with respect to the datum node. The various
currents shown in Fig. 2.69 (b) can now be found easily.

II = Vl2 =36/2 = 18 A

Iz = (VI - Vz)/2=(36 - 20)/2 =8 A
13 = (VI - V3)/1O=(36 - 16)/10 =2 A

It is seen that total current, as expected, is 18 + 18 + 2 =28 A

14 = (Vz - V3)/1 =(20 - 16)/1 =4 A

Is = V/5=20/5=4A,/6=Vi4=16/4=4A
Example 2.37. Using nodal analysis. find the different branch currents in the circuit of Fig.

2.70 (a). All branch conductances are in siemens (i.e. mho).

Solution. Let the various branch currents be as shown in Fig. 2.70 (b). Using the procedure
detailed in Art. 2.11, we have
First Node

VI (1 + 2) - V2 x 1- V3 = - 2 or 3VI - V2- 2V3=- 2 ...(i)
Second Node

Vz(1 + 4) - V x 1 = 5 or VI - 5V2=- 5 ...(ii)
Third Node

V3 (2 + 3) - VI x 2 = - 5 or 2VI - 5V3=5

2S

...(iii)

2S

4S 4S 2A 3S

- -
(a)

Fig. 2.70

Solving for the different voltages, we have
3 7 8

VI = - 2 V, Vz= 10 V and V3= - 5"V

II = (VI - Vz) x 1 = (- 1.5 - 0.7) x 1 = - 2.2 A

Iz = (V3- VI) x 2 = [- 1.6 - (- 1.5)] x 2 = - 0.2 A

14 = Vzx 4 = 4 x (7/10) = 2.8 A

13 = 2 + 2.8 = 4.8 A

As seen, II and Iz flow in directions opposite to those origi-
nally assumed (Fig. 2.71).

(b) .

Fig. 2.71

2S
to.2AIzlo.2A

IS
-3

I 2.2AI: SA 4.8A

b2A 48
38 t13

14=2.8A
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Example 2.38. Find the current I in Fig. 2.72 (a) by changing the two voltage sources into their
equivalent current sources and then using Nodal method. All resistances are in ohms.

Solution. The two voltage sources have been converted into their equivalent current souces in
Fig. 2.72 (b). The circuit has been redrawn as shown in Fig. 2.72 (c) where node No.4 has been

__15A. Q5A 5A

4V 4V

Q)
(c)

CD I,@ CD

G)
(b)

Fig. 2.72
taken as the reference node or common ground for all other nodes. We will apply KCL to the three
nodes and taken currents coming towards the nodes as positive and those going away from them as
negative. For example, current going away from node No. 1 is (VI - V2)/l and hence would be taken
as negative. Since 4 A current is coming towards node No. 1. it would be taken as poisitive but 5 A
current would be taken as negative.

Node 1: (VI~ 0) _ (VI~ V2) _ <Vt~ V3) - 5 + 4 =0

3 VI - V2 - V3 =I

Node 2: - (V2i 0) - (V2~ V3)- (V2~ ~) + 5 - 3 =0

VI - 3 V2 + V3 =- 2

(V3 - 0) (V3 - ~) (V3- V2)_ 4 + 3 =0
1 1 1

or VI + V2 - 3 V3 =1
The matrix form of the above three equations is

[

3 - 1 - I

] [

~

] [

- 1

]
1 - 3 1 = V2 = - 2
1 1 -3 V3 1

or ...(i)

or ...(ii)

Node 3 :

...(Ui)

..

..

Example 2.39. Use Nodal analysis to determine the value of current i in the network of Fig.
2.73.

Solution. We will apply KCL to the two nodes 1 and 2. Equating the incoming currents at node
I to the outgoing currents, we have

3 -1 -1
11 = 11 -3 11=3(9-1)-1(3+1)+1(-1-3)=16

1 1-3
3 -1 -I

= 11 -2 11=3(6-1)-1(3+1)+1(-1-2)=81 1-3

V2 = l1/11= 8/16= 0.5 V
I = V/1 = 0.5 A



"I - V2 "I 3
.

6 - -+-+ I- 4 8

As seen. i =VI/8. Hence, the above equaiton becomes

VI - V2 VI 3 VI6 - -+-+ -
- 4 8 8

or 3VI - V2= 24
Similarly, applyingKCL to nodeNo.2, we get
V-V V V-V V V
--'---1.+3i=2. or ~+3~=...1.. or 3VI=2V24 6 4 8 6

Fromthe abovetwo equations,we get

VI = 16V :. i = 16/8= 2 A.

Example 2.40. UsingNodalanalysis. find the node voltages VJand V2in Fig. 2.74.

Solution. Applying KCL to node1,we get

8- 1- VI _ (VI- V2) = 0
3 6

or 3VI - V2 = 42...(i)
Similarly, applyingKCL to node2, we get

I ("J - V2) ~ V2
+ 6 15 - 10 = 0

or VI - 2V2 = - 6 ...(ii)
Solving for VI andV2from Eqn. (i) and(ii), we get

VI = 18V andV2= 12V.
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4

CD --
3i

6A-'"
t 8 6

Fig. 2.73

103 15

-

Fig. 2.74
2.14. Source Conversion

A given voltage source with a series resistance can be converted into (or replaced by) and
equivalent current source with a parallel resistance. Conversely, a current source with a parallel
resistance can be converted into a vaoltage source with a series resistance. Suppose, we want to
convert the voltage source of Fig. 2.75 (a) into an equivalent current source. First, we will find the
value of current supplied by the source when a 'short' is put across in terrnials A and B as shown in
Fig. 2.75 (b). This current is I = VIR.

R R
A

B

~ ~ ~
Fig.2.75

A currentsource supplying this current I and having the same resistance R connected in parallel
withit representsthe equivalentsource. It is shownin Fig.2.75(c). Similarly,a currentsourceof I
and a parallel resistance R can be converted into a voltage source of voltage V =IR and a resistance
R in series with it. It should be kept in mind that a voltage source-series resistance combination is
equivalent to (or replaceable by) a current source-parallel resistance combination if, and only if their

A A
-

nv
'5

cf)l
+

IV -:?R
0.cen

B I !B
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1. respective open-circuit voltages are equal, and
2. respective short-circuit currents are equal.
For example, in Fig. 2.75 (a), voltage across tenninals A and B when they are open (i.e. open-

circuit voltage Voc) is V itself because there is no drop across R. Short-circuit current across AB =I
= VIR.

Now, take the circuit of Fig. 2.75 (c). The open:circuit voltage across AB =drop across R =IR
= V. If a short is placed across AB, whole of I passes through it because R is completely shorted out.

Example 2.41. Convert the votlage source of Fig. 2.73 (a) into an equivalent current source.

Solution. As shown in Fig 2.76 (b), current obtained by putting a short across terminals A and
B is 10/5=2 A.

Hence, the equivalent current source is as shown in Fig. 2.76 (c).
50 50

A.

50

B
(c)

Example 2.42. Find the equivalent voltage source for

Solution. The open-circuit voltage across
tenninals A and B in Fig. 2.77 (a) is

Voc = drop across R

= 5 x 2 =10 V USA

Hence, voltage source has a voltage of 10 V
and the same resistance of 2 a through connected
in series [Fig. 2.77 (b»).

Example 2.43. UseSource Conversiontech- Fig. 2.77
nique to find the load current I in the circuit of
Fig. 2.78 (a).

Solution. As shown in Fig. 2.78 (b). 6-V voltage source with a series resistance of 3 a has.been
converted into an equivalent 2 A current source with 3 a resistance in parallel.

2

6 3A( t

(b)

.. . A A

+ +

cf)2AWV IOV I=2A

B B

(a) (b)

Fig. 2.76

the current source in Fig. 2.77 (a).

20
A A

20

B B

(a) (b)

3 A 2 I A

+ +

6V 6 RL 3

r:BI
(a)

Fig. 2.78

Ashish Singh
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The two parallel resistances of 3 Q and 6 Q can be combined into a single resistance of 2 Q as
shown in Fig. 2.79. (a)

The two current sources cannot be combined together because of the 2 Q resistance present
between points A and C. To remove this hurdle, we convert the 2 A current source into the equiva-
lent 4 V voltage source as shown in Fig. 2.79 (b). Now, this 4 V voltage source with a series
resistance of (2 + 2) =4 Q can again be converted into the equivalent current source as shown in Fig.
2.80 (a). Now, the two current sources can be combined into a single 4-A source as shown in Fig.
2.80 (b).

A 2 C 2 2

t }2A 2 3A( t
B

IA 4 3A( t

(a)

Fig. 2.79

(a) (b)

Fig. 2.80

The 4-A current is divided into two equal parts at point A because each of the two parallel paths
has a resistance of 4 Q. Hence II =2 A.

Example 2.44. Calculate the direction and magnitude of the current through the 5 Q resistor
between points A and B of Fig. 2.81 (a) by using nodal voltage method.

Solution. The first thing is to convert the voltage source into the current sources as shown in
Fig. 2.81 (b). Next, the two par~lIel resistances of 4 Q each can be combined to give a single
resistance of 2 Q [Fig. 2.82 (a)]. Let the current directions be as indicated.

5

t )5A 4 4
5 IA ( t

- -
(a) (b)

Fig. 2.81

(b)

A ..
'vvviI

h

4 RL43

3 A 50 B

+'"
20Y 40 50
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Applying the nodal rule to nodes I and 2, we get
Node 1

Node 2
(

I I
)

V

VI "2+ 5" -; = 5 or TVI - 2V2 =50

Solving for VI and V2, we get VI = Ii V and V2= ~ V.

VI- V2 15/2 - 514
12 = s- = - -S-=1.25 A

V. 5 Vz 5
1~2

~~i
-

~ I~A

2 13~ 5 ~ IA t 5A 2 ~ ~~5
3.75A 0.25A

-
(0)

-
(b)

Fig. 2.82

Similarly, II =V/2 = 15/4 =3.75 A; 13 = Vi5 =5/20 =0.25 A.
The actual current distribution becomes as shown in Fig. 2.79 (b).

Example 2.45. Replace thegiven network by a single
current source in parallel with a resistance.

[Bombay University 2001] 10A
Solution. The equivalence is expected for a load

connected to the right-side of terminals A and B. In this
case, the votlage-source has no resistive element in se-
ries. While handling such cases, the 3-ohm resistor has 20 V
to be kept aside, treating it as an independent and sepa-
rate loop. This voltage source will circulate a current of
20/3 amp in the resistor, and will not appear in the calcu-
lations.

D A

30

D

Fig. 2.83 (b)

Fig. 2.83 (a)

60

t I80/6amp

Fig. 2.83 (c)
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...(i)

...(ii)

IA

A

60

30

B

A

B
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This step does not affect the curcuit connected to A-B.

Further steps are shown in Fig. 2.83 (b) and (c)

Tutorial Problems No. 2.3

1. Using Maxwell's loop current method, calculate the output voltage Vofor the curcuits shown in Fig.
2.84. [(a) 4 V (b) - 150n V (c) Vo= 0 (d) Vo= 0]

2 IOA/"'\ 6-

2

(a)

+

(e)

(b)

v

(d)

Fig. 2.84

2. Using nodal voltage method, find the magnitude and direction of current I in the network of Fig. 2.85.

-

5 3

20V

10V
4
3

Fig. 2.85 Fig. 2.86
3. By usingrepeatedsourcetransformations,findthe valueof voltagev in Fig.2.87(a). [8 V]

2

3

4
+

lOV
5 Vo

51:1
2

I

+ 25V 2 4 50V
"-

+

4 2 4 2
AA A.AA A.AA_ . , 'VVv-:-

I

1+ I

i20 4i: mAo V :<:12 3+ 5
(.
8A

(a) (b)

Fig. 2.87
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4. Use source transformation technique to find the current flowing through the 2 0 resistor in Fig.
2.87 (b). [10 A]

5. With the help of nodal analysis, calculate the values of nodal voltage VI and V2 in the circuit of
Fig. 2.86. [7.1 V; - 3.96 V]

6. Use nodal analysis to find various branch currents in the circuit of Fig. 2.88.

[Hint: Check by source conversion.] [lill' =2A;lab=5A,Ibc=0]
a 2 b a 0.28 b

- ~J1

t )7A 5 10
5A! t

O.5S IS 2A! t

c c

- -
Fig. 2.88 Fig. 2.89

7. With the help of nodal analysis, find VI and V2 and various branch currents in the network of Fig. 2.85.

[5 V, 2.5 V; lill'= 2.5 A; lab = 0.5 A; Ibc = 2.5 A]

8. By applying nodal analysis to the circuit of Fig. 2.90, find lab' Ibdand loc' All resistance values are in

22 10 -8
ohms. [lab:: 21 A,lbd =,- A, Ibc = 21 A]

[Hint.: It would be helpful to convert resistance into conductances.]

9. Using nodal voltage method, compute the power dissipated in the 9-0 resistor of Fig. 2.91. [81 W]

d

Fig. 2.90 Fig. 2.91 ,
10. Write equilibrium equations for the network in Fig. 2.92 on nodal basis and obtain the voltage VI' V2

and V3. All resistors in the network are of I O. [Network Therory and Fields, Madras Univ. 1977]

11. By applying nodal method of network analysis, find current in the 15 0 resistor of the network shown
inFig.2.93. [3.5A] [Elect.Technology-I,GwaliorUniv.1977]

OV

20 15 10

400 V 80 90
200 V

Fig. 2.92 ~.2.93

a 9: b 0.5 3 9
c

1 I r
+

0.25 sO.5 sO.25 ( t)4A ( }27V 4 5 C1 )6A
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2.15. Ideal Constant-Voltage Source

It is that voltage source (or generator) whose output voltage remains absolutely constant what-
ever the change in load current. Such a voltage source muat possess zero internal resistance so that
internal voltage drop in the soruce is zero. In that case, output voltage provided by the source would
remain constant irrespective of the amount of current drawn from it. In practice, none such ideal
constant-voltage source can be obtained. However, smaller the internal resistance r of a voltage
source, closer it comes to the ideal sources described above.

A A

0.005 0,-,
" r
I,
\, ,
6V

,-,
I

I
I,
\, , '-

(a) B (b) B

Fig. 2.94

Suppose, a 6-V battery has an internal resistance of 0.005 Q [Fig. 2.94 (a)). When it supplies no
current i.e. it is on no-load, Vo=6 V i.e. output voltage provided by it at its output terminals A and B
is 6 V. If load current increases to 100 A, internal drop =100 x 0.005 =0.5 V. Hence, Vo=6 - 0.5
=5.5 V.

Obviously an output voltage of 5.5 - 6 V can be considered constant as compared to wide
variations in load current from 0 A ot 100 A.

2.16. Ideal Constant-Current Source

It is that voltage source whose internal resistance is infinity. In practice, it is approached by a
source which posses very high resistance as compared to that of the external load resistance. As
shown in Fig. 2.94 (b), let the 6-V battery or voltage source have an internal resistance of 1M Q and
let the load resistance vary from 20 K to 200 K. The current supplied by the source varies from
6.l/1.02 =5.9 J.1A to 6/1.2 =5 J.1A. As seen, even when load resistance increases 10 times, current
decreases by 0.9 J.1A.Hence, the source can be considered, for all practical purposes, to be a con-
stant-current source.

2....,. Superposition Theorem-

1,-- A --/2 --' A --I;

2.5 0 20 2.5 0 20

6V 60 l 12V 6V 60
V

10

0.5 0 10 0.5

II 12 t 1;I

B B

(a) (b)

Fig. 2.95
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According to this theorem, if there are a number of e.m.fs. acting simultaneously in any linear
bilateral network, then each e.m.f. acts independently of the others i.e. as if the other e.m.fs. did not
exist. The value of current in any conductor is the algebraic sum of he currents due to each e.m.f.
Similarly, voltage across any conductor is the algebraic sum of the voltages which each e.m.f would
have produced while acting singly. In other words, current in or voltage across, any conductor of the
network is obtained by superimpsing the currents and voltages due to each e.m.f. in the network. It
is important to keep in mind that this theorem is applicable only to linear networks where current is
linearly related to voltage as per Ohm's law.

Hence, this theorem may be stated as follows :
In a network of linear resistances containing more than one generator (or source of e.m.f.), the

current whichflows at any point is the sum of all the currents which woludflow at that point if each
generator where considered separately and all the other generators replacedfor the time being by

I "4- 1-.'4- resistancesequalto their internalresistacnces.

I A .2.~ Explanation
2 a In Fig. 2.95 (a) II' 12and I represents the values of

currents which are due to the simulaneous action of
the two sources of e.mJ. int he network. In Fig. 2.95
(b) are shown the current values which would have
been obtained if left-hand side battery had acted alone.
Similarly, Fig. 2.96 represents conditions obtained
when right-hand side battery acts alone. By combin-
ing the current values of Fig. 2.95 (b) and 2.96 th ac-
tual values of Fig. 2.95 (a) can be obtained.

Obviously, II = II' -II'" 12= Iz" -/2', I = l' + 1".
Example 2.46. In Fig. 2.95 (a) let battery e.mfs. be 6 V and 12 V, their internal resistances

0.5 a and I O. The values of other resistances are as indicated. Find the different currentsflowing
in the branches and voltage across 60-ohm resistor.

Solution. In Fig. 2.95 "'), 12-volt battery has been removed though its internal resistance of
1 a remains. The various currents can be found by applying Ohm's Law.

It is seen that there are two parallel paths between points A and B, having resistances of 6 a and
(2 + 1) =3 O.

. . equivalentresistance = 3 II6 =2 a
Total resistance = 0.5 + 2.5 + 2 =5 a :. II' =6/5= 1.2A.
Thiscurrentdividesat pointA inverselyin the ratioof the resistancesof th~twoparallelpaths.
.. l' = 1.2x (3/9)= 0.4 A. Similarly,12'= 1.2x (6/9)= 0.8 A
In Fig. 2.96, 6 volt battery has been removed but not its internal resistance. The various currents

and their directions are as shown.

The equivalent resistance to the left to points A and B is =3 II 6 =2 a
.. total resistance = 1 + 2 + 2 =5 Q :. 12"= 12/5 = 2.4 A
At point A, this current is divided into two parts,

1" = 2.4 x 3/9 = 0.8 A It" = 2.4 x 6/9 = 1.6 A
The actual current values of Fig. 2.95 (a) can be obtained by superposition of these two sets of

current values.

2.5a

0.50 60
~t'

I2V
10

B
Fig. 2.96

II = I,' -It" = 1.2- 1.6= - 0.4A (it is a chargingcurrent)
12 = 12"': Iz' = 2.4- 0.8 = 1.6A
I = l' + 1" = 0.4 + 0.8 = 1.2 A

Voltage drop across 6-ohm resistor = 6 x 1.2 = 7.2 V

..
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Example 2.47. By using Superposition Theorem.find the current in resistance R shown in Fig.
2.97 (a)

RI =0.005 Q, R2 =0.004 Q, R =1 Q, EI =2.05 V, E2 = 2.15 V
Internal resistances of cells are negligible.

(Electronic Circuits, AUahabad Univ. 1992)

Solution. In Fig. 2.97 (b), E2has been removed. Resistances of 1 Q and 0.04 Q are in parallel
across poins A and C. RAC= 1 II0.04 = 1 x 0.04/1.04 =0.038 Q. This resistance is in series with
0.05 Q. Hence, total resistance offered to battery E. =0.05, 0.038 =0.088 Q. 1= 2.05/0.088 = 23.3
A. Current through l-Q resistance, I. =23.3 x 0.04/1.04 =0.896A frome to A.

When E. is removed, circuit becomes as shown in Fig. 2.97 (c). Combined resistance of paths
eBA and eDA is =1 II0.05 = 1 x 0.05/1.05 =0.048 Q. Total resistance offered to E2 is =0.04 +
0.048 =0.088 Q. Current 1= 2.15/0.088 = 24.4 A. Again, 12= 24.4 x 0.05/1.05 = 1.16 A.

0.05

R=.
-/\/IN' I I 'VIII/' I I AM

D D D

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 2.97

To current through I-Q resistance when both batteries are present

= I. + 12 =0.896 + 1.16 =2.056 A.

Example 2.48. Use Superposition theorem to find current I in the circuit shown in Fig. 2.98
(0). All resistances are in ohms. (Basic Circuit Analysis Osmania Univ. JanlFeb 1992)

Solution. In Fig. 2.98 (b), the voltage source has been replaced by a short and the 40 A current
sources by an open. Using the current-divider rule, we get I. =120 x 50/200 =30 A.

In Fig. 2.98 (c), only 40 A current source has been considered. Again, using current-divider
rule 12=40 x 150/200 =30 A.

In Fig. 2.98 (d), only voltage source has been considered. Using Ohm's law,.
13 = 10/200 =0.05 A.

Since II and 12cancel out, 1=13 = 0.005 A.
JOV

+

) 50 r rL
50 ISO

C!)
50 150

120A 40A 120A 40A

I 12 J-i
(a) (b) (e) (d)

Fig. 2.98
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Example 2.49. Use superposition theorem to determine the voltage v in the network of Fig.
2.99(a).

Solution. A seen, there are three independent sources are one dependent source. We will find
the value of v produced by each of the three independent sources when acting alone and add the three
values to find v. It should be noted that unlike independent source, a dependent source connot be set
to zero i.e. it cannot be 'killed' or deactivated.

Let us find the value of vI due to 30 V source only. For this purpose we will replace current
source by an open circuit and the 20 V source by a short circuit as shown in Fig. 2.99 (b). Applying
KCL to node 1, we get

. (30-vl) vI (vP-vl) _ 0 - 6V- - + - or . vl-6 3 2

6 2J..Y 2 6 CD .~. ..~ CD 2

: -
6 6

I

~

+

<> I cD ~
+ +

'30V ( ) 3~ ~ ~ 30V 3 'I '1 ~ 3 v2 ~
sA() 3 - I - 3 5A - 3

(b)

Fig. 2.99

Let us now keep 5 A source alive and 'kill' the other two independent sources.

KCL to node 1, we get, from Fig. 2.99 (c). 6 +
v2 v2 (vzl3 - v2)--5--+ -0 or v =-6V
6 3 2 - 2

Let us now 'kill' 30 V source and 5 A source and find v3
due to 20 V source only. The two parallel resistances of 6 Q
and 3 Q can be combined into a single resistance of 2 Q.
Assuming a circulating current of i and applying KVL to the
indicated circuit, we get, from Fig. 2.100.

(a) (e)

Again applying

2

20V

+
+ ~ v3

3~: ~ 3

- 2i - 20 - 2i - I (- 2i): 0 or i = 6 A3 Fig. 2.100
Hence, according to Ohm's law, the component of v that

corresponds to 20 V source is v3 =2 x 6 = 12 V. :. v = vI + v2 + v3 =6 - 6 + 12 = 12 V.
Example 2.50. Using Superposition theorem,find the current through the 40 W resistor of the

curcuit shown in Fig. 2.101 (a). (F.Y. Engg. Pune Univ. May 1990)

Solution. We will first conside when 50 V battery acts alone and afterwards when 10-V battery
is alone is the circuit. When 10-V battery is replaced by short-circuit, the circuit becomes as shown
in Fig. 2.101 (b). It will be seen that the right-hand side 5 Q resistor becomes connected in parallel
with 40 Q resistor giving a combined resistance of 5 1140=4.44 Q as shown in Fig. 101 (c). This
4.44 Q resistance is in series with the left-hand side resistor of 5 Q giving a total resistance of
(5 + 4.44) =9.44 Q. As seen there are two resistances of 20 Q and 9.44 Q connected in parallel. In
Fig. 2.101 (c) current I =50/9.44 =5.296 A.

At point A in Fig. 2.101 (b) there are two resistances of 5 Q and 40 Q connected in parallel,
hence, current I divides between them as per the current-divider rule. If II is the current flowing
through the 40 Q resistor, then
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20

5 5

50V 40 10V 50V

Electrical Technology

20

5
A

5 I
A 5

20
4.44

40 50 V

(b) (c)

Fig. 2.101

5 5
II = Ix-=5.296x-=0.589A.5 + 40 45

In Fig. 2.lO2 (a), lOV battery acts alone
because 50-V battery has been removed and
replaced by a short-circuit.

As in the previous case, there are two
parallel branches of resistances 20 Q and 9.44
Q across the 10-V battery. Current I through
9.44 Q branch is 1= lO/9.44= 1.059 A. This
current divides at point B between 5 Q resis-
tor and 40 Q resistor. Current through 40 Q
resistor 12= 1.059 x 5/45 =0.118 A.

According to the Superposition theorem, total current through 40 Q resistance is

=I) + 12 =0.589 + 0.118 =0.707A.

Example 2.51. Solvefor the power delivered to the 10 Q resistor in the circuit shown in Fig.
2.103 (a). All resistance are in ohms. (Elect. Science - I, Allahabad Univ. 1991)

Solution. The 4-A source and its parallel resistance of 15 Q can be converted into a voltage
source of (15 x 4) =60 V in series with a 15 Q resistances as shown in Fig. 2.lO3 (b).

Now,we will use Superpositiontheoremto findcurrentthroughthe lOQ resistances.

When 60- V Sourceis Removed 5 A 5_ AAAA_.__

When60- V batteryis removed

i
the total resistance as seen by 2 V bat- I

teryis=l+lOlI(l5+5)=7.67Q. ~1O ~15 I
The battery current = 2/7.67 A = 2 '--:-/ I ~ 10

0.26 A. At point A, this current is di- V-
vided into two parts. The current
passing through the 10Q resistor from
A to B is

(a)

20 20

5 5
B

I

4.44 10V

5

40 10V

(a) (b)

Fig. 2.102

15

60 V

(a)
B

(b)
Fig. 2.103

I) = 0.26 x (20/30) =0.17 A
When 2-V Battery is Removed

Then resistance seen by 60 V battery is =20 + lO III =20.9 Q. Hence, battery current =60/20.9
=2.87 A. This current divides at point A. The current flowing through lO Q resistor from A to B is

12 = 2.87 x 1/(1 + lO) =0.26 A
Total current through lO Q resistor due to two batteries acting together is =II + 12 =0.43 A.
Power delivered to the lO Q resistor =0.432 x lO = 1.85 W.
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Example 2.52. Compute thepower dissipated in the 9-W resistor of Fig. 2.104 by applying the
Superposition principle. The voltage and current sources should be treated as ideal sources. All
resistances are in ohms.

Solution. As explained earlier, an ideal constant-voltage sources has zero internal resistances
whereas a constant-current source has an infinite internal resistance.
(i) When Voltage Source Acts Alone

This case is shown in Fig. 2.104 (b) where constant-current source has been replaced by an
open-circuit i.e. infinite resitance (Art. 2.16). Further circuit simplification leads to the fact that total
resistances offered to voltage source is =4 + (121115) =32/3 Q as shown in FIg. 2.104 (c).

A ..~. B' A ..~. B

Fig. 2.104

Hence current =32 + 32/3 =3 A. At point A in Fig. 2.104 (d), this current divides into two parts.
The part going alone AB is the one that also passes through 9 Q resistor.

/' = 3 x 12/(15 + 12) = 4/3 A
(ii) When Current Source Acts Alone

As shown in Fig. 2.105 (a), the voltage source has been replaced by a short-circuit (Art 2.13).
Further simplification gives the circuit of Fig. 2.015 (b).

6 A 6 A I' = 2A

12 I. 4A( t) 9 12 1+ Open 9
Circuit

n
32 V

-
(a) (b)

A 6 A r A. .
3A
<1 I 4

20
9 12 I. 15 I, 3

32V

I I Y32V I

( 132 V

B B C B

(c) (d) (e)

12 <-4
Q)4A

9 3
4AC! )

9

Short
Circuit

I I I I

(a) (b)

Fig. 2.105
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The 4 -A current divides into two equal parts at point A in Fig. 2.105 (b). Hence 1 =4/2 =2 A.
Sincebothr and f' flowin the samedirection,totalcurrentthrough9-0 resistoris

1=r + f' = (4/3)+ 2 = (10/3)A
Power dissipated in 9 0 resistor =P R =(10/3)2 x 9 =100 W

Example 2.53(a). With the help of superposition theorem, obtain the value of current / and
voltage Voin the circuit of Fig. 2./06 (a).

Solution. We will solve this question in three steps. First, we will find the value of 1 and Vo
when current source is removed and secondly, when voltage sources is removed. Thirdly, we would
combine the two values of 1and Voin order to get their values when both sources are present.
First Step

As shown in Fig. 2.106 (b), current source has been replaced by an open-circuit. Let the values
of current and voltage due to 10 V source be 11and VOl' As seen II =0 and VOl=10V.
Second Step

As shown in Fig. 2.106 (c), the voltage source has been replaced by a short circuit. Here
12 =- 5 A and V02= 5 x 10 = 50 V.

I Ion

100

Isn Isn

Third Step
By applyingsuperpositiontheorem,we have

I = /1 +I2=0+(-5)=-5A

Vo = VOl+ V02= I~ + 50 = 60 V

Example 2.53(b). Using Superposition theorem, find the value of the output voltage Voin the
curcuit of Fig. 2.107.

Solution. As usual, we will break down the
problem into three parts involving one source each.

(a) When 4 A and 6 V sources are kiUed*

As shown in Fig. 2.108 (a), 4 A source has been
replacedby an open circuit and 6 V source by a short-
circuit. Using the cunent-divider rule, we find cur-
rent iI throughthe 2 0 resistor=6 x I/(l + 2 + 3) 6A
=I A :.' VOl=I x 2 =2 V.

(b) When 6 A and 6 V sources are killed
As shown in Fig. 2.108 (b), 6 A sourceshas been

replacedby an open-circuitand 6 V source by a short-
circuit. The current i2 can again be found with the

(e)

* The process of setting of voltage source of zero is called killing the sources.

+T

. .. 'II\N n+

+1 +

IOV SAm Vo ( )IOV Vol

_1
(a) (b)

Fig. 2.106

+T
f) §In

6v1
Fig.2.107
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3

t )6A 10 20
3

6V

B
~ ~ ~

~~~ ,
According to Superposition theorem, we have

Vo = VOl + V 02 + V03 =2 + 4 - 4 =2 V

Example 2.54. Use Superposition theorem. tofind the voltage V in Fig. 2.109 (a).
40 4

1

12 V 40 4 SC
1--0 A A

+ +

15 V
10 V 15V

10 O.C

B B

(a) Fig. 2.109 (b)
Solution. The given circuit has been redrawn in Fig. 2.109 (b) with 15 - V battery acting alone

while the other two sources have been killed. The 12 - V battery has been replaced by a short-circuit
and the current source has been replaced by an open-circuit (O.C) (Art. 2.19). Since the output
terminals are open, no current flows through the 4 Q resistor and hence, there is no voltage drop
across it. Obviously VI equals the votIage drop over 10 Q resistor which can ,be found by using the
voltage-divider rule.

VI = 15 x 10/(40 + 50) =3 V
Fig. 2.110 (a) shows the circuit when current source acts alone, while two batteries have been

killed. Again, there is no current through 4 Q resistor. The two resistors of values 10Q and 40 Q are
in parallelacrossthe currentsource. Theircombinedresistancesis 10II40 =8 Q

40 4 SC 40

~
4 12V

o A ~AAr--r-- 1---0 A
+ T I +

SC 10S ( t)2.5A ~ ISC 10$ O.C. V3

B B
(a)

Fig. 2.110
(b)
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.. V2 = 8 x 2.5 =20 V with point A positive.
Fig. 2.110 (b) shows the case when 12 -V battery acts alone. Here, V3 =- 12 V*. Minus sign

has been taken because negative tenninal of the battery is connected to point A and the positive
tenninal to point B. As per the Superposition theorem,

V = VI + V2 + V3 =3 + 20 - 12 =11 V
Example 2.55. Apply Superposition theorem to the circuit of Fig. 2.107 (a) for finding the

voltage drop V across the 5 Q resistor.

Solution. Fig. 2.111 (b) shows the redrawn circuit with the voltage source acting alone while
the two current sources have been 'killed' i.e. have been replaced by open circuits. Using voltage-
divider principle, we get

VI =60 x 5/(5 + 2 + 3) =30 V. It would be taken as positive, because current through the 5 Q
resistances flows from A to B, thereby making the upper end of the resistor positive and the lower
end negative.

Fig. 2.111

Fig. 2.112 (a) shows the same circuit with the 6 A source acting alone while the two other
sources have been 'killed'. It will be seen that 6 A source has to parallel circuits across it, one having
a resistance of2 Q and the other (3 + 5) =8 Q. Using the current-divider rule, the current through the
5 Q resistor =6 x 2/(2 + 3 + 5) =1.2 A.

6A-J r'I D.C.

* Because Fig. 2.110 (b) resembles a voltage source with an inlemal resislance =4 + 10 II40 = 12 Q and
which is an open-circuil

a.c.
/

I
A

i5
3 6 +

D a.c. 5
A

1

60V

B B
(a) (b)

A

+ 3
cb 53

$3
D.C. 5 V2

2A

:J I t

sc

B B
(a) (b)

Fig. 2.112
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.. Vz=1.2 x 5 =6 V. It would be taken negative because current is flowing from B to A. i.e.
point B is at a higher potential as compared to point A. Hence, Vz=- 6 V. .

Fig. 2.112 (b) shows the case when 2-A source acts alone, while the other two sources are dead.

As seen, this current divides equally at point B, because the two parallel paths have equal resistances
of 5 Q each. Hence, V3 =5 x 1=5 V. It also would be taken as negative becuase current flows from
B toA. Hence, V3=- 5 V.

Using Superposition principle, we get

V = VI + Vz + V3 =30 - 6 - 5 =19 V

Example 2.56. (b) Determine using superposition theorem. the voltage across the 4 ohm
resistor shown in Fig. 2.113 (a) [Nagpur University, Summer 2000]

2 ohm 8 ohm 13 F B

~
4 ohm 4 ohm 2 ohm2 ohm

r=O...L+
lOy.

G

Fig. 2.113 (a) Fig. 2.113 (b)

Solution. Superposition theorem needs one source acting at a time.
Step I: De-acting current source.

The circuit is redrawn after this change in Fig. 2.113 (b)
10 10

II = 4 x (8 + 2) = 2 + 40 =2.059 amp
2 + 4 + (8 + 2) 14
2.059 x 10 =1.471. . .

Iz = 14 amp, In downward direction

Step n: De-activate the voltage source.
The circuit is redrawn after the change, in Fig. 2.113 (c)

With the currents marked as shown.

Id = 2Ie relating the voltage drops in Loop ADC.

A. .2.?~~. D8 ohm Ib F

H
c

4 ohm i5 Amp
2 ohm

+
IOY

o G H

Fig. 2.113 (c)

c

Thus Ib =3 Ie'

Resistance of parallel combination of
2x4

2 and 4 ohms = 2 + 4 =1.333 Q

Resistance for flow of Ib = 8 + 1.333 =9.333 Q
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The 5-amp cUITentfrom the sources gets divided into Ib (= 3 Ie) and la' at the node F.

Ib = 3 Ie = _ _ 2.~ _ _ _ X 5 =0.8824

Ie = 0.294 amp, in downward direction.
Step m. Apply superposition theorem, for finding the total current into the 4-ohm reistor

=Current due to Current source + CUITent due ~o Voltage source

=0.294 + 1.471 =1.765 amp in downward direction.
Check. In the branch AD,

The voltage source drives a current from A to D of 2.059 amp, and the cUITentsource drives a
current of Id (= 2Ie) which is 0.588 amp, from D to A.

The net current in branch AD

..

= 2.059 - 0.588 = 1.471 amp

With respect to 0, A is at a potential of + 10 volts.

Potential of D with respect to 0
== (netcurrentin resistor)x 4
= 1.765 x 4 =+ 7.06 volts

Between A and D, the potential difference is (10 - 7.06)volts
Hence, the cUITentthro' this branch

...eqn. (a)

= 10 -7.06 =1.47 amp from A to D ...eqn (b) .

This is the same as eqn. (a) and hence checks the result, obtained previously.

Example 2.57. Find the currentflowing in the branch XY of the circuit shown in Fig. 2.114 (a)
by superposition theorem. [Nagpur University, April 1996]

Solution. As shown in Fig. 2.114 (b), one source is de-activated. Through series-parallel
combinations of resistances, the cUITentsdue to this source are calculated. They are marked as on
Fig. 2.114 (b)

20 x 10 20
--./'II\M
2.67A

X-r-
4A 1.33A1.33 A 11.33 A

+
-- 20V
T-

10

30
30 10 30

-=20 V.

60

~20V

1.33 A 2.67 A

y 20

Fig. 2.114 (b)

y

Fig. 2.114 (a)
20 X

4 A ~ 1.33A

-=-20 V
30 <:60

4A 2.67A
...L-
Y

Fig. 2.114 (c)

1.33A
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In the next step, sei:ond source is de-activated as in Fig. 2.114 (c). Through simple senes
parallel resistances combinations, the currents due to this source are marked on the same figure.

According to the super-position theorem, the currents due to both the sources are obtained after
adding the individual contributions due to the two sources, with the fmal results marked on Fig.
2.114 (a). Thus, the current through the branch XYis 1.33 A from Y to X.

Example 2.58. Find the currents in all the resistors by Superposition theorem in the circuit
shown in Fig. 2.115 (a). Calculate the power consumed. [Nagpur University, Nov. 1996]

Solution. According to Superposition theroem, one source should be retained at a time, deacti-
vating remaining sources. Contributions due to individual sources are fmally algebraically added to
get the answers required. Fig. 2.115 (b) shows only one source retained and the resultant currents in
all branches/elements. In Fig. 2.115 (c), other source is shown to be in action, with concerned
currents in all the elements marked.

To get the total current in any element, tow component-currents in Fig. 2.115 (b) and Fig. 2.15
(c) for the element are to be algebraically added. The total currents are marked on Fig. 2.115 (a).

A In

In

0.7147A

2n 0.7143

D

Fig. 2.115 (a)
All resistors are in ohms

A

In

3n

0.7143A

Fig. 2.115 (c)
Power loss calculations. (l) from power consumed by resistors :

222
Power =(0.7147 x 4) + (3.572 x 2)+(2.875 x 8) =92.86 watts

(ij) From 'Source-power.
Power =10 x 3.572 + 20 x 2.857 =92.86 watts

Tutorial Problems No. 2.4.

1. Apply 'the principle-of Superposition to the network shown in Fig. 2.116 to find out the current in the
10 n resistance. [0.464 A] (F.Y. Engg. Pune Univ. May 1987)

2. Find the current through the 3 n resistance connected between C and D Fig. 2.117.

[1 A from C to D] (F.Y. Engg. Pune Univ. May 1989)

B 2.8n C

3.S72A
..£857 A

A .n. B

1.5
+ 20 V..

;o:ti..!..0v
10.2n

2n

o.sn l 10V

0 sn D
I 12.143 A

(

1.429A o NW\Jsn

Fig. 2.115 (b)

B 3n

20 20V

1.429A 12.143 A

0 .. 's'0 D



3. Using the Superposition theorem, calculate the magnitude and direction of the current through each
resistor in the circuit of Fig. 2.118. [11=6n A; 12=IOn A; 13=16n A]

4. ForthecircuitshowninFig.2.119find the cur- 480
rent in R =8 Q resistance in the branch AB

using superposition theorem.
[0.875A] (F.Y.Engg.PuneUniv.May 1988)

5. Apply superposition principle to conpute cur-
rent in the 2-Q resistor of Fig. 2.120. All resis- -t28V 480
tors are in ohms. [lab =5 A]

6. Use Superpositiontheorem to calculate the volt-
age drop across the 3 Q resistor of Fig. 2.121.
All resistance values are in ohms. [18 V]

106

3Q 1.50 c 30

30
3 0 4.5 V9V

Fig. 2.116

D

Fig. 2.117

a 2 b

t J24A 4 6 6A( t
+

Fig. 2.120

Electrical Technology

18V

D
Fig. 2.118

A 60 80

80 40 12050

14V

B

Fig. 2.119
6

,

2

3

Fig. 2.121

7. With the help of Superposition theorem, compute the current lab in the circuit of Fig. 2.122. All
resistances are in ohms. [lab= - 3 A]

10 5 ba

10 5 12A( t 60A ( t30V

a 20V b

50 t )20AISO

Fig. 2.122 Fig. 2.123

8. Use Superposition theorem to find current labin the circuit of Fig. 2.123. All resistances are in ohms.
[100 A]

9. Find the current in the 150 resistor of Fig. 2.124 by using Superposition principle. Numbers repre-
sent resistances in ohms. [2.8 A]

10. Use Superposition principle to find current in the 10-0 resistor of Fig. 2.125. All resistances are in
ohms. [1 A]
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11. State and explain Superposition theorem. For the circuit of Fig. 2.126.

(a) determine currents II' 12and 13when switch S is in position b.
(b) using the results of part (a) and the principle of superposition, determine the same currents with

switch S in position a.

[(a) 15 A, 10 A, 25 A (b) 11 A ,16 A, 27 A] (Elect. Technology Vikram Univ. 1978)

30 25 15 It h

30V 15
25V

10

2
_120 V

I~
20V

4
10

50 V

60V

Fig. 2.124 Fig. 2.125 Fig. 2.126

2.1iI'."fhevenin Theorem

-/ It provides a mathematical technique for replacing a given network, as viewed from two output
terminals, by a single voltage source with a series resistance. It makes the solution of complicated
networks (particularly, electronic networks) quite quick and easy. The application of this extremely
useful theorem will be explained with the help of the following simple example.

R. C A .~}. C A .~!. C A

r r r
E E

D B

(b)
Fig. 2.127

Suppose, it is required to find current flowing through load resistance RL'as shown in Fig. 2.127
(a). We will proceed as under:

1. Remove RL from the circuit terminals A and B and redraw the circuit as shown in Fig. 2.127
(b). Obviously, the terminals have become open-circuited. ·

2. Calculate the open-circuit voltage Vocwhich appears across terminals A and B when they
are open i.e. when RL is removed.
As seen, Voc=drop across R2=lR2whereI is thecircuitcurrentwhenA andB are open.

I = _; :. Vue= lR2 = R £;2 [r is the internal resistance of battery].+ 2+r .+ 2+r
It is also called 'Thevenin voltage' Vth.

3. Now, imagine the battery to be removed from the circuit, leaving its internal resistance r
behind and redraw the circuit, as shown in Fig. 2.127 (e). When viewed inwards from
terminals A and B, the circuit consists of two parallel paths: one containing R2 and the

D

(a)

B D

(e)

B

* After the French engineer M.L. Thevenin (1857-1926) who while working in Telegraphic Department
published a statement of the theorem in ]893.
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other containing (Rt + r). The equivalent resistance of-the network, as viewed from these
terminals is given as

~(Rt + r)
R = R211(Rt + r) = D (R2 + t + r

This resistance is also called, *Thevenin resis-

tance RSh(though, it is also sometimes written as Rj
or Ro).

Consequently, as viewed from terminals A and

B, the whole network (excluding Rt) can be reduced
to a single source (called Thevenin's source) whose

e.m.f. equals Vo<(or Vsh) and whose internal resis-
tance equals RSh(or Rj) as shown in Fig. 2.128. Thevenin

4. RL is now connected back across terminals A and B Source
from where it was temporarily removed earlier. Cur-

rent flowing through RL is given by

V,h1- -
- Rth + RL

It is clear from above that any network of resistors and voltage sources (and current sources as
well) when viewed from any points A and B in the network, can be replaced by a single voltage
source and a single resistance* in series with the voltage source.

After this replacement of the network by a single voltage source with a series resistance has
been accomplished, i~is easy to find current in any load resistance joined across terminals A and B.
This theorem is valid even for those linear networks which have a nonlinear load.

Hence, Thevenin' s theorem, as applied to d.c. circuits, may be stated as under :

The current flowing through a load resistance RL connected across any two tenninals A and B
of a linear, acti~e bilateral network is given by VocII(Rj + RJ where Vocis the open-circuit voltage
(i.e. voltage across the two tenninals when RL is removed) and Rj is the internal resistance of tM
network as viewed back into the open-circuited network from tenninals A and B with all voltage
sources replaced by their internal resistance (if any) and current sources by infinite resistance.

2.19. How to Thevenize a Given Circuit?

I A

B

Fig. 2.128 "

1. Temporarily remove the resistance (called load resistance RJ whose current is required.
2. Find the open-circuit voltage Vocwhich appears across the two terminals from where

resistance has been removed. It is also called Thevenin voltage Vth.
3. Compute the resistance of the whose network as looked into from these two terminals after

all voltage sources have been removed leaving behind their internal resistances (if any) and
current sources have been replaced by open-circuit i.e. infinite resistance. It is also called
Thevenin resistance Rthor Tj'

4. Replace the entire network by a single Thevenin source, whose voltage is Vthor Vocand
whose internal resistance is Rthor Ri.

5. Connect RL back to its terminals from where it was previously removed.
6. Finally, calculate the current flowing through RL by using the equation.

I = VtJ(Rth + RL) or I = V,)(Rj + RL)
Example 2.59. Convert the circuit shown in Fig. 2.129 (a), to a single voltage source in series

with a single resistor. . (AMIE Sec. B, Network Analysis Summer 1992)
* Or impedance in the case of a.c. circuits.
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DC Network Theorems

Solution. Obviously, we have to
fmd equivalent Thevenin circuit. For
this purpose, we have to calculate (i)
V,hor VABand (ii) R'hor RAB'

With tenninals A and B open, the
two voltage sources are connected in

subtractive series because they oppose +.
each other. Net voltage around the
circuit is (15 - 10) =5 V and total F
resistance is (8 + 4) = 12 Q. Hence
circuit current is =5/12 A. Drop across
4 Q resistor =4 x 5/12=5/3 V with the
polarity as shown in Fig. 2.129 (a).

.. VAB = V,h =+ 10 + 5/3 =35/3V.
Incid~ntly, we could also fmd VABwhile going along the parallel route BFEA.

Drop across 8 Q resistor =8 x 5/12 =10/3 V. VAB equal the algebraic sum of voltages met on the

way from B to A. Hence, VAB=(- 10/3) + 15 =35/3 V.
As shown in Fig. 2.129 (b), the single voltage source has a voltage of 35/3 V.

For findign R'h' we will replace the two voltage sources by short-circuits. In that case, R'h =RAB
=4118=8/3Q.

c A

109

A

tOv 35/3 V

B B

Fig. 2.129
(b)

Example 2.60. State Thevenin's theorem and give a proof. Apply this theorem to calculate the
current through the 4 Q resistor of the circuit of Fig. 2.130 (a).

(A.M.I.E. Sec. B Network Analysis W. 1989)

Solution. As.shown in Fig. 2.130 (b), 4 Q resistance has been removed thereby open-circuiting
the terminals A and B. We will now fmd VABand RABwhich will give us V,hand R'h respectively.
The potential drop across 5 Q resistor can be found with the help of voltage-divider rule. Its value is
= 15 x 5/(5 + 10) = 5 V.

10 4 10 A B .I.q. A B
I)

+ + +

15V
+

5~5V 6V

£
(c)

15 V 5 6V

(b)

Fig. 2.130

For finding VAB'we will go from ponit B to point A in the clock-
wise direction and find the algebraic sum of the voltages met on the
way.

.. VAB = - 6 + 5 =- 1 V.
It means that point A is negative with respect to point E, or point

B is at a higher potential than point A by one volt.
In Fig. 2.130 (c), the two voltage source have been short-

circuited. The resistance of the network as viewed from points A
and B is the same as viewed from points A and C.

(a)

A

4

IV

1 B

Fig. 2.131
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.. RAB = RAC =5 1110=10/3 Q

Thevenin's equivalent source is shown in Fig. 2.131 in which 4 Q resistor has been joined back
across tenninals A and B. Polarity of the voltage source is worth noting.

I 3
I = (10/3) + 4 = 22 =0.136 A

.. From E to A

Example 2.61. With reference to the network of Fig. 2.132 (a), by applying Thevenin's theorem
find the following:

(i) the equivalent e.m.j of the network when viewedfrom terminals A and B.

(ii) the equivalent resistance of the network when looked into from terminals A and.B.

(iii) current in the load resistance RL of 15 Q. (Basic Circuit Analysis, Nagpur Univ. 1993)

Solution. (i) Current in the network before load resistance is connected [Fig. 2.132 (a)]
= 24/(12 + 3 + l) =1.5 A

:. voltage across tenninals AB =Voc = Vth = 12 x 1.5 =1.8 V
Hence, so far as tenninals A and B are concerned, the network has an e.m.f. of 18 volt (and not

24 V).

(ii) There are two parallel paths between points A and B. Imagine that battery of 24 V is
removed but not its internal resistance. Then, resistance of the circuit as looked into from point A

and B is [Fig. 2.132 (c)]

R; = Rth = 12 x 4/(12 + 4) =3 Q

(iii) When load resistance of 15 Q is connected across the tenninals, the network is reduced to
the structure shown in Fig. 2.132 (d).

Fig. 2.132

1 = Vtl,l(Rth+ RL)= 18/(15+ 3) = 1 A

Example 2.62. Using Thevenin theorem, calculate the currentflowing through the 4 Q resis-
tor of Fig. 2.133'(a).

Solution. (i) Finding Vth
If we remove the 4-Q resistor, the circuit becomes as shown in Fig. 2.133 (b). Since full 10 A

current passes through 2 Q resistor, drop across it is 10 x 2 =20 V. Hence, VB=20 V. Hence, VB=
20 V with respect to the common ground. The two resistors of 3 Q and 6 Q are connected in series
across the 12 V battery. Hence, drop across 6 Q resistor =12 x 6/(3 + 6) =8 V.

. . VA = 8 V with respect to the common ground*

.. Vth = VBA =VB- VA =20 - 8 =12 V-with B at a higher potential
*

Also. VA=12- drop across 3-0 resistor =12- 12x 3/(6+ 3) = 12- 4 = 8 V

3 A 3 A 3 A I A

I r
I 3

24V 12 15

rv ."1 r 1 ,,

1 15
r=1n r=1n

LL 110 v 1.
B B B B

(a) (b) (c) (d)
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(ii) Finding Rth

Now, we will find Rthi.e. equivalent resistnace of the network as looked back into the open-
circuited terminals A and B. For this purpose, we will replace
both the voltage and current sources. Since voltage source
has no internalresistance, it would be replacedby a short circuit
i.e. zeroresistance. However, current source would be removed
and replaced by an 'open' i.e. infinite resistance (Art. 1.18).
In that case, the circuit becomes as shown in Fig. 2.133 (c).
As seen from Fig. 2.133 (d), Fth= 6 II3 + 2 = 4 Q. Hence,
Thevenin's equivalent circuit consists of a voltage source of
12V and a series resistance of 4 Q as shown in Fig. 2.134 (a).
When 4 Q resistor is connected across terminals A and B, as
shown in Fig. 2.134 (b).

1= 12/(4 + 4) = 1.5 A-from B to A

Example 2.63. For the circuit shown in Fig. 2.135 (a), calculate the current in the 10 ohm
resistance. Use Thevenin's theorem only. (Elect. Science-I Allahabad Univ. 1992)

Solution. When the 10 Q resistance is removed, the circuit becomes as shown in Fig. 2.135 (b).

(a) (b)

Fig. 2.133

I A

I;~
1:48

Now, we will find the open-circuit voltage VAB=Vth. For
this purpose, we will go from point B to point A and find the
algebraic sum of the voltages met on the way. It should be noted
that with termnals A and B open, there is no voltage drop on the 8
Q resistance. However the two resistances of 5 Q and 2 Q are
connected in series across the 20-V battery. A~ per voltage-di-
vider rule, drop on 2 Q resistance =20 x 2/(2 + 5) =5.71 V with
the polarity as shown in figure. As per the sign convention of
Art.

(c) (d)

(
(a) B

A

4

2V

(b) B

Fig. 2.134

8 A

5 2

B B
(c)

A

10

I
B

Fig. 2.136 (0)

8
'I A

D 8

I

2 wi
5_

20VU 1

20

D
B C

(a) (b)

Fig. 2.135
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VAS = V,h =+ 5.71 - 12 =- 6.29V
The negative sign shows that point A is negative with respect to point B or which is the same

thing, point B is positive with respect to point A.

For finding RAS=Rth'we replace the batteries by short-circuits as shown in Fig. 2.128 (c).
:. RAS = Rth =8 + 2 II5 =9.43 Q
Hence, the equivalent Thevenin' s source with respect to tenninals A and B is an shown in Fig.

2.136. When 10 Q resistance is reconnected across A and B, current through it is 1= 6.24/9.43 + 10)
= 0.32A.

Example 2.64. Using Thevenin's theorem, calculaie the p.d. across terminals A and B in Fig.
2.137 (a).

Solution. (i) Finding VDC

First step is to remove 7 Q resistor thereby open-circuiting terminals A and B as shown in Fig.
2.137 (b). Obviously, there is no current through the 1 Q resistor and hence no drop across it.
Therefore VAS =VDC= VCD'As seen, current I flows due to the combined action of the two batteries.
Net voltage in the CDFE circuit =18- 6= 12V. Totalresistance= 6 + 3 = 9 Q. Hence,1= 12/9=
4/3 A

..
VCD = 6 V + drop across 3 Q resistor =6 + (4/3) x 3 = 10 V*

VDC = V'h= 10V.

(ii) Finding Rj or R'h
As shown in Fig. 2.137 (c), the two batteries have been replaced by short-circuits (SC) since

their internal resistances are zero. As seen, Rj =R'h=1 + 3 II6 =3 Q. The Thevenin's equivalent
circuit is as shown in Fig. 2.137 (d) where the 7 Q resistance has been reconnected across terminals
A and B. The p.d. across this resistor can be found with the help of Voltage Divider Rule (Art. 1.15).

I
A

7Q

(d)

Example 2.65. Use Thevenin's theorem to find the current in a resistance load connected
between the terminals A and B of the network shown in Fig. 2.138 (a) if the load is (a) 2 Q (b) J Q.

(Elect. Technology, Gwalior Univ. 1987)

Solution. For findingopen-circuitvoltageVDC or VthacrossterminalsA and B, we must first
find current 12flowing through branch CD. Using MaxweU's loop current method (Art. 2.11), we
have from Fig. 2.131 (a).

- 2 I, - 4 (I, - 12)+ 8 = 0 or

Also - 2 12- 2 12- 4 - 4 (12- I,) = 0 or
From these two equations, we get 12 =0.25 A

As we go from point D to C, voltage rise =4 + 2 x 0.25 =4.5 V

Hence, VCD=4.5 or VAS =V,h =4.5 V. Also, it may be noted that point A is positive with respect
topointB.

3I, - 2 12=4

I, - 212=1

I. = I>!-dropacross6 n resIstor=18 - (4/3) x 6 = 10 V

E 6 C I 6 I.A A A

iJ:-6V ! f r.7 j"V + : S.C <?R.

3 I I 3
_D

D - D
(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 2.137



Fig. 2.138

In Fig. 2.138 (b), both batterieshave beenremoved. By applyinglaws of seriesand parallel
combination of resistances, we get Rj =R'h =5/4 Q = 1.25 Q.

(i) When RL =2 Q ; I = 4.5/(2 + 1.25) =1.38 A

(ii) When RL =1 Q ; I = 4.5 (l + 1.25) =2.0A
Note. WecouldalsofindVDCandRjby firstTheveniningpartof thecircuitacrossterminalsE andF and

thenacrossA andB (Ex. 2.62).

Example 2.66. Thefour arms of a Wheatstone bridge have thefollowing resistances :

AB = 100, BC = 10, CD = 4, DA = 50 Q. A galvanometer of 20 Q resistance is connected
across BD. Use Thevenin's theorem to compute the current through the galvanometer when a p.d.
of 10 V is maintained across AC. (Elect. Technology, Vikram Univ. of U.ijain 1988)

Solution. (I) When galvanometer is removed from Fig. 2.139 (a), we get the circuit of Fig.
2.139 (b).

(ii) Let us next find the open-circuit voltage VDC (also called Thevenin voltage V,h)between
points B and D. Remembering that ABC (as well as ADC) is a potential divider on which a voltage
drop of 10 V takes place, we get

Potential of B w.r.t. C = 10 x 10/110 = 10/11 =0.909 V

Potential of D w.r.t. C = 10 x 4/54 = 20/27 = 0.741 V

.. p.d. between B and D is Vocor V,h=0.909 - 0.741 =0.168 V

(iil) Now, remove the 10-V battery retaining its internal resistance which, in this case, happens
to be zero. Hence, it amounts to short-circuiting points A and C as shown in Fig. 2.139 (d).

B B B

Fig. 2.139

(iv) Next, let us find the resistance of the whole network as viewed from ponts B and D. It may
be easily found by noting that electrically' speaking, points A and C have become one as shown in
Fig. 2.140 (a). It is also seen that BA is in parallel with BC and AD is in parallel with CD. Hence,
RBD = 10 11100 + 50 114= 12.79 Q.

hJ rr 5VI AV50 4 c

tOV
D

E
.

(a)
E

(b) (c) (d)



Fig. 2.140

(v) Now, so far as points B and D are connected, the network has a voltage source of 0.168 V
and internal resistance R; =12.79 Q. This Thevenin's source is shown in Fig. 2.140 (c).

(vi) Finally, let us connect the galvanometer (initially removed) to this Thevenin source and
calculate the current I flowing through it. As seen from Fig. 2.140 (d).

I = 0.168/(12.79 + 20) =0.005 A =5 mA

Example 2.67. Determine the current in the 1 Q resistor across AB of network shown in Fig.
2.141 (a) using Thevenin's theorem. (Network Analysis, Nagpur Univ. 1993)

Solution. The given circuit can be redrawn, as shown in Fig. 2.141 (b) with the 1 Q resistor
removed from terminals A and B. The current source has been converted into its equivalent voltage
source as shown in Fig. 2.141 (c). For finding V,h'we will find the currents x and y in Fig. 2.141 (c).
Applying KVL to the first loop, we get .

3 - (3 + 2) x - I = 0 or x =0.4A .

. . V,h = VAB =3 - 3 x 0.4=1.8 V

The value of R'h can be found from Fig. 2.141 (c) by replacing the two voltage sources by short-
circuits. In this case R'h =2 II 3 = 1.2 Q.

A

2
I A

2

(a) (c) (d) B

Thevenin's equivalent circuit is shown in Fig. 2.141 (d). The current through the reconnected
1 .Qresistor is =1.8/(12.1 + 1) =0.82 A.

Example 2.68. Find the currentjlowing through the 4 resistor in Fig. 2.142 (a) when (i) E =2
V and (ii) E = 12 V. All resistances are in series.

Solution. When the remove E and 4 Q resistor, the circuit becomes as shown in Fig. 2.142 (b).
For finding R'h i.e. the circuit resistance as viewed from terminals A and B, the battery has been

114

B
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?B I °B

loo )10
.l'??

I 12.79 [l:
- A C - 12.79

50 4 0.168 VI I
I

20

100

+

27

( )0.168 V

B bD

(a)

I

(b)

oD I bD

(c) (d)

A 2
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3 I Iv( ) 2

B
B(b)

Fig. 2.141
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short-circuited, as shown. It is seen from Fig. 2.142 (c) that Rth=RAB =15 II30 + 18 II9 =16 Q.

A
36V

We will find Vth=VABwith the help
of Fig. 2.143 (a) which represents the
original circuit, except with E and 4 Q re-
sistor removed. Here, the two circuits are
connected in parallel across the 36 V bat-
tery. The potential of point A equals the
drop on 30 Q resistance, whereas poten-
tial of point B equals the drop across 9 Q
resistance. Using the voltage, divider rule,
we have

15

(a) (b)

Fig. 2.142

36V

30

(a)

VA = 36 X 30/45 =24 V Fig. 2.143
VB = 36 X 9/27 = 12 V

.. VAB =VA - VB =24 - 12 =12 V
In Fig. 2.143 (b), the series combination of E and 4 Q resistors has been reconnected across

terminals A and B of the Thevenin's equivalent circuit.
(i) I = (12 - E)120=(12 - 2)/20 =0.5 A (ii)1= (12- 12)/20= 0

Example 2.69. Calculate the value of Vthand Rth between terminals A and B of the circuit
shown in Fig. 2.144 (a). All resistance values are in ohms.

Solution. Forgetting about the teminal B for the time being, there are two parallel paths
between E and F: one consisting of 12 Q and the other of (4 + 8) =12 Q. Hence, REF=121112=6
Q. The source voltage of 48 V drops across two 6 Q resistances connected in series. Hence, VEF=
24 V. The same 24 V acts across 12 Q resistor connected directly between E and F and across two
series - connected resistance of 4 Q and 6 Q connected across E IfndF. Drop across 4 Q resistor =
24 X4/(4 + 8) =8 V as shownin Fig.2.144(c).

DAD A A

F F F
(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 2.144
Now, as we go from B to A via point E, there is a rise in voltage of 8 V followed by another rise

in voltage of 24 V thereby giving a total voltage drop of 32 V. Hence Vth=32 V with point A
positive.

9

(c)

I A

18 nB

9

L06V
(b)

+
6

AAO \:R

6 24 Y
4 - 4

B 48 Y B
+8Y-

12 8

,-

6 12 8

C DC C



For finding Rth' we short-circuit the 48
V source. This shortcircuiting, in effect, com-
bines the points A, D and F electrically as
shown in Fig. 2.145 (a). As seen from Fig.
2.145 (b),

Rth =VAB = 8 II(4 + 4) =4 Q.

Example 2.70. Determine Thevenin's
equivalent circuit which may be used to
represent the given network (Fig. 2.146) at A,D
the terminals AB.

(Electrical Eng.; Calcutta Univ. 1987)

Solution. The given circuit of Fig. 2.146 (a) would be solved by applying Thevenin's theorem
twice, first to the circuit to the left of point C and D and then to the left of points A and B. Using this
technique, the network to the left of CD [Fig. 2.146 (a)] can be replaced by a source of voltage VI
and series resistance Ril as shown in Fig. 2.146 (b).

1 CiA C

D

Fig. 2.146 (b)
12 x 6 6 x 2

VI = u:. -'- 1 -'-1\ = 9 volts and Rj) = (6 + 2) =1.5 Q

Similarly, the circuit of Fig. 2.146 (b) reduced to that shown in Fig. 2.146 (c)
9 x 6 6 x 3.5

V2 = (6 + 2 + 1.5) 5.68 volts and R;2= ~ - = 2.21 Q
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E 4

6 12

F
(a)

Fig. 2.145

12V 6 6

D

(a)

B
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8 4 8

C A,D,F
(b)

C

A A

tU~221 0

T f2=5.68 V o
BB D

(c)

Example 2.71. Use Thevenin 's theorem, tofind the value of load resistance RL in the circuit of
Fig. 2.147 (a) which results in the production of maximum power in RL. Also, find the value of this
maximum power. All resistances are in ohms.

Solution. We will remove the voltage and current sources as well as RLfrom terminals A and B
in order to find Rthas shown in Fig. 2.147 (b).

Rth = 4 + 6 II 3 =6 Q

3 34 A

24 6 s.c. 6

(a)
B

(b)
Fig. 2.147

A

B
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In Fig. 2.147 (a), the current source has been converted into the equivalent voltage source for
convenience. Since there is no CUITent4 a resistance (and hence no voltage drop across iO, V,h
equals the algebraic sum of battery voltage and drop across 6 a resistor. As we go along the path
BDCA, we get,

V,h = 24 x 6/(6 + 3) - 12=4 V
The load resistance has been reconnected to the Thevenin's equivalent circuit as shown in

Fig. 2.148 (b). For maximum power transfer, RL =R'h =6 a.
I I V2 42

VL = "2V,h="2 x 4 = 2 V; PLmax= RL ="6 =2.67 WL
Example 2.72. Use Thevenin's

theorem to find the current flowing
through the 6 a resistor of the network
shown in Fig. 2.149 (a). All resistances
are in ohms.

Now,

3

+
Ac

6

24 V 6

B
(b)

(Network Theory, Nagpur Univ.
1992)

Solution. When 6 a resistor is
removed [Fig. 2.149 (b)], whole of 2 A
current flows along DC producing a
drop of (2 x 2) =4 V with the polarity
as shown. As we go along BDCA, the
total voltage is

4V

D
(a)

B

Fig. 2.148

4 4 I A

4
12 V

C -,,+ 'A 4 C SC
A 2

6

Fig. 2.149

= - 4 + 12 =8 V -with A positive w.r.t. B.

Hence, Voc = V,h= 8 V
For finding R; or R'h 18 V voltage source is replaced by a short-circuit (Art- 2.15) and the

current source by an open-circuit, as shown in Fig. 2.149 (c). The two 4 a resistors are in series and
are thus equivalent to an 8 a resistance. However, this 8 a resistor is in parallel with a short of 0 a.
Hence, their equivalent value is 0 a. Now this 0 a resistance is in series with the 2 a resistor.
Hence, R; =2 + 0 =2 a. The Thevenin's equivalent circuit is shown in Fig. 2.149 (d).

:. 1 = 8/(2 + 6) = 1 Amp -from A to B

Example 2.73. Find Thevenin 's equivalent circuit for the network shown in Fig. 2.150 (a)
for the terminal pair AB.

Solution. It should be carefully noted that after coming to point D. the 6 A con-enthas only one
path to reach its other end C i.e., through 4 a resistor thereby creating and 1Rdrop of 6 x 4 =24 V
with polarity as shown in Fig. 2.150 (b). No part of it can go along DE or DF because it would not
find any path back to point C. Similarly, CUITentdue to 18-V battery is restricted to loop EDFE.

t--
12V

4

CVjA

BD
(a)

2

1--1 o.c. rR'

T8V

D B 1

(b)

D oB

(c)
B

(d)
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Drop across 6 0 resistor =18 x 6/(6 + 3) =12 V. For finding VAB'let us start from A and go to B via
the shortest route ADFB. As seen from Fig. 2.150 (b), there is a rise of 24 V from A to D but afall
of 12 V.

Fig. 2.150

from D to F. Hence, VAB=24 - 12 = 12 V with point A negative w.r.t.
point B*. Hence, Vth= VAB= - 12 V (or VBA= 12 V).

For finding Rth' 18V battery has been replaced by a short-circuit and 6 A
current source by an open-circuit, as shown in Fig. 2.150 (c).

As seen, Rth = 4 + 6113 + 2
= 4+2+2=80

Hence, Thevenin's equivalent circuit for terminals A and B is as shown
in Fig. 2.151. It should be noted that if a load resistor is connected across AB,
current through it will flow from B to A.

Example 2.74. The circuit shown in Fig. 2.152 (a) contains two voltage sources and two
current sources. Calculate (a) Vrhand (b) Rthbetween the open terminals A and B of the circuit. All
resistance values are in ohms.

Solution. It shold be understood that since terminals A and B are open, 2 A current can flow
only through 4-0 and 10 0 resistors, thus producing a drop of 20 V across the 10 0 resistor, as
shown in Fig. 2.152 (b). Similarly, 3 A current can flow through its own closed circuit between A
and C thereby producing a drop of 24 V across 8 0 resistor as shown in Fig. 2.152 (b). Also, there
is no drop across 2 0 resistor because no current flows through it.

10V
+

c A
8

10

2
20V

+ B
D

(a)

A

6

2

B
(c)

oB

Fig. 2.151

A

B

Fig. 2.152

Starting from point B and going to point A via points D and C, we get

Vth =- 20 + 20 + 24 =24 V -with point A positive.
* Incidentally, had 6 A current been flowing in the opposite direction, polarity of 24 V drop would have

been reversed so that VABwould have equalled (24 + 12) =36 V with A positive W.r.t.point B.

E 3 vi 4
I 4 E 3 DI A 3

A....aA. .1.&1." .&&.1..&

+24V -

I+
6

-'-
-=-18 V ....=...18V 12 v:; 6

2 LLF B
(a) (b)

c

2At+ -24 V

10f:OV2A 20V

D (b)
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For finding Rth'we will short-circuit the voltage sources and
open-circuit the current sources, as shown in Fig. 2.153. As
seen, Rth =RAB =8 + 10 + 2 =20 Q.

Example 2.75. Calculate Vth and Rth between the open ter-
minals A and B of the circuit shown in Fig. 2.154 (a). All resis-
tance values are in ohms.

B Solution. We will convert the 48 V voltage source with its
series resistance of 12 Q into a current source of 4 A, with a

parallel resistance of 12 Q, as shown in Fig. 2.154 (b).
A C . oAA

In Fig. 2.154 (c), the two parallel resistance of 12 Q each have been combined into a single
resistance of 6 Q. It is obvious that 4 A current flows through the 6 Q resistor, thereby producing a
drop of 6 x 4 =24 V. Hence, Vth =VAB =24 V with terminal A negative. In other words Vth=- 24 V.

If we open-circuit the 8 A source and short-circuit the 48- V source in Fig. 2.154 (a), Rth =RAB =

12 II12 = 6 Q.

Example 2.76. Calculate the value of Vthof Rthbetween the open terminals A and B of the
circuit shown in Fig. 2.155 (a). All resistance values are in ohms.

Solution. It is seen from Fig. 2.155 (a) that positive end of the 24 V source has been shown
conneced to point A. It is understood that the negative terminal is connected to the ground terminal G.
Just to make this point clear, the given circuit has been redrawn in Fig. 2.155 (b) as well as in
Fig. 2.155 (c).

Let us start from the positive terminal of the battery and go to its negative terminal G via point
C. We find that between poits C and G, there are two parallel paths: one of 6 Q resistance and the

+24 V A 4A A

other of (2 + 4) =6 Q resistance, giving a combined resistance of 6116 =3 Q. Hence, total resistance
between positive and negative terminals of the battery =3 + 3 =6 Q. Hence, battery current =24/6
=4 A. As shown in Fig. 2.155 (c), this current divides equally at point C. Let us go from B to A via
points D and G and total up the potential difference between the two, Vth=VAB =- 8 V + 24 V =16 V
with point A positive.

4A
I

-
ci4A12:? , I I 12 12 (tJ 24 V 6

+

B I I I I oB
4A B

(a) (b) D (e)

Fig. 2.154

A
-0 J

3 3 2A 24 V
3 24V

6 C 4AG
- 2A G

4 - 4

2 2
4

B B B
0

D D

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 2.155
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For finding Rth'let us replace the voltage source by a short-circuit, as shown in Fig. 2.156 (a). In
connects one end each of 6 Q resistor and 4 Q resistor directly to point A, as shown in Fig. 2.156 (b).
The resistance of branch DCG = :2+ 6 II 3 = 4 Q. Hence Rth =RAB =4 II4 =2 Q.

A G A

Example 2.77. Calculatethepowerwhichwouldbe dissipatedin the 8-Q resistorconnected
across tenninals A and B of Fig. 2.157 (a). All resistance values are in ohms.

Solution. The open-circuitvoltageVoc(alsocalledThevenin'svoltageVth)is that whichap-
pears across tenninals A and B. This equals the voltage drop across 10 Q resistor between points C
and D. Let us fmd this voltage. With AB on open-circuit, 120-V battery voltage acts on the two
parallel paths EF and ECDF. Hence, current through 10 Q resistor is

I = 120/(20 + 10 + 20) =2.4 A

Drop across lO-Q resistor, Vth = 10 x 2.4 =24 V

Now, let us find Thevenin's resistance Rth i.e. equivalent resistance of the given circuit when
looked into from terminals A and B. For this purpose, 120 V battery is removed. The results in
shorting the 4O-Qresistance since internal resistance of the battery is zero as shown in Fig. 2.157 (b).

lOx (20 + 20)
R or R - 16+ 0 20 - - + 16=40 Qi th - 1 +( +

1 1 £1 20 C 16 A

~
A I ! ~

11) I I
(J I
~I I 40R,h ~40
.~ I ~ ~40 I 10 ~ Rj
c.:: I I 24V

~ ! I 1 V,h' -124 V
) F D 0B I J 20 16 B B

(b) (c)

Fig. 2.157

Thevenin's equivalent circuit is shown in Fig. 2.157 (c). As shown in Fig. 2.157 (d), current
through 8-Q resistor is

..

E 20 C 16

-
40 10

120V

F 20 D 16

(a)

8

B

(d)

1 2 (1)
2

I = 24/(40 + 8) ="2 A :. P = I R ="2 x 8 = 2 W

Example 2.78. With the help of Thevenin 's theorem, calculate flowing through the 3-Q resis-

tor in the network of Fig. 2.158 (a). All resistances are in ohms.

Solution. The current source has been converted into an equivalent voltage source in Fig. 158(b).

3
sc :E3 :S6

cI . CI
. 4

6
I
G

2 14 B I B
D

0
D

0

(a) (b)
Fig. 2.156
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(i) Finding Voc' As seen from Fig. 2.158 (c), Voc=VCD'In closed circuit CDFEC, net voltage
= 24 - 8 = 16 V and total resistance =8 + 4 + 4 = 16 O. Hence, current =16/16 = I A.

6 A ~
-=-24V _T 8 V

6A

4 ~3 3 +
44

+

D

B (b)

D

(e)
B F B

Fig. 2.158

Example 2.79. Using Thevenin and Superposition theorems find complete solution for the
network shown in Fig. 2.160 (a).

Solution. First, we will find Rth across open terminals A and B and then find Vthdue to the
voltage sources only and then due to current source only and then using Superposition theo-
rem, combine the two voltages to get the single Vth. After that, we will find the Thevenin
equivalent.

In Fig. 2.160 (b), the terminals A and E have been open-circuited by removing the 10 V
source and the 1 0 resistance. Similarly, 24 V source has been replaced by'a short and current
source has been replaced by an infinite resistance i.e. by open-circuit. As seen, RAB= Rth4 II4
=20.

c
A

c c
AA

Drop over the 4-0 resistor in branch CD =4
E 8 C 6 J A

x 1 =4 V with a polarity which is in series addi- A

tion with 8-V battery.
9

Hence, Vo," = Vth= VCD= 8 + 4 = 12 V 4 4 Ri ::E3

(ii) Finding Rj or Rth' In Fig. 2.159 (a), the -'-
two batteries have been replaced by short-circuits Tl2V

because they do not have any internal resistance. B
F D B

As seen. Rj = 6 + 4 II(8 + 4) =9 Q. (a) (b)

The Thevenin' s equivalent circuit is as shown
Fig. 2.159in Fig. 2.159 (b).

I = 121(9 + 3) =1 A

4 4
R

4

YIOV'

A t 4 h-I

- I I I

?d V

= 12V

D
1-

(a)
D

B . I !B

(b)

D

(e)
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A3A . 0
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. ~C ?A .
C A, 2A

f;:l I

A I 3AI I

-4V + ~4 ( HOV

4 ~ t 2A ~h-2 -
16V

( ) ( h4 V ~ T )4 I 10V

D
B

D
(e)

Fig. 2.160

We will now find Vlh _I across AB due to 24 V source only by open-circuiting the current source.
Using the voltage-divider rule in Fig. 2160 (c), we get VAB= VCD= Vlh_1 =24/2 = 12V.

Taking only the current source and short-circuiting the 24 V source in Fig. 2160 (d), we find
that there is equal division of current at point C between the two 4 Q parallel resistors. Therefore,
VI"_2= VAB= VCD= Ix 4 = 4 V.

Using Superposition theorem, Vlh = Vlh _ I + Vlh _ 2 = 12 + 4 = 16-V. Hence, the Thevenin's
equivalent consists of a 16 V source in series with a 2 Q resistance as shown in Fig. 2.160 (e) where
the branch removed earlier has been connected back across the terminals A and B. The net voltage
around the circuit is =16 - 10 =6 V and total resistance is =2 + I =3 Q. Hence, current in the circuit

is =6/3 =2 A. Also, VAB=VAD =16- (2 x 2) =12 V. Alternatively, VABequals (2 x I) + 10 = 12 V.
Since we know that VAB =VCD = 12 V, we can find other voltage drops and various circuit

currents as shown in Fig. 2.160 (j). Current delivered by the 24- V source to the node Cis (24 - VCD)/

4 =(24 - 12)/4 =3 A. Since current flowing through branch AB is 2 A, the balance of I A flows
along CEo As seen, current flowing through the 4 Q resistor connected across the current source is
=(l + 2) = 3 A.

Example 2.80.

(d) (f)

20V

Use Superposition Theorem tofind 1 in the circuit of Fig. 2.161.

B [Nagpur URiv. Summer 2001]
Solution. At a time, one source acts and the other is

6 n de-activated, for applying Superposition theorem. If II
represents the current in 5-ohm resistor due to 20-V

C source, and 12due to 30-V source,
I = II + 12

Due to 20-V source, current into node B

= 20/(20 + 5/6) =0.88 amp

Out of this, II = 0.88x 6/11=0.48 amp
Due to 30-V source, current into node B

= 30/(6 + 5/20) = 3 amp

Out of this, 12 = 3 x 20/25 = 2.4 amp
Hence, I = 2.88 amp
Alternatively, Thevenin's theorem can be applied at nodes BD after removing 5-ohms resistor

from its position. Following the procedure to evaluate VTHand RTH.
Thevenin-voltage, VTH = 27.7 Volts
and RTH = 4.62 Ohms
Current I = 27.7/(4.62 + 5) =2.88 amp

20n
A

sn

loon
o

+
D

-. 30V

Fig. 2.161. Given Circuit
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2.20. General Instructions for Finding Thevenin Equivalent Circuit

So far, we have considered circuits which consisted of resistors and independent current or
voltage sources only. However, we often come across circuits which contain both independent and
dependent sources or circuits which contain only dependent sources. Procedure for finding the
value of Vlhand Rlhin such cases is detalied below :

(a) When Circuit Contains Both Dependent and Independent Sources

(i) The open-circuit voltage Vocis determined as usual with the sources activated or 'alive'.
(ii) A short-circuit is applied across the terminals a and b and the value of short-circuit

current ilhis found as usual.

(iii) Thevenin resistance Rlh = vo/ish' It is the same procedureas adoptedfor Norton's
theorem. Solved examples 2.81 to 2.85 illustrate this procedure.

(b) When Circuit Contains Dependent Sources Only

(i) In this case, voe =0

(ii) We connect 1 A source to the terminals a and b and calculate the value of vab.
(iii) Rlh=VaJ I 11

The above procedure is illustrated by solved Examples.
Example 2.81. Find Thevenin equivalent circuit for the network shown in Fig. 2.162 (a) which

contains a current controlled voltage source (CCVS).

a
22

b

a
+

b

(b)

Fig. 2.162

Solution. For finding Voeavailable across open-circuit terminals a and b, we will apply KVL to
the closed loop.

.. 12 - 4 i + 2 i - 4 i = 0 :. i =2 A

Hence, Voe= drop across 4 11resistor =4 x 2 =8 V. It is so because there is no current through
the 2 11 resistor.

For finging Rlh, we will put a short-circuit across terminals a and b and calculate Ish' as shown in
Fig. 2.162 (b). Using the two mesh currents, we have

12- 4 i( + 2 i - 4(i\ - i2) =0 and - 8 i2- 4 (i2- i\) =O. Substituting i =(i\ - i2)and Simplifying
the above equations, we have

12 - 4 i} + 2 (i}- i2)- 4 (i}- i2)=0 or 3 i} - i2 =6 ...(i)

Similarly, from the second equation, we get i\ =3 i2. Hence, i2=3/4 and Rlh= Vo/lsh = 8/(3/4)
= 32/311. The Thevenin equivalent circuit is as shown in Fig. 2.162 (c).

Example 2.82. Find the Thevenin equivalent circuit which respect to tenninals a and b of the
network shown in Fig. 2.163 (a).

Solution. It will be seen that with terminals a and b open, current through the 8 11resistor is
vaJ4 and potential of point A is the same of that of point a (because there is no current through 4 11
resistor). Applying KVL to the closed loop of Fig. 2.163 (a), we get

6 + (8 x vaJ4) - vab = 0 or vab= 12 V

(a) (c)



~ ~ . ~
Fig. 2.163

It is also the value of the open-circuit voltage voc'

For finding short-circuit current ish'we short-circuit the terminals a and b as shown in Fig. 2.163
(b). Since with a and b short-circuited, vab=0, the dependent current source also becomes zero.
Hence, it is replaced by an open-circuit as shown. Going around the closed loop, we get

12 - ish (8 + 4) = 0 or ish =6/12 =0.5 A

Hence, the Thevenin equivalent is as shown in Fig. 2.163 (c).

Example 2.83. Find the Thevenin equivalent circuit for the network shown in Fig. 2.164 (a)
which contains only a dependent source.

Solution. Since circuit contains no indepenedent source, i =0 when terminals a and b are open.
Hence, Voc=O. Moreover, ishis zero since Voc= O.

Consequently, RShcannot be found from the relation R'h =v~ish' Hence, as per Art. 2.20, we
will connect a I A current source to terminals a and b as shown in Fig. 2.164 (b). Then by finding the
value of v00' we will be able to calculate R'h =vmJl.

6 6 A

. (a) (b) (c)

Fig. 2.164

It should be noted that potential of point A is the same as that of point a t.e. voltages across 120.
resistor is vab. Applying KCL to point A, we get

2i-voo voo
-12+1 = 0 or 4i-3vab=-12

Since i = vmJl2, we have 4 (vmJI2) - 3 voo=- 12 or voo=4.5 V :. R'h =vmJI =4.5/1 =4.50..
The Thevenin equivalent circuit is shown in Fig. 2.164 (c).

Example 2.84. Determine the Thevenins equivalent circuit as viewed from the open-circuit
terminals a and b of the network shown in Fig. 2.165 (a). All resistances are in ohms.

Solution. It would be seec from Fig. 2.165(a) that potential of node A equals the open-circuit
terminal voltage voc' Also, i = (vs - voc)/(80 + 20) = (6 - voc)/Ioo.

Applying KCL to node, A we get

6-Voc 9x(6-voc) Voc
100 + 100 - 10 = or Voc= 3 V

Electrical Technology124
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80 c 20 A

9i<+> 10

d

(b) .
Fig. 2.165

For finding the Thevenin's resistance with respect to tenninals a and b, we would first 'kill' the
independent voltage source as shown in Fig. 2.165 (b). However, the dependent current source
cannot be 'killed'. Next, we will connect a current source of I A at terminals a and b and find the

value of vab. Then, Thevenin' s resistance Rth =vat/I. It will be seen that current flowing away from
node A i.e. from point c to d is = vat/IOO.Hence,i = - vo/lOO.ApplyingKCLto nodeA, weget

vab 9
(

vab

)
vab--+ -- --+1 = 0 or v =5V

100 100 10 ab

:. Rth= 5/1 = 5 a. Hence, Thevenin's equivalent source is as shown in Fig. 2.165 (c).

Example 2.85. Find the Thevenin's equivalent circuit with respect to terminals a asnd b of the
network shown in Fig. 2.166 (a). All resistances are in ohms.

Solution. It should be noted that with terminals a and b open, potential of node A equals vab'
Moreover, v = vab' Applying KCL to node A, we get

- 5 - ~a; + 1~ [( V3b + 150) - Vab] = 0 or Vab= 75 V

10 I~V+ A 30 10 A 30 a

Fig. 2.166

For finding Rth'we will connect a current s.ourceof iA* across tenninals a and b. It should be
particularly noted that in this case the potential of node A equals (vab- 30 i). Also, v =(vab - 30 i) =
potential of node A, Applying KCL to node A, we get from Fig. 2.166 (b).

i - (vab.~_~?-'l+ 1..
[(

vab - 30 i

)
- (V b - 30 i)

]
=0- 15 10 3 a

.. 4 vab = 150 i or vat/i = 75/2 a. Hence, Rth = vat/i = 75/2 n. The Thevenin's equivalent
circuit is shown in Fig. 2.166 (c).

2.21. Reciprocity Theorem

It can be stated in the following manner :

In any linear bilateral network, if a source of e.m.f. E in any branch produces a current I in any

* We could also connect a source of 1 A as done in Ex. 2.83.

DC Network Theorems
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other branch, then the same e.m.f. E acting in the second bamch would produce the same current I
in thefirst branch.

In other words, it simply means that E and I are mutually transferrable. The ratio Ell is known
as the transfer resistance (or impedance in a.c. systems). Another way of stating the above is that the
receiving point and the sending point in a network are interchangebale. It also means that inter-
change of an ideal voltage sources and an ideal ammeter in any network will not change the amme-
ter reading. Same is the case with the interchange of an ideal current source and an ideal voltmeter.

Example 2.86. In the netwrok of Fig. 2.167 (a),find (a) ammeter current when battery is at A
and ammeter at B and (b) when battery is at B and ammeter at point A. Values of various resitances
are as shown in diagram. Also, calculate the transfer resistance.

Solution. (a) Equivalent resistance between .f.. C 3
points C and B in Fig. 2.167 (a) is

= 12 x 4/16 =3 0. +E
. . AT36V.. Total CircUltreistance

= 2+3+4=90.
. . Batterycurrent = 36/9=4 A
.. Ammetetercurrent

= 4 x 12/16 =3 A.
(b) Equivalentresistancebetweenpoints C

andD in Fig.2.167(b) is
= 12 x 6/18 =4 0.

Total circuit resitance = 4 + 3 + 1 =8 0.

Battery current = 36/8 =4.5 A
.. Ammeter current = 4.5 x 12/18 =3 A
Hence, ammeter current in both cases in the same.
Transfer resistance = 36/3 =12 Q.

Example 2.87. Calculate the currents in the various branches of the network shown in Fig.
2.168 and then utilize the principle of Superpositon and Reciprocity theorem together to find the
value of the current in the I-volt battery circuit when an e.mj of 2 votls is added in branch BD
opposing the flow of original current in that branch.

Solution. Let the currents in the various branches be as shown in the figure. Applying Kirchhoff s
second law, we have

For loop ABDA ; - 211- 813+ 612=0 or II - 312+ 413=0

For loop BCDB, - 4 (/1 - 13) + 5 (/2 + 13)+ 813=0 or 411- 512- 17f3 =0

For loop ABCEA, - 211- 4(/1 - 13)- 10(/1 + 12) + I =0 or 1611+ 1012":,,,413 = 1

Solving for II' 12 and 13, we get II =0.494 A; 12 =0.0229 A; 13=0.0049 A

2

12

4 4

(a)
D

Fig. 2.167

B B

(1\+ '2) D

E Ion
'I--
'IV
Fig. 2.168

D

E Ion
I--
IV

Fig. 2.169

C 3

12

(b)

...(i)

...(ii)

...(iii)
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.. Current in the 1 volt battery circuit is II + 12=0.0723A.
The new circuit having 2 -V battery connected in the branch BD is shown in Fig. 2.169. According

to thePrinciple of Superposition, the new current in the 1-voltbattery circuit is due to the superposition
of two currents; one due to 1 - volts battery and the other due to the 2 - volt battery when each acts
independently.

The current in the external circuit due to 1 - volt battery when 2 - battery is not there, as found
above, is 0.0723 A.

Now, according to Reciprocity theorem; if 1 - volt battery were tansferred to the branch BD
(where it produced a current of 0.0049 A), then it would produce a current of 0.0049 A in the branch
CEA (where it was before). Hence, a battery of 2 -V would produce a current of (- 2 x 0.0049) =-
0.0098 A (by proportion). The negative sign is used because the 2 - volt battery has been so con-
nected as to oppose the current in branch BD,

. . new current in branch CEA =0.0723- 0.0098=0.0625 A
Tutorial Problems No. 2.5

1. Calculate the current in the 8-W resistor of Fig. 2.170 by using Thevenin's theorem. What will be its
value of connections of 6-V battery are reversed? [0.8 A ; 0 A]

2. Use Thevenin's theroem to calculate the p.d. across terminals A and B in Fig. 2.171. [1.5 V]

2 A A ?II 5 A

Fig. 2.170 Fig. 2.171 Fig. 2.172
3. Compute the current flowing through the load resistance of 10Q connected across terminals A and B

in Fig. 2.172 by using Thevenin' s theorem.

4. Find the equivalent Thevenin voltage and equivalent Thevenin resistance respectively as seen from
open-circuited terrnians A and B to the circuits shown in Fig. 2.173. All resistances are in ohms.

A
4

B

(c)

30

(j)

Fig. 2.173

[(a) 8 V, 6 Q; (b) 120V, 6 Q; (c) 12V, 6 Q; (d) 12V, 20Q; (e) - 40 V, 5 Q; if) - 12V, 30 Q]

6

16 r8 1 3 5 10 10 10- 66V T6V T6V T4.5
5

0
B B B

A
4

6

12VI
B

(a)

10
15

24V A

10

B

(d)

A
4

3 6

IOOV
-i
(b)

A
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5. FindThevenin'sequivalentof thecircuitsshownin Fig.2.174betweentenninalsA andB.

RR R RR V,R+VR RR
[(a) V,h=1 L.L + V L- ; R,h= L.L (b) V,h= I 2 2 I ; R,h =-LL

~+~ ~+~ ~+~ ~+~ ~+~
(c) V,h =- IR; R'h =Rt (d) V,h =- VI - IR, R'h =R (e) Not possible]

~ ~ ~

Fig. 2.174

6. The four arms of a Wheatstone bridge have the following resistances in ohms.
AB = 100,BC = 10,CD= 5,DA = 60

A galvanometer of 15 ohm resistance is connected across BD. Calculate the current through the
galvanometer when a ptential difference of 10 V is maintained across AC.

[Elect. Engg.A.M.Ae.S.I.Dec.1991][4.88mA]
7. Find the Thevenin equivalent circuit for the network shown in Fig. 2.175.

[(a) 4 V; 80 (b) 6 V; 3 a (e") OV; 2/50]

a

b

~ ~ ~
Fig. 2.175

8. Use Thevenin's theorem to find current in the branchAB of the network shown in Fig. 2.176. [1.84 A]

4 A 3 2 1 3

-=-10V 2 2V 12
A

B 4V

4

B
Fig. 2.176 Fig. 2.177

A . . oA I
,

V ( IV, ( 1f2

,B I I oB

(a) (b)

A J A A-

B B

a I T"",,"'- I a
2Vab

2

b Y2V 'j

6 2

b
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9. In the network shown in Fig. 2.177 find the current that would flow if a 2-Q resistor were connected
between points A and B by using.

(a) Thevenin's theorem and (b) Superposition theorem. The two batteries have negligible resistance.
[0.82 A]

10. State and explain Thevenin's theorem. By applying Thevenin's theorem or otherewise, find the
current through the resistance R and the voltage across it when connected as shown in Fig. 2.178.

[60.49A, 600.49V] (Elect. and Mech. Technology, Osmania Unvi. Dec. 1978)

3 10 20 155 A

B

Fig. 2.178 Fig. 2.179

11. State and exaplin Thevenin's theroem.

For the circuit shown in Fig. 2.179, determine the current through RLwhen its value is 50 Q. Find the
value of RL for which the power drawn from the source is maximum.

(Elect. Technology 1, Gwalior Univ. Nov. 1979)

12. Find the Thevenin's equivalent circuit for terminal pair AB for the netwrok shown in Fig. 2.180.

[VI/,= - 16 V and Rth = 16 Q]

15 A 2 5 2 A

-=-20Y 10
IOY 4 12Y

6 6

4

B B

Fig. 2.180 Fig. 2.181 Fig. 2.182

13. For the circuit shown in Fig. 2.181, determine current through RLwhen it take$ values of 5 and 10 Q.
[0.588 A, 0.408 A] (Network Theorem and Fields, Madras Univ. 1980)

14. Determine Thevenin's equivalent circuit which may be used to represent the network of Fig. 2.182 at
the terminals AB. [Vth =4.8 V. Rth =2.4 Q]

15. For the circuit shown in Fig. 2.183 find Thevenin's equivalnet circuit for terminal pair AB.
[6 V, 6 Q]

A 6

3 3

o
B 6

Fig. 2.184

5:; $15

c:-10
R=IO 1 m RL30Y TSOY

2
30

4 6

,IT 6V
12Y

Fig. 2.183
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16. ABCDis a rectanglewhoseoppositesideAB andDCrepresentresistancesof 6 Q each,whileAD and
BC represent3 Q each. A batteryof e.m.f.4.5 V and negligibleresistancesis connectedbetween
diagonal points A and C and a 2 -Q resistance between B and D. Find the magnitude and direction of
thecurrentin the2-ohmresistorbyusingThevenin'stheorem.Thepositiveterminalis connectedto
A. (Fig.2.184) [0.25A from D to B] (BasicElectricityBombayUniv.Oct.1977)

2.22. Delta/Star* Transformation

In solving networks (having considerable number of branches) by the application of Kirchhoff s
Laws, one sometimes experiences great difficulty due to a large number of simultaneous equations
that have to be solved. However, such complicated network can be simplified by successively
replacing delta meshes by equivalent star system and vice versa.

Suppose we are given three resistance RI2' R23and R31connected in delta fashion between
terminals 1,2 and 3 as in Fig. 2.185 (a). So far as the respective terminals are concerned, these three
given resistances can be replaced by the three resistances RJ' R2and R3 connected in star as shown in
Fig. 2.185 (b).

These two arrangements will be electrically equivalent if the resistance as measured between
any pair of terminals is the same in both the arrangements. Let us find this condition.

3
2

3

Fig. 2.185 .
First, take delta connection: Between terminals 1 and 2, there are two parallel paths; one having

a resistance of RI2 and the other having a resistance of (R12+R31).
. R x (R + R )

.. ResIstance between terminals 1 and 2 is = nl2 (~3 ;112+ 3+ 31

Now, take star connection: The resistance between the same terminals 1 and 2 is (R1 + R2).
As terminal resistances have to be the same

R + R _ R12~ ~~~!!"_R31).. 1 2-
RI2 + R23 + R31

Similarly, for terminals 2 and 3 and terminals 3 and I, we get
~3 x (R31+ R12)

R2 + R3 = -.-.
RI2 + R23 + R31

R31 x (R12 + R23)R +R - -- --
3 1 - RI2 + R23 + R31

Now, subtracting (ii) from (i) and adding the result to (;;i), we get

R R R R R R
RI=--1L JI_ ; R2= 1Ll.L - and R3= 31 23

RI2 + R23+ R31 RI2+ ~3 + R31 RI2+ R23+ R31

(0) (b)

...(i)

...(ii)

and ...(iii)

* In Electronics, star and delta circuits are generally referred to as T and 1tcircuits respectively.
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How to Remember?

It is seen from above that each numerator is the product of the two sides of the delta which meet
at the point in star. Hence, it should be remembered that: resistance of each arm of the star is given
by the product of the resistances of the two delta sides that meet at its end divided by the sum of the
three delta resistances.

2.23. StarlDelta Transformation .

This tarnsformation can be easily done by using equations (i), (ii) and (iii) given above. Multi-
plying (i) and (ii), (ii) and (iii), (iii) and (i) and adding them together and then simplifying them, we
get

How to Remember?

The equivalent delta resistance between any two terminals is given by the sum of star resis-
tances between those terminals plus the product of these two star resistances divide by the third star
resistances.

Example 2.88. Find the input resistance of the circuit between the points A and B of Fig
2.186(a). (AMIE Sec. B Network Analysis Summer 1992)

Solution. For finding RAB'we will convert the delta CDE of Fig. 2.186 (a) into its equivalent
star as shown in Fig. 2.186 (b).

Res =8 x 4/18 = 16/9 n; RES' =8 x 6/18 =24/9 n; RDS = 6 x 4/18 = 1219n.
The two parallel resistances between S and B can be reduced to a single resistance of 35/9 n.

A .~.. c .1 A~" C .1 A~" C

. ('
~. ~ ~

Fig 2.186

As seen from Fig. 2.186 (c), RAB= 4 + (16/9) + (35/9) =87/9n.
Example 2.89. Calculate the equivalent resistance between the terminalsA and B in the netY.'rok

shown in Fig. 2.187 (a). (F.Y. Engg. Pone Univ. May 1987)

Solution. Thegivencircuitcanbe redrawnas shownin Fig.2.187(b). Whenthe deltaBCD is
converted to its equivalent star, the circuit becomes as shown in Fig. 2.187 (c).

Each arm of the delta has a resistance of 10 n. Hence, each arm of the equivalent star has a
resistance= lOx 10/30= 10/3n. Asseen,threearetwoparallelpathsbetweenpointsA andN, each
having a resistance of (10 + 10/3) =40/3 n. Their combinedresistance is 20/3 n. Hence,
RAB = (20/3)+ 10/3= 10n.
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\U

10

(c) B

Example 2.90. Calculate the current flowing through the 10 Q resistor of Fig. 2.188 (a) by
using any method. (NetworkTheory, Nagpur Univ. 1993)

Solution. It will be seen that there are two deltas in the circuit i.e.ABC andDEF. They have
been converted into their equivalent stars as shown in Fig. 2.188 (b). Each ann of the delta ABC has
a resistance of 12 Q and each ann of the equivalent star has a resistance of 4 Q. Similarly, each ann
of the delta DEF has a resistance of 30 Q and the equivalent star has a resistance of 10 Q per ann.

The total circuit resistance between A and F =4 + 48 II24 + 10 =30 Q. Hence I = 180/30 =6 A.

Current through 10 Q re~istoras given by current-divider rule =6 x 48/(48 + 24) =4 A.

Example 2.91. A bridge network ABCD has arms AB, BC, CD and DA of resistances 1, 1, 2

and 1 ohm respectively. If the detector AC has a resistance of 1 ohm, determine by star/delta
transformation, the network resistance as viewedfrom the battery terminals.

(Basic Electricity, Bombay Univ. 1980)
A A

O.SO
o---J./IN-
D P'I)

D

C I C
c

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Fig. 2.189

Solution. As shown in Fig. 2.189 (b), delta DAC has been reduced to its equivalent star.
2xl 1 2

RD = ,', 1 =0.5Q, RA=4"=0.25Q, Rc =4"=O.5Q

132

10 10
NI'-

A I }I!. r .!\'. I 1U B A I
10 CD A

10 10vv-----' i10

(b)
B

(a)

Fig. 2.187

6A
I

1180V J
4

A
34

I
10 2A

B D

4
I

10

(a)

I
4A 10

C . WI'

Fig. 2.188

I

E
(b)
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Hence, the original network of Fig. 2.189 (a) is reduced to the one shown in Fig. 2.189 (d). As
seen, there are two parallel paths between points N and B, one of resistance 1.25 Q and the other of
resistance 1.5 Q. Their combined resistance is

= 1.25x 1.5 =.!i Q
1.25+ 1.5 22

Total resistance of the network between points D and B is
15 13

= 0.5 + 22 =11n
Example 2.92. A network of resistances is formed as follows as in Fig. 2.190 (a)

AB = 9 Q; BC = 1 Q; CA = 1.5 Qforming a delta and AD = 6 Q ; BD = 4 Q and CD =3 Q

forming a star. Compute the network resitance measured between (i) A and B (ii) Band C and
(iii) C and A. (Bask electricity, Bombay Univ. 1980)

A A A

9
10

(c)

c
10
(b)

Fig. 2.190

Solution. The star of Fig. 2.190 (a) may be converted into the equivalent delta and combined in
parallel with the given delta ABC. Using the rule given in Art. 2.22, the three equivalent delta
resistance of the given star become as shown in Fig. 2.190 (b).

When combined together, the final circuit is as shown in Fig. 2.190 (c).

(i) As seen, there are two parallel paths across points A and B.

(a) one directly from A to B having a resistance of 6 Q and
(b) the other via C having a total resistance

(
27 9

)= - + - =2 25 Q
20 10 .

...2...X (6+.zz.) 441
R 10 20 -- n (

'''

)BC = (2... 22 ) 550 III
10 +6+ 20

(a)

.. 6 x 2.25 _ 18 n
RAB = a. . " "5) - 11

1tx (6+-ib-)_ 621 nRCA=
( 2...+ 6 +.zz.) 550

10 20
.

(ii)

Example 2.93. State Norton's theorem and find current using Norton's theorem through a
load of8 Q in the circuit shown in Fig. 2.191(a).(Circuit and Field Theory, A.M.I.E. Sec. B, 1993)

Solution. In Fig. 2.191 (b), load impedance has replaced by a short-circuit.

Isc =IN =200/2 = 100 A.
2 2

I I 6

r16 I
tIN

6 20

r4

AB
200V

4

10 10 81 f200v
lOW

(b)(a)

Fig. 2.191 .
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Norton's resistance RNcan be found by looking into the open terminals of Fig. 2.191 (a). For
this purpose !1ABC has been replaced by its equivalent Star. As seen, RN is equal to 8n Q.

Hence, Norton's equivalent circuit consists of a 100 A source having a parallel resistance of
8no. as shown in Fig. 2.192 (c). The load current ILcan be found by using the Current Divider rule.

(817)
IL = l00x 8 + (817) =12.5 A

Example 2.94. Use delta-star conversion to find resistance between terminals 'AB' of the
circuit shown in Fig. 2.193 (a). ALLresistances are in ohms. [Nagpur University April 1999]

20

40
r'Qo

20 :s,~ ~20
~ YoQ~

D 20

Fig. 2.193 (a)

Solution. First apply delta-star conversion to CGD and EDF, so as to redraw the part of the
circuit with new configuration, as in Fig. 2.193 (b).

A 50

B

A

A 50

B D

B- ().

D D
Fig. 2.193 (d) Fig. 2.193 (e)

Simplity to reduce the circuit to its equivalents as in Fig. 2.193 (c) and later as in Fig. 2.193 (d).
Convert CHJ to its equivalent star as in Fig. 2.193 (e). With the help of series-parallel combinations,
calculate RADas

.

2
A

6

2 4

I I h

45 '1ot... ..Jtr I
\.!) RN 8

2.5

B
(a) (b) (e)

Fig. 2.192

Fig. 2.193 (b)

A

50

HJ

0.80

B

C 20
AE

sa
0.8 0 0.8 0

HJ
3.20

0.80
20

B F
E

Fig. 2.193 (c)

C
r-N ..

50

H
l

2.80

20 E
NoN

L{
H G J

1.60 1.60

20
F
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RAB =5.33 + (1.176 x 4.12/5.296) =6.245 ohms

Note: Alternatively, after simplification as in Fig. (d). "CDJ
- H" star-configuration can be transformed into delta. Node H
then will not exist. The circuit has the parameters as shown in
Fig. 2.193 (j). Now the resistance between C and J (and also
between D and 1) is a parallel combination of 7.2 and 2.8 ohms,
which 2.016 ohms. Along CJD, the resistance between terminals
AB then obtained as :

RAB = 5.0 + (1.8 x 4.032/5.832)
= 5.0 + 1.244 = 6.244 ohms

Example 2.94 (a). Find the resistance at the A-B terminals in the electric circuit of Fig. 2.193
(g) using Ll-Ytransformation. [U.P. Technical University, 2001]

A'
50

2.80
B

Fig. 2.193 if)

Fig. 2.193 (g)

Solution. Convert delta to star for nodes C, E, F. New node N is created. Using the formulae
for this conversion, the resistances are evaluated as marked in Fig. 2.193 (h). After handing series
parallel combinations for further simplifications.

RAB = 36 ohms.
A

E

A

J

F +
:=:180v 600

200
(Load)

B

B

Fig. 2.193 (h) Fig. 2.193 (i)

Example 2.94 (b). Consider the electric circuit shown in Fig. 2.193 (i)
Determine: (i) the value of R so that load of20 ohm should draw the maximum power, (ii) the

value of the maximum power drawn by the load. [U.P. Technical University, 2001]

Solution. Maximum power transfer takes place when load res. = Thevenin's Resistance =20
ohms, here

R/60

VTH
CUITentthroughload

Maximum Power Load

= 20 ohms, giving R =30 ohms
= 180 x (60/90) = 120 volts
= 120/40 =3 amps
= 180 watts

A
C

E F

B
n
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Tutorial Problems No. 2.6

Delta/Star Conversion

1. Fmd the current in the 17o resistor in the network shown in Fig. 2.194 (a) by using (a) star/deitaconversioo
and (b) Thevenin's theorem. The numbers indicate the resistanceof each member in ohms. [10/3A]

2. Convert the star circuit of Fig. 2.194 (b) into its equivalent delta circuit. Values shown are in ohms.
Derive the formula used. (Elect. Techrwlogy, Indor Un;v. 1980)

10

20 90

Fig. 2.194 (a) Fig. 2.194 (b) Fig. 2.195

3. Determine the resistance between points A and B in the network of Fig. 2.195.
[4.23 0] (Elect. Techrwlogy, Indor Univ. 1977)

4. Three resistances of 20 0 each are connected in star. Find the equivalent delta resistance. If the source
of e.m.f. of 120 V is connected across any two terminals of the equivalent delta-connected resistances,
fmd the current supplied by the source. [60 0, 3A] (Elect. Engg. Calcutta Un;v. 1980)

B

R

D

8V
3

II
8V(a) (b)

Fig. 2.196 Fig. 2.191

5. Using delta/star transformation determine the current through the galvanometer i~ the Wheatstone bridge
of Fig. 2.196. [0.025 A]

6. With the aid of the delta star transformation reduce the network given in Fig. 2.197 (a) to the equivalent
curcuit shown at (b) [R =5.38 0]

7. Find the equivalent resistance between points A and B of the circuit shown in Fig. 2.198. [1.4 R]

8. By first using a delta-star transformation on the mesh ABCD of the circuit shown in Fig. 2.199, prove that
the current supplied by the battery is 90/83 A.

2R
40 20

ili
5

2R

Fig. 2.198 Fig. 2.199

Aw

':1 4
B

4 41 15 B

6 15 4

A
6 17 11

>ll5V
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2.24. Compensation Theorem

This theorem is particularly usful for the following two purposes :
(a) For analysing those networks where the values of the branch elements are varied and for

studying the effect of tolerance on such values.

(b) For calculating the sensitivity of bridge network.
As applied to d.c. circuits, it may be stated in the following to ways :
(i) In its simplest form. this theorem asserts that any resistance R in a branch of a network in

which a current I isflowing can be replaced,for the purposes of calculations, by a voltage
equal to - IR.

OR

(ii) If the resistance of any branch of network is changedfrom R to (R + M) where the current
flowing originally is I, the change of current at any other place in the network may be
calculated by assuming that an e.m.f. - I. M has been injectedintothe modifiedbranch
while all other sources have their e.m.f.s. suppressed and are represented by their internal
resistances only.

Exmaple 2.95. Calculate the values of new currents in the network illustrated in Fig. 2.200

when the resistor RJ is increases by 30 %. ~ = SA
Solution. In the given circuit, the values of

various branch currents are I llt =S 0

I, = 75/(5+ 10)= 5 A
12 = 13= 2.5 A

Now, value of

R3 = 20 + (0.3 x 20) = 26 0
AR = 60

V = - 13A R
= 2.5 x 6 = - 15 V

The compensating currents produced by this voltage are as shown in Fig. 2.201 (a).

When these currents are added to the original currents in their respective branches the new
current distribution becomes as shown in Fig. 2.201 (b)

O.4A . O.SA

13 =2.SA

-=-7SV ~=20 0

..

Fig. 2.200

4.6A

SO SO
O.lA 260 2.6A 2A

200 -=-7SV 200 260

IS V

(a) (b)
Fig. 2.201

2.25 ~ortoo's Th1:9FeJr..

This theorem is an alternative to the Thevenin's theorem. In fact, it is the dual of Thevenin's
theorem. Whereas Thevenin's theorem reduces a two-terminal active network of linear resistances

and generators to an equivalent constant-voltage source and series resistance, Norton's theorem
replaces the network by an equivalent constant-current source and a parallel resistance.
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This theorem may be stated as follows :
(i) Any two-terminal active network containinll voltalle sources and resistance when viewed

from its oUtpUlIe.,IfUtUlI:i, I,)equIvalent to a consrant-.currentsource and a Darallei resistance. The- --~...

constant current is equaf to the current which would flow m a short-circuit placed across the
terminals and parallel resistance is the resistance of the network when viewed from these open-

, circuited terminals after all voltage and current sources have been removed and replaced by their
internal resistances.

Network
(with sources)

Network

(no sources)

.4

(a) (b)

Explanation

As seen from Fig. 2.202 (a), a short is placed across the terminals A and B of the network with
all its energy sources present. The short-circuit current Isc gives the value of constant-current
source.

For finding Rj' all sources have been removed as shown in Fig. 2.202 (b). The resistance of the
network when looked into from terminals A and B gives Rj'

The Norton's equivalent circuit is shown in Fig. 2.202 (c). It consists of an ideal constant-
current source of infinite internal resistance (Art. 2.16) having a resistance of Rj connected in paral-
lel with it. Solved Examples 2.96, 2.97 and 2.98 etc. illustrate this procedure.

(ii) Another useful generalized form of this theorem is as follows:

The voltage between any two points in a network is equal to ISc. Rj where Iscis the short-circuit
current between the two points and Rj is the resistance of the network as vil;!wedfrom these points
with all voltage sources being replaced by their internal resistances (if any) and current sources
replaced by open-circuits.

Suppose, it is required to find the voltage across resistance R3 and hence current through if [Fig.
2.202 (d)]. If short-circuit is placed between A and B, then current in it due to battery of e.m.f. EI is
E/RI and due to the o~er battery is E.jR2' ·

EI E2_
Isc = -+--E1 G1+E2G2

Rl ~
where G1and G2 are branch conductances.

Now, the internal resistance of the network as viewed from A and B simply consists of three
resistances Rl' R2and R3connected in parallel between A and B. Please note that here load resistance
R3 has not been removed. In the first method given above, it has to be removed.

1 1 1 1- = -+-+-=G +G +G
R; R1R2~ 123

1

Rj = G1+G2 +G3

.

..

..

.. ..

* After E.L. Norton, fonnerely an engineer at Bell Telephone Laboratory, U.S.A.

Constant Current
RJ R,.Source A

\ I I 0
A

...6 E2
Isc <:R;

'j=o RJ
'2= 0

B
0

Internal B
Resistance Infinite

(c) (d)

Fig. 2.202
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Current through R2 is 13 = VAJ!R3'

Solved example No. 2.% illustrates this approach.

2.26. How To Nortonize a Given Circuit?

This procedure is based on the first statement of the theorem given above.
1. Remove the resistance (if any) across the two given tenninals and put a short-circuit across

them.

2. Compute the short-circuit current Isc-
3. Remove all voltage sources but retain their internal resistances, if any. Similarly, remove

all current sources and replace ..'1~n> Jpen-circuits i.e. by infinite resistance.

4. Next, find the resistance RI (also called RN)of the network as looked into from the given
terminals. It is exactly the same as R'h (Art. 2.16).

5. The current source (Isc)joined in parallel across Rjbetween the two terminals gives Norton's
equivalent circuit. .

As an example of the above procedure, please refer to Solved Example No. 2.87, 88, 90 and 91
given below.

Example 2.96. Detennine the Thevenin and Norton equivalent circuits between tenninals A
and Bfor the voltage divider circuit of Fig. 2.203 (a).

Solution. (a) Thevenin Equivalent Circuit

Obviosuly, Vth=drop across R2= E !!l
R1+~

When battery is replaced by a short-circuit.

A A A

-=-E

BB B
~ ~ ~

Fig. 2.203.

Rj = RI IIR2 =Rl R.J(RI + R2)

Hence, Thevenin equivalent circuit is as shown in Fig. 2.203 (b).

(b) Norton Equivalent Circuit

A short placed across tenninals A and B will short out R2 as well. Hence, Isc =EIR1. The
Norton equivalent resistance is exactly the same as Thevenin resistance except that it is connected in
parallel with the current source as shown in Fig. 2.203 (c)

Example 2.97. Using Norton's theorem, find the constant-current equivalent of the circuit
shown in Fig. 2.204 (a).

Solution. When tenninals A and B are short-circuited as shown in Fig. 2.204 (b), total resis-
tance of the circuit, as seen by the battery, consists of a 10 Q resistance in series with a parallel
combination of 10 Q and 15 Q resistances.

. 15x 10
. . total resIstance = 10 + - = 16 Q

15 + 10

.. batterycurrent I = 100/16= 6.25 A
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(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 2.204

This current is divided into two parts at point C of Fig. 2.204 (b).

Current through A B is Isc =6.25 x 10/25 =2.5 A
Since the battery has no internal resistance, the input resistance of the network when viewed

fromA and B consists of a 15.0 resistance in series with the parallel combination of 10.0 and 10.0.
Hence, RI = 15 + (10/2) =20 .a

Hence, the equivalent constant-current source is as shown in Fig. 2.204 (c).

Example 2.98. Apply Norton's theorem to calculate currentflowing through 5 - Q resistor of
Fig. 2.05 (a).

Solution. (i) Remove 5 - .a resistor and put a short across terminals A and B as shown in
Fig. 2.205 (b). As seen, 10 -.a resistor also becomes short-circuited.

(ii) Let us now find Isc' The battery sees a parallel combination of 4.0 and 8.0 in series with
a 4 .a resistance. Total resistance seen by the battery = 4 + 4 II8 =20/3.0. Hence, 1= 20 + 20/3 =
3 A. This current divides at point C of Fig. 2.205 (b). Current going along path CAB gives Isc- Its
value =3 x 4/12 = 1 A.

A

~ISC

B

A

5

B

~ ~ ~

Fig. 2.205

(iii) In Fig. 2.205 (c), battery has been removed leaving behind its internal resistance which, in
this case, is zero.

Resistance of the network looking into the terminals A and B in Fig. 2.205 (d) is

Rj = 10 1110=5n
(iv) Hence, fig. 2.205 (e), gives the Norton's equivalent circuit.
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IOn c Isn I Ion c Isn
a&.a. A........ -A ... A

....J..OOV Ion -T-IOOv Ion lr=O
lsc

B I B

4 8 I 4 C 8
A

Cl20V

41 IOj 'i
10

B
(a) (b)

4 8 8

rrTA 2r1:A (+) 5I

B. LL.
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(v) Now, join the 5 - 0 resistance back across terminals A and B. The current flowing through
it, obviously, is lAB = 1 x 5/10 = 0.5 A.

Example 2.99. Find the voltage across points A and B in the network shown in Fig. 2.206 (a)
by using Norton' s theorem.

Solution. The voltage between points A and B is VAB=lsc Rj

where lsc = short-circuitcurrentbetweenA andB
Rj = Internal resistance of the network as viewed from points A and B.

Whenshort-circuitis placedbetweenA andB, the currentflowingin it due to 50-Vbatteryis
= 50/50 =1 A - from A to B
= 100120=5 A -fromB to A

= 1-5=-4A -fromBtoA
Current due to 100 V battery is

lsc

i : 50n
!

I

I

a a$. i Ja Ja

I 0 '"'~, ~~ =<9
! I I i I 10'

L ', Zero Resistance

o

Fig. 2.206(a) Fig. 2.206(b)

Now, suppose that the two batteries are removed so that the circuit becomes as shown in Fig.
2.206 (b). The resistance of the network as viewed from points A and B consists of three resistances
of 10 0, 200 and 50 0 ohm connected in parallel (as per second) statement of Norton's theorem).

1 _ -1. +..!... -1.. _ 100
.. R. - 10 20 + 50' hence R" - 17 Q

I

.. VAB = - 4 x 100/17=- 23.5 V
The negative sign merely indicates that point B is at a higher potential with respect to the point A.

Example 2.100. Using Norton's theorem. calculate the current flowing through the 15 Q load
resistor in the circuit of Fig. 2.207 (a). All resistance values are in ohm.

Solution. (a) Short-Circuit Current lsc

As shown in Fig. 2.207 (b), terminals A and B have been shorted after removing 15 0 resistor.
We will use Superposition theorem to find lsc.

(i) When Only Current Source is Present

In this case, 30-V battery is replaced by a short-circuit. The 4 A current divides at point D
between parallel combination of 4 0 and 6 O. Current through 6 0 resistor is

lsc' = 4 x 4/(4 + 6) = 1.6 A
(ii) When Only Battery is Present

In this case, current source is replaced by an open-circuit so that no current flows in the branch
CD. The current supplied by the battery constitutes the short-circuit current

.. Isc" = 30/(4 + 6) = 3 A

.. Isc = Is/' - Isc'= 3 - 1.6= 1.4A

- from B to A

-from A toB

- from A to B

500
0

L_

1200so V 400
1O 0

-=-100 V
T I

(j
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(b) Norton's Parallel Resistance

As seen from Fig. 2.207 (c) RI =4 + 6 =10 Q. The 8,0. resistance does not come into the picture
because of an open in the branch CD.

Fig. 2.207 (d) shows the Norton's equivalent circuit along with the load resistor.
IL = 1.4 x 10 (10 + 15) = 0.56 A

Example 2.101. Using Norton's current-source equivalent circuit of the network shown in
Fig, 2,208 (a), find the current that wouldflow through the resistor R2when it takes the values of 12,
24 and 360. respectivley, [Elect. Circuits, South Gujarat Univ. 1987]

Solution. In Fig. 2.208 (b), terminals A and B have been short-circuited. Current in the shorted
path due to EI is = 120/40 =3 A from A to B. Current due to E2 is 180/60 =3 A from A to B. Hence

Isc =6A. With batteries removed, the resistance of the network when viewed from open-circuited
terminals is =40 II60 =24 Q.

(i) When RL = 120.
(ii) When RL = 24 0.
(iii) When RL = 360.

~ A ~

IL = 6x24(24+12)=4A
IL = 6/2= 3A,
IL = 6 x 24/(24 + 36) = 2.4 A

A ~

Example 2.102. Using Norton's theorem, calculate the current in the 6-Q resistor in the net-
work of Fig, 2,209 (a), All resistance are in ohms,

12A

i

A 4 10 4 10A cc

B (b)
D

8 6 2

12A

i 8
!

2

Isc

B D
(a)
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15

4A L O.C. 1.4A
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(b) (c) (d)

Fig. 2.207
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Ej 180V
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4

(e)

8A I

6 6

Solution. When the branch containing 6 - Q resistance is short-circuited, the given circuit is
reduced to that shown in Fig. 2.209 (b) and finally to Fig. 2.209 (c). As seen, the 12 A current
divides into two unequal parts at point A. The current passing through 4 Q resistor fonus the short-
circuitcurrentIsc. .

Resistance Rj between points C and D when they are open-circuited is

R. = (4 + 8) x (10+ 2) =8 Q
I (4 + 8) +(10 + 2)

It is so because the constant-current source has infinite resistance i.e., it behaves like an open
circuit as shown in Fig. 2.209 (d).

Hence, Norton's equivalent circuit is as shown in Fig. 2.209 (e). As seen current of 8 A is
divided equally between the two equal resistances of 6 Q each. Hence, current through the required
6 Q resistor is 4 A.

8I = 12x-=8A
sc 8 + 4

Example 2.103. UsingNorton's theorem,find the currentwhich wouldflow in a 25 - Q
resistorconnectedbetweenpointsNand 0 in Fig.2.210(a). All resistancevaluesare in ohms.

Solution. For case of understanding, the given circuit may be redrawn as shown in Fig. 2.210
(b). Total current in short-circuit across ON is equal to the sum of currents driven by different
batteries through their respective resistances.

I = 1O+20+30=55A
sc 5 10 20 .

The resistance Rj of the circuity when looked into from point N and 0 is
1 1 1 1 7 20

R; = 5"+ 10 + 20 = 20 Q; Rj = 7 Q = 2.86 Q

5

(a) (b)

Fig. 2.210

C 4 C 10

0

i'"

Isc O.C. 8 R; 52

£ r.S
f.I:
.s

I I
?DD

(d)

Fig. 2.209
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Hence,given circuit reducesto that shown
in Fig. 2.211 (a).

Open-circuit voltage acrossNO is = IscRi
= 5.5 x 2.86 = 15.73 V

Hence, current through 25-Q resistor con-
nected acrossNO is [fig. 2.211 (b)]

I = 15.73/25 = 0.65 A

or I = 5.5 x 2.;6SZ 25 - 0.56 A N

--5.5A

2.86

O. N
(a)

Fig. 2.211

Electrical Technology

--5.5A

2.86

25 I

o
(b)

Example 2.104. With the help of Norton's

theorem, find Vo in the circuit shown in Fig.
2.212 (a). All resistances are in ohms.

Solution. For solving this circuit, we will Nortonise the circuit to the left to the terminals 1-1'
and to the right of terminals 2 - 2', as shown in Fig. 2.212 (b) and (c) respectively.

Vo

(a) Fig. 2.213 (b)

The two equivalent Norton circuits can now be put back across terminals 1-1' and 2-2', as
shown in Fig. 2.213 (a).

The two current sources, being in parallel, can be combined into a single source of 7.5 + 2.5 =
10 A. The three resistors are in parallel and their equivalent resistances is 2 II4 II4 = 1 Q. The value

of Vo as seen from Fig. 2.213 (b) is Vo = 10 x 1 =10 V.
Example 2.105. For the circuit shown in Fig. 2.214 (a), calculate the current in the 6 Q

TfI'istanceby using Norton's theorem. (Elect. Tech. Osmania Univ. Feb. 1992) ;

A

2 4
1

B(a) (b)

Fig. 2.214

2

],
(c) B

4 lOV ( ) (t) ;:;:2 4

l' I 2'
l' 2'

(a) ) (c)

Fig. 2.212
\6 \6

1 + 2

1+
2 4 4 - 1-

I
I' 2'

I

- -- -
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Solution. As explainedin Art. 2.19,we will replacethe 6 Q resistanceby a short-circuitas
shown in Fig. 2.214 (b). Now, we have to fmd the current passing through the short-circuited
tenninals A and B. For this purpose we will use the mesh analysis by assuming mesh currents II
and 12.

From mesh (i), we get

3 - 4/1 - 4 (II -/2) + 5 = 0 or 2/1 -/2 =2 ...(i)
Frommesh(ii),we get

- 2/2 - 4 - 5 - 4 (/2 -II) = 0 or 4/1 - 6 12 =9 ...(ii)
From (i) and (ii) above, we get 12=- 5/4

The negative sign shows that the actual direction of flow of 12is opposite to that shown in Fig.
2.214 (b). Hence, ISh = IN =12 = - 5/4 A i.e. current flows from point B to A.

After the terminals A and B are open-circuited and the three batteries are replaced by short-
circuits (since their internal resistances are zero), the internal resistance of the circuit, as viewed
from these terminals' is

Rj = RN=2+4114=4Q

The Norton's equivalent circuit consists of a constant current source of 5/4 A in parallel with a
resistance of 4 Q as shown in Fig. 2.214 (c). When 6 Q resistance is connected across the equivalent
circuit, current through it can be found by the current-divider rule (Art).

Current through 6 Q resistor = % x 1~ =0.5 from B to A

2.27. General instructions For Finding Norton Equivalent Circuit

Procedure for fmding Norton equivalent circuit of a given network has already been given in
Art. That procedure applies to circuits which contain resistors and independent voltage or current
sources. Similar procedures for circuits which contain both dependent and independent sources or
only dependent sources are given below:

(a) Circuits Containing Both Dependent and Independent Sources
(i) Find the open-circuit voltage Vo<with all the sources activated or 'alive'.

(ii) Find short-circuit current ishby short-circuiting the terminals a and b but with all sources
activated.

(iii) RN=Vo!ish

(b) Circuits Containing Dependent Sources Only
(i) ish= o.

(ii) Connect I A source to the terminals a and b calculate v00.
(iii) RN = v0011.

Example 2.106. Find the Norton equivalentfor the transistor amplifier circuit shown is Fig.
2.215 (a). All resistanes are in ohms.

200 200

-ra I I --oa

ish

20

0.05A

b b
(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 2.215
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Solution. We have to find the values of ishand RN' It should be noted that when terminals a and
b are short-circuited, vab= O. Hence, in that case, we find from the left-hand portion of the circuit
that i =2/200 =1/IOOA=0.01 A. As seen from Fig. 2.215 (b), the short-circuit across terminals a
and b, short circuits 20 Q resistance also. Hence, ish= - 5 i = - 5 x 0.01 = - 0.05 A.

Now, for fmding RN,we need Voc=vabfrom the left-hand portion of the Fig. 2.215 (a). Apply-
ing KVL to the closed circuit, we have

2 - 200 i-v ab = 0 ...(i)
Now, from the right-hand portion of the circuit, we find vab=dropover 20 Q resistance =- 20

x 5i =- 100 i. The negative sign is explained by the fact that currert flows from point b towards
pointa. Hence,i = - vJloo. Substitutingthis valuein Eqn.(I).above,we get

2 - 200(- vJloo) - vab = 0 or vab= - 2 V
.. RN = Vdish =- 2/- 0.05=40Q
Hence, the Norton equivalent circuit is as shown in Fig. 2.215 (c).
Example 2.107. Using Norton's theorem, compute current through the l-Q resistor of Fig.

2.216.

Solution. We will employ source conversion technique to simplify the given circuit. To begin
with, we will convert the three voltge sources into their equivalent current sources as shown in Fig.
2.216 (b) and (c). We can combine together the two current sources on the left of EF but cannot
combine the 2-A source across CD because of the 3-Q resistance between C and E.

(c) V ~6
2A

V ~12
2A

V ~6
lA

F
D

A

1

B

1

1

Fig. 2.216

In Fig. 2.217 (b), the two current sources at the left-hand side of 3 Q resistor have been replaced
by a signle (2 A + 1 A) =3 A current source having a single parallel resistance 6 II6 = 3 Q.
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Fig. 2.217
We will now apply Norton's theorem to the circuit on the left-hand side of CD [Fig. 2.217 (c)]

to convert it into a single current source with a single parallel resistor to replace the two 3 a resistors.
As shown in Fig. 2.217 (d), it yields a 1.5 A current source in parallel with a 6 a resistor. This
current source can now be combined with the one across CD as shown in Fig. 2.217 (e). The current
through the I-a resistor is

I = 3.5 x 4/(4 + I) =2.8A

Example 2.108. Obtain Thevenin's and Norton's equivalent circuits at AB shown in Fig.
2.218 (a). [Elect. Network, Analysis Nagpur Univ. 1993]

Solution. Thevenin's Equivalent Circuit

We will find the value of V'hby using two methods (i) KVL an (ii) mesh analysis.

x 5 (x-y) 8 3 5 8 3 A

(a) Using KVL
If we apply KVL to the first loop of Fig. 2.218 (a), we get

80 - 5 x - 4y = 0 or 5x + 4y = 80 ...(i)
From the second @ loop, we have

- II (x - y) + 20 + 4y = 0 or 11x - 15y =20 ...(ii)
From (i) and (ii), we get x = 10.75 A; y = 6.56 A and (x - y) = 4.2 A.
Now, V'h= VABi.e. voltage of point A with respect to Point B. For finding its value, we start

from point B and go to point A either via 3 a resistance or 4 a resistance or (5 + 8) = 13 a resistance
and take the algebraic sum of the voltage met on the way. Taking the first route, we get

VAB = - 20 + 3 (x - y) =- 20 + 3 x 4.2 =- 7.4 V
It shows that point A is negative with respect to point B or, which is the same thing, point B is

positive with respect to point A.

A

J
B

A

12

B

B

I A

4 1

B
(e)

y
I I I

+
4

- 20Vl ) l )80D4

I I i+ 0

(a) (b)
.

(c)
B

Fig. 2.218
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(b) Mesh Analysis [Fig. 2.218 (b)]

Here, Ru = 9; R22=15; R21 =- 4

.. 1!4 Ii II;~ I = I ~g I; L\=135-16=119

1

80 -4

1 \

9 80
I

L\I = 20 15 =1280; L\2 = -4 20 =500

II = 1280/119= 10.75A; 12= 500/119= 4.2 A
VAB= -20+ 12.6=-7.4VAgain

Value of Rth

For finding Rth,we replace the two voltage sources by short-circuits.
. . Rth= RAB =3 II(8 + 4 II5) =2.32 Q
The Thevenin's equivalent circuit becomes as shown in Fig. 2.219 (c). It should be noted that

point B has been kept positive with respect to point A in the Fig.
Example 2.109. Find current in the 4 ohm resistor by any three meth!Jds.

W n A IW, , + 1=

S

x

t
40 SA

7A
yo

(a) (b)

Fig. 2.219

[Bombay University 2000]

Solution. Method 1: Writing down circuit equations, with given conditions, and marking
three clockwise loop-currents as ii' i2 and i3'

il = 5 A, due to the currentsourceof 5 Amp
VA - VB = 6 V, due to the voltage source of 6 Voltage

i3- i2 = 2 A, due to the currentsourceof 2 Amp.
VA = (i} - 12)2, VB=i3 X 4

With these equations, the unknowns can be evaluated.

2 (il - i2) - 4 i3 = 6, 2 (5 - i~ - 4 (2 + i2) =6
This gives the following values: i2=- 2/3 Amp., i3=4/3 Amp.

VA = 34/3 volts, VB= 16/3 volts
Method 2: Thevenin's theorem: Redraw the circuit with modifications as in Fig. 2.219 (b)

RTH = + 14 - 6 =8 V

RTH = 2 ohms, looking into the circuit form X-Y terminals after
de-activating the sources

IL = 8/(2+ 4) =4/3 Amp.
Method 3: Norton's Theorem: Redraw modifying as in Fig. 2.219 (c)

IN = 2 + 2 =4 Amp.
This is because, X and Yare at ground potential, 2-ohm resistor has to carry 3 A and hence from

5-Amp. source, 2-Amp current is driven into X-Y nodes.

RN = 2 ohms
Then the required current is calculated as shown in Fig. 2.219 (d)



Fig. 2.219 (c) Evaluation of IN . Fig. 2.219 (d)

Note: One more method is described. This transforms the sources such that the current through 4-ohm
resistor is evaluated, as in final stage shown in Fig. 2.219 (J) or in Fig. 2.219 (k).

A loB X A B X B X

2040 40

Fig. 2.219 (j)

Example 2.109. (a). Find Mesh currents i, and i] A
in the electric circuit of Fig. 2.219 (m)

[U.P. Tech. University, 2001]

Solution.MarkthenodesasshowninFig.2.219(m). +
Treat 0 as the reference node. 4V

From the dependent current source of 3i1 amp
between B and 0,

i2 - i) =3i1 or 4i1 =~ ...(a)
VBis related to VA' Vc and the voltage across resis-

tors concerned

20

VB = VA - i1 X 1 =4 - i1

VB = Vc+i2x2=3+2i2
Hence 4 - i) = 3 + 2i2 ...(b)

From equations (a) and (b) above, i1 = 1/9 amp and i2 =419 amp

Substituting these, VB = 35/9 volts

Example 2.109 (b)~ Determine current through 6 ohm resistance connected across A-B termi-
nals in the electric circuit of - 2.219 (n), using Thevenin's Theorem. [V.P. Tech. Univ. 2001]
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A ov B X X

3At+
4/3 Amp

2A I IN t.4A 20 40
N

I I
y

u 1 y I. . . .
0 y

Fig. 2.219(e) Fig. 2.219if) Fig. 2.219(h)

B X B

1 r
20 40

20 40

8A
4/3 A .L

I 14/3 amp
8/30 ..-

y 0 y

Fi. 2.219 (k)

IQ

B1C+

i0 o 3V'2
.

0

Fig. 2.219 (m)
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40

c A

30

tJ-
6V -=-

-'
60

B

Fig. 2.219 (n)

Solution. Applying Thevenin's theorem, after detaching the 6-ohm resitor from terminals
A-B,

VTH = Vc = 15 - 1 x 3 = 12 volts

RTH = 4 + 3/6 =6 ohms
IL = 12/(6 + 6) =lamp

Example 2.109 (c). Applying Kirchoff's Current Law, determine current I, in the electric cir-
cuit of Fig. 2.219 (p). Take Vo = I6 V. [V.P. Tech. Vniv. 2001]

A 40 B

Solution. Mark the nodes A, B, and 0 and the currents associated with different branches, as in
Fig. 2.219 (P).

Since Vo=16 V, the current through 8-ohm resistor is 2 amp.

KCL at node B : 1/4 VI = 2 + ia
KCL at node A : Is + ia = V/6

Further, VA = VI' VB=16, VB- VI =4ia

From (a) and (c), ia = 1 amp. This gives VI - VA =12volts,andIs = 1amp,
The magnitude of the dependent current source =3 amp

Check: Power from 1 amp current source = 1 x 12 = 12 W

Power from dependent C.S. of 3 A =3 x-16 =48 W

Sum of source-output-power =60 watts

Sum of power consumed by resistors =22 x 6 + 12 x 4 + 22 x 8 =60 watts

The power from sources equal the consumed by resistors. This confIrms that the answers ob-
tj;ned are correct.

...(a)

...(b)
...(c)

.--Norton's Equivalent Circ.nt

For this purpose, we will short-circuit the terminals A and B fInd the short-circuit currents pro-
duced by the two voltage sources. When viewed from the side of the 80-V source, a short across AB
short-circuits everything on the right side of AB. Hence, the circuit becomes as shown in Fig. 2.230
(a). The short -circuit current II can be found with the help of series-parallel circuit technique. The
total resistance offered to the 80 - V source is 5 + 4 II8 =23/3Q.

+ f ia

2_ r60 VI Vo

Is\ I) l:t 80 1
I. +1.

1/4 V. f
0

I2 amp

Fig. 2.219 (P)



:. 1= 80 x 3/23 = 10.43 A; :. 11= 10.43 x 4/12 = 3.48 A.
When viewed from the side of the 20-V source, a short across AB short-circuits everything

beyond AB. In the case, the circuit becomes as shown in Fig. 2.230 (b). The short circuit current
flowing from B to A =20/3 == 6.67 A.

I 5
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A

2.32

B

.
.. Fig. 2.220

Total short-circuit current = 6.67 - 3.48 = 3.19 A ... from B to A.

RN = Rth =3 II(8 + 4 II5) =2.32 Q

Hence, the Norton's equivalent circuit becomes as shown in Fig. 2.220 (c).

2.28. Millman's Theorem

This theorem can be state either in terms of voltage sources or current sources or both.
(a) As Applicable to Voltage Sources

This Theorem is a combination of Thevenin's and Norton's theorems. It is used for finding the
common voltage across any network which contains a number of parallel voltage sources as shown
in Fig. 2.221 (a). Then common voltage VABwhich appears across the output terminals A and B is
affected by the voltage sources EI' E2 and E3' The value of the voltage is given by

E)IR) + EzlRz +E31R3 _ I) +/z +/3 _ ~
VAB = --

11R) + 11Rz + 11R3 G) + Gz + G3 1:G

This voltage represents the Thevenin's voltage Vth. The resistance Rthcan be found, as usual, by
replacing each voltage source by a short circuit. If there is a load resistance RL across the terminals
A and B, then load current IL is given by

IL = VtJ(Rth + RJ
If as shown in Fig. 2.222 (b), a branch does not contain any voltage source, the same procedure

is used except that the value of the voltage for that branch is equated to zero as illustrated in Example
2.210.

Example 2.110. UseMillman's theorem, tofind the common voltage across terminals A and B
and the load current in the circuit of Fig. 2.222.

8 li

l
A

I
4 SC

B

I 3

AJ20V

B

12-
,)

A I I I QA,,,,

tlL :;:Z I :;:4

lRL

I 6 I 5RL

T6V I TIZV

B I I I oB
Fig. 2.221 Fig. 2.222
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Solution. As per Millman's Theorem.
6/2+0/6+12/4 6

VAB = 1 I'L-,- 11 ~ -'- 1 I A - 11/12 =6.55 V

Vth = 6.55 V

Rth = 2 II6 II4 =12/11a

IL = _ V,h _ - u _ ~:~~ _ =1.07 A

(b) As Applicable to Current Sources
This theorem is applicable to a mixture of parallel voltage and current sources that are reduced

to a single fmal equaivalent source which is either a constant current or a constant voltage source.
This theorem can be stated as follows :

Any number of constant current sources which are directly connected in parallel can be converted
into a single current source whose current is the algebraic sum of the individual source currents and
whose total internal resistances equals the combined individual source resistances in parallel.

Example 2.111. Use Millman's theorem, to find the voltage across and current through the
load resistor RL in the circuit of Fig. 2.223 (a).

Solution. First thing to do is to convert the given voltage sources into equivalent current sources.
It should be kept in mind that the two batteries are conneced in opposite direction. Using source
conversion technique give in Art. 1.14 we get the circuit of Fig. 2.223 (b).

A

..

A

Fig. 2.223

The algebraic smn of the currents =5 + 3 - 4 =4 A. The combined resistance is = 12 II4 II6 =
2 a. The simplified circuit is shown in the current-source form in Fig. 2.224 (a) or voltage source
form in Fig. 2.224 (b). .

(a)

4A

tJ $2

As seen from Fig. 2.224 (c). .
IL = 8/(2 + 8) =0.8 A; VL=8 x 0.8=6.4 V

Alternatively, VL = 8 x 8/(2 + 8) =6.4 V
Following steps are necessary when using Millman's Theorem:

1. convert all voltage sources into their equivalent current sources.
2. calculate the algebraic sum of the individual dual source currents.

12 r
24V SA

12
3ASA

f) RL 8 t t 4 0) S6 RL

2V 6 4A

B B

(a) (b)

A oA

2

f
A

-

,8V

8RL

B ,8V
(b)

oB B

Fig. 2.224

(c)



3. calculate the algebraic sum of the individual dual source currents.

4. if found necessary, convert the final current source into its equivalent voltage source.
As pointed out earlier, this theorem can also be applied to voltage sources which must be

initially converted into their constant current equivalents.

2.29. Generalised Form of Millman's Theorem

This Theorem is particularly useful for solving many cir-
cuits which are frequenctly encountered in both electronics and
power applications.

Consider a number of admittances GI, G2, G3... Gn which
terminate at common point 0' (Fig. 2.225). The other ends of
the admittances are numbered as 1,2, 3 n. Let 0 be any other
point in the network. It should be clearly understood that it is
not necessary to know anything about the inter-connection
between point 0 and the end points 1, 2, 3...n. However, what
is essential to know is the voltage drops from 0 to 1,0 to 2, ...0
to n etc.

According to this theorem, the voltage drop from 0 to 0' (V00)is given by
VoP 1 + V02G2 + V03G3 + ...+ YOn GV ' = .

00 GI + G2 + G3 + + Gn

DC Network Theorems

0'

1

Proof

Voltage drop across
Current throuth

Similarly,

GI = VIO'= (Voo' - VOl)

GI = 110'= VIO' GI = (Voo' - VOl) GI

120'= (Voo'- VOl) G2

130'= (V00' - V03) G3

...................................

...................................

and

By applying KCL to point 0', we get

110'+ 120'+ + Inf/ = 0
Substituting the values of these currents, we get

, VOIGI + V02G2+ V03G3+ + YOnGn
Voo = .

GI + G2 + G3+ + Gn
Precaution

It is worth repeating that only those resis-
tances or admittances are taken into consider-
ation which terminate at the common point. All
those admittances are ignored which do not ter-
minate at the common point even though they
are connected in the circuit.

Example 2.112. Use Millman's theonn to
calculate the voltage developed across the
40 Q resistor in the network of Fig. 2.226.

Solution. Let the two ends of the 40 Q
resistor be marked as 0 and 0'. The end points

1 50 0' 20

150 V
10 40

2

o

Fig. 2.226

2

Fig. 2.225
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,,,,,,,,,,

~r
!n3

3

60
120V
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of the three resistors terminating at the common point 0' have been maked 1, 2 and 3. As
already explained in Art. 2.29, the two resistors of values 10 ,Q and 60 ,Q will not come into the
picture because they are not direclty connected to the common point 0'.

Here,

VOl=-150V; V02=O;V03=120V
Gl = 1/50; G2= 1/40: G3= 1/20

V. ' = (-150/50)+(0/40)+(120/20) =316V
.. ()() (1150) + (1140) + (1120) .
It show that point 0 is at a higher potential as compared to point 0'.

I 100
Example 2.113. Calcualte the voltage across the 10,Q

resistor in the network of Fig. 2.227 by using (a) Millman's
theorem (b) any other method.

Solution. (a) As shown in the Fig. 2.227 we are re-
quired to calculate voltage V()()'.The four resistances are con- 1100V
nected to the common terminal 0'.

Let their other ends be marked as 1, 2, 3 and 4 as shown
in Fig. 2.227. Now potential of point 0 with respect to point
1 is (Art. 1.25) - 100 V because (see Art. 1.25) Fig. 2.227

.. VOl = - 100 V; V02 =-100 V; V03 =OV; V04 =OV.

Gl = 1/100 =0.01 Siemens; G2 = 1/50 =0.02 Siemens;

G3 = 1/100 =0.01 Siemens; G4 = 1/10 =0.1 Siemens

VOlGl + V02G2+ VoP3 + V04G4

Gl +G2 +G3 +G4

= -100xO.Ol_+(-loo)xO.02+0.xO.Ol+0xO.l =~= -21.4 V
0.01 + 0.02 + 0.01 + 0.1 0.14

Also, V()()'= - V()()'= 21.4 V
(b) We could use the source conversion technique (Art. 2.14) to solve this question. As shown

in Fig. 2.228 (a), the two voltage sources and their series resistances have been converted into
current sources with their parallel resistances. The two current sources have been combined into a
single resistance current source of 3 A and the three parallel resistances have been combined into a
single resistance of 25,Q. This current source has been reconverted into a voltage source of 75 V
having a series resistance of 25 ,Qas show in Fig. 2.228 (c).

0'

0'

50

2 100 10

100 V 3 4

o

..

0' 0'

10

o

Fig. 2.228

Using the voltage divider formula (Art. 1.15), the voltage drop across 10 ,Q resistance is Vo'o=
75 x 10/(10+ 25) =21.4 V.

Example 2.114. In the network shown in Fig. 2.229, using Millman's theorem, or otherwise
find the voltage between A and B. (Elect.Engg. Paper-I Indian Engg. Services1990)

IA

OO cBA i50 ilOO ilO d)A i25 ilO

::::25

D I
75 V

I

0 , I '0
(a) (b) (c)
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Solution. The end points of the different admittances which
are connected directly to the common point B have been marked
as 1, 2 and 3 as shown in the Fig. 2.229. Incidentally, 40 Q
resistance will not be taken into consideration because it is not

directly connected to the common point B. Here VOl= VAl =
-50 V; V02=VA2 =100 V; V03=VA3 =0 V.

. v. ' = V = (-SO/50) + (100120)+ (0/10) =23 5 V.. 00 AB (1150) + (1120) + (1110) .
Since the answer comes out to be positive, it means that point A is at a higher potential as

compared to point B.

The detail reason for not taking any notice of 40 Q resistance are given in Art. 2.29.

2.31\ ~aximum Power Transfer Theorem

50

10

Fig. 2.229

Although applicable to all branches of electrical engineering, this theorem is particularly useful
for analysing communication networks. The overall efficiency of a network supplying maximum
power to any branch is 50 per cent. For this reason, the application of this theorem to power trans-
mission and distribution networks is limited because, in their case, the goal is high efficiency and not
maximum power transfer.

However, in the case of electronic and communication networks, very often, the goal is either to
receive or transmit maximum power (through at reduced efficiency) specially when power involved
is only a few milliwatts or microwatts. Frequently, the problem of maximum power transfer is of
crucial significance in the operation of transmission lines and antennas.

As applied to d.c. networks, this theorem may be stated as follows :

A resistive load will abstract maximum power from a network when the load resistance is equal
to the resistance of the network as viewed from the output terminals, with all energy sources removed
leavin g behind their internal resistances. , , A

W'
In Fig.2.230 (a),a loadresistanceof RLis connectedacross I I R

the terminals A and B of a network which consists of a generator

of e.m.f. E and internal resistance Rg and a series resistance R
which, in fact, represents the lumped resistance of the connecting

wires. Let Rj =Rg + R =internalresistanceof the networkas
viewed from A and B.

According to this theorem, RL will abstract maximum power
from the network when RL=Rj'

Proof. Circuit current

B

Fig. 2.230

Power consumed by the load is 2
2 E RL

PL = I RL=
(RL+ Rj)

...(i)
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It is worth noting that under these conditions, the voltage across the load is hald the open-circuit
voltage at the tenninals A and B.

E2 R E2 E2

.. Max. power is PLmax. = 4 Rt = 4 RL = 4 Rj

Let us consider an a.c. source of internal impedance (R) + j X) supplying power to a load
impedance (RL + jXJ. It can be proved that maximum power transfer will take place when the
modulesof the loadimpedanceis equalto the modulusof the sourceimpedancei.e. I ZLI = I Z) I

Where there is a completely free choice about the load, the maximum power transfer is obtained
when load impedance is the complex conjugate of the source impedance. For example, if source
impedance is (R) +jX), then maximum transfer power occurs, when load impedance is (R) - jX). It
can be shown that under this condition, the load power is = E-/4R).

Example 2.115. In the network shown in Fig. 2.231 (a),find the value ofRL such that maximum
possible power will be transferred to RL' Find also the value of the maximum power and thepower
supplied by source under these conditions. (Elect. Engg. Paper I Indian Engg. Services 1989)

Solution. We will remove RL and find the equivalent Thevenin's source for the circuit to the
left of terminals A and B. As seen from Fig. 2.231 (b) Vthequals the drop across the vertical resistor
of 3n because no current flows through 2 n and 1 n resistors. Since 15 V drops across two series
resistors of 3 n each, Vth= 15/2 = 7/5 V. Thevenin's resistance can be found by replacing 15 V
source with a short-circuit. As seen from Fig. 2.231 (b), Rth=2 + (3 II3) + 1 =4.5n. Maximum
power transfer to the load will take place when RL =Rth =4.5 n.

3 2 A .~.. . ?:. A A

15V 3 15 V 3

B B

~ ~ ~B

Fig. 2.231

Maximum power drawn by RL =Vth2/4 X RL =7.52/4 x 4.5 =3.125 W.

Sincesamepoweris developedis Rth'powersuppliedby the source=2 x 3.125=6.250W.
Example 2.115. In the circuitshown in Fig. 2.232 (a) obtainthe conditionfrom maximum

power transfer to the load RL' Hence determine the maximum power transferred.
(Elect. Science-IAllahabad Univ. 1992)

25 A 25 A C2 5 A

10

2 0.75A

10 3
+

5 3

(b)

Fig. 2.232

Solution. We will fmd Thevenin's equivalent circuit to the left of terminals A and B for which
purpose we will convert the battery source into a current source as shown in Fig. 2.232 (b). By

(a)
B

(c)
B



combining the two current sources, we get the circuit of Fig. 2.232 (c).
It would be seen that opencircuit voltage VABequals the drop over 3Q
resistance because there is no drop on the 5Q resistance connected to
terminal A. Now, there are two parallel path across the current source
each of resistance 5 Q. Hence, current through 3' Q resistance equals
1.5/2=0.75 A. Therefore, VAB=Vth =3 x 0.75=2.25 V with point A
positive with respect to point B.

For finding RAB'current source is replaced by an infinite resistance.

.. RAB = Rth =5 + 311(2 + 5) =7.1 Q

The Thevenin's equivalent circuit alongwith RL is shown in Fig.
2.233. As per Art. 2.30, the condition for MPT is that RL=7.1 Q.

Maximum power transferred =Vt; / 4RL=2.252/4 x 7.1 =0.178 W = 178 mW.

Example 2.117. Calculate the value of R which will absorb maximum power from the circuit of
Fig. 2.234 (a), Also, compute the value of maximum power.

Solution. For finding power, it is essential to know both I and R. Hence, it is essential to find
an equation relating I to R.

10 A
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10 A

R
120V

5
120V

B (a)
B

A A

r
10 5 10 5

B (c)
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A

2.25 V

,B

Fig. 2.233

5

(b)
A

10/3 I

60V R

(e)
B

Fig. 2.234

Let us remove R and find Thevenin's voltage Vthacross A and B as shown in Fig. 2.234 (b). It
would be helpful to convert 120 V, 100Q source into a constant-current source as shown in Fig.
2.234 (c). Applying KCL to the circuit, we get

V V
-1l!..+ -1l!.. = 12 + 6 or V =60 V
10 5 th

Now, for finding Ri and Rth, the two sources are reduced to zero. Voltage of the voltage-source
is reduced to zero by short - circuiting it whereas current of the current source is reduced to zero by
open-circuiting it. The circuit which results from such source suppression is shown in Fig. 2.234
(d). Hence,Ri = Rth= 10 II5 = 10/3Q. TheThevenin'sequivalentcircuitof the networkis shown
in Fig. 2.234 (e).

According to Maximum Power Transfer Theorem, R will absorb maximum power when it equals
10/3 Q. In that case, I = 60 + 20/3 =9 A

P max = PR = 92 x 10/3 = 270 W
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2.31. Power Transfer Efficiency

If PL is the power supplied to the load and PTis the total power supplied by the voltage source,
then power transfer efficiency is given by 11=PJPr

Now, the generator or voltage source E supplies power to both the load resistance RL and to the

internal resistance Rj =(Rg + R).

PT =
2 2

PL+Pj or Ex/=IRL+IRj
2

PL _ 1 RL RL _ 1

.. 11 = PT - 12RL + 12 Rj RL + Rj - 1+ (RJ RL)

The variation of 11with RL is shown in Fig. 2.235 (0). The maximum value of 11is unity when
RL = 00and has a value of 0.5 when RL =Rj' It means that under maximum power transfer conditions,
the power transfer efficiency is only 50%. As mentioned above, maximum power tr-ansfer condition
is important in communication applications but in most power systems applications, a 50% effi-
ciency is undesirable because of the wasted energy. Often, a compromise has to be made between
the load power and the power transfer efficiency. For example, if we make RL = 2 Rj' then

PL = 0.222 E-IRj and 11= 0.667.
It is seen that the load power is only 11% less than its maximum possible value, whereas the

power transfer efficiency has improved from 0.5 to 0.667 i.e. by 33%.

1.01 PLmax

0.5 ------
I

I
I
I
I
I
1 .

RL 0

Fig. 2.235

Example 2.118. A voltage source delivers 4 A when the load connected to it is 5 Q and 2 A
when the load becomes 20 Q. Calculate

(a) maximum power which the source can supply (b) power transfer efficiency of the source
with RL of20 Q (c) the power transfer efficiency when the source delivers 60 \f.

Solution: We can find the values of E and Rj from the two given load conditions.
(a) When RL =5 Q, 1 =4 A and V =IRL =4 x 5 =20 V, then 20 =E - 4 Rj

When RL =20 Q, 1 =2 A and V =IRL =2 x 20 =40 V :. 40 =E - 2 Rj

From (i) and (ii), we get, Rj =10 Q and E =60 V

When RL =Rj =10 Q

...(i)

...(ii)

P = E2 =60x60 =90 W
Lmax 4R; 4xlO

(b) When RL = 20 Q, the power transfer efficiency is given by
R 20

11 = -~ =30
=0.667 or 66.7%

RL +Rj

(c) For finding the efficiency corresponding to a load power of 60 W, we must first find the
value of RL"
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P L = (R; ~RJ RL

2
60 X RL 2

60 = 2 or RL - 40 RL + 100 =0
(RL + 10)

Hence RL = 37.32 Q or 2.68 Q

Since there are two values of Ru there are two efficiencies corresponding to these values.
37.32 2.68

11, = "...,".., . 1/\ = 0.789 or 78.9%, 112= 12.68 = 0.211 or 21.1%

Now,

..

It will be seen from above, the 11, + 112= 1.

Example 2.119. Two load resistance R] and R2dissipate the same power when connected to a
voltage source having an internal resistance of Rj' Prove that (a) R/ = R]R2 and (b) 11] + 112 = 1.

Solution. (a) Since both resistances dissipate the same amount of power, hence
2 2

P_ ERJ _ ER2L- 2- 2
(R, + R) (R2 + R)

Cancelling E- and cross-multiplying, we get
2 2 2 2

R, R2 + 2R, R2 Rj + RJ Rj =J!.2RJ + 2R, R2 Rj + R2 Rj

Simplifying the above, we get, R/ = RI R2

(b) If 11I and 112are the two efficiencies corresponding to the load resistances R I and R2, then

RI R2 2RI R2 + Rj(RI + R2)-+ -
111+ 112 = RI + Rj R2 + Rj RIR2 + R;2+ Rj(R, + R2)

Substituting Rj2 =R, R2' we get

Example 2.120. Detennine the value of R]for maximum power at the load. Detennine maxi-
mum power also. The network is given in the Fig. 2.236 (a). [Bombay University 2001]

30 40

Fig. 2.236 (a)

Solution. This can be attempted by Thevenin's Theorem. As in the circuit, with terminals A
and B kept open, from the right hand side, VB(w.r. to reference node 0) can be calculated V4and Vs
will have a net voltage of 2 volts circulating a current of (2/8) =0.25 amp in clockwise direction.

VB = 10 - 0.25x 2 =9.5 volts.

On the Left-hand part of the circuit, two loops are there. VA(w.r. to 0) has to be evaluated. Let
the fIrst loop (with VI and V2as the sources) carry a clockwise current of il and the second loop (with
V2and V3as the sources), a clockwise current of i2. Writing the circuit equations.
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8i - 4i2 = + 4
-4i + 8i2 = + 4

This gives i1=1 amp, i2=1 amp
Therefore, VA =
Thevenin - voltage, VTH =

12 + 3 x 1 = 15 volts.

VA - VB = 15 - 9.5 = 5.5 volts

30 10
A /;Itrn

1.50 1.50

Fig. 2.236 (b)

Solving as shown in Fig. 2.236 (b) & (c).

Rm =3 ohms
For maximum power transfer, RL = 3 ohms
Current = 5.5/6 = 0.9167 amp
Power transferred to load 0.91672 x 3 =2.52 watts.

Example 2.121. For the circuit shown below, what will be the value of RL to get the maximum
power? What is the maximum power delivered to the load? [Bombay University 2001]

Fig. 2.236 (c)

Vm =5.696 volts, Rm = 11.39 Q

RL must be 11.39 ohms for maximum power
transfer.

Pmax= 0.712 watt. Fig. 2.237

Example 2.122. Find the maximum power in 'RL' which is variable in the circuit shown below
in Fig. 2.238. [Bombay University, 2001]

Solution. Apply Thevenin's theorem. For this
RLhas to be detached from nodes A and B. Treat 0 as
the reference node.

VA =60 V, VB =Vc + 2 =50 + 2 =52 V

Thus, Vm = VAB= 8 volts, with A positive w.r. to
B Rm= (60/40) + (50/50) = 49 ohms

Hence, for maximum power, RL = 49 ohms

With this Ru Current =8/98 amp =0.08163 amp 0
.2 Fig. 2.238

Power to Load =I RL =0.3265 watt
Example 2.123. Find VAand VBby "nodal analysis" for the circuit shown in Fig. 2.239 (a).

[Bombay University 1998]

Solution. Let the conductance be represented by g. Let all the sources be current sources. For
this, a voltage-source in series with a resistor is transformed into its equivalent current source. This
is done in Fig. 2.239 (b).

1800

Solution. Detach RL and apply Thevenin's
Theorem.

400
500

+
100V A

c

600 500

..
A .r B 40

10 40 30 20 20
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2Q

lOY

Fig. 2.239 (b). AU Current Sources
A B

~...& ,
SQ

20/12 2.SQ

Fig. 2.239 (c)

Observing the circuit, gll = (115)+ 0.6 = 0.8, g22 =0.40 + 0.2 =0.6
gl2 =0.2, Current sources: + 5 amp into 'A' + 5.67 amp into 'B'

[ 0.8 -0.2]
il = -0.2 0.6 =0.44 ~ 5'(; .

[ 5 -0.2] A B
ill = 5.67 0.6 =4.134

fl[ 0.8 5]
2 Q 10 Q

~ = -0.2 5.67 =5.526 L r

VA = 4.134/0.44 =9.4 volts, ~
VB = 5.536/0.44 =12.6 volts.

Current in 5-ohm resistor

3Q

Fig. 2.239 (d) Thevenized Circuit
= (VB - VA)/5 =0.64 amp

Check : ApplyThevenin'sTheorem:

VA = 10 x (10/12) = 8.333 V
VB = (17/3) x 2.5 = 14.167 V

VTH = 14.167 - 8.333 = 5.834 V

RTH = 4.167
Is = 5.834/(4.167 + 5) = 0.64 A
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A B

20 20
100 150 30

17/3A
2.50

100 10

Fig. 2.239(e) Right side simplified Fig. 2.239if)Evaluating RTH

Example. 2.124. Find the magnitude RLfor the maximum power transfer in the circuit shown
in Fig. 2.240 (a). Also find out the maximum power.

Fig. 2.240 (a)

Solution. Simplify by source transfonnations, as done in Fig. 2.240 (b), (c), (d)
. A

IOV

30

2A 50 20

6AI

70 B

Fig. 2.240 (b)

30 A 70

10/70

50 i20

80/7 V

B B

Fig. 2.240 (c)

For maximum power, RL

Maximum power

Fig. 2.240 (d)
= 7 + (IOn) =8.43 Q

2= [(80n)/16.68] x 8.43 =3.87 watts.

30

sO \ I
I ..,20 RL

6A
I I

40
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Tutorial Problems No. 2.6

(a) Norton Theorem

1. Find the Thevenin and Norton equivalent circuits for the active networlcshown in Fig. 2.241 (a). All
resistance are in ohms. [Hint: Use Superposition principle to find contribution of each source]

[10 V source, series resistor = 5 0 ; 2 A source, parallel resistance = 5 0]

2. Obtain the Thevenin and Norton equivalent circuits for the circuit shown in Fig. 2.241 (b). All
resistance values are in ohms.

[15 V source, series resistance = 5 0 ; 3 A source, parallel resistance = 5 0]

2. 2 A 3 .A 15 6 A

2A -=-20V 10

4

B B B

Fig. 2.241 (a) Fig. 2.241 (b) Fig. 2.241 (c)

3. Find the Norton equivalent circuit for the active linear network shown in Fig. 2.241 (c). All resis-
tances are in ohms. Hint: It would be easier to first find Thevenin's equivalent circuit].

[2 A source; parallel resistance =16 0]

4. Apply Norton's theorem to find current flowing through the 3.6 0 resistor of the circuit shown in Fig.
2.242. [2 A]

5. Find (I) Thevenin and (il) Norton equivalent circuits for the terminals A and B of the networlcshown
in Fig. 2.243. All resistances are in ohms. Take E) > E2.

[
. EIR2 + E2RI ' .. EI E2

]
(,) Vth = ; Rth =RIll R2 (u) Isc =-R + -

R ; Rp =RIll R2
RI + R2 I 2

6. Obtain (i) Thevenin and (ii) Norton equivalent circuit with respect to the terminals A and B of the
net.Workof Fig. 2.244. Numbers represent resistances in ohm.

[(i) Vth =4 V; Rth = 14/90 (ii) Isc = 2.25 A; Rp = 14/90]

7. The Network equivalent of the network shown in Fig. 2.245 between terminals A and B is a parallel
resistance of 10 O. What is the value of the unknown resistance R ? [60 0]

A 4 4 A

1" IE,

0

-6V -18V
T T T <.

63
R2 2 6

<:"
R)

3.6 I 1 B
I I L I B

<>

Fig. 2.242 Fig. 2.243 .Fig. 2.244
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2 A

6V
4~ 2

(b) B
Fig. 2.245 Fig.2.246

8. The circuit shown in Fig. 2.246 (a) is the Norton equivalent of the circuit to the left of AB in Fig. 2.246
(b). What current will flow if a short is placed across AB ? [1 A]

9. The Norton equivalent circuit of two identical batteries connected in parallel consists of a 2-A source
in parallel with a 4-n resistor. Find the value of the resistive load to which a single banery will
deliver maximum power. Also calculate the value of this maximum power. [8 0; 2 W]

10. The Thevenin equivalent circuit of a certain consists of a 6-V d.c. source in series with a resistance of
3 n. The Norton equivalent of another circuit is a 3-A current source in parallel with a resistance of
6 n. The two circuits are connected in parallel like polarity to like. For this combination, determine
(0 Norton equivalent (ii) Thevenin equivalent (iii) maximum power it can deliver and (iv) value of
load resistance from maximum power.

[(i) 5 A, 2 0 (it')10 V, 2 0 (iii) 12.5 W (iv) 20]

11. For the ladder network shown in Fig. 2.247, find the value of RL for maximum power transfer. What
is thevalueof this Pmax [20,9/16 W]

6 3 3 A 3 6 A 3 6

-=-18V 6 6 3V 6V 3V 6V

B B
Fig. 2.247 Fig. 2.248 Fig. 2.249

12. Calculate the value of RLwhich will draw maximum power from the circuit qf Fig. 2.248. Also, find
the value of this maximum power. [60; 1.5 W]

13. Find Norton's equivalent circuit for the network shown in Fig. 2.249. Verify it through its Thevenin's
equivalent circuit. [1 A, Parallel resistance = 6 0]

14. State the Tellegen's theorem and verify it by an illustration. Comment on the applicability ofTellegen's
theorem on the types of networks. (Circuit and Field Theory, A.M.I.E. Sec. B, 1993)

Solution. Tellegen's Theorem can be stated as under:

For a network consisting of n elements if ii' i2, in are the currents flowing through the elements satisfy-
ing Kirchhoffs current law and vI' v2 vn are the voltages across these elements satisfying Kirchhoffs law,
then

!Vkik = 0
k=1

where vkis the voltage across and ikis the current through the kthelement. In other words, according to Tellegen' s
Theorem, the sum of instantaneous powers for the n branches in a network is always zero.

164

t L
A

30

1- 1-
t )IA 2.4

,6V 16V 16V

'1

oB
(a)



This theorem has wide applications. It is valid for any lumped network that contains any elements linear
or non-linear, passive or active, time-varient or time-invariant.

Explanation: This theorem will be explained with the help of the simple
circuit shown in Fig. 2.250. The total resistance seen by the battery is
=8+4114=100.

Battery current 1= 100/10= 10A. This current divides equally at point B,
Drop over 8 0 resistor = 8 x 10 = 80 V

Drop over 4 0 resistor =4 x 5 =20 V

Drop over 1 0 resistor = 1 x 5 =5 V

Drop over 3 0 resistor =3 x 5 = 15 V

Accordingto Tellegen's Theorem,
= 100x 10- 80x 10- 20x 5- 5x 5- 15x 5=0
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8

00 4 3

Fig. 2.250

(b) Milliman's Theorem

15. Use Millman's theorem, to find the potential of point A with respect to the ground in Fig. 2.251.

[VA=8.18 V]

16. Using Millman's theorem, find the value of output voltage Voin the circuit of Fig. 2.252. All resis-
tances are in ohms. [4 V]

3 A 6

8
v t )6A 12 V +

9

12V I )8V
B

Fig, 2.251 Fig. 2.252

Va

[
--1'

0
I I

112< R!
I I
I I
L_ __.J

Load

2V

Fig. 2.253
(b) MPT Theorem

17. In Fig. 2.253 what value of R will allow maximum power transfer to the load?
maximum total load power. All resistances are in ohms.

Also calculate the
[40 ; 48 W]

OBJECTIVE TESTS - 2

1. Kirchhoffs current law is applicable to only
(a) closed loops in a network
(b) electronic circuits

(c) junctions in a network
(d) electric circuits.

2. Kirchhoff's voltage law is concerned with

(a) IR drops
(b) battery e.m.fs.

(c) junction voltages
(d) both (a) and (b)

3. According to KVL, the algebraic sum of all
IR drops and e.m.f.s in any closed loop of a
network is always
(a) zero

(b) positive

(c) negative

(d) determined by battery e.m.fs.

4. The algebraic sign ~f an IR drop is primarily
dependent upon the

(a) amount of current flowing through it
(b) value of R

(c) direction of current flow

(d) battery connection.

5. Maxwell's loop current method of solving
electrical networks

(a) uses branch currents

(b) utilizes Kirchhoff's voltage law
(c) is confined to single-loop circuits
(d) is a network reduction method.

6. Point out of the WRONG statement. In the
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node-voltage technique of solving networks,
choice of a reference node does not

(a) affect the operation of the circuit

(b) change the voltage across any element

(c) alter the p.d. between any pair of nodes

(d) affect the voltages of various nodes.

.7. The nodal analysis is primarily based on the
application of
(a) KVL

(b) KCL

(c) Ohm's law

(d) both (b) and (c)

(e) both (a) and (b).

8. Superposition theorem can be applied only
to circuits having-elements.

(a) non-linear (b) passive

(c) linear bilateral (d) resistive

9. The Superposition theorem is essentially
based on the concept of

(a) duality (b) linearity

(c) reciprocity (d) non-linearity

10. While Thevenining a circuit between two ter-
minals, Vthequals

(a) short-circuit terminal voltage

(b) open-circuit terminal voltage

(c) EMF of the battery nearest to the
termnals

(d) net voltage available in the circuit.

11. Thevenin resistance Rth is found

(a) between any two 'open' terminals

(b) by short-circuiting the given two termi-
nals

(c) by removing voltage sources along with
their internal resistances

(d) between same open terminal as for Vth.

12. While calculating Rth' constant-current
sources in the circuit are :

(a) replaced by 'opens'

(b) replaced by 'shorts'

(c) treated in parallel with other voltage
sources

(d) converted into equivalent voltage
sources.

13. Thevenin resistance of the circuit of Fig.

Electrical Technology

A

14.

2.254 across
its terminals
A and B is--
ohm.

(a) 6

(b) 3

(c) 9

(d) 2
The load re-
sistance
needed to ex-
tract maximum
power from the
circuit of Fig. ~ 6
2.255 is--ohm

(a) 2

(b) 9

(c) 6
(d) 18
The Norton
equivalent
circuit for the network of Fig. 2.255 between
A and B is-current source with parallel
resistance of-

3
3V

B

Fig. 2.254

A

3

18 V

B

15. Fig. 2.255

(a) 2A, 6 0

(c) 2 A, 3 0

(b) 3 A, 2 0

(d) 3 A, 9 0
16. The Norton equivalent of a circuit consists

of a 2 A current sources in parallel with a
4 0 resistor. Thevenin equivalent of this
circuit is a-volt source in series with a 4 0
resistor.

(a) 2 (b) 0.5

(c) 6 (d) 8

17. If two identical 3 A, 4 0 Norton equivalent
circuits are connected in parallel with like
polarity to like the combined Norton equiva-
lent circuit is

(a) 60,40 (b) 6A,20

(c) 3 A, 2 0 (d) 6 A, 8 0
18. Two 6 V, 2 0 batteries areconnected in series

siding. This combination can be replaced by
a singleequivalentcurrentgenemtorof-with
a parallel resistance of-ohm
(a) 3 A, 4 0 (b) 3 A, 2 0

(c) 3 A, 1 0 (d) 6 A, 2 0

19. Two identical 3-A, I 0 batte~ies are
connected in parallel with like polarity to like.
The Norton equivalent circuit of this
combination is

(a) 3 A, 0.5 0 .(b) 6A,l 0
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(c) 3 A, 1 Q (d) 6 A, 0.5 Q

20. Thevenin equivalent circuit of the network

5
a

+

2i ~10

b

Fig. 2.256

shown in Fig. 2.256 is required. The value
of open-circuit voltage across terminals a and
b of this circuit is-volt.

(a) zero

(c) 2 i/5

(b) 2 i/1O

(d) 2 i/5
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21. For a Hnear network containing generators
and impedances, the ratio of the voltage to
the current produced in other loop is the
same as the ratio of voltage and current
obtained obtained when the positions of the
voltage source and the ammeter measureing
the current are interchanged. This network
theorem is known as-theorem.

(a) Millman's (b) Norton's

(c) Tellegen's (d) Reciprocity
(Circuits and Field Theory,

A.M.I.E. Sec. B., 1993)
22. A 12 volt source will an internal resistance

of 1.2ohms is connected across a wire-would
resistor. Maximum power will be dissipated
in the resistor when its resistance is equal to
(a) zero (b) 1.2 ohm

(c) 12 ohm (d) infinity
(Grad. l.E.T.E. Dec. 1985)
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3 WORK, POWER AND ENERGY

3.1. Effect of Electric Current

It is a matter of common experience that a conductor, when carrying current, becomes hot after
some time. As explained earlier, an electric current is just a directed flow or drift of electrons
through a substance. The moving electrons as the pass through molecules of atoms of that sub-
stance, collide with other electrons. This electronic collision results in the production of heat. This
explains why passage of current is always accompanied by generation of heat.

3.2 Joule's Law of Electric Heating

The amount of work required to maintain a current of I amperes through a resistance of R ohm
for t second is

W.D. = PRt joules
= VIt joules (": R = VI!)

= Wt joules (": W = VI)

= VtlR joules (": I = VIR)

This work is converted into heat and is dissipated away. The amount of heat produced is

H = work done =W.D.
mechanical equivalent of heat J

J = 4,186 joules/kcal = 4,200joulesI kcal (approx)
2

H = I RtI4,200 kcal = VltI4,200kcal
= WtI4,200 kcal = VtI4,200 R kcal

where
..

3.3 Thermal Efficiency

It is defined as the ratio of the heat actualy utilized to the total heatJ>roducedelectrically. Con-
sider the case of the electric kettle used for boiling water. Out of the total heat produced (i) some
goes to heat the apparatus itself i.e. kettle (ii) some is lost by radiation and convection ect. and
(iii) the rest is utilized for heating the water. Out of these, the heat utilized for useful purpose is that
in (iii). Hence, thermal efficiency of this electric apparatus is the ratio of the heat utilized for heating
the waterto the total heatproduced. ·

Hence. the relation between heat produced electrically and heat absorbed usefully becomes
Vlt
-xll = ms(82-81)J

Example 3.1. The heater element of an electric kettle has a constant resistance of 100 Q and
the applied voltage is 250 V. Calculate the time taken to raise the temperature of one litre of water
from J5°C to 90°C assuming that 85% of the power input to the kettle is usefully employed. If the
water equivalent of the kettle is 100 g. find how long will it take to raise a second litre of water
through the same temperature range immediately after the first.

(Electrical Engineering, Calcutta Univ. 1980)

Solution. Mass of water = lOOOg = I kg (": I cm3 weight I gram)
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Heat taken by water = 1x (90- 15) =75 kcal
Heat taken by the kettale = 0.1 x (90- 15) =7.5 kcal
Total heat taken = 75 + 7.5 =82.5 kcal
Heat produced electrically H = PRt/J kcal
Now,l =250/100 =2/5 A, J =4,200 J/kcal; H =2.52 X 100 x t/42oo kcal

Heat actually utilized for heating one litre of water and kettle
= 0.85 x 2.52 x 100 x t/4,2oo kcal

0.85x6.25x1OOxt .
. . 4,200 = 82.5 :. t =10 nun 52 second

In the second case, heat would be required only for heating the water because kettle would be
already hot.

.. 75 = 0.85x6.25x100xt
4,200

.. t = 9 min 53 second

Example 3.2. Two heater A and B are in parallel across supply voltage Y. Heater A produces
500 kcal in 200 min. and B produces 1000kcal in 10 min. The resistance of A is 10 ohm. What is the
resistanceof B ? If the sameheatersare connectedin seriesacrossthe voltageV,howmuchheat
will be prduced in kcal in 5 min ? (Elect. Science - II, Allahabad Univ. 1992)

V2t= - kcal
JR
y2x (20 x 60)

IOxJ
2

1000 = Y x (lOx60)
RxJ

From Eq. (i) and (ii), we get, R = 2.5n.
Whenthe two heatersare connectedin series, let H be the amountof heat producedin kcal.

Sincecombinedresistancis (10+ 2.5)=12.5n, hence

H = y2x(5x60)
12.5x J

Dividing Eq. (iii) by Eq. (i), we have H =100 keal.

Example 3.3 An electric kettle needs six minutes to boU2 kg of waterfrom the initial tempera-
ture of 20°e. The cost of electrical energy requiredfor this operation is 12 paise. the rate being 40
paise per kWh. Find the kW-rating and the overall efficiency of the kettle.

(F.Y. Engg. Pdne Univ. Nov. 1989)

Solution. Heat produced

For heater A, 500 = ..,(i)

For heater B, ...(ii)

...(iii)

. 12paiseSolution. Input energy to the kettle = =0.3 kWh
40 paise/k'--

energy in kWh 0.3
Input power = m:__:_L_u_ = (6/60) =3 kW

Hence, the power rating of the electric kettle is 3 kW

Energy uti1isedin heating the water
= mst = 2 x 1 x (100 - 20) = 160 kcal = 160/860 kWh =0.186 kWh.

Efficiency =output/input =0.186/0.3 =0.62 =62%.

3.4. S.I. Units

1. Mass. It is quantity of matter contained in a body.
Unit of mass is kilogram (kg). Other multiples commonly used are :

1 quintal = 100kg, 1 tonne= 10quintals= 1000kg
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2. Force. Unit of force is newton (N).
Law of Motion i.e. F =ma.

2
If m = 1 kg; a = Im1s , then F = 1 newton.
Hence, one newton is that force which can give an acceleration of I mls2 to a mass of I kg.
Gravitational unit of force is kilogram-weight (kg-wt). It may be defined as follows:

or
It is the force which can impart an acceleration of 9.8 mls2 to a mass of 1 kg.
It is the force which can impart an acceleration of 1 mls2 to a mass of 9.8 kg.
Obviously, 1 kg-wt. = 9.8 N
3. Weight. It is the force with which earth pulls a body downwards. Obviously, its units are the

same as for force.
(a) Unit of weight is newton (N)
(b) Gravitational unit of weight is kg-wt.*
Note. If a body has a mass of m kg, then its weight, W =mg newtons =9.8 newtons.
4. Work, If a force of F moves a body through a distance S in its direction of application, then

Work done W = FxS
(a) Unit of work is joule (1).
If.. in the above equation, F = IN: S = 1 m ; then work done = 1 m.N or joule.
Hence, one joule is the work done when a force of 1 N moves a body through a distance of 1 m

in the direction of its application.
(b) Gravitational unit of work is m-kg. wt or m-kg**.
If F = I kg-wt; S = 1 m; then W.D. = 1 m-kg. Wt =1 m-kg.
Hence, one m-kg is the work done by a force of one kg-wt when applied over a distance of one

metre.
Obviously, 1m-kg =9.8 m-Nor J.
5. Power. It is the rate of doing work. Its units is watt (W) which represents I joule per second.

I W = 1 Jls .
If a force of F newton moves a body with a velocity of v m.ls then

power = F x Vwatt
If the velocity v is in kmls, then

power = F x v kilowatt
If the velocity v is in kmls, then

power = F x v kilowatt
6. Kilowatt-hour (kWh) and kilocalorie(kcal) .

1 kWh = 1000 x 11. x 3600 s =36 X 105 J
. s

I keal =4,186 J :. 1 kWh =36 x 105/4,186 =860 keal
7. Miscellaneous Units

. J
(l) I watt hour (Wh) =1- x 3600s =3600 Js

(if) 1 horse power (metric) =75 m-kg/s =75 x 9.8=735.5 Jls or watt
(iif) 1kilowatt(kW)=1000W and 1megawatt(MW)=106W

3.5. Calculation of Kilo-watt Power of a Hydroelectric Station

Let Q =water discharge rate in cubic metres/second (m3/s), H = net water headin metre (m).
g =9.81 11; overall efficiency of the hydroelectric station expressed as a fraction.

Since I m3of water weighs 1000 kg., discharge rate is 1000 Q kg/so
When this amount of water falls through a height of H metre, then energy or work available per

second or available power is

Electrical Technology

Its definition may be obtained from NeWton's Second

= 1000 QgH Jls or W =QgH kW

* Often it is referred to as a force of I kg, the word 'wl' being omitted. To avoid confusion with mass of
1 kg, the force of 1 kg is written in engineering literature as kgf instead of kg. wt.

** Generally the work 'wl' is omitted and the unit is simply written as m-kg.
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Since the overall station efficiency is 11,power actually available is =9.8111 QHkW.
Example 3.4. A de-icing equipment fitted to a radio aerial consists of a length of a resistance

wireso arrangedthat when a currentispassed throughit,parts of the aerialbecomewarm. The
resistance wire dissipates 1250 W when 50 V is maintained across its ends. It is connected to a d.c.
supply by 100 metres of this copper wire, each conductor of which has resistance of 0.006 QIm.

Calculate
(a) the current in the resistance wire
(b) the power lost in the copper connecting wire
(c) the supply voltage required to maintain 50 V across the heater itself.
Solution. (a) Current=wattage/voltage = 1250/50=25 A
(b) Resistance of one copper conductor = 0.006x 100=0.6 {}
Resistanceof both copperconductors = 0.6x 2=1.2 {}
Power loss = PRwatts =252x 1.2=750 W
(c) Voltage drop over connecting copper wire = IR volt =25 x 1.2=30 V
:. Supply voltage required = 50 + 30 =80 V

Example 3.5 A factory has a 240-V supply from which thefollowing loads are taken:
Lighting : Three hundred 150-W,four hundred 100 Wand five hundred 60-W lamps
Heating : 100 kW

Motors : A total of 44.76 kW (60 b.h.p.) with an average efficiency of 75 percent
Misc. : Various load taking a current of 40 A.

Assuming that the lighting load is onfor a period of 4 hours/day, the heating for 10 hours per
day and the remainderfor 2 hours/day, calculate the weekly consumption of thefactory in kWh when
working on a 5-day week.

What current is taken when the lighting load only is switched on ?

Solution. The power consumed by each load can be tabulated as given below :
Power consumed

Lighting 300 x 150
400 x 100

500 x 60

= 45,000 = 45 kW
= 40,000 = 40 kW
= 30,000 = 30 kW

Total = 115kW
Heating = 100kW
Motors = 44.76/0.75= 59.7 kW
Misc. = 240x 40/1000= 9.6 kW
Similarly,the energyconsumed/daycan be tabulatedas follows:

Energy consumed/ day
Lighting = 115kW x 4 hr = 460 kWh
Heating = 100kW x 10hr = 1,000kWh
Motors = 59.7kW x 2 hr = 119.4kWh
Misc. = 9.6 kW x 2 hr = 19.2kWh
Totaldailyconsumption = 1,598.6kWh
Weeklyconsumption = 1,598.6x 5 =7,993kWh
Current taken by the lighting load alone = 115x 1000/240=479 A
Example 3.6. A Disel-electric generating set supplies an output of 25 kW. The calorific value

of the fuel oil used is 12,500 kcal/kg. If the overall efficiency of the unit is 35% (a) calculate the mass
of oil required per hour (b) the electric energy generated per tonne of the fuel.

Solution. Output =25 kW, Overall 11= 0.35,Input= 25/0.35= 71.4kW
:. inputper hour = 71.4 kWh =71.4 x 860 =61,400 kcal
Since 1kg of fuel-oilproduces12,500kcal
(a) :. massof oil required
(b) 1tonneof fuel

= 61,400/12,500 = 4.91 kg

= 1000kg
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Heatcontent = lOOOx 126'500=12.5x lO6kcal= 12.5 x 10/860 = 14,530 kWh
Overall 11=0.35% :. energy output = 14,530 x 0.35 = 5,088kWh
Example 3.7. The effective water head for a 100 MW station is 220 metres. The station sup-

plies full loadfor 12 hours a day. If the overall efficiency (~fthe station is 86.4%,find the volume of
water used.

SolutioIL Energy supplied in 12 hours = 100 x 12=1200 MWh
= 12 X lO5 kWh = 12 X lO5 x 35 X lO5 J =43.2 X lOll J

. II 12
Overall 11=86.4% =0.864 :. Energymput=43.2 x lO /0.864 =5 x 10 J
Suppose m kg is the mass of water used in 12 hours, then m x 9.81 x 220 =5 x lOI2

12 8.. m = 5 x 10 /9.81x 220=23.17 x lO kg
Volumeof water = 23.17x lO81103=23.17x 105m3

(": 1 m3 of water weighs lO3kg)

Example 3.8. Calculate the current required by a 1,500 volts d.c. locomotive when drawing
100 tonne load at 45 km.p.h. with a tractive resistance of 5 kg/tonne along (a) level track (b) a
gradient of I in 50. A sume a motor efficiency of 90 percent.

Solution. As shown in Fig. 3.1 (a), in this case, force required is equal to the tractive resistance
only.

(a) Force required at the rate of 5 kg-wtltonne = 100 x 5 kg-wt. =500 x 9.81 =4905 N
Distance travelled/second = 45 x 1000/3600 = 12.5 mls
Power output of the locomotive = 4905 x 12.5 J/s or watt =61,312 W
11= 0.9 :. Power input = 61,312/0.9 = 68,125 W
:. Curmet drawn = 68,125/1500 = 45.41 A

(a) (b) W

Fig. 3.1

(b) When the load is drawn along the gradient [Fig. 3:1 (b)], component of the weight acting
downwards =100x 1150=2 tonne-wt= 2000kg-wt= 2000x 9.81 = 19,620N

Total force required = 19,620 + 4,905 = 24,525N
Poweroutput = forcex velocity= 24,525x 12.5watt

Powerinput=24,525x 12.5/0.9W ; ~urrentdrawn= 2~~25_x_~:.5 =227A

Example 3.9. A room measures 4 m x 7 m x 5 m and the air in it has to be always kept 15°C
higher than that of the incoming air. The air inside has to be renewed every 35 minutes. Neglecting

radiation loss. calculate the ratin} of the heater suitablefor this purpose. Take specific heat of air
as 0.24 and density as 1.27 kg/m .

Solution. Volume of air to be changed per second =4 x 7 x 5/35 = 60 = 1/15 m3
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Mass of air to be changed/second =(1115)x 1.27 kg
Heat required/second = mass/second x sp. heat x rise in temp.

= (1.27/15) x 0.24 x 15 kcaVs=0.305 kcaVs
= 0.305 x 4186 J/s =1277 watt.

Example 3.10. A motor is being self-started against a resisting torque of 60 N-m and at each
start. the engine is cranked at 75 r.p.m.for 8 seconds. For each start, energy is drawnfrom a lead-
acid battery. If the battery has the capacity of /00 Wh, calculate the number of starts that can be
made with such a battery. Assume an overall efficiency of the motor and gears as 25%.

(Principles of Elect. Engg.-I, Jadavpur Univ. 1987)
Solution. Angular speed 00 = 2n N/60 rad/s =2n x 75/60 =7.85 rad/s

Power required for rotating the engine at this angular speed is
P =torque x angular speed =ooT watt =60 x 7.85 =471 W

Energy required per start is = power x time per start =471x 8 = 3,768watt-s =3,768 J
= 3,768/3600 = 1.047 Wh

Energy drawn from the battery taking into consideration the efficiency of the motor and gearing
= 1.047/0.25 =4.188 Wh

No. of start possible with a fully-charged battery =100/4.188 =24 (approx.)
Example 3.11. Find the amount of electrical energy exdpended in raising the temperature of

45 litres of water by 75°C. To what height could a weight of 5 tonnes be raised with the expenditure
of the same energy? Assume efficiencies of the heating equipment and lifting equipment to be 90%
and 70% respectively. . (Elect.Engg. A.M.Ae. S.I. Dec.1991)

Solution. Massof waterheated=45 kg. Heatrequired=45x 75= 3,375kcal
Heatproducedelectrically=3,375/0.9=3,750kcal. Now, 1kcal=4,186J
:. electrical energy expended =3,750 x 4,186 J
Energy available for lifting the load is =0.7 x 3,750 x 4,186 J

If h metre is the height through which the load of 5 tonnes can be lifted, then potential energy of
the load =mgh joules =5 x 1000 x 9.81 h joules

.. 5000 x 9.81 x h =0.7 x 3,750 x 4,186 :. h =224 metres
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Example 3.12. An hydro-electric station has a turbine of efficiency 86% and a generator of
efficiency 92%. The effecitive head of water is 150 m. Calculate the vol",me of water used when
delivering a load of 40 MWfor 6 hours. Water weighs /000 kglm3.

Solution. Energy output = 40 x 6 =240 MWh
= 240 x 103x 36 X 105=864 X 109 J

. 864 X 109 11
Overall 11=0.86x 0.92 :. Energymput= =10.92 x 1.0 J

0.86 x 0.92

Since the head is 150 m and I m3of water weighs 1000 kg, energy contributed by each m3 of4
water =150 x 1000 m-kg (wt) 150 x 1000 x 9.8] J =147.2 x 10 J

]092 X 1011.. Volumeof waterfor the requiredenergy=' .A =74.18X 104m3
147.2xlO

Example3.13. An hydroelectricgeneratingstationissuppliedforma reservoiorof capacity6 millionm3
at a headof 170m

(i) What is the available energy in kWh if the hydraulic efficiency be 0.8 and the electrical
efficiency 0.9 ?

(ii) Find thefall in reservoir level ajier a load of 12,000 kW has been supplied for 3 hours, the
area of the reservoir is 2.5 km2.

(iii) If the reservoir is supplied by a river at the rate of 1.2 m3Is, what does thisflow represent
in kW and kWh/day? Assume constant head and efficiency.

Water weighs 1 tonne/m3. (Elect. Engineering-I, Osmania Univ. 1987)
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Solution. (i) Wt. of water W = 6 X 106 X 1000 kg wt =6 x 109x 9.81 N
Water head = 170m
Potential energy stored in this much water

= Wh=6x 109x9.81 x 170J= 1012J

Overall efficiency of the station = 0.8 x 0.9=0.71
.. energyavailable = 0.72 x 1013J =72 x 1011/36X 105

= 2 X 106 kWh

(ii) Energy supplied = 12,000 x 3 =36,000 kWh
Energy drawn from the reservoir after taking into consideration the overall efficiency of the

station = 36,000/0.72 =5 x 104kWh .
= 5 X 104 x 36 X 105=18 X 1010 J

If m kg is the mass of water used in two hours, then, since water head is 170 m10
mgh = 18x 10

or m X 9.81 x 170 = 18 x 1010 :. m = 1.08 X 108 kg

If h metre is the fall in water level, then
h x areax density = mass of water

.. h x (2.5x 1O~x 1000 = 1.08x 108 :. h =0.0432 m =4.32 en
(iii) Mass of water stored per second = 1.2 x 1000 = 1200 kg

Wt. of water stored per second = 1200 x 9.81N
Power stored = 1200 x 9.81 x 170 J/s = 2,0'00kW

Poweractuallyavailable = 2,000x 0.72=1440 kW
Energy delivered Iday = 1440 x 24 = 34,560kWh

Example 3.14. The reservoirfor a hydro-electric station is 230 m above the turbine house. The
annual replenishment of the reservoir is 45 X1010kg. What is the energy available at the generating
station bus-bars ifthe loss of headin the hydraulicsystemis 30 m and the overallefficiencyof the
station is 85%. Also, calculate the diameter of the steel pipes needed if a maximum demand of
45 MW is to be supplied using two pipes. (Power System, Allahabad Univ. 1991)

Soltion. Actual head available =230 - 30 =200 m

Energy available at the turbine house =mgh

= 45 X 1010x 9.81 x 200 =88.29 X 1013J
13

= 88.29 x 10 = 24.52 X 107 kWh
36 x 105

11 = 0.85
Enery output = 24.52 X 107x 0.85 =20.84 x 107kWh ,

The kinetic energy of water is just equal to its loss of potential energy.

t mi = mgh :. v = .J2 gh = .J2 x 9.81x 200 = 62.65 mls
Power available from a mass of m kg when it flows with a velocity of v mls is

- 1 2 1 2

P = 2" mv = 2" x m X62.65 J/s or W
Equating this to the maximum demand on the station, we get

126
2" m 62.65 = 45 x 10 :. m=22,930 kg!s

If A is the total area of the pipes in m2, then the flow of water is Av m3/s. Mass of water flowing!
second = Av x 103 kg (:. 1 m3 of water = 1000 kg)

3' 22,930 2
.. A x v x 10 = 22,930 or A = 3 = 0.366m62.65x 10

If 'd' is the diameter of each pipe, then rcJ114=0.183 :. d = 0.4826m

Overall
..
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Example 3.15. A large hydel power station has a head of 324 m and an average flow of ] 370
cubic metres/sec. The reservoir is a lake covering an area of6400 sq. km, Assuming an efficiency of

90% for the turbine and 95% for the generator, calculate
(i) the available electric power.. .

(ii) the number of days this power could be supplied for a drop in water level by ] metre.
(AMIE Sec. B Power System I (E-6) Winter 1991)

Solution. (I) Available power =9.8111 QH kW =(0.9 x 0.95) x 1370 x 324 =379, 524 kW =
379.52 MW.

(ii) If A is the lake area in m2and h metre is the fall in water level, the volume of water used is
=A x h = m3. The time ~uired to discharge this water is Ah I Q second.6 2 3

Now, A = 6400 x 10 m ; h = 1 m; Q =1370 m Is.
... t =6400 X 106x 1/1370 =4.67 x 106second = 540686 days

Example 3.16. The reservoir area of a hydro-electric generating plant is spread over an area
of 4 sq km with a storage capacity of 8 million cubic-metres. The net head of water available to the
turbine is 70 metres. Assuming an efficiency of 0.87 and 0.93 for water turbine and generator
respectively, calculate the electrical energy generated by the plant.

Estimate the difference in water level if a load of 30 MW is continuously supplied by the genera-
torfor 6 hours. (Power System I-AMIE Sec. B, Summer 1990)

Solution. Since 1 cubic metre of water weighs 1000 kg., the reservoir capacity = 8 x 106
3 6 9

m =8 x 10 x 1000kg. =8 x 10 kg. .
999

Wt. of water, W=8 x 10 kg. Wt. 8 x 10 x 9.81=78.48 x 10 N. Net water head =70 m.
Potential energy stored in this much water =Wh =78.48x 109x 70 =549.36 X IOIOJ
Overall efficiency of the generating plant =0.87 x 0.93 =0.809.1010
Energy available =0.809x 549.36x 10 J =444.4 x 10 J= 444.4x 1010/36x 105=12.34 X 105kWh
Energy supplied in 6 hours =30 MW x 6 h =180 MWh

= 180,000 kWh
Energy drawn from the reservoir after taking into consideration, the overal efficiency of the

station =180,000/0.809 =224,500 kWh =224,500x 36 x 105
= 80.8X 1010J

If m kg. is the mass of water used in 6 how'S,then since water head is 70 m"
8 010 8 10 . ,

mgh = 0.8 x 1 or m x 9. 1x 70=80.8x 10 ,. m=1.176 x 10 kg.
If h is the fall in water level. then h x area x density =mass of water
... h x (4x 1O~x 1000=1.176x 109 ... h=0.294m =29.4em.
Example 3.17. A proposed hydro-electric station has an available head of 30 m, catchment

area of 50 x 106sq.m, the rainfallfor which is 120 em per qnnum. .If 70% of the total rainfall can
be collected, calculate the power that could be generated. Assume the following efficiencies: Pen-
stock 95%, Turbine 80% and Generator 85. (Elect. Engg. AMIETE See. A Part II Dec. 1991)

Solution. Volume of water available =0.7(50 x 106x 1.2) =4.2 x 107m3
Mass of water available =4.2 x 107x 1000=4.2 x IOlOkg
This quantity of water is available for a period of one year. Hence, quantity available per

second =4.2 x 1010/365x 24 x 3600 = 1.33 x 103.
Available head =30 m

Potential energy available =mgh = 1.33 x 103x 9.8 x 30 =391 X 103 J

Since this energy is available per second, hence power availabel is =391 x HYJ/s=391x I<YW=391 kW
Overall efficiency =0.95 x 0.80 x 0.85 =0.646

The power that could be generated = 391 x 0.646 = 253 kW.
Example 3.18. In a hydro-electric generating station, the mean head (i.e. the difference of

height between the mean level of the water in the take and the generating station) is 400 metres. If
the overall efficiency of the generating stations is 70%, how many litres of water are required to
generate 1 kWh of electrical energy? Take one litre of water to have a mass of] kg.

. (F.Y.Engg. Pone Univ. Nov.1989)
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Solution. Output energy =I kWh =36 X 105 J

Input energy =36 x 105/0.7=5.14 x 106J
If m kg. water is required, then
mgh =5.14x 106or m x 9.81x 400=5.14 X 106, :. =1310 kg.
Example 3.19. A 3-tonne electric-motor-operatedvehicle is being driven at a speed of 24 kmlhr

upon an inclineof I in 20. The tractive resistancemay be taken as 20 kg per tonne. Assuming a motor
efficiencyof 85% and the mechanical efficiencybetween the motor and road wheels of 80%, calculate

(a) the output of the motor
(b) the current taken by motor if it gets power from a 220-V source.
Calculate also the cost of energy for a run of 48 km, taking energy charge as 40 paise/kWh.
Solution. Different forces acting on the vehicle are shown in Fig. 3.2.

Wt. of the vehicle = 3 x 103=3000 kg-wt
Component of the weight of the vehicle acting downwards along the slope =3000 x 1/20=150

kg-wt
Tractive resistance = 3 x 20=60 kg-wt

Total downward force = 150 + 60 =210 kg-wt
= 210 x 9.81 =2,060 N

24,000/3600 =20/3 mls
2,060 x 20/3 watt
80% or 0.8

2,060 x 20
Motor output = = 17,167W3xO.8

Motor input = 17,167/0.85 = 20,200 W
Current drawn = 20,200/220 = 91.7 A

Motor power input = 20,200 W = 20.2 kW
Time for 48 km run = 2 hr.
Motor energy input = 20.2 x 2 =40.4 kW

Cost = Rs. 40.4 x 0.4 =Rs. 16 paise 16

Example 3.20. Estimate the rating of an inductionfurnace to melt two tonnes of zinc in one
hour if it operates at an efficiency of 70%. Specific heat of zinc is 0.1. Latent heat offusion of zinc
is 26.67 kcal per kg. Melting point is 455°C. Assume the initial temperature to be 25°C.

(Electric Drives and Utilization Punjab Univ. Jan. 1991)

Solution. Heat required to bring 2000 kg of zine from 25°C to the melting temperature of
455° C = 2000 x 0.1 x (455 - 25) = 86,000 kcal.

Heat of fusion or melting = mL =2000 x 26.67 =53,340 kcal.
Total heat reqd. = 86,000 + 53,340 =139,340 kcal

Furnaceinput = 139,340/0.7= 199,057kcal
Now,860kcal = I kWh :. furnaceinput= 199.057/8&0= 231.5kWh.

Power rating of furnace = energy input/time =231.5 kWh/I h =231.5 kW.

Example 3.21. A pump driven by an electric motor lifts 1.5 m3of water per minute to a height
of40 m. Thepump has an efficiency of90% and motor has an efficiency of85%. Determine: (a) the
power input to the motor. (b) The current taken from 480 V supply. (c) The electric energy con-
sumed when motor runs at this loadfor 4 hours. Assume mass of I m3ojwater to be 1000 kg.

(Elect. Engg. Pune Univ. 1986)
Solution. (a) Weight of the water lifted = 1.5 m3 = 1.5 x 1000 = 1500 kg. Wt = 1500 x 9.8 =

14700N.

Height =40 m; time taken 1 min. =60 s
:. Motor output power 14700 x 40/60 =9800 W
Combined pump and motor efficiency =0.9 x 0.85
.. Motorpowerinput=9800/0.9 x 0.85 =12810 W =12.81 kW.
(b) Current drawn by the motor =12810/480 =26.7 A

Distance travelled/second =
Output at road wheels =
Mechanical efficiency =

w

(a)

(b)

Fig. 3.2

..
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Electrical energy consumed by the motor =12.81 kW x 4 h =51.2 kWh.

Example 3.22. An electric lift is required to raise a load of 5 tonne through a height of 30 m.
One quarter of electrical energy supplied to the lift is lost in the motor and gearing. Calculate the
energy in kWhr supplied. If the time required to raise the load is 27 minutes, find the kW rating of
the motor and the current taken by the motor, the supply voltage being 230 V d.c. Assume the
efficiency of the motor at 90%. (Elect. Engg. A.M. Ae. S.I. June 1991)

Solution. Work done by the lift = Wh =mgh = (5 x 10(0) x 9.8 x 30 = 1.47 X 106 J

Since 25% of the electric current input is wasted, the energy supplied to the lift is 75% of the
input.

:. input energy to the lift = 1.47x 106/0.75= 1.96 x 106J
Now, 1 kWh =26x 105J
:. energy input to the lift = 1.96 x 106/36x 105=0.544 kWh

6
Motor energy output = 1.96 x 10 J; 11=0.9

Motor energy input = 1.96 x 106/0.9=2.18 x 106 J: time taken =27 x 60 = 1620 second
Power rating of the electric motor = work done/time taken

= 2.18 x 106/1620= 1.345 x 103 J/s = 1345 W

Current taken by the motor = 1345/230 =5.85 A

Example 3.23. An electrical lift make 12 double journey per hour. A load of 5 tonnes is raised
by it through a height 50 m and it returns empty. The lift takes 65 seconds to go up and 48 seconds
to return. The weight of the cage is 1/2 tonne and that of the counterweight is 2.5 tonne. The
efficiency of the hoist is 80 per cent that of the motor is 85 %. Calculate the hourly consumption in
kWh. (Elect. Engg. Pone Univ. 1988)

Solution. The lift is shown in Fig. 3.3.
Weight raised during upward journey

= 5 + 1/2 - 2.5 = 3 tonne =3000 kg-wt
Distance travelled = 50 m
Work done during upward journey

4= 3000 x 50 =15 x 10 m-kg
Weight raised during downward journey

= 2.5 - 0.5 =2 tonne =2000 kg
Similarly, work done during downward journey-4= 2000 x 50 =10 x 10 m-kg.
Totalworkdoneper doublejourney

= 15 x 104+ 10 x 104=25 X 104 m-kg
Now, I, m-kg = 9.8 joules
.. Work done per double journey = 9.8 x 25 x 104J =245 X 104J

No. of double journey made per hour = 12
4 5

work done per hour = 12 x 245 x 10 =294 x 10 J
5 5

Energy drawn from supply = 294 x 10 /0.8 x 0.85 =432.3 xlO J
Now, 1 kWh = 36 X 105J
.. Energy consumption per hour = 432.3 x 105/36x 105=12 kWh

Example 3.24. An electric hoist makes 10 double journey per hour. In eachjourney, a load of
6 tonnes is raised to a height of 60 meters in 90 seconds. The hoist cage weights 1/2 tonne and has
a balance load of 3 tonnes. The efficiency of the hoist is 80 % and of the driving motor 88 %.
Calculate (a) electric energy absorbed per double journey (b) hourly energy consumption in kWh
(c) hp (British) rating of the motor required (d) cost of electric energy ifhoist.worksfor 4 hours/day
for 30 days. Costper kWh is50 paise. (Elect.Power - 1, Bangalore Univ. 1983)

cw

!..t~V 5t2

Fig. 3.3

..
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Wt. of cagewhenfully loaded = 61 tonne-wt.2

Force exerted on upward journey = 6! -3=3! tonne-wt.
1

= 3"2x 1000 = 3,500kg-wt.
I 1

= 3- - = 2 - tonnes-wt.= 2500kg-wt2 2
= 60m
= 3,500x 60 in-kg
= 2,500x 60 m-kg 4
= (3,500+ 2,5(0) x 60 = 36 x 10 m-kg
= 36 x 104x 9.81= 534x 104J

Overallll = 0.80x 0.88
.. Energyinputper doublejourney = 534x 104/0.8x 0.88=505x 104J
(a) Electric energy absorbed per double journey = 505x 104/36x 105= 1.402 kWh
(b) Hourly consumption = 1.402x 10= 14.02 kWh
(c) Before calculating the rating of the motor, maximum rate of working should be found. It is

seen that maximum rate of working is required in the upward journey.
4

Work done = 3,500x 60 x 9.81=206x 10 J
Time taken = 90 second

4

.: B.H.P of motor. = 902:.~ ~0746= 38.6(Britishh.p)
(d) Cost = 14.02 x (30 x 4) x 50/100 = Rs. 841.2

Example 3.25. A current of 80 Aflows for 1 hr. in a resistance across which there is a voltage
of 2 V. Detennine the velocity with which a weight of 1 tonne must move in order that its kinetic
energy shall be equal to the energy dissipated in the resistance.

(Elect. Engg. A.M.A.e. S.I. June 1989.)

Solution. Energy dissipated in the resistance = V It =2 x 80 x 3600 =576,000 J

A weight of one tonne represents a mass of one tonne i.e., 1000 kg. Its kinetic energy is =(1/2)
X 1000 x v2=500 v2 .

Solution.

Force exerted on downward journey

Distance moved
Work done during upward journey

Work done during downward journey
Work done during each double journey

.. 500 v2 = 576,000 :. v = ] 152 mls.

Tutorial Problems No. 3.1

1. A heater is required to give 900 caJ/min on a 100 V. d.c. circuit What length of wire is required for
this heater if its resistance is 3 {1per metre? · [53 metres]

2. A coil of resistance 100 {1 is immersed in a vessel containing 500 gram of water of 160C and is
connectedto a 220-Velectric.supply. Calculatethe timerequiredto boilawayall thewater(Ikcal=
4200 joules, latent heat of steam = 536 keallkg). [44 min 50 second]

3. A resistor, immerersed in oil, has 62.5 {1resistance and is connected to a 500-V d.c. supply. Calcu-
late
(a) the current taken
(b) the power in watts which expresses the rate of transfer of energy to the oil.
(c) the kilowatt-hours of energy taken into the oil in 48 minutes. [8A ; 4000 W ; 3.2 kWh]

4. An electric kettle is marked 500-W, 230 V and is found to take 15minutes to raise I kg of water from
150C to boiling point Calculate the percentage of energy which is employed in heating the water.

[79 per cent]
5. An aluminium kettle weighing 2 kg holds 21itres of water and its heater element consumes a power of

2 kW. If 40 percent of the heat supplied is wasted, find the time taken to bring the kettle of water to
boiling point from an initial temperature of 2O"C. (Specific heat of aluminium =0.2 and Joule's
equivalent =4200 Jlkcal.) [11.2 min]
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6. A small electrically heated drying oven has two independent heating elements each of 1000 il in its
heating unit. Switching is provided so that the oven telJ1peraturecan be altered by rearranging the
resistor connections. How many different heating positions can be obtained and what is the electrical
power drawn in each arrangement from a 200 V battery of negligible resistance ?

[Three, 40, 20 and 80 W]
7. Ten electric heaters, each taking 200 W were used to dry out on site an electric machine which had

been exposed to a water spray. They were used for 60 hours on a 240 V supply at a cost of twenty
paiselkWh. Calculate the values of following quantities involved :
(a) current (b) power in kW (c) energy in kWh (d) cost of energy.

[(a) 8.33 A (b) 2 kW (c) 120 kWh (d) Rs. 24]
8. An electric furnace smelts 1000 kg of tin per hour. If the furnace takes 50 kW of power from the

electric supply, calculate its efficiency, given : the smelting tempt. of tin = 235°C; latent heat of
fusion =13.31 kcaVkg; initial temperature = 150C; specific heat =0.056. Take J =4200 Jlkcal.

[59.8%] (Electrical Engg.-I. Delhi Univ. 1980)
9. Find the useful rating of a tin-smelting furnace in order to smalt 50 kg of tin per hour. Given:

Smelting temperature of tin = 235OC,Specificheatof tin= 0.055kcallkg-K.Latentheatof liquefaction
=13.31 kcalperkg. Take initial temperature of metal as 15OC.[1.5 kW] (F.r. Engg. Pune Univ. 1990)

OBJECTIVE TESTS- 3

q'ZI v'II P'OI q'6 q'S ~'L v'9 ~'S ~.t v'£ ~'Z q'I

SH3A\SNV

1. In the SI system of units, the unit of force is kWh. If heat losses are 25%, the total heat-
(a) kg-wt (b) newton ing energy required is - kWh.
(c) joule (d) N-m (0) 1500 (b) 1250

2. The basic unit of electric charge is (c) 1333 (d) 1000
(a) ampere-hour (b) watt-hour 8. One kWh of energy equals nearly
(c) coulomb (d) farad (0) 1000 W (b) 860 kcal

. 3. The SI unit of energy is (c) 4186 J (d) 735.5 W
(a) joule (b) kWh 9. One kWh of electric energy equals
(c) kcal (d) m-kg (a) 3600 J (b) 860 kcal

4. Two heating elements, each of 230- V, (c) 3600 W (d) 4186 J
3.5 kW rating are first joined in parallel and 10. A force of 10,000 N accelerates a body to a
then in series to heat same amount of water velOCity0.1 kmIs. This power developed is
through the same range of temperature. The -kW
ratio of the time taken in the two cases would (a) 1,00,000 (b) 36,000
be (c) 3600 (d) 1000
(0) I : 2 (b) 2: I 11. A 100 W light bulb bums on an average of
(c) I : 4 (d) 4: I 10 hours a day for one week. The weekly

5. If a 220 V heater is used on 110 V supply, consumption of energy will be - unitls
heat produced by it will be - as much. (a) 7 , (b) 70
(a) one-half (b) twice (c) 0.7 (d) 0.07
(c) one-fourth (d) four times (Principles of Elect. Engg. Delhi

6. For a given line voltage, four heating coils Vniv. July, 1984)
will produce maximum heat when connected 12. Two heaters, rated at 1000W, 250 volts each,
(a) all in parallel (b) all in series are connected in series across a 250 Volts 50

(c) with two parallel pairs in series Hz A.C. mains. The total power drawn from

(d) one pair in parallel with the other two the supply would be - watt.,
in series (0) 1000 (b) 500

7. The electric energy requird to raise the tem- (c) 250 (d) 2000
perature of a given amount of water is 1000 (Principles of Elect. Engg. Delhi

Vniv. July, 1984)



4 ELECTROSTATICS

4.1. Static Electricity

In the prceeding chapters, we concerned ourselves exclusively with electric current i.e. electric-
ity in motion. Now, we will discuss the behaviour of static electricity and the laws governing it. In
fact, electrostatics is that branch of science which deals with the phenomena associated with electric-
ity at rest.

It has been already discussed that generally an atom is electrically neutral i.e. in a normal atom
the aggregate of positive charge of protons is exactly equal to the aggregate of negative charge of the
electrons.

If, somehow, some electrons are removed from the atoms of a body, then it is left with a prepon-
derance of positive charge. It is then said to be positively-charged. If, on the other hand, some
electrons are added to it, negative charge out-balances the positive charge and the body is said to be
negatively charged.

In brief, we can say that positive electrification of a body results from a deficiency of the elec-
trons whereas negative electrification results from an excess of electrons.

The total deficiency or excess of electrons in a body is known as its charge.

4.2. Absolute and Relative Permittivity of a Medium

While discussing electrostatic phenomenon, a certain property of the medium called its permit-
tivity plays an important role. Every medium is supposed to possess two pennittivities :

(i) absolute pennittivity (E)and (ii) relative pennittivity (Er).
For measuring relative pennittivity, vacuum or free space is chosen as the reference medium._It

has an absolute permittivity of 8.854 x 10-12F/m

Absolutepennittivity Eo = 8.854X 10-12F/m
Relative pennittivity, Er = 1
Being a ratio of two similar quantities, Erhas no units.

Now, take any other medium. If its relative pennittivity, as compared to vacuum is Er'then its
absolute pennittivity is E = EoEr F/m

If, for example, relative pennittivity of mica is 5, then, its absolute pennittivity is

E = EoEr= 8.854X10-12x 5 = 44.27X 10-12F/m

4.3. Laws of Electrostatics

First Law. Like charges of electricityrepel each other, whereas unlike charges attract each other.
Second Law. According to this law, the force exerted between two point chages (i) is directly

proportional to the product of their strengths (;0 is inversely proportional to the square of the dis-
-tancebetween them.

This law is known as Coulomb's Law and can be expressed mathematically as :

F DC Q,Q2 or F =k QIQ2
d2 d2
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,
the force on Q2 due to QI and dl2 is the unit vector in direction from QI to Q2

~ QQ' QQ ~ ~

FI2 :: k ~ dz\ = k ~ d2\ where FI2 is the force on QI due to Q2 and d2\ is
dZt d2\

the umt vector in the direction from Q2 to Q\.
where k is the constant of proportionality, whose value depends on the system of units employed. In

. S.I. system, as well as M.K.S.A. system k =1I41t£.Hence, the above equation becomes.

F - Q\Q2 = Q,Qz- 4 1t£d2 41t£ E d2o r

If QI and Q2are in coulomb. d in metre and Ein farad/metre, then F is in newtons
I I 9 9'= ,') =8.9878x 10 =9 x 10 (approx.)

41t£o 41tx 8.854 x 10-
Hence, Coulomb's Law can be written as

F = 9 X 109 QIQ2_
E d2r

9 109 QIQ2 . . .= X -2 -10 aIr or vacuum ...(1)
d

If in Eq. (i) above QI = Q2 =Q (say), d =I metre; F =9 X 109 N
thenQ2 = I or Q =:i: I coulomb
Hence, one coulomb of charge may be defined as that charge (or quantity of electricity) whir:h

when placed in air (strictly vacuum) from an equal and similar charge repels it with a force of
9x 1(/ N.

Although coulomb is found to be a unit of convenient size in dealing with electric current, yet,
from the standpoint of electrostatics, it is an enormous unit. Hence, its submultiples like micro-
coulomb (JlC) and micro-microcoulomb (JlJlC)are generally used.

I JlC = 10-6C; I JlJlC =10-12C
It may be noted here that relative permittivity of air is one, of water 8], of paper between 2 and

3, of glass between 5 and 10 and of mica between 2.5 and 6.

Electrostatics

In vector form, the Cou]omb' s Jaw can be written as
where d is the unit vector i.e. a vector of un

J

.t lengthin the

F = Q.Q2 d ~

direction of distance d. i.e. d =did d2 where d is
=Q.Q2 J

d2
the vector notation for d, which is a scalar notation).

Therefore, explicit forms of this Jaw are :
~

k QIQ2 d
'

k QIQ2 ~d h
~.

F. = . --- 12 =-- \2 were F 21 IS
21 d2 d312 \2

and

Now
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Fig. 4.1

-in a medium

Example 4.1. Calculate the electrostaticforce of repulsion between two a-particles whell at a
distance of /0-13 m from each other. Charge of an a-particles is 3.2 x /0-12 C. If mass of each
particle is 6.68 x /0-27 N-m2Iki.

Solution. Here QI = Q2 =3.2 X 10-19C, d = 10-13m
-19 3 -19

9 ]0 9 3.2 x 10 x.2 x 10 _ -z
F = x X 13 2 - 9.2 x 10 N

(10- )
The force of gravitational attraction between the two particles is given by

_ G mlrnz = 6.67 x 10-11x (6.68 X10-27)2= 2.97 X 10-37 N
F - d2 (10-13)2
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Obviously. this force is negligible as compared to the electrostatic force between the two
particles.

Example 4.2. Calculate the distance of separation between two electrons (in vacuum)for which
the electricforce between them is equal to the gravitationforce on one of them at the earth sUlface.

mass of electron = 9.1 x 1r31 kg, charge of electron = 1.6 x 10-19C.
Solution. Gravitational force on one electron.

= mg newton =9.1 x 10-31x 9.81 N
Electrostatic force between the electrons

2 9 . -19 2

= 9 X 109 ~ =9 x 10 x (1.6 x 10 ) N
d2 d2

Equating the two forces. we have
9 x 109x 2.56 X 10-38 -31

2 = 9.1 x 10 x 9.81 :. d = 5.08 md

Example 4.3. (a) Three identical point charges, each Q coulombs, are placed at the vertices of
an equilateral triangle 10 cm apart. Calculate the force on each charge.

(b) Two charges Q coulomb each are placed at two .opposite corners of a square. What addi-
tional charge" q" placed at each of the other two corners will reduce the resultant electricforce on
each of the charges Q to zero ?

Solution. (a) The equilateral triangle with its three charges is shown in Fig. 4.2 (a). Consider
the charge Q respectively. These forces are equal to each other and each is

2

F = 9 X 109 Q 2 =9 X 1011Q2 newton0.1

D

M

A

(b)

Fig. 4.2

Since the angle between these two equal forces is 60". their resultant is

= 2 x Fx cos60°/2= 13F = 9 X 1011 X 13Q2 Newton

The force experienced by other charges is also the same.

(b) The various charges are shown in Fig. 4.2 (b). The force experienced by the charge Q at
point C due to the charge Q at point A acts along ACM and is

2
9 Q 9 2 2 .= 9 x 10 r;:; 2 =4.5 x 10 Q Id newton ...(/)

("2d)

where d is the side of the square in metres.

If the chrages q are negative. they will exert attractive forces on the charge Q at point C along
CB and CD respectively. Each force is .

9 Qq
= - 9 x 10 ~ newtond
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Since these two forces are at right angles to each other, their resultant is

= - J2x 9 X 109q~d

If net force on charge Q at point C is to be zero, then (l) must equal (ii),
. 2

4.5 X 109 Q 2 =- 9 X 109 J2 q~ :. q = - Q/2J2 coulombd d

Example 4.4. The small identical conducting spheres have charges of2.0 x 10-9C and - 0.5 x
/0-9 respectively. When they are placed 4 cm apart. what is the force between them ? If they are
brought into contact and then separated by 4 cm, what is theforce between them ?

(Electromagnetic Theory, A.M.LE. Sec B, 1990)

Solution. F = 9 X 10-9Q, Q/tf = 9 x 10-9X(- 0.5 X 10-9)/0.042=- 56.25X 10-7N. When two
identical spheres are brought into contact with each other and then separated, each gets half of the
total charge. Hence,

..

-9 -9 -9
Q, = Q2 =[2 x 10 + (- 0.5 x 10 )/2=0.75x 10 C

When they are separated by 4 cm,
F = 9 X 10-9 x (0.75 X 10-9)2/0.042 = 0.316 X 10-5 N

Example 4.5. Determine resultantforce on 3 I-'ccharge due to - 41-'Cand 10 nC charges. All
these three point charges are placed on the vertices of equilateral triangle ABC of side 50 cm.

[Bombay University, 2001]

Fig. 4.3 (b)

F = Q,Q2 = 3 X 10-6 10 X 10-9
2 41t£od2 4n x 8.854 x 10-'2 x 0.50 x 0.50

= 1.08x 10-3Newton,in the directionshown
Similarly, F) = 0.432 Newton, in the direction shown. .
Resultant of F) and F2 has to be found out.

Example 4.6. A capacitor is composed of 2 plates separated by a sheet of insulating material
3 mm thick and of relative primitivity 4. The distance between the plates is increased to allow the

insertion of a second sheet of 5 mm thick and of relative permitivity lOr'If the equivalent capacitance
is one third of the original capacitance. Find the value of £,.. [Bombay University, 2001]

£O£rA + 3
Solution. C) ---;r- = k(413), where k =eoAx 10

The composite capacitor [with one dielectric of lOr)=4 and other dielectric of £1'2as relative
perrnitivitybas a capacitance of C/3. Two capacitors are effectively in series. Let the second dielec-
tric contribute a capacitor of C2.

Fig. 4.3 (a)

Solution.

K. (419) = C,C2 = K. (4/3). C2
C) + C2 K. (4/3)+ C2

C2 = 2/3KThis gives
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(2/3) K = EOEr2A

5 X 10-3

= 10/3. K l/eo A x 10-3

= 10/3 eo A x 103 l/eo A x 10-3
= 10/3 =3.33

4.4. Electric Field

It is found that in the medium around a charge a force acts on a positive or negative charge when
placed in that medium. If the charge is sufficiently large, then it may create such a huge stress as to
cause the electrical rupture of the medium, followed by the passage of an arc discharge.

REPULSION

Fig. 4.4 (a) Fig. 4.4 (b)

The region in which the stress exists or in which electric forces act, is called an electric field or
electrostatic field.

The stres~is represented by imaginary lines of forces. The direction of the lines of force at any
point is the direction along which a unit positive charge placed at that point would move if free to do
so. It was suggested by Faraday that the electric field should be imagined to be divided in~otubes of
force containing a fixed number of lines of force. He assumed these tubes to the elastic and having
the property of contracting longitudinally the repelling laterally. With the help of these properties, it
becomes easy to explain (i) why unlike charges attract each other and try to come nearer to each
other and (ii) why like charges repel each other [Fig. 4.4 (a)].

However, it is more common to use the term lines of force. These lines are supposed to eman.ate
from a positive charge and end on a negative charge [Fig. 4.4 (b)]. These lines always leave or enter
a conducting surface normally.

4.5. Electrostatk Induction

It is found that when an uncharged body is brought near a charged body, it acquires some
charge. This phenomenon of an uncharged body getting charged merely by the nearness of a charged
body is known as induction. In Fig. 4.5, a positively-charged body A is brought close to a perfectly-
insulated uncharged body B. It is found that the end of B nearer to A gets negatively charged whereas
further end becomes positively charged. The negative and positive charges of B are known as
induced charges. The negative charge of B is called 'bound' charge because it must remain on B so
long as positive charge of A remains there. However, the positive charge on the farther end of B is
called free charge. In Fig. 4.6, the body B has been earthed by a wire. The positive charge flows to
earth leaving negative charge behind. If next Ajs removed, then this negative charge will also go to
earth, leaving B uncharged. It is found that :



Fig. 4.5
-

Fig. 4.6

4.6. Electric Flux and Faraday Tubes

Consider a small closed curve in an electric field (Fig. 4.7). If we draw lines of force through
each point of this closed curve, then we get a tube as shown in the figure. It is called the tube of the

electricflux. It may be defined as the region of space enclosed within
the tubular surface formed by drawing lines of force through every
point of a small closed curve in the electric field.

Since lines of force end on conductors, the two ends of a flux
tube will consist of small area ds1and dS2on the conductor surfaces.
If surface charge densities over these areas are oland - O2, then

charges at the two ends of the flux tube will be 01 ds I and - O2ds2.
These charges are assumed to be always equal but opposite to each
other. The strength of a flux tube is represented by the charge at its

Fig. 4.7 ends.

A unit tube offlux is one in which the end charge is one unit of charge.
In the S.I. system of units, one such tube of flux is supposed to start from a positive charge of

one coulomb and terminate on a negative charge of the same amount.

A unit tube offlux is known as Faraday tube. If the charge on a conductor iS::l:Q coulombs, then
the number of Faraday tubes starting or terminating on it also Q.

The number of Faraday tubes of flux passing through a surface in an electric field is called the
electricflux (or dielectric flux) through that surface. Electric flux is represented by the symbol "'.
Since electric flux is numerically equal to the charge, it is measured in coulombs.

Hence, '" = Q coulombs

Note. It mayalsobe notedthat 'tubesof flux' passingperunitareathrougha mediumarealsosupposed
to measurethe 'electricdisplacement'of that dielectricmedium. In that case, theyare'referredto as linesof
displacementand areequalto £ timesthe linesof force(Art.4.8). It is importantto differentiatebetweenthe
'tubesof flux' and 'linesof force' andto rememberthat if Q is thecharge,then

tubes of flux = Q and lines of force =Q/e

4.7. Field Strength or Field Intensity or Electric Intensity (E)

Electric intensity at any point within an electric field may be defined in either of the following
three ways :

(a) It is given by the force experienced by a unit positive charge placed at that point. Its
direction is the direction along which the force acts.

Obviously, the unit of E is newton/coulomb (N/C).

For example, if a charge of Q coulombs placed at a particular point P within an electric field
instances a force of F newton, then electric field at that point is given by

E = F/Q N/C
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(i) a positive charge induces a negative charge and vice-versa.

(ii) each of the induced charges is equal to the inducing charge.

++++++ - + ++++++

Q+ :( B ): ( A )+
+ +1 1+ + + - 1 I + + +1 1+ + +
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The value of E within the field due to a point charge can be found with help of Coulomb's laws.
Suppose it is required to find the electric field at a point A situated at a distance of d metres from a
charge of Q coulombs. Imagine a positive charge of one coulomb placed at that point (Fig. 4.8). The
force experienced by this charge is

A
E

IC

Fig. 4.8

or in vector notation,

-+ 9QA -+ -+
E (d) = 9 x 10 --r d where E (d) denotes E as a function of d

£rd

Q

]

= 2 N/C
4Jt £od in air

= 9 x 109JLN/C
d2

(b) Electric intensity at a point may be defined as equal to the lines of force passing normally
through a unit cross-section at that point. Suppose, there is a charge of Q coulombs. The number of
lines of force produced by it is QI£. If these lines fall normally on an area of A m2surrounding the
point, then electric intensity at that point is

QI£ Q
E = A= £A

Q/A = D
.!!...=~

Now -the flux density over the area

.. E = £ -in a medium

-in air

The unit of E is volt/metre.

(c) Electric intensityat any point in an electric field is equal to thepotential gradientat thatpoint.

In other words, E is equal to the rate of fall of potential in the direction of the lines of force.,
-dV

.. E=-;jX
Obviously, the unit of E is volt/metre.
It may be noted that E and D are vector quantities having magnitude and direction.

:. In vectornotation,

Example 4.7. Point charges in air are.located as follows:

+ 5x 10-8C at (0, 0) metres, + 4 x 10-8C at (3, 0) metresand-6x 10-8C at (0, 4) metres. Find
electricfield intensity at (3, 4) metres.

Solution. Electric intensity at point D (3, 4) due to positive charge at point A is

E1=9 X 109Q/~ = 9 X 109X5 X 10-8/52= 18 Vim
As shown in Fig. 4.9, it acts along AD.

Qxl
A-+
dPA

Q X I F = d22 N or 4 Jt £O£rPA
F =

4 Jt £O£rd _
Qx I N/CE = 2

.in a medium

..
4 Jt £O£rdPA
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Similarly,electricintensityatpointD duetopositivechargeat y
point B is E2 =9 X 109 X 4 X 10-8/42 =22.5 VIm. It acts along BD.

EI =9 X 109 X 6 X 10-8/32 =60 VIm. It acts along DC. -6x I08C
The resultant intensity may be found by resolving El' E2 IC

and E3 into their X-and Y-components. Now, tan 9 = 4/3;
9 = 53°8'.

X-component = EI COS9 - E2= 18 cos 53°8' - 60
= - 49.2

Y-component= EI sin 9 + E2= 18sin 53°8'+ 22.5= 36.9 ~9
E = ~(-49.2)2 + 36.92= 61.5 VIm. (0,0)IA -8

+5xto C
It acts along DE such that tan cp= 36.9/49.2 = 0.75.

Hence cp=36.9°. Fig.4.9
Example4.8. An electronhasa velocityof 1.5X 107m/s at right angles to the uniform electric

field between two parallel deflecting plates of a cathode-ray tube. If the plates are 2.5 cm long and
spaced 0.9 cm apart and p.d. between the plates is 75 V, calculate howfar the electron is deflected
sideways during its movement through the electricfield. Assume elecronic charge to be 1.6 x 10-19
coulomb and electronic mass to be 9.1 x 10-31kg.

Solution. The movement of the electron through the electric field is shown in Fig. 4.10. Elec-
tric intensity between the plates is E =dV/dx = 75/0.009 =8,333 VIm.

Force on the electron is F = QE =8,333 x 1.6 x 10-19= 1.33 X 10-15 N.

r ELECTRON PATH Since the deflection ~is small as compared to7~ the length of the plates, time taken by the electron
to travel through the electric field is
= 0.025/1.5 X 107= 1.667 X 10-9s

Now, force =.mass x acceleration
.. Transverse acceleration is

_ 1.33 X10-15 =I 44 X 1015 mls2
- 9.1X 10-31 .

Final transverse velocity of the electron =accelera-

..
B-x-8

+4x10 C

Fig. 4.10
tion x time

4.8.

= 1.44 X 10-15 x 1.667 X 10-9= 2.4 X 106 mls

sidewaysor transversemovementof the electronis
x = (averagevelocity)x time

= .1 x 2.4 X 106x 1.667 xlO-9 =2 mm (approx.)*
2

Electric Flux Density or Electric Displacement

It is given by the normal flux per unit area.
If a flux of 'P coulombs passes normally through an area of A m2, then flux density is

'P 2D = -C/m
A

..

* The above result could be found by using the general formula

1(~)(J)(~tmetres
x

where elm
V
I

ratio of the charge and mass of the electron
p.d. between plates in volts; d =separation of the plates in metres
length of the plates in metres; v =axial velocity of the electron in mls.
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It is related to electric field intensity by the relation

D = EoE,E ...in a medium

= EoE ...in free space
In other words, the product of electric intensity E at any point within a dielectric medium and

the absolute permittivity E (=Eo,E,) at the same point is called the displacement at that point.
Like electric intensity E, electric displacement D* is also a vector quantity (see 4.7) whose

direction at every point is the same as that of E but whose magnitude is EoE, times E. As E is
represented by lines of force, similarly D may also be represented by lines called lines of electric
displacement. The tangent to these lines at any point gives the direction of D at that point and the
number of lines per unit area perpendicular to their direction is numerically equal to the electric
displacement at that point. Hence, the number of lines of electric displacement per unit area (D) is
Eo,E, times the number of lines of force per unit area at that point.

It should be noted that whereas the value of E depends on the permittivity of the surrounding
medium, that of D is independent of it.

One useful property of D is that its surface integral over any closed surface equals the enclosed
charge (Art. 4.9).

Let us find the value of D at a point distant r metres from a point charge of Q coulombs. Imag-
ine a sphere of radius r metres surrounding me charge. Total flux =Q coulombs and it falls normally
on a surface area of 4 1t,z metres. Hence, electric flux density.

o = ~ =~ coulomb/metre2or D=~r =r (in vector notation)41tr 41tr 41tr

4.9. Gauss** Law

Consider a point charge Q lying at the centre of a sphere of redius r which surrounds it com-
pletely [Fig. 4.11 (a)]. The total number of tubes of flux originating from the charge is Q (but
number of lines of force is Q/Eo)and are normal to the surface of the sphere. The electric field E
which equals Q/4 1tEor2 is also normal to the surface. As said earlier, total number of lines of force
passing perpendicularly through the whole surface of the sphere is

Q 2 Q= Ex Area = - x41tr =-
41tEor2 Eo

(a)

Fig. 4.11

Now, suppose we draw another sphere surrounding the charge [Fig. 4.11 (b)] but whose centre
does not lie at the charge but elsewhere. In this case also, the number of tubes of flux emanating

A more general definition of displacement D is that D =Eo Er E + f where P is the polarisation of th<f
dielectric and is equal to the dipole moment per unit volume.

** After the German mathematician and astronomer Karel Freidrich Gauss (\777-1855).

*
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from the charge is Q and lines of force is Q.£othough they are not normal to the surface. These can,
however, be split up into cos e components and sin e components. If we add up sin e components all
over the surface, they will be equal to zero. But if add up cos e components over the whole surface
of the sphere, the normal flux will again come out to be Q (or lines offorce will come out to be Q/£o)'
Hence, it shows that irrespective of where the charge Q is placed within a closed surface completely
surrounding it, the total normal flux is Q and the total number of lines of force passing out normally
is Q/£o'

In fact, as shown in Fig. 4.12, if there are placed charges of value QI' Q2' - Q3 inside a closed
surface, the total i.e. net charge enclosed by the surface is (Ql + Q2 - Q3)/£0 through the closed
surface.

This is the meaning of Gauss's law which may be stated thus: the surface integral of the normal
component of the electric intensity E over a closed surface is equal to 1/£0times the total charge
inside it.

Mathematically, ~ Ends =Q/€o (where the circle on the integral sing indicates that the surface
of integration is a closed surface).

or ~£n£o ds = Q, i.e. ~Dn ds =Q [:. Dn= £oEn]

or ~£o Ecoseds = Q, i.e. ~DCoseds=Q

or ~£o Edscose = Q, i.e.., ~Ddscose=Q

when E and D are not normal to the surface but make an angle e with the normal (perpendicular)
to the surface as shown in Fig. 4.13.

Proof. In Fig. 4.13, let a surface S completely surround a quantity of electricity or charge Q.
Consider a small surface area ds subtending a small solid angle dro at point charge Q. The field

intensity at ds is E = Q ~ where d is the distance between Q and ds.
4 1t£0 d

J. -+ -+ J.-+ -+
In vectorrotation, 'f £0E. ds = Q i.£.'f D ds = Q = Jv pdv (wherep is the volumedensityof

charge in the volume enclosed by closed surface S).
J.-+-+ -

Thus 'f s D. ds = Jv P dv is the vector statement of Gauss Law and its alternative statement is V D = P
1 1

E

Fig. 4.12

The normal component of the intensity En = E cos e

Fig. 4.13

*
This results from the application of the Divergence theorem, also called the Gauss' Theorem, viz.,- --
~s V Dd'U =~D. d s where vector operator called 'del' is defined as

,.., 0- 0- 0-
v=-x+-y+-z

ox oy oz



.. No. of lines of force passing nonnally through the area ds is

= En.ds= E ds cos e = E. ds in vector notation

Now ds cos e = ds' :. E.ds'= Q ~ .ds'

41tEo d

Now ds'/tf = dro

Hence, the number of lines of force passing nonnally is = 4
Q dro
1tEo

Total number of lines of force over the whole surface

= --.iLl dro=-.SL X41t=~
41tEo s 41tEo Eo

where sign § denotes integration around the whole of the closed surface i.e. surface integral.
If the surface passes through a material medium, then the above law can be generalized to

include the following :
the surface integral of the normal component of D over a closed surface equals the free charge

enclosed by the surface.

As before D = Q 2' The normal component Dn =D cos e= 4 ~2 Xcos e41tEd
Hence, the nonnal electric flux from area ds is

d'll = D xds=~.cose.ds=-.L.ds'
n 4 1td2 4 1td2

d \II = JL
(

ds'
)

=JL dro
T 41t d2 41t

'II = JJL.dro =lL Jdro=~ x 41t =Q
41t 41t 41t

which proves the statement made above.
Hence, we may state Gauss's law in two slightly different ways.

~3 En . ds = ~3 E . cos e .ds= Q / Eo or Eo ~3 En . ds =Q

and ~3 Dn . ds = ~3 Dn . ds =Q

(vector statement is given above)

4.10. The Equations of Poisson and Laplace

These equations are useful in the solution of many problems concerning electrostatics espe-
cially the problem of space charge present in an electronic valve. The two efluations can be derived
by applying Gauss's theorem. Consider the electric field
set up between two charged plates P and Q [Fig. 4.14 P
(a)]. Supposethere is someelectriccharge presentin +

thespacebetweenthe twoplates. It is, generally,known +

as the space charge. Let the space charge density be p
coulomb/metre3. It will be assumed that the space charge +

densityvariesfromone pointof spacethe anotherbut is +
unifonn throughout any thin layer taken parallel to the
plats P and Q. If X-axis is taken perpendicular to the +

plates, then p is assumed to depend on the value of x. It
will be seen from Fig. 4.14 (a) that the value of electric
intensity E increase with x because of the space charge.

190

..

or ..

(a)

Fig. 4.14

* Such a space charge exists in the space between the cathode and anode of a vacuum tube.
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Now, consider a thin volume element of cross-section A and thickness ~ x as shown in
Fig. 4.14 (b). The values of electric intensity at the two opposite faces of this element are E and (E
+ ~ E). If dE/dx represents the rate of increase of electric intensity with distance, then

aE aE
~ E = -::;- x ~ x :. E + ~ E = E + -::;- x ~ XDX oX

The surface integral of electric intensity over the right-hand face of this element is

. =(E+~~.~X)A
The surface integral over the left-hand face of the element is =- E x A
The negative sign represents the fact that E is directed inwards over this face.
The surface integral over the entire surface, i.e., the closed surface of the element is

= (E + ~ ~ . ~ x )A - E x A = A . ~ x. ~ ~. From symmetry it is evident that along with y and
z there is no field.

Now, according to Gauss's theorem (Art. 4.9), the surface integral of electric intensity over a
closed surface is equal to 1/£0time the charge within that surface.

Volume of the element, dV =A x ~ x; charge =p A . ~ x
aE 1 aE_p

.. A . ~ x. -::;- = pA. & . - or ~ --
oX £0 oX £0

Now E = _ av :. a E =~ (_ dV )=_ a2 ~ :. a2 ~ =_2-ax ax ax dx .ax ax £0

It is known as Poisson's equation in one dimension where potential varies with x.

Wh V
.. .

th d th a2 V a2 V a2 V n ~2 . .
en vanes WI x, y an z, en -z + ~ + ~ = L = v V m vector notatIon.

ax ay az £0
If, as a specialcase,wherespacechargedensityis zero,thenobviously,

a2 Via x2 = 0

I I h a2 V a2 V a2 V
0 ~2 V O

. .
h ~2 .

n genera, we ave ~ + ~ + ~ = or v = m vectornotatIonwere v ISax ay az
defined (in cartesian co-ordinates) as the operation

2 a2 V a2 V a2 VV - -+-+-
- ax2 a l a l

It is known as Laplace's equation.

4.11. Electric Potential and Energy

We know that a body raised above the ground level has a certain amount of mechanical poten-
tial energy which, by definition, is given by the amount of work done in raising it to that height If,
for example, a body of 5 kg is raised against gravity through 10m, then the potential energy of the
body is 5 x 10 =50 m-kg. wt =50 x 9.8 =490 joules. The body falls because there is attraction due
to gravity and always proceeds from a place of higher potential energy to one of lower potential
energy. So, we speak of gravitational potential energy or briefly 'potential' at different points in the
earth's gravitational field.

Now, consider an electric field. Imagine an isolated positive charge Q placed in air (Fig. 4.15).
Like earth's gravitational field, it has its own electrostatic field which theoretically extends upto

Q infinity. If the charge X is very far away from Q, say, at

EB A CH1£GE infinity, then force on it is practically zero. As X is broughtI · + nearer to Q, a force of repulsion acts on it (as similar charges
x repel each other), hence work or energy is required to bring

Fig. 4.15 it to a point like A in the electric field. Hence, when at
point A, charge X has some amount of electric potential
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energy. Similar other points in the field will also have some potential energy. In the gravitational
field, usually 'sea level' is chosen as the place of 'zero' potential. In electric field infinity is chosen
as the theoretical place of 'zero' potential although, in practice, earth is chosen as 'zero' potential,
because earth is such a large conductor that its potential remains practically constant although it
keeps on losing and gaining electric charge every day.

4.12. Potential and Potential Difference

As explained above, the force acting on a charge at infinity is zero, hence 'infinity' is chosen as
the theoretical place of zero electric potential. Therefore, potential at any point in an electric field
may be defined as

numerically equal to the work done in bringing a positive charge of one coulombfrom infinity
to that point against the electric field.

The unit of this potential will depend on the unit of charge taken and the work done.
If, in shifting one coulomb from infinity to a certain point in the electric field, the work done is

one joule, then potential of that ponit is one volt.
Obviously, potential is work per unit charge,

I joule.. I volt =
I 1 bcou om

Similarly, potential difference (p.d.) of one volt exists between two points if one joule of work
is done in shifting a charge of one coulomb from one point to the other.

4.13. Potential at a Point

Consider a positive point charge of Q coulombs placed in air. At a point x metres from it, the
force on one coulomb positive charge is Q/41tEoi (Fig. 4.16). Suppose, this one coulomb charge is
moved towards Q through a small distance dx. Then, work done is Q

Q
dW = ~x(-dx)

41tEor l:= d ---I
The negative sign is taken because dx is considered along the x

negative direction of x. Fig. 4.16
The total work done in bringing this coulomb of positive charge from infinity to any point D

which is d metres from Q is given by
x=d

W = - f Q. ~ =- ~- Jd !if
41tE x 41tEo ~ xx=oo 0

Q : lid Q
[

I (
I

)]
'Q .

= - 41tEo!- ~I~ = - 41reo -'J - - ~ = 41tEod Joules

By definition,this workin joules in numericallyequalto the potentialof thatpointin volts.

.. .V = 4:;' d =9X 109 .~volt -in airo

and V = 4 Q d =9 X 109 Qd
volt

1tEOEr Er

We find that as d increases, V decreases till it becomes zero at infinity.

D B A

-in medium

4.14. Potential of a Charged Conducting Sphere

The above formula V =Q/41tEoErd applies only to a charge concentrated at a point. The prob-
lem of finding potential at a point outside a charged sphere sounds difficult, because the charge on
the sphere is distributed over its entire surface and so, is not concentrated at a point. But the problem



is easilysolvedby nothing that the lines of force of a charged sphere,
like A in by noting that the lines of force of a charged sphere, like
A in Fig. 4.17 spread out nonnally from its surface. If produced
backwards, they meet at the centre of A. Hence for finding the
potentials at points outside the sphere, we can imagine the charge
on the sphere as concentrated at its centre O. If r is the radius of
sphere in metres and Q its charge in coulomb then, potential of its
surface is Q/41tEor volt and electric intensity is Q/41tfo? At any
other ponit 'd' metres from the centre of the sphere, the corre-
sponding values are Q/41tEod and Q/41tfocf respectively with d>
r as shown in Fig. 4.18 though its starting points is coincident with
that of r. The variations of the potential and electric intensity with
distance for a charged sphere are shown in Fig. 4.18.

4.15. Equipotential Surfaces

An equipotential surface is a surface in an electric field such that all points on it are at the same
potential. For example, different spherical surfaces around a charged sphere are equipotential surfaces.

+ + One important property of an equipotential surface is that the

ca
Q+ direction of the electric field strength and flux density is always at

right angleSto the surface. Also, electric flux emerges out nonnal
+ r2:-- + to such a surface. If, it is not so, then there would be some
+ I I component of E along the surface resulting in potential difference

+ ~ '1-1 between various points lying on it which is contrary to the
+ I definition of an equipotential surface.

--L:V
4 7tEor
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EQUIPOTENTIAL
SURFACE

Fig. 4.17

I
I
I
I
1
I
I

E I
L__~~I ~I ~
I ~-~ 47tEOd2
I U

~15 II ~_ I
-DISTANCE

Fig. 4.18 Fig. 4.19

4.16. Potential and Electric Intensity Inside a Conducting Sphere

It has been experimentally found that when charge is given to a conducting body say, a sphere
then it resides entirely on its outer surface i.e., within a conducting body whether hollow or solid, the
charge is zero. Hence, (I) flux is zero (ii) field intensity is zero (iil) all points within the conductor
are at the same potential as at its surface (Fig. 4.19).

Example 4.9. Three concentric spheres of radii 4, 6 and 8 cm have charges of + 8, - 6 and +
4 JlJlCrespectively. What are the potentials and field strengths at points, 2, 5, 7 and 10 cmfrom the
centre.

Solution. As shown in Fig. 4.20, let the three spheres be marked A, B and C. It should be
remembered that (I) the field intensity outside a sphere is the same as that obtained by considering
the charge at its centre (ii) insidce the sphere, the field strength is zero (iii) potential anywhere inside
a sphere is the same as at its surface.



(;) Consider point 'a' at a distance of 2 cm from the centre O. Since it is inside all the spheres,
field strength at this point is zero.

Potential at 'a'

= ~ ~=9XI09 ~ Q
~4REod ~d

(8

0-12 6 0-12 4 0-1'

)
= 9 X 109 ~~ _ x 1 + x 1 - =1.35V

0.04 0.06 0.08

(ii) Since point 'b' is outside sphere A but inside B and C.

. . Electrical field = Q? =9 x 109 Q N/C
4RE d- do

8 X 10-12= 9 x 109X- -- =28.8 N/C
0.052

'h' = 9 x 109x
(

_8~ IO-I~ _ 6 X 10-12 + 4 x 10-12
)
=0.99 V

0.05 0.06 0.08

(iii) The field strength at point 'c' distant 7 cm from centre 0

9

[

8 X 10-12 6 X 10-12

]
= 9 x 10 x - =3.67 N/C

0.072 0.072

. , . 9

[

8 X 10-12 6 X 10-12 4 X 10-12

]
PotentIal at c = 9 x 10 x -- -- - - - + - -.- =0.71 V

0.07 0.07 0.08

(iv) Field strength at 'd' distant 10 cm from point 0 is

[8

0-1' 6 0-12 4 0-12

]
= 9xlO9x xl - _ x~+ _xl__ =5.4N/C

O.e 0.12 0.12

[

8 X 10-12 6 X 10-12 4 X 10-12

]
Potential at 'd' = 9 x 109X -- __on --- + =0.54 V

QI QI QI

Example 4.10. Two positive point charges of 12 x 10-10C and and 8 x 10-10C are placed
10 cm apart. Find the work done in bringing the two charges 4 cm closer.

Solution. Suppose the 12 x 10-10C charge to be fixed. Now, the potential of a point 10 em
12 x 10-10

from this charge = 9 x 109 0 =108 V.1
The potential of a point distant 6 em from it

2 0-10
= 9 X 109 X I x I - = 180 V

0.06
.. potentialdifference = 180- 108=72 V
Work done = chargex p.d.=8 x 10-10X72 =5.76 X 10-8 joule

Example 4.11. A point charge of 10-9 C is placed at a point A infree space. Calculate.-
(i) the intensity of electrostaticfield on the suiface of sphere of radius 5 cm and centre A.

(ii) the difference of potential between two points 20 cm and 10 cm awayfrom the charge at A.
(Elements of Elect.-I, Banglore Univ. 1987)

E = Q/4REo / = 1O-9/47t x 8.854 X 10-12 x (5 X 10-2)2 =3,595 VIm

= Q/4REod = 1O-9/47t x 8.854 X 10-12 x 0.2 =45 V
= 1O-9/47tx 8.854 X 10-12x 0.1 =90 V

= 90 - 45 =45 V

194

Potential at

Solution. (i)

(ii) Potential of first point

Potential of second point
:. p.d. between two points

Electrical Technology
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Fig.4.20
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4.17. Potential Gradient

It is defined as the rate of change of potential with distance in the direction of electric force
dV
dx

Its unit is volt/metre although volt/cm is generally used in practice. Suppose in an electric field
of strength E, there are two points dx metre apart. The p.d. between them is

dV = E. (- dx) = - E . dx :. E = - ~~ ...(i)

The -ve sign indicates that the electric field is directed outward, while the potential increases
inward.

Hence, it means that electric intensity at a point is equal to the negative potential gradient at
that point.

i.e.

4.18. Breakdown Voltage and Dielectric Strength

An insulator or dielectric is a substance within which there are no mobile electrons necessary
for electric conduction. However, when the voltage applied to such an insulator exceeds a certain
value, then it breaks down and allows a heavy electric current (much larger than the usual leakage
current) to flow through it. If the insulator is a solid medium, it gets punctured or cracked.

The disruptive or breakdown voltage of an insulator is the minimum voltage required to break it
down.*

Dielectric strength of an insulator or dielectric medium is given by the maximum potential
difference which a unit thickness of the medium can withstand without breaking down.

In other words, the dielectric strength is given by the potential gradient necessary to cause
breakdown of an insulator. Its unit is volt/metre (Vim) although it is usually expressed in kV/mm.

For example, when we say that the dielectric strength of air is 3 kVlmm, then it means that the
maximum p.d. which one mm thickness of air can withstand across it without breaking down is 3 kV
or 3000 volts. If the p.d. exceeds this value, then air insulation breaks down allowing large ~le~tric
current to pass through.

Dielectric strength of various insulating materials is very important factor in the design of high-
voltage generators, motors and transfonners. Its value depends on the thickness of the insulator,
temperature, moisture, content, shape and several other factors.

For exanlple doubling the thickness of insulation does not double the safe working voltage in a
machine.**

Note. It is obvious that the electric intensity E, potential gradient and dielectric strength are dimensionally
equal.

4.19. Safety Factor of a Dielectric

It is given by the ratio of the dielectric strength of the insulator and the electric field intensity
established in it. If we represent the dielectric strength by Ebdand the actual field intensity by E, then
safety factor k = EbdIE

For example, for air Ebd=3 X 106Vim. If we establisha field intemityof 3 x 105Vimin it,
then, k =3 x 106/3 X 105= 10.

* Flashover is the disruptive discharge which taken places over the surface of an insulator and occurs when
the air surrounding it breaks down. Disruptive conduction is luminous.

** The relation between the breakdown voltage V and the thickness of the dielectric is given approximately
by the relation V =At~1l

where A is a constant depending on the nature of the medium and also on the thickness t. The above
statement is known as Baur's law.
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4.20. Boundary Conditions

There are discontinuities in electric fields at the boundaries between conductors and dielectrics
of different perrnittivities. The relationships existing between the electric field strengths and flux
densities at the boundary are called the boundary conditions.

With reference to Fig. 4.21, first boundary conditions is that the nonnal component of flux
density is continuous across a surface.

As shown, the electric flux approaches the boundary BB at
an angle 91 and leaves it at 92, DIn and D2n are the nonnal
components of DI and D2. According to first boundary condi-
tion, DIn = D2n ...(i)

The second boundary condition is that the tangential field

strength is continuous across the boundary I
. . Ell = E21 ...(ii)

B

Q
Dtn-

Since and ..

This gives the law of electric flux refraction at a boundary.

It is seen that if EI> £Z, 91> 92,
TABLE NO. 4.1

Dielectric Constant and Strength
(*indicates average value)

In Fig. 4.21, we see that

DIn = DI cos 91 and D2n = D2cos 92
Also EI = D/EI and Ell = DI sin 9/EI IB
Similarly, E2 = Dz/E2 and E21 = D2 sin 91/£Z Fig. 4.21

qn = D2n E2.. and-= -
Ell tan 91 E21 tan 92

Insulating material Dielectric constant or relative Dielectric Strength in
permittivity (e,) kV/mm

Air 1.0006 3.2
Asbestos* 2 2
Bakelite' 5 15

Epoxy 3.3 20
Glass 5-12 12-100
Marble* 7 2.

20-200Mica 4-8
Micanite 4-5-6 25-35
Mineral Oil 2.2 10

Mylar 3 400

Nylon 4.1 16

Paper 1.8-2.6 18
Paraffin wax 1.7-2.3 30

Polyethylene 2.3 40

Polyurethane 3.6 35
Porcelain 5-6.7 15
PVC 3.7 50
Quartz 4.5-4.7 8
Rubber 2.5-4 12-20
Teflon 2 20
Vacuum 1 infinity
Wood 2.5-7 ---
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Example 4.12. Find the radius of an isolated sphere capable of being charged to 1 million volt
potential before sparking into the air. given that breakdown voltage of air is 30.000 V/cm.

Solution. Let r metres be the radius of the spheres, then

V = ~ =106 V
41tEor

Breakdown voltage . = 30,000 Vlcm =3 x 106VIm
Since electric intensity equals breakdown voltage

Q 6
.. E = ~=3xlO VIm

41tEor

Dividing (i) by (ii), we get r = 1/3 = 0.33 metre
Example 4.13. A parallel plate capacitor having waxes paper as the insulator has a capaci-

tance of 3800 pF. operating voltage of 600 V and safety factor of 2.5. The waxed paper has a
relative permittivity of 4.3 and breakdown voltage of 15 x ](/ Vim. Find the spacing d between the
two plates of the capacitor and the plate area.

Solution. Breakdown voltage Vbd=operating voltage x safety factor =600 x 2.5 = 1500 V
6 -4

Vbd=dxEbd or d = 1500/15x 10 = 10 m=O.1 mm

C= EoErAid or . A = CdIEoEr=3800X10-9x 10-4/8.854X 10-12x 4.3 :: 0.01 m2

Example 4.14. Two brass plates are arranged horizontally. one 2 cm above the other and the
lower plate is earthed. The plates are charged to a difference of potential of 6,000 volts. A drop of
oil with an electric charge of 1.6 x 10,19C is in equilibrium between theplates so that it neither rises
norfalls. What is the mass of the drop ?

Solution. The electric intensity is equal to the potential gradient between the plates.
5

g = 6,000/2 =3,000 volt/em =3 x 10 VIm
E = 3 X 105VIm or NIC

force on drop = Ex Q =3 X 105 x 1.6 X 10-19 =4.8 X 10-14 N
Wt. of drop = mg newton

m x 9.81 = 4.8 x 10-14 :. m=4.89x 10-15kg

...(i)

...(ii)

..

..

..
Example 4.15. A parallel-plate capacitor has plates 0.15 mm apart and dielectric with relative

permittivity of 3. Find the electricfield intensity and the voltag~betw.eenplates if the surface charge

is 5 x 1O-4IlC/cm2. (Electrical Engineering, Calcutta Univ. 1988)

Solution. The electric intensity between the plates is
D -4 2 -6 2

E = - volt/metre; Now, C1=5 x 10 1.1Clem =5 x 10 Clm
EOEr .

Since,chargedensityequalsflux density
D 5 x 10-6

E = - = 12 =188,000 VIm = 188 kV/mEOEr 8.854x 10- x 3

Now potential difference V = Ex dx =188,000 x (0.15 x 10-3)=2.82 V

Example 4.16. A parallel-plate capacitor consists of two square metal plates 500 mm on a side
separated by 10 mm. A slab of Teflon (Er =2.0) 6 mm thick is placed on the lower plate leaving an
air gap 4 mm thick between it and the upper plate. If 100 V is applied across the capacitor, find the

electricfield (Eo) in the air. electricfield Erin Teflon.flux density Da in air. flux density Drin Teflon
and potential difference Vracross Teflon slab. (Circuit and Field Theory, A.M.I.E. See B, 1995)

S
. C EoA. 8.854 x 10-12x (0.5)2 3 16 10-10 Foluhon. = = -. x

(dll Eel + d21 Er2) (6 X 10-312) + (4 x 10-3/1)

..
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Q = CV =3.16 X 10-10x 100=31.6 X 10-9 C

D = Q/A =31.6 x 10-9/(0.5)2 = 1.265 X 10-7 C/m2

The charge or flux density will be the same in both media i.e. Da=DI =D

In air, Eo = D/Eo=1.265x 10-7/8.854x 10-12=14,280Vim

In Teflon, EI = D/EoEr= 14,280/2 = 7,140 Vim

VI = Elxdl=7,I40x6xlO-3=42.8V

Example 4.17. Calculate the dielectric flux in micro-coulombs between two parallel plates
each 35 em square with an air gap of 1.5 mmm between them. the p.d. being 3.000 V. A sheet
of insulating material 1 mm thick is inserted between the plates. the permittivity of the insulat-
ing material being 6. Find out the potential gradient in the insulating material and also in air
if the voltage across the plates is raised to 7.500 V. (Elect. Engg.-I, Nagpur Univ. 1993)

Solution. The capacitance of the two parallel plates is

C = EoErAid Now, Er= 1 -for air
A = 35 x 35 x 10-4= 1,225 X 10-4m2;d = 1.5 X 10-2m

-12 0-4

.. C = 8.854x 10 x 1,~25x 1 F = 7.22 X10-16F1.5x 10-'

Charge Q = CV =7.22 X 10-10 x 3,000 coulomb

Dielectric flux =7.22 x 3,000 x 10-10C
-6= 2.166 x 10 C =2.166 JlC

With reference to Fig. 4.23, we have

VI = EI XI= 0.5 X 10-3EI ; V2= 10-3E2

Now V = VI+ V2

.. 7,500 = 0.5 x 10-3EI + 10-3E2

or EI+2E2= 15xlO6 ...(i)

Also D = EoErlEI = EoEr2E2 :. EI = 6 E2 ...(ii)

From (i) and (ii), we obtain EI =11.25X 106Vim; E2 =1.875X 106 Vim

Example 4.18. An electric field in a medium with relative permittivity of 7 passes into a
medium of relative permittivity 2. If E makes an angle of 60° with the normal to the boundary
in the first dielectric. what angle does the field make with the normal in the second dielectric?

(Elect. Engg. Nagpur Univ. 1991)
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0.5
~~lmm --j

AIR

7,500 V

Fig. 4.22

Solution. As seen from Art. 4.19.

tan a E tan 60° 7 r;;-
al = _L or - _a - = u :. tan a2= ,,3 x 2/7 = 4.95 or a2= 26°20'

tan 2 E2 tan 2 2

Example 4.19. Two parallel sheets of glass having a uniform air gap between their inner
surfaces are sealed around their edges (Fig. 4.23). They are immersed in oil having a relative

permittivity of6 and are mounted vertically. The glass has a relative permittivity of 3. Calculate the
values of electric field strength in the glass and the air when that in the oil is 1.2 kV/m. Thefield
enters the glass at 60° to the horizontal.

Solution. Using the law of electric flux refraction, we get (Fig. 4.23).

tan aitan al = EiE) =Eo EdEo Er! = (EriEr!)
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.. (6/3) tan 60°
= 2 x 1.732 = 3.464;

73.9°82 =
Similarly

tan 83 = (£r/£r2)tan 82= (1/6) tan 73.9°
= 0.577;:. 83= 30°

As shown in Art. 4.20.

D'n = D211or D, cos 81= D2cos 82
.. D2 = D] x cos 8/cos 82 or £0£r2E2

= £0£r' E, x cos 8/cos 82

:. 6 E2 = 3 x 1.2X103x cos600/cos73.9°
.. E2 = 1082VIm
Now, £0 £r3E3 cos 83 = £0 £r2E2 cos 82

.. E3 = E2 (£rl£r3) X (cos 8/cos 83)

= 1082 (611) (cos 73.9°/cos 30°) = 1J179VIm

Tutorial Problems No. 4.1
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<2>

CD 101 "I I CD

Fig. 4.23

1. Two parallel metal plates of large area are spaced at a distance of 1 em from cal:h other in air and a
p.d. of 5,000 V is maintained between them. If a sheet of glass 0.5 em thick ~d having a relative
pennittivity of 6 is introduced between the plates, what will be the maximum electric stress and where
will it occur? [8.57 kV/cm; in air]

2. A capacitor, fonned by two parallel plates of large area, spaced 2 em apart in air, is connected to a
10,000 V d.c. supply. Calculate the electric stress in the air when a flat sheet of glass of thickness 1.5
em and relative permittivity 7 is introduced between the plates. [1.4 x 108VIm)

3. A capacitor is made up of two parallel circular metal discs separated by three layers of dielectric of
equal thickness but having relative pennittivities of 3, 4 and 5 respectively. The diameter of each
disc is 25.4 em and the distance between them is 6 em. Calculate the potential gradient in eal:h
dielectric '.vhen a p.d. of 1,500 V is.applied between the discs. [319.2; 239.4; 191.5 kV/m]

4. A capacitor, fonned by two parallel plates of large area, spaced 2 em apart in air, is connected to a
10,000 V d.c. supply. Calculate the electric stress in the air when a flat sheet of glass of thickness n.5
em and relative pennittivity 5 is introduced between the plates. [0.625 x 104VIm]

5. The capacitance of a capacitor fonned by two parallel metal plates, each having an effective surface
area of 50 cm2and separated by a dielectric I mm thick, is 0.0001 J.1F'.The plates are charged to a pd.
of 200 V. Calculate (u) the charge stored (b) the electric flux density (c) the.relative permittivity of
the dielectric. [(a) 0.02 pC (b) 4 pC/m2 (c) 2.26]

6. A capacitor is constructed from two parallel metallic circular plates separated by three layers of
dielectric each 0.5 em thick and having relative permittivity of 4, 6 and 8 respectively. Ii the metal
discs are 15.25 em in diameter, calculate the potential gradient in each dielectric when the applied
voltage is 1,000 volts. (Elect. Engg.-I Delhi Univ. 1978)

7. A point electric charge of 8 /-ICis kept at a distance of I metre from another point charge of - 4 /-IC in

free space. Oetennine the location of a point along the line joining two charges where in the electric
field intensity is zero. (Elect. Engineering, Kerala Univ. 1981)

OBJECTIVE TESTS - 4

1. Theunitof absolutepelmittivityof a medium is

(0) joule/coulomb (b) newton-metre
(c) farad/metere (d) farad/coulomb

2. If relative pennittivity of mica is 5, its abso-
lute pennittivity is

(a) 5 ~

(c) ~5

(b) 5/£0

(d) 8.854 X 10-12
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3, Two similar electric charges of I C each are (c) charge
placed I m part in air. Force of repulsion (d) potential
between them would be nearly newton 9. The 51 unit of electric intensity is
(a) I (b) 9 x 109 (a) N/m (b) VIm
(c) 4n (d) 8.854 x 10-12 (c) N/C (d) either(b)or (c)

4, Electric flux emanating from an electric 10, According to Gauss's theorem, the surface
charge of + Q coulomb is integral of the normal component of elec-
(a) QI£o (b) QI£r tric flux density D over a closed surface con-
(c) QIEotr (d) Q taining charge Q is

5, The unit of electric intensity is (a) Q (b) Q/£o
(a) joule/coulomb (c) £oQ (d) Q2/£o
(b) newton/coulomb 11, Which of the following .is zero inside a
(c) volt/metre charged conducting sphere ?

(d) both (b) and (c) (a) potential

6, If D is the electric flux density, then value of (b) electric intensity

electric intensity in air is (c) both (a) and (b)

(a) DI£o (b) DI£oEr (d) both (b) and (c)

(c) dV/dt (d) Q/EA 12, In practice, earth is chosen as a place of zero
7, For any medium, electric flux density D is electric potential because it

related to electric intensity E by the equation (a) is non-conducting

(a) D=£oE (b) D = EotrE (b) is easily available
(c) D = EI£o£r (d) D = EoEI£r (c) keeps lossing and gainingelectric charge

8, Inside a conducting sphere,...remainsconstant every day

(a) electric flux (d) has almost constant potential.

(b) electric intensity



5 CAPACITANCE

5.1. Capacitor

A capacitor essentially consists of two conducting surfaces separatecl,vy a layer of an insulating
medium calleddielectric. The conducting surfaces may be in the formof eithercircular (or rectangular)
plates or be of spherical or cylindrical shape. The purpose of a capacitor .
is. to store electrical energy by electrostatic stress in the dielectric (the
word 'condenser' is a misnomer since a capacitor does not 'condense'
electricity as such, it merely stores it).

A parallel-plate capacitor is shown in Fig. 5.1. One plate is joined to
the positive end of the supply and the other to the negative end or is
earthed. It is experimentally found that in the presence of an earthed
plate B, plate A is capable of withholding more charge than when B is not
there. When such a capacitor is put across a battery, ~ere is a momentary
flow of electrons from A to B. As negatively-charged electrons are
withdrawn from A, it becomes positive and as these electrons collect on
B, it becomes negative. Hence, a p.d. is established between plates A and
B. The transient flow of elec~ons gives rise to charging current. The
strength of the charging current is maximum v,~pn the two plates are
uncharged but it then decreases and finally ceases when p.d. across the
plates becomes slowly and slowly equal and opposite to the battery e.m.f.

B

+

+
+

Fig. 5.1

5.2. Capacitance

The property of a capacitor to 'store electricity' may be called its capacitance.
As we may measure the capacity of a tank, not by the total mass or volume of water it can hold,

but by the mass in kg of water required to raise its level by one metre, similarly, the capacitance of a
capacitor is defined as "the amount of charge required to create a unit p.d. between its plates."

Suppose we give Q coulomb of charge to one of the two plate of capacitor and if a p.d. of V volts
is established between the two, then its capacitance is

C = Q = charge
V potential diffemce

Hence, capacitance is the charge required per unit potential difference.
By definition, the unit of capacitance is coulomb/volt whi~h is also called farad (in honour of

Michael Faraday)
.. 1 farad = I coulomb/volt

One farad is defined as the capacitance of a capacitor which requires a charge of one coulomb
to establish a p.d. of one volt between its plates.

One farad is actually too large for practical purposes. Hence, much smaller units like microfarad
(J.1F),nanofarad (oF) and micro-microfarad (J..I.I.lF)or picofarad (pF) are generally employed.

1 J.IF = 10-9 F; I of = 10-9 F ; J..I.I.lF or pF = 1O-12F

Incidentally, capacitance is that property of a capacitor which delays and change of voltage
across it.

201
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5.3. Capacitance of an Isolated Sphere

Consider a charged sphere of radius r metres having a charge of Q coulomb placed in a medium
of relative permittivity Eras shown in Fig. 5.2.

It has been proved in Art 4.13 that the free surface potential V

Aof such a sphere with respect to infi~ty (in practice,earth) is given by ~
V = :. Q =41tEoE r 1~41tEoErr V r

By definition, QIV = capacitanceC
:. = 4 1t EoEr r F - in a medium

= 4 1tEor F - in air Fig. 5.2
Note: it issometimesfelt swprisingthatanisolatedspherecanactas

a capacitorbecause,at first sight, it appearsto have one plateonly. The questionarisesas to whichis the
second surface. But if we remember that the surface potential V is with reference to infinity (actually earth) then
it is obvious that the other surface is earth. The capacitance 4 1tEor exists between the surface of the sphere and
earth.

5.4. Spherical Capacitor

(a) When outer sphere is earthed
Consider a spherical capacitor consisting of two concentric spheres of radii 'a' and 'b' metres as

shown in Fig. 5.3. Suppose, the inner sphere is given a charge of + Q
coulombs. It will induce a charge of - Q coulombs on the inner surfaces
which will go to earth. If the dielectric medium between the two spheres
has a relative permittivity of Er' then the free surface potential of the
inner sphere due to its own charge Q/4 1tEoEra volts. The potential of
the inner sphere due to - Q charge on the outer sphere is - Q/4 1t Eo Er b

-= (remembering that potential anywhere inside a sphere is the same as
that its surface).

Fig. 5.3 :. Total potential difference between two surfaces is

V = Q Q ~+
41tEo Er a 41tEo Er b . fiQ, B

= 41t ~o ~ (~ -i) = 41t :~~ (b~a)
Q _ 41t EoEr ab . C _ 4 ab F- - .. - 1tEoE-V b-a rb-a

(b) When inner sphere is earthed

Such a capacitor is shown in Fig. 5.4. If a charge of + Q coulombs is given to the outer sphere
A, it will distribute itself over both its inner and outer surfaces. Some charge Q2 coulomb will
remain on the outer surface of A because it is surrounded by earth all around. Also, some charge
+ Q) coulombs will shift to its inner side because there is an earthed sphere B inside A.

Obviously, Q = QI + Q2

The inner charge + Q) coulomb on A induces - Q. coulomb on B but the other induced charge
of + QI coulomb goes to earth.

Now, there are two capacitors connected in parallel :
(i) One capacitor consists of the inner surface of A and the outer surface of B. Its capacitance,

as found earlier,

Fig. 5.4

.
C 4 ab

IS . = 1tEoEr-b-a

(ii) The second capacitor consists of outer surfaces of B and earth. Its capacitance is C2=41t

Eob - if surrounding medium is air. Total capacitance C = C. + C2.



5.5. Parallel-plate Capacitor

(i) Uniform Dielectric-Medium

A parallel-plate capacitor consisting of two plates M and N each of area A mZseparated by a
thickness d metres of a medium of relative permittivity E, is shown in Fig. 5.5. If a charge of + Q

coulomb is given to plate M, then flux passing through the medium is
'II=Q coulomb. Flux density in the medium is

D = ",=Q
A A

Electric intensity E = Vld and D =E E

Q = E V . Q _ EA
Ad" -y-y

C = EoE, A farad
d

E A
= -!!..- farad

d
(ii) Medium Partly Air

As shown in Fig. 5.6, the medium consists partly of air and partly of parallel-sided dielectric

slab of thickness t and relative permittivity E,. The electric flux density ~t ~
D =QIA is the same in both media. But electric intensities are different.

D

Capacitance

M
+

N

+

or+
A
+

I-- d -J
..

Fig.5.5

... in the medium

... in air

p.d. between plates,

EO

V = E, . t + Ez (d - t)
D D D

(

t

)
= -t+-(d-t)=- -+d-t

EoE, Eo Eo E,
Q

= -Cd -(t-tIE)]
EoA '
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- in a medium ...(i)

- with air as medium

--

I-d-J
Fig. 5.6

Q = EoA or C = EoA
V [d-(t-tIE,)] [d-(t-tIE,)]

If the mediumweretotallyair, thencapacitancewouldhavebeen

C ;", EOAid
From (ii) and (iii), it is obvious that when a dielectric slab of thickness t and relative permittivity

E, is introduces between the plates of an air capacitor, then its capacitance increase because as seen
from (ii), the denominator decreases. The distance between the plates is effectively reduces by
(t - tl£,). To bring the capacitance back to its original value, the capacitor plates will have to be
further separated by that much distance in air. Hence, the new separation between the two plates
would be = [d + (t - t I £,)]

The expression given in (i) above can be written as C = £0 A
d 1£,

If the space between the plates is filled with slabs of different thickness and relative permittivities,

then the above expression can be generalized into C = £0 A
rod1£,

The capacitance of the capacitor shown in Fig. 5.7 can be written as

or ...(ii)



(iii) Composite Medium

The above expression may be derived independently as given under:
If V is the total potential difference across the capacitor plates and Vi' V2, V3, the potential

differences across the three dielectric slabs, then

V = V) + V2 + V3 =E)l) + E212 + E313

D D D
= -.1)+-.12+-.13

Eo Er) Eo Er2 EoEr3

D

(
I) 12 (3

)
Q

(
1) 12 (3

)= E;;" ~+ Er2 + Er3 =EOA ~+ Er~+ Er3

C = Q = EOA
V

(
1) 12 (3

)
-+-+-
Er) Er2 Er3

5.6. Special Cases of Parallel-plate Capacitor

Consider the cases illustrated in Fig. 5.8.
(i) As shown in Fig. 5.8 (a), the dielectric is of

thickness d but occupies only a part of the area. This +
arrangement is equal to two capacitors in parallel. Their Al
capacitances are

EOA Eo Er~
C) = d and C2 = d

Total capacitance of the parallel-plate capacitor is A2

C = C) + C2 = EOdA)+ EoEr ~
(ii) The arrangement shown in Fig. 5.8 (b) consists

of two capacitors connected in parallel.
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Fig. 5.7
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C =

..

t--- d --t
+

+

+

+

(a) (b)
Fig. 5.8

(a) one capacitor having plate area A) and air as dielectric. Its capacitance is C) = EodA
(b) the other capacitor has dielectric partly air and partly some other medium. Its capacitance

is [Art 5.5 (ii)]. C2= Eo~ . Total capacitance is C =C) + C2. [d - (1- 1/ Er)

5.7. Multiple and Variable Capacitors

Multiple capacitors are shown in Fig. 5.9 and Fig. 5.10.
The arrangement of Fig. 5.9. is equivalent to two capacitors joined in parallel. Hence, its

(a)

Fig. 5.9

A ------.
------ B ------.

------.------
------.

c
(b)

Fig.5.10

+

+
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capacitance is double that of a single capacitor.
. times the capacitance of single capacitor.

If one s~t of plates is fixed and the other is capable of rotation, then
capacitance of such a multiplate capacitor can be varied. Such variable-
capacitance air capacitors are widely used in radio work (Fig. 5.11). The
set of fixed plates F is insulated from the other set R which can be rotated
by turning the knob K. The common area between the two sets in varied by
rotating K, hence the capacitance between the two is altered. Minimum
capacitance is obtained when R is completely rotated out of F and maximum
when R is completely rotated in i.e. when the two sets of plates completely
overlap each other.

The capacitance of such a capacitor is

_ (n -1) .EOEr A
- d

where n is the number of plates which means that (n - 1) is the number of
capacitors.

Example 5.1. The voltage applied across a qapacitor having a
capacitance of 10 11F is varied thus:

Similarly, the arrangement of Fig. 5.10 has four
K

Fig. 5.11

Thepod.is increased uniformlyfrom.
o to 600 V in seconds. It is then maintained constant at 600 V
for J second and subsequently decreased uniformly to zero in
five seconds. Plot a graph showing the variation of current
during these 8 seconds. Calculate (a) the charge (b) the energy
stored in the capacitor when the terminal voltage is 600.

(Principles of Elect. Engg.-I, Jadavpur Univ. 1987)
8 Solution. The variation of voltage across the capacitor is as

. shown in Fig. 5.12 (a).
The charging current is given by

. dq d dv
l = -=-(Cv)=C.-dt dt dt

Chargingcurrentduringthe first stage
=lOx 1O-{)x (600/2) =3 x 10-3A =3 mA

Charging current during the second stage is zero ~cause. t dv/dt =0 as the voltage remains constant.
(b) Charging current through the third stage

. -{)

(
0-600

)
-3

Fig. 5.12 = 10x 10 x 5 =- 1.2 x 10 A =- 1.2mA
Thewaveformof the chargingcurrentor capacitorcurrentis shownin Fig. 5.12(b).
(a) Charge when a steady voltage of 600 V is applied is = 600x 10x'lO-{)= 6 x 10-3 C
(b) Energy stored =! C V2 =1 X 10-5 X 6002 =1.8 J
Example 5.2. A voltage of V is applied to the inner !>phereof a spherical capacitor, whereas the

outer .\phere is earthed. The inner sphere has a radius 4 a and the outer one of bo~fb isfixed and a may
be varied. prove that the maximum stress in the dielectric cannot be reduced below a value of 4 V/b.

Solution. As seen from Art. 5.4,

V = . Q (1_
b
!.) ...(i)

1tEo Er a
As per Art. 4.15, the value of electric in density at any radius x between the two spheres is given

. by E = Q, or Q = 4 1t EoEri E .
4 1t Eo Er X .

Substituting in this value in (z)above, we get2
V = ~ 1tEoErx E (1._ 1.)41tEo Er a b

600
V

1

400

200

1234567
.t

o (a)
3

1 :
-1.2

2 3 8

or E= V
(11a -lib) x2
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As per Art. 5.9, the maximum value of E occurs as the surface of inner sphere i.e. when x =a
For E to be maximum or minimum, dEldn = O. ·

d
(II ) 2 d 2.. - - - - a = 0 or - (a - a Ib) =0

da a b da
or I - 2 alb = 0 or a =bl2

V V V
Now, E = .., :. Emax=- --2 = - --- z-

(lla -lib) a (a - a Ib)
. V 4bV 4bV 4V

Smce, a =bl2 :. E = -.. - - .-- = -- -- - =- = -
",ax (bI2-b2/4b) 2b2_b2 b2 b

Example 5.3. A capacitor consists of two similar squWe aluminium plates, each 10 em x 10 cm
mounted parallel and opposite to each other. What is their capacitance in ~~ F when distance
between them is I cm and the dielectric is air? {{the capacitor is given a charge (~{500 ~~ C. what
will be the difference of potential between plates? How will this be affected if the space between the
plates isfilled with wax which has a relative permittivity of 4 ?

Solution. C = EoAid farad

Here Eo = 8.854 X 10-12 F/m; A = 10 x 10 = 100 cm2= 10-2 m2

d = I cm = 10-2m

8.854x 10-12x 10-2 =8.854X 10-12F =8.854~~
10-2

Q Q 500x10-12 C
V :. V = C or V = -- = 56.5volts.

.. C =

Now C =

When was is introduced, their capacitance is increased four times because
C = EoErAid F = 4 x 8.854 = 35.4 ~~ F

The p.d. will obviously decrease to one fourth value because charge remains constant.
:. V = 56.5/4 =14.1 volts.
Example 5.4. The capacitance of a capacitor formed by two parallel metal plates each

200 cm2 in area separated by a dielectric 4 mm thick is 0.0004 microfarads. A p.d. of 20,000 V is
applied. Calculate (a) the total charge on the plates (b) the potential gradient in Vim (c) relative
permittivity of the dielectric (d) the electric flux density. (Elect. Engg. I Osmaina Univ. 1988)

Solution. C = 4 X 10-4 ~F; V= 2 X 104 V
-4 4 -6

(a) :. Total charge Q = CV =4 x.lO x 2 x 10 ~C =8 ~C = 8 x 10 C
4

= dV = 2 x 10 =5 X 106Vim
dx 4x 10-3

D = QIA =8 x 10-6/200 X 10-4 =4 X 10-4 Glm2

E = 5 X 106 Vim

E = ~ =_ 4 X 10-4 =9
r EoX E 8.854 X 10-12x 5 X 106

Example 5.5. A parallel plate capacitor has 3 dielectrics with relative permittivities of 5.5, 2.2
md /.5 respectively. The area of each plate is 100 cm2 and thickness of each dielectric I mm.
Calculate the stored charge in the capacitor when a potential difference of 5,000 V is applied across
the composite capacitor so formed. Calculate the potential gradient developed in each dielectric of
the capacitor. (Elect. Engg. A.M.Ae.S.I. June 1990)

(b) Potential gradient

(c)

(d)

Since D =Eo Er E ..

Solution. As seen from Art. 5.5,
A -12 -4 8 854 0-14

C = Eo _8.854 x 10 x (100 x 10 ) =' x I = 292 pF

(
!!L+!!.L+!!l

) (
10--' + 1r.3 + 10-3

)

10-3x 0.303

Erl Er2 Er3 5.5 . 1.5
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Q =CV =292 X 10-12x 5000 =146 x 10-8coulomb
D = QIA = 146 x 10-8/(100 x 10-4) = 146 x 1O~ C/m2

~ I 8 -12 6
gl =EI =Dl£o Erl = 146x 10 8. 54 x 10 x 5.5=3 x 10 VIm

6 6
g2 = E2 = DIEo Er2 = 7.5 x 10 Vim; g3 = DIf.o Er3 = II x 10 Vim

Example 5.6. An air capacitor has two parallel plates 10 cm2in area and 0.5 cm apart. When
a dielectric slab of area 10 cm2 and thickness 0.4 cm was inserted between the plates, one of the
plates has to be moved by 0.4 cm to restore the capacitance. What is the dielectric constant of the
slab? (Elect. Technology, Hyderabad Univ. 1992 )

Solution. The capacitance in the fIrst case is O.5cmOAcm

C = EoA =EoXlOxl0-4 =EO ~
a d 0.5 X 10-2 5

The capacitor, as it becomes in the second case, is shown in Fig.
5.13. The capacitance is

207

C = EoA _ EOX 10-3 =~

In 'LdlEr (0.5:rlO-3) (;r +4)
Sl

'
nce C - C . EO- EO ." - 5, a - m .. - -

(51 4 .. ~r -
5 Er + )

Note. We may use the relation derived in Art. 5.5 (ii)

Separation = (t - tIEl) :. 0.4 =(0.5 - 0.5/Er) or Er= 5

Example 5.7. A parallel plate capacitor of area, A, and plate separation, d, has a voltage, Vo'
applied by a battery. The battery is then disconnected and a dielectric slab of permittivity EI and
thickness, dl, (dl < d) is inserted. (a) Find the new voltage VIacross the capacitor, (b) Find the
capacitance Cobefore and its value CI after the slab is introduced. (c) Find the ratio VINo and the
ratio ClCo when di = d/2 and EI =4 Eo'

(Electromagnetic Fields and Waves AMIETE (New Scheme) June 1990)

.EoA AC - --' C-
o - d' I -

(

(d - d ) d

)
1+-1.

EO EI

. _ _' _ A _ 8EoA
Smcedl -dl2 and EI-4£0 .. CI -

( )

--
d d 5d-+

2Eo 2x4EO
(a) Since the capacitor charge remains the same

C Co foA 5d 5Vo
Q= 0 VO=CI VI:' VI = Vo-=Vox-x- =-

CI d 8EoA 8
8E A d 5

(c) As seen from above, VI = Vo5/8 ; CI Co= Sd
o x - =_

8EOA

AIR

Fig. 5.13

Solution. (b)

Tutorial Problems No. 5.1

1. Two parallel plate capacitors have plates of an equal area, dielectrics of relative pennittivities Erland
Er2and plate spacing of dl and d2. Find the ratio oftheir capacitances if Er/Er2= 2 and d/d2 = 0.25. [C/C2 = 8J

2. A capacitor is made of two plates with an area of 11cm2 which are separated by a mica sheet 2 mm
thick. If for mica Er= 6, find its capacitance. If, now, one plate of the capacitor is moved further to give an air
gap 0.5 mm wide between the plates and mica, find the change in capacitance. [29.19 pF, 11.6 pFJ

3. A parallel-plate capacitor is made of two plane circular plates separated by d cm of air. When a
parallel-faced plane sheet of glass 2 mm thick is place between the plates, the capacitance of the system is
increased by 50% of its initial value. What is the distiiIlcebetween the plates if the dielectric constant of the
glass is 6 ? [0.5 X 10-3 m]



4. A p.d. of 10kV is applied to the terminals of a capacitor consisting of two circular plates, each having
an area of 100 cm2 separated by a dielectric 1 mm thick. If the capacitance is 3 x 10-41.1F, calculate

(a) the total electric flux in coulomb (b) the electric flux density and
(c) the relative permittivity of the dielectric. [(a) 3 x 10-6C (b) 3 x 10-41.1C/m2 (c) 3.39]

5. Two slabs of material of dielectric strength 4 and 6 and of thickness 2 mm and 5 mm respectively are
inserted between the plates of a parallel-plate capacitor. Find by how much the distance between the plates
should be changed so ,as to restore the potential of the capacitor to its original value. [5.67 mm]

6. The oil dielectric to be used in a parallel-plate capacitor has a relative permittivity of 2.3 and the
maximum working potential gradient in the oil is not to exceed 106V/m. Calculate the approximate plate area
required for a capacitance of 0.0003 1.1F, the maximum working voltage being 10,000 V. '[147 X 10-3 m2]

. 7. A capacitor consist of two metal plates, each 10cm square placed parallel and 3 mm apart. The space
between the plates is occupied by a plate of insulating material 3 mm thick. The capacitor is charged to 300 V.

(a) the metal plates are isolated from the 300 V supply and the insulating plate is removed. What is
expected to happen to the voltage between the plates ?

(b) if the metal plates are moved to a distance of 6 mm apart, what is the further effect on the voltage
between them. Assume throughout that the insulation is perfect..

[300 £, ; 600 £, ; where £, is the relative permittivity of the insulating material]
8. A parallel-plate capacitor has an effecting plate area of 100 cm2(each plate) separated by a dielectric

0.5 mm thick. Its capacitance is 4421.11.1F and it is raised to a potential differences of 10kV. Calculate from first
principles

(a) potentialgradientin the dielectric (b) electricfluxdensityin thedielectric .
(c) the relative permittivity of the dielectric material. [(a) 20 kV/mm (b) 442 JiC/m2(c) 2.5]
9. A parallel-plate capacitor with fixed dimensions has air as dielectric. It is connected to supply of p.d.

V volts and then isolated. The air is then replaced by a dielectric medium of relative permittivity 6. Calculate
the change in magnitude of each of the following quantities.

(a) the capacitance (b) the charge (c) the p.d. between the plates
(d) the displacement in the dielectric (e) the potential gradient in ~e dielectric.

[(a) 6 : 1 increase (b) no change (c) 6 : 1 decrease (d) no change (e) 6 : 1 decrease]

5.8. Cylindrical Capacitor

A single-core cable or cylindrical capacitor consisting two
co-axial cylinders of radii a and b metres, is shown in Fig. 5.14.
Let the charge per metre length of the cable on the outer surface
of the inner cylinder be + Q coulomb and on the inner surface of
the outer cylinder be - Q coulomb. For all practical purposes,
the charge + Q coulomb/metre on the surface of the inner cylinder
can be supposed to be located along its axis. Let E, be the relative
permittivity of the medium between the two cylinders. The outer
cylinder is earthed.

Now, let us find the value of electric intensity at any point
distant x metres from the axis of the inner cylinder. As shown in
Fig. 5.15, consider and imaginary co-axial cylinder of radius x
metres and length one metre between the two given cylinders. TThe electric field between the two cylinders is redial as shown.
Total flux coining out radially from the curved surface of this 1m
imaginary cylinder is Q coulomb. Area of the curved surface L
=21t X x I =2 1t X m2.

Hence, the value of electric flux density on the surface of
the imaginary cylinder is

D = flux in coulon;b = 'If=Q C/m2 :. D = JL C/m2area in metre A A 21tX

The value of electric intensity is
D
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E = LV/m
21tEoE, x

or E =

Now,
EOE,

= -Edx

V = ra_E dx= ra_ Qdx
Jb . Jb 21tEoE,x

dV

or

Electrical Technology

-

-

Fig. 5.14
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= - Q ra dx = - Q lIog x la
2nEOE,Jb x 2nEOE, b

= -Q (logea -loge b)=2 - Q loge(
a
b )= Q loge(E.)nEoE, nEoE, 2nEoE, b

Q 2nEoE, 2nEoE,

( (
b
) (b ))V = (b )

:' C=

(b\ F/m .: loge ~ =2.3IoglO ~
loge - 2.3logio- Ia a

The capacitance of I metre length of this cable is C = 2nEo E, I . F

2.3 log10~~
In case the capacitor has compound dielectric, the relation becomes

C = 2nEoi F

L loge(~)/E, .

The capacitance of I kIn length of the cable in f..LF can be found by putting I =I kIn in the above
expression.

C = 2n x 8.854 x 10-12x E, X1000 F/km = 0.024 E, f..LF/km

2.3 log 10(~) loglO(~)
5.9. Potential Gradient in a Cylindrical Capacitor

It is seen from Art. 5.8 that in a cable capacitor
Q

21tEoE, x
where x is the distance from cylinder axis to thepoint under consideration.

Now E = g :. g =... Q Vim ...(i)
nEoE, x

From Art. 5.8, we find that V = 2 Q loge(!2.) or
. nEoE, a

E = Vim

Substituting this value of Q in (i) above, we get

2nE 10V V V
g = 0 , Vim or g = Vim or g = b volt/metre

IOge(~)X2nEoE,x xloge(~) 2.3x~oglO(~) .

Obviously,potentialgradientvariesinverselyas x.
Minimum value of x =a, hence maximum value of potential gradient is

gmax = V .(b\ Vim ...(ii)2.3a loglO-a

Similarly, g_ = V (b) Vim2.3b loglo-a
Note. The above relation may be used to obtain most economical dimension while designing a cable. As

seen, greater the value of permissible maximum stress Emax'smaller the cable may be for given value of V.
However, Emaxis dependent on the dielectric strength of the insulating material used.

If V and Emaxare fixed, then Eq. (ii) above may be written as

E V
(
b
) V . b kIa b kIa

max =

(
b
)

or alogh ~ = y-" -;; =e or =ae
a logh - maxe a
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For most economical cable db/da =0

.. ~~ = 0 =ekJa + a (- kIa2)ekJa or a =k = VlEmaxand b = ae = 2.718a

Example 5.8. A cable is 300 km long and has a conductor of 0.5 em in diameter with an
insulation covering of 0.4 em thickness. Calculate the capacitance of the cable if relativepermittivity
of Insulation is 4.5. (Elect. Engg. A.M.Ae. S.I. June 1987)

Solution. Capacitance of a cahle ;s C = O'02( :) ~ FIkmloglo -a

Here, a =0.5/2 =0.25 cm ; b =0.25 + 0.4 =0.65 cm ; bla =0.6510.25 =2.6 ; log~o6 =0.415

C = 0.024 X 4.5 =0.26
0.415

Total capacitance for 300 kIn is =300 x 0.26 =78 Ii F.

..

Example 5.9. /n a concentric cable capacitor. the diameters of the inner and outer cylinders
are 3 and /0 mm re.lpectivelv. /fErfor insulation is 3. find its capacitance per metre.

A p.d. (~l600 volts is applied hetween the two conductors. Calculate the values (~lthe electric
force and electricflux density: (a) at the surface (~linnerconductor (b) at the inner surface (~t'outer
conductor.

Solution. a =1.5 mm; b =5 mm; :. bla =5/1.5 =10/3 ; 10glO(1~) =0.523

C = 21tEo Er I _ 21tx 8.854 X 10-12 X 3 X 1 =138.8 X 10-12F = 138.8 pF

2.3 log10(~) 2.3X 0.523
(a) D = QI21ta

Now Q = CV = 138.8 X 10-12 X 600 =8.33 X 10-9 C

D = 8.33 X 10-8/21t x 1.5 X 10-3 =8.835 Ii C/m2

E = DI£oEr= 332.6 Vim
8.33 x 10-8 2 2

(b) D = ~ Clm = 2.65 Ii C/m ; E =DI£oEr = 99.82 Vim.21tx 5x 10-

Example 5.10. The radius of the copper core of a .I'ingle-corerubber-insulated cable is 2.25
mm. Calculate the radius (if the lead sheath which covers the rubber insulation and the cahle
capacitance per metre. A voltage of 10kV may be applied between the core and the lead sheath with
a safety factor of 3. The rubber insulation has a relative pennittivity of 4' and hreakdown field
strength of /8 x / Of>Vim.

Solution. As shown in Art. 5.9, gmax= V

(b)2.3 a loglO -
. a

6
Now, gmax= Emax= 18 x 10 Vim; V = breakdown voltage x

4
Safety factor = 10 x 3 =30,000 V

6 30,000 b 2 b 2
:. 8x 10 = -3 (b ) :. ~= .lor =2.1x2.5=4.72mm

2.3 x 2.25 x 10 x loglO -a

C = 21tEoErI _ 21tx 8.854 X10-12x 4 x 1_ 3 X 10-9 F

2.31og10(~) 2.3 log 10(2.1)
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5.10. Capacitance Between Two Parallel Wires

211

This case is of practical importance in overhead transmission lines. The simplest system is
2-wire system (either d.c. or a.c.). In the case of a.c. system, if the transmission line is long and
voltage high, the charging current drawn by the line due to the capacitance between conductors is
appreciable and affects its performance considerably.

With reference to Fig. 5.16, let
d = distance between centres of the wires A and B

r = radius of each wire ($; d)

Q = charge in coulomblmetre of each wire*

Now, let us consider electric intensity at any point P
between conductors A and B.

Electric intensity at p* due to charge + Q coulomblmetre on A is

= Q Vim
2 1tEoE, x

Electric intesity at P due to charge - Q coulomblmetre on B is
Q- - - .--V/m

- 21tEo E, (d - x)

Total electric intensity at PE = __J?
(

L+ - L-
)2 1tEo E, x d - x

Hence, potential difference between the two wires is

fd-' Q f
d-'

(
I 1

)
V = E.dx =-- - .--+ dx

, 2 1tEoE,' x d - x
Q d-, Q d - r

V = -- Ilog x-log (d -x)1 =--Iog - -
2 1tEoE, e e '1t EoE, e r

p
~ ~ ~
I;-x -18d (d-X) :I

Fig. 5.16

. .. towards B.

. .. towards B..

Now C =Q/V :. C = 1tEo E, _ 1tEoE, = 1tEo E, F/m (approx.)

loge (d - r) 2.3 10glO (d ~ r) 2.3 log 10(~)r

1t EoE,
The capacitance for a length of I metres C =

(d )
F

2.3 loglo -r

The capacitance per kilometre is
1t x 8.854 X 10-12 X E, X 100 X 106 F/kC = =11 m

2 31 (4-)=0.0121 E,
. oglO r (d )10glO -r

Example 5.11. The conductors of a two-wire transmission line (4 km long) are spaced 45 em
between centre. IF each conductor has a diameter of 1.5 em, calculate the capacitance of the line.

Solution. Formula used 1tEoE, FC =
(
d )2.3 10glO -;:

Here 1= 4000 metres; r = 1.5/2 cm; d = 45 cm ; E,= 1- for air .. d 45x 2 =60-;:= 1.5

1tx 8.854 X 10-12 x 4000 = 0.0272 x 10~ F
C = 2.3 10glO60

* If charge on A is + Q, then on B will be- Q.
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[or C = 4 x 0.0121 =0.0272 ~ F]
10glO60

5.11. Capacitors in Series

With reference of Fig. 5.17, let

CI' C2, C3 = Capacitances of three capacitors
V\, V2' V3 = p.ds. acrossthreecapacitors.

V = applied voltage across combination
C = combined or equivalent or join~ capacitance.

In series combination, charge on all +Q.
capacitors is the same but p.d. across each
is different.

..
Q+ Q+ . 'Q+

f+llc, I Jle, I +Ij

VI-I- v2-+- v3

v

V = V) + V2 + V3

Q Q Q Q- = -+-+-
C CI C2 C3
1 1 1 1- = -+-+-
C C) C2 C3

For a changing applied voltage,

dV dV) dV2 dV3- = -+-+-
dt dt dt dt

We can also find values of V)' V2 and V3 in terms of V. Now, Q = C) V) = C2 V2 = C3 V3 =cv
C) C2 C3 C)C2C3

C)C2+ C2C3+ C3C) 1:C)C2

C C2 C3
C) V) = CVor V)=V -=V.-

C) 1:C)C2
C) C3 C) C2

V2 = V. ~ r C and V3=V . tee) 2 ) 2

or

or

Fig. 5.17 Fig. 5.18

where C =

..

Similarly,

5.12. Capacitors in Parallel

In this case, p.d. across each is the same but charge on each is different (Fig. 5.18).

:. Q =QI + Q2 + Q3 or CV =C) V + C2V + C3V or C =C) + C2 + C3

For such a combination, dV/dt is the same for all capacitors.

Example 5.12. Find the Ceqof the circuit shown !n Fig. 5./9. All capacitances are in fl F.
(Basic Circuit Analysis Osmania Univ. JanJFeb. 1992)

Solution. Capacitance between C and D =4 + 1112=14/3~ F.

~ me

~ Capacitance between A and B i.e. Ceq = 3 + 211
14/3 =4.4 fl F

e 3 4 2 Example5.13. Twocapacitorsofacapacitanceeq-- - - 4 flF and 2 flF respectively, are Joined in series
with a batten' of e.m.f /00 V. The connections
are broken and the like terminals of the capacitors
are then Joined. Find the final charge on each
capacitor. .

Solution. When joined in series, let VI and V2be the voltages across the capacitors. Then as
charge across each is the same.

:. 4 x VI = 2V2

o B D

Fig. 5.19
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.. VI + 2V) =100 :. V) = 100/3 V and V2=200/3 V

.. Q) =Q2 =(200/3) x 2 =(400/3) ~ C

.. Total charge on both capacitors =800/3 ~ C
Whenjoined in parallel, a redistribution of charge takes place because both capacitors are reduced

to a common potential V.

Total charge =800/3 ~ C; total capacitances =4 + 2 =6 ~ F
800 400V = -=-volts
3x6 9

Q) = (400/9) x 4 = 1600/9 = 178 ~ C
Q2 = (400/9) x 2 =800/9 = 89 ~ C (approx.)

Three capacitorrs A, B, C have capacitances /0,50 and 25 Il F respectively.
Calculate (i) charge on each when connected in parallel to a 250 V
supply (ii) total capacitance and (iii) p.d. across each when
connected in series. (Elect. Technology, Gwalior Univ. 1989)

Solution. (i) Parallel connection is shown in Fig. 5.20 (a).
Each capacitor has a p.d. of 250 V across it.

QI =C)V=10x 250=2500~ C; Q2 =50 x 250= 12,500~ C
C3= 25 x 250 =6,750 ~ C.

(ii) C = C) + C2+ C3= 10 + 50 + 25 = 85 ~ F
(iii) Series connection is shown in Fig. 5.20 (b). Here charge on

F'i 0 ~ 0' e:oct'capa<;i'?ris the same and is equal to that on the equivalent

Q Q Q smg1ecapacitor.
no. V -+- V_ V lIC = lIC) + lIC2 + lIC3 ; C =25/4 ~ F(V,I ) 2 3

Q = CV =25 x 250/4 =1562.5~ F
250 V Q = C) VI ; V) =1562.5/10=156.25 V

Fig. 5.20 V2 = 1562.5/25 =62.5 V; V3 = 1562.5/50 =31.25 V.

Example 5.15. Find the charges on capacitors in Fig. 5.2/ and the p.d. across them.

Solution. Equivalent capacitance between points A
and B is

..

Hence

(a)

C2 + C3 = 5 + 3 =8 ~ F
Capacitanceof the wholecombination(Fig.5.21)

8x2
C = 8+ 2 1.6~ F

r- VI I ~ V~c~

~
~

Q. ~~F IB
2pF .~ C3

~
Fig. 5.21

Charge on the combination is

Q) = CV =100 x 1.6 =160 ~ C

V) =~= 160=80V; V2=100-80= 20 V
C) 2

QI = C2V2=3x 1O-6x20=60~C
Q3 = C3V2=5x 1O-6x20=100~C

Example 5.16. Two capacitors A and B are connected in series across a /00 V suppl\ and It IS

observed that the p.d.s. across them qre 60 V and 40 V respectiveh. A capacitor of 2 IlF capacitanct
is nOH'connected in parallel with A and the p.d. across B rises to 90 volts. Calcualte the capacitanCt
of A and B in microfarads.



Solution. Let C. and C2 fl F be the capacitances of the two capacitors. SiI.1cethey are connected
in series [Fig. 5.22 (a)], the charge acorss each in the same.

:. 60 C. =40 C2 or ClC2 =2/3 ...(i)
In Fig.5.22 (b) is showna capacitorof 2 fl F connectedacrosscapacitorA. Theircombined

capacitance =(C. + 2) fl F
:. (C. + 2) 10 = 90 C2 or C./C2 =2/3
Putting the value of C2=3Cp from (i) in (ii) we get

C, +2
3Cl2 =

C, =
C2 =

214

or
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...(ii)

9 :. C. + 2 = 13.5 C1

2/12.4 =0.16 fl F and
(3/2) x 0.16 =0.24 fl F

~IC' ~
BC;

60V ~I'" 40V

IOOV

~
2PF

C1

~A B

JOV ~I'" 90V

WOV

Fig. 5.22

Example 5.17. Three capacitors of2 fl F, 5 fl F and 10 fl F have breakdown voltage of200 V,
500 Vand 100 V respectively. The capacitors are connected in series and the applied direct voltage
to the circuit is gradually increased. Which capacitor will breakdownfirst? Determine the total
applied voltage and total energy stored at the point of breakdown. [Bombay Univeristy 2001]

Solution. C1of2 flF, C2of5 flF, and C3of 10flF are connected
in series. If the equivalent single capacitor is C,

lIC = lIC, + lIC2 + l/C3, which gives C = 1.25 fl F

If V is the applied voltage,

V. = Vx ClC. = Vx (1.25/2)
= 62.5 % of V

V2 = V x (C/C2) =C x (1.25/5) =25 % of V

. V3 = V x (CIC3) = V x (1.25/10) = 12.5 % of V
Fig. 5.23 .

If VI = 200 volts, V =320 volts and V2 =80 volts, V3 =40 volts.

It means that, first capacitor C1 will breakdown first.
Energy stored = 112CV2= il2 x 1.25 x 10- 6 x 320 x 320 =0.064 Joule

Example 5.18. Amultipleplate capacitor has 10plates, each of area 10square cm and separation
between 2 plates is J mm with air as dielectric. Detennine the energy stored when voltage of 100
volts is applied across the capacitor. [Bombay University 2001]

(a)

+ v

(b)

Solution. Number of plates, n = 10

Energy stored

(n -I) EO_ 9 x 8.854 x 10-12x lOx 10-4 =79.7 pF
d lxlO-3

.2 .= 112x 79.7 x 10- x 100 x 100 =0.3985 f.1J

C =
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Example 5.19. Determine the capacitance between the points A and B in figure 5.24 (a). All
capacitor values are in ~F.

A

B~ o
'/ "-<

10 10
D

Fig. 5.24 (a)
Solution. Capacitances are being dealt with in this case. For simplifying this, Delta to star

transformation is necessary. Formulae for this transformation are known if we are dealing with
resistors or impedances. Same formulae are applicable to capacitors provided we are aware that
capacitive reactance is dependent on reciprocal of capacitance.

Further steps are given below:
C

25~ 20

\ ~>', T~
IO~IOD

A
B

Fig. 5.24 (b) Fig. 5.24 (c)

Reciprocals of capacitances taken first :
Between B-C - 0.05, Between B-D - 0.10

BetweenC-D- 0.05,Sumof thesethree=0.20
For this delta, star-transformation is done:
Between N-C : 0.05 x 0.0510.20 =0.0125, its reciprocal = 80 ~ F
Between N-B : 0.05 x 0.1010.20 =0.025, its reciprocal = 40 ~ F
Between N-D : 0.05 x 0.10/0.20 =0.025, its reciprocal= 40 ~ F
This is markedon Fig.5.24 (c).
With series-parallelcombinationof capacitances,furthersimplificationgivesthe finalresult.

CAB = 16.13 ~ F
Note: Alternatively, with ADB as the vertices and C treated as the star point, star to delta transformation

can be done. The results so obtained agree with previous effective capacitance of 16.14 ~ F.

Example 5.20. (a) A capacitor of 10 pF is connected to a voltage source (~f 100 V. If the
distance between the capacitor plates is reduced to 50 % while it remains, connected to the 100 V
supply. Find the new values of charge. energy stored and potential as well as potential gradient.
Which of these quantities increased hy reducing the distance and why?

[Bombay University 2000]
Solution.

(i) C =10 pF (ii) C =20 pF, distance halved
Charge = 1000 p Coul Charge =2000 p-coul

Energy =1/2 cv2 =0.05 ~ J Energy =0.10 ~ J

Potentialgradientin the secondcase willbe twiceof earliervalue.
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Example 5.20 (b). A capacitor 5 f..lF charged to 10 V is connected with another capacitor of
10 f..lF charged to 50 V, so that the capacitors have one and the same voltage after connection. What.
are the possible values of this common vaoltage ? [Bombay University 2000]

B A B

+

SOY

Fig. 5.25 (a)

x
Fig. 5.25 (c) Simplification

A A
A

Fig. 5.25 (b). Initial charge represented by equiv-source Fig. 5.25 (d). Final condition

Solution. The clearer proce?ure is discussed here.
Initial charges held by the capacitors are represented by equivalent voltage sources in Fig. 5.25

(b). The circuit is simplified to that in Fig. 5.25 (c). This is the case of CI and C2connected in series
and excited by a 40-V source. If C is the equivalent capacitance of this series-combination,

lIC = lICI + C2
This gives C = 3.33 f..lF

In Fig. (c), VCl = 40 X C/CI =40 x 3.33/5 =26.67 volts

VSIand VS2are integral parts of CI and C2 in Fig. 5.25 (c),
Voltage across CI =10+ 26.67=36.67(A w.r. to 0)
Voltage acorss C2=50 - 13.33 = 36.67,(B w.r. to 0)

Thus, the final voltage across the capacitor is 36.67 volts.
Note: If one of the initialvoltageson thecapacitorshappensto be the opposIteto the singleequivalent

sourcevoltagein Fig. 5.25 (c) willbe 60 volts. Proceedingsimilarly,with properCareaboutsigns,the final
situationwillbe the commonvoltagewillbe 30 volts.

5.13. Cylindrical Capacitor with Compound Dielectric

Such a capacitor is shown in Fig. 5.26

Let rI = radius of the core

r2 = radius of inner dielectric £,1

r3 = radius of outer dielectric £r2

Obviously, there are two capacitors joined in series.

Now CI = 0.024 £,1 f..lF/kmand C2= 0.024 £,2 f..lF1M
. loglO(ri'i) loglO(rir2)

I .-...!
X 36.67 _c,+

1

-
c,cl
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Total capacitance of the cable is C = ,..CICC
2

1+ 2

Now for capacitors joined in series, charge is the same.

.. Q = CIVI = C2V2

or V2 =..s. = Erl loglo (Tjlr2)
V; C2 Erl loglo (r21'i)

From this relation, V2and VIcan be found,

. . . VI
gmax10 lOner capacItor

2,3'i loglO(ri'i)

(Art. 5.9)

V2

Similarly, gmax for outer capacitor = 2,3 r2 loglO(rir2)

..
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Fig. 5.26
Putting the values of CI and C2,we get

grrutXI _ 0.024Er2 loglo (rir2) _ r2 loglO(r2/'i) . gmax I _ Er2 . r2-- x --x .. ---
grrutX2 loglO(rir2) 0.024 E~I 'i loglO (r2/'i) grrutX2 Erl . 'i

Hence, voltage gradient is inversely proportional to the permittivity and the inner radius of the
insulating material.

Example 5.21. A single-core lead-sheathed cable, with a conductor diameter of2 cm is designed
to withstand 66 kV. The dielectric consists of two layers A and B having relativepermittivities of 3.5
and 3 respectively. The corresponding maximum permissible electrostatic stresses are 72 and
60 kV/cm. Find the thicknesses of the two layers. (Power Systems-I, M.S. Univ. Baroda, 1989)

Solution. As seen from Art. 5.13.

gmax I Er2 .r2 72 3x r2 1 4- = - or -=- or r2= . cm
gmax2 Erl .'i 60 3.5xl

vlxJ2
Now, gmax = 23 I I. 'i oglor2'i

whereVIis the r.m.s.valuesof the voltageacrossthe firstdielectric.
V;xJ2

.. 72 = -3 I I I" or VI=17.1kV. x x oglO .

V2 = 60 - 17.1=48.9kV
. V2 X J2

2.3 r2 loglO (r3Ir2)
.. 60 = 48.9

2.3 x 1.4loglo (r3Ir2)
r;

= 0.2531 =loglO(1.79) :. -1. =1.79 or r3=2.5 cm
r2

Obviously,

Now, grrutX2 =

..

...Art. 5.9
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Thickness of first dielectric layer = 1.4 - 1.0 =0.4em.
Thickness of second layer =2.5 - 1.4 =1.1 em.

5.14. Insulation Resistance of a Cable Capacitor

In a cable capacitor, useful current flows along the axis of the core but there is always present
some leakage of current. This leakage is radial i.e. at right angles to the flow of useful corrent. The
resitance offered to this radial leakage of current is called insulation resistance of the cable. If cable

dr length is greater, than leakage is also greater. It means that
more current will leak. In other words, insulation resistance is
decreased. Hence, we find that insulation resistance is inversely

1
proportional to the cable leng~h. This insulation resistance is
not to be confused with conductor resistance which is directly
proportional to the cable length.

Consider i metre of a single-core cable of inner-radius r, and
1 outer radius r2 (Fig. 5.27). Imagine an annular ring of radius

'r' and radial thickness 'dr'.

J If resistivity of insulating material is p, then resistance of the

h
. ..

dR P dr ndr I 1
. .

t ISnarrow nng IS =_2 =.r:..:::.: :. nsu atlOnresIstance
. 1trx I 21trl

of l metre length of cable is

J f
r2 Pdr P r2

dR = -"- - or R =-I log (r) Irl 21t rl 21t rl e rl

p _2.3 P
2 rclloge (r2hj) - 2lclloglO (r2hj) Q

. I
I

-{
I

--J
I
I

41
I

Fig. 5.27 R

It should be noted

(i) that R is inversely proportional to the cable length

(ii) that R depends upon the ratio r!r/ and NOT on the thickness of insulator itself.

Example 5.22. A liquid resistor consists of two concentric metal cylinders of diameters D = 35
cm and d = 20 cm respectively with water of specific resistance p =8000 Q cm between them. The
length of both cylinders is 60 cm. Calculate the resistance of the liquid resistor.

(Elect. Engg. Aligarh Univ., 1989)

Solution. rl = 10em; r2 = 17.5em; loglo(1.75)=0.243
3

P = 8 x 10 Q - em; l =60 em.

R
.

f h 1
. .

d ' 2.3 x 8x 103
eSlstance0 t e IqUi resIstor R = x 0.243=11.85Q.

2rcx 60

Example 5.23. Two underground cables having conductor resistances of O.7 Q and 0.5 and
insulation resistance of 300 M Q respectively arejoind (i) in series (ii) in parallel. Find the resultant
conductor and insulation resistance. (Elect. Engineering, Calcutta Univ. 1987)

Solution. (i) The conductor resistance will add like resistances in series. However, the leakage
resistances will decrease and would be given by the reciprocal relation.

Total conductor resistance =0.7 + 0.5 = 1.2 Q

If R is the combined leakage resistance, then
1 1 1

R =300 + 600 :. R =200 M Q

(ii) In this case, conductor resistance is =0.7 x 0.5/(0.7 + 0.5) = 0.3.Q (approx)
Insulation resistance = 300+ 600 = 900M Q
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Example 5.24. The insulation resistanceof a kilometre of the cable having a conductor diameter
of 1.5 cm and an insulation thickness of 1.5 cm is 500 M Q. What would be the insulation resistance
if the thickness of the insulation were increased to 2.5 cm ?

(Communication Systems, Hyderadad Univ. 1992)
Solution. The insulation resistance of a cable is

. 2.3 P 1 ( / )First Case R = 21t 1 oglO r2 'i

r( = 1.5/2 =0.75 cm ; r2=0.75 + 1.5=2.25 cm

.. rirl =2.25/0.75 =3; loglo (3) =0.4771 :. 500= 2.3 P x 0.4771 ...(i)2 1t1

Second Case

r( =0.75 cm - as before r2=0.75 + 2.5 =3.25 cm

rirl =3.25/0.75 =4.333 ; 10gIO(4.333) =0.6368

Dividing Eq. (ii) by Eq. (i), we get

.Jl.. =0.6368. R =500 x 0 6368/0 4771 =667 4 M Q
500 0.4771' .. .

.. R = 2.4 P x 0.6368
21t 1

...(ii)

5.15. Energy Stored in a Capacitor

Charging of a capacitor always involves some expenditure of energy by the charging agency.
This energy is stored up in the electrostatic field set up in the dielectric medium. On discharging the
capacitor, the field collapses and the stored energy is relesed.

To begin with, when the capacitor is uncharged, little work is done in transferring charge from
one plate to another. But further instalments of charge have to be carried against the repulsive force
due to the charge already collected on the capacitor plates. Let us find the energy spent in charging
a capacitor of capacitance C to a voltage V.

Suppose at any stage of charging, the p.d. across the plates is v. By definition, it is equal to the
work done in shifting one coulomb from one plate to another. If 'dq' is charge next transferred, the
work done is

dW = v.dq

Now q =Cv :. dq = C.dv :. dW =Cv.dv
Total work done in giving V units of potential is

r
I

2

1

v I 2

W = Jo Cv.dv=C v2 0 :. W ="2CV
2

If C is in farads and V is in volts, then W = tcv2 joules =-4-QV joules = iC joules
If Q is in coulombsand C is in farads,the energystoredis giveninjoules.

Note: As seen from above, energy stored in a capacitor is E =:4 cv2
Now, for a capacitor of plate area.4. m2 and dielectric of thickness d metre, energy per unit volume of

dielectric medium.

=:.! CV2 ==.!EA ~ =:.! £

(
~

)
2 =:.! £ E2 =:.! DE =:D212£ joules/m3*

2 Ad 2 d . Ad 2 d 2 2

It will be noted that the formula 1-DE is similar to the expression t stress x strain which is used for
calculating the mechanical energy stored per unit volume of a body subjected to elastic stress.

* It is similar to the expression for the energy stored per unit volume of a magenetic field.
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Example 5.25. Since a capacitor can store charge just like a lead-acid battery, it can be used
at least theoretically as an electrostatic battery. Calculate the capacitance of 12-V electrostatic
battery which the same capacity as a 40 Ah, 12 V lead-acid battery.

Solution. Capacity of the lead-acid battery =40 Ah =40 x 36 As =144000 Coulomb

Energy stored in the battery = QV =144000 x 12 = 1.728 x 106 J

Energy stored in an electrostatic battery = !- CV 2

.. lxCx122 =1.728x 106 :. C=2.4xl04 F=24kF
2

Example 5.26. A capacitor-typestored-energywelderis to deliverthe same heat to a single
weld as a conventional welder that draws 20 kVA at 0.8 pffor 0.0625 second/weld. lfC =2000 j..lF,

find the voltage to which it is charged. . (Power Electronics,A.M.I.E.Sec B, 1993)

Solution. The energy supplied per weld in a conventional welder is
W = VA x cos q>x time =20,000 x 0.8 x 0.0625 = 1000 J

Now, energy stored in a capacitor is (1/2) CV

.. W = 1 CV2 or V =~2 W =J 2x 1000 = 1000 V
2 C 2000 x 10-6

Example 5.27. A parallel-plate capacitor is charged to 50 j..lCat 150 V. It is then connected to
another capacitor of capacita'!ce 4 times the capacitance of the first capacitor. Find the loss of
energy. (Elect. Engg. Aligarh Univ. 1989)

Solution. C, =50/150 =1/3 ~; C2=4 x 1/3 =4/3 ~
Before Joining

E, = !- C,,,,2=!-x(~) 10-6x 1502=37.5xlO-4 J; E2=0
Total energy = 37.5 x 10- 4J

After Joining

When the two capacitors are connected in parallel, the cahrge of 50 /.!C gets redistributed and
the two capacitors come to a common potential V.

V _ total charge = 50 j..lC =30 V- totalcapacitance [(113)+ (4/3)] /.!F

E1 = !- x (1/3)X10-6 x 302 =1.5X 10-4 J

E2 = ~ x (4/3) X 10-6 x 302 =6.0 X 10-4 J

Total energy = 7.5 x 10- 4 J; Loss of energy =(37.5 - 7.5) x 10- 4 = 3 x 10- 2 J
The energy is wasted away as heat in the conductor connecting the two capacitors.

Example 5.28. An air-capacitor of capacitance 0.005 j..lF is connected to a direct voltage of
500 V, is disconnected and then immersed in oil with a relative permittivity of 2.5. Find the energy
stored in the capacitor before and after immersion. (Elect. Technology: London Univ.)

Solution. Energy before immersion is

E1 = !- CV2 =!- x 0.005 X10-6 x 5002 = 625 x 10~ J

When immersed in oil, its capacitance is increased 2.5 times. Since charge is constant, voltage
must become 2.5 times. Hence, new capacitances is 2.5 x 0.005 =0.0125 ~ and new voltage is
500/2.5 = 200 V.
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E2 = !x 0.0125 X10-6 x (200)2 = 250 x 10..{iJ

Example 5.29. A parallel-plate air capacitor is charged to 100 V. Its plate separation is 2 mm
and the area of each of its plates is 120 cm2.

Calaculate and account for the increase or decrase of stored energy when plate separation is
reduced to I mm

(a) at constant voltage (b) at constant charge.

Solution. Capacitance is the first case
A -12 -4

C = ~ =S.S54x 10 x 120x 10 _ 53.1X10-12F
1 d 2xlO-3

Capacitance in the second case i.e. with reduced spacing

C2 = S.S54XIO-12~~20XIO-4_106.2XIO-12FlxlO
(a) When Voltage is Constant

. 1 2 I 2

Change In stored energy dE = "2 C2V -"2 C2V

= tx 1002x (106.2-53.1)xl0-12 = 26.55X 10-.'!J

This represents an increase in the energy of the capacitor. This extra work has been done by the
external supply source because charge has to be given to the capacitor when its capacitance increases,
voltage remaining constant.

(b) When Charge Remains Constant

1 Q2 2
Energy in the first case E1 = 2"c ; Energy in the second case, E2 = 1. ~

1 2 C2

.. change in energy is dE = !Q2 (5;.1 -1O~.2 )x 1012J
1 2

(

1 1

)
x 12= "2(C1\-I) 53.1 - 106.2 10 J

= ~ (53.1x 10-12)2xl04 x 0.0094x 1012
= 13.3 x 10- 8joules

Hence, there is a decrease in the stored energy. The reason is that charge remaining constant,
when the capacitance is increased, the,nvoltage must fall with a consequent decrease in stored energy

I
(E =- QV)2

Example 5.30. A point charge of 100 IlC is embedded in an extensive mass of bakelite which
has a relative permittivity of 5. Calculate the total energy contained in the electric field outside a
radial distance of (i) 100 m (ii) 10 m (iii) I m and (iv) 1 em.

Solution. As per the Coulomb's law, the electric field intensity at any distance x from the point
charge is given by E =Q/41t € x2. Let us draw a spherical shell of radius x as shown in Fig. Another
spherical shell of radius (x + dx) has also been drawn. A differential volume of the space enclosed
between the two shells is dv =4 1t i dx. As per Art. 5.15, the energy stored per unit volume of the
electric field is (II2) DE. Hence, differential energy contained in the small volume is

dW = _2
1 DE dv = _

2
1 € E2 dv =_

2
1 €

(
Q 2

]
2 4 1t x2 dx =

SQ2 .~_ 41t€x 1tE x
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Total energy of the electric field extending from x =R to x = 00 is

Q2 f
= - 2 Q2 Q2

W = 81t£ RX dx=81t£R=

(i) The energy contained in the electic field lying outside a radius of R = 100m is

(l00xlO-6)2
W = 12 = 0.90J8 1tx 8.854 x 10- x 5 x 100

(ii) For R = 10 m, W = 10 x 0.09 =0.09J
(iii) For R = 1 m, W = 100 x 0.09 = 9 J
(iv) For R = 1 em, W = 10,000 x 0.09 = 900 J

Example 5.31. Calculate the change in the stored energy of a parallel-plate capacitor if a
dielectric slab of relative permittivity 5 is introduced between its two plates.

Solution. Let A be the plate area, d the plate separation, E the electric field intensity and D the
electric flux density of the capacitor. As per Art. 5.15, energy stored per unit volume of the field is
=(112) DE. Since the space volume is d x A, hence,

( )

2
1 1 2 1 VI

WI = "2D}E,XdA="2£oEIxdA="2£odA d

When the dielectric slab is introduced,

( )

2
1 1 2 1 V2

W2 = "2 D2E2 X dA ="2 £ E2 X dA ="2 £0 £r dA d

1£ £ dA
(
~L

)
2 =!£ dA

(
VI

)
2 _L:. w = WL

2 0 r £r d 2 0 d £r 2 Er

It is seen that the stored energy is reduced by a factor of £r' Hence, change in energy is

dW = WI-W2=\V;
(
I-1-

)
=Wl

(
I-~

)
=W,x~:. dW = 0.8

Er 5 5 WI

Example 5.32. When a capacitor C charges through a resistor Rfrom a d.c. source voltage E,
determine the energy appearing as heat. [Bombay University, 2000]

Solution. R-C series ciroit switched on to a d.c. Source of voltage E, at t =0, results into a
current i (t), given by

where
i (t)

t

~ WR =

(EIR) e- 11't

= RC

Energy apperaring as heat in time ~t
= i2R~t

= Energy appearing as heat in time ~t
= ;2R~t

1
= .2

WR = R 0 I dt

= R (E/R)2 1= (£-11't)2=.1 CE2
o 2

Note: Energy stored by the capacitor at the end of charging process = 1/2 CE

Hence, energy received from the source = CF.



If capacitance becomes (C - dC) due to the movement dx, then
2 2 2

( )Final stored energy =J. Q =! . 9_( I I=! SL I + dC if dC « C2 (C -. dC) 2 C 1- dC 2 C C
C

\. /
2

( )

2 2

. . Change in stored eneroy =! SL I + dC _! SL=! SL dC
"" 2 C C 2 C 2 C2 .

2

Equating Eq. (i) and (ii), we have F.dx = 4 ~2 . dC
2

F = lQ_ ~~=~V2 dC
2 C2 . dx 2 . dx

10A . dC _ 10A
C = ~ .. dx --7
1 2 10A I

(V )
2 I 2

F = - - V - - =- - 10A - newtons = - - 10A E newtons
. . 2 . x2 2 x 2

This represents the force between the plates of a parallel-plate capacitor charged to a p.d. of V
volts. The negaitve sign showns that it is a force of attraction.

Example 5.33. A parallel-plate capacitor is made of plates 1 m square and has a separation of
1 mm. The space between the plates is filled with dielectric of lOr= 25.0. If 1 k V potential difference
is applied to the plates. find the force squeezing the plates together.

(Electromagnetic Theory, A.M.LE. See B, 1993)

Solution. As seen from Art. 5.16, F =- (1/2)EolOrAff newton ·
Now E = Vld = 1000/1 x 10-3= IO~ VIm

.. F =_! Eo10 AE2 = - !x8.854x 10-12x 25x I x (l06)2 =-1.I X 10-4 N2 r 2

Capacitance

5.16. Force of Attraction Between Oppositely-charged Plates

In Fig. 5.28 are shown two parallel conducting plates A and B
carrying constant charges of + Q and - Q coulombs respectively. Let
the force of attraction between the two be F newtons. If one of the
plates is pulled apart by distance dx, then work done is

=F x dx joules ...(i)

Since the plate charges remain constant, no electrical energy
comes into the arrangement during the movement dx.

.. Work done =change in stored energy

Initial stored energy =~ ~ joules

Now

Tutorial Porblems No. 5.2

223

B

Q

-+jdx....
Fig. 5.28

...(ii)

(': V =QIC)

1. Find the capacitance per unit length of a cylindrical capcitor of which the two conductors have radii
2.5 and 4.5 cm and dielectric consists of two layers whose cylinder of contanct is 3.5 cm in radius, the
inner layer having a dielectric constant of 4 and the outer one of 6. [440 pF/m]

2. A parallel-plate capacitor, having plates 100 cm2 area, has three dielectrics I mm each and of
permittivities 3. 4 and 6. If a peak voltage of 2,000 V is applied to the plates, calculate:
(a) potential gradient across each dielectric

(b) energy stored in each dielectric.
[8.89 kV/cm; 6.67 kV/cm; 4.44 kV/cm ; 1047,786,524 x 10-7 joule]

A
I

+

+

QLF F

+

-+-
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3. The core and lead-sheath of a sin~le-core cable are separated by a rubber covering. The cross-
secitional area of the core is 16 mm. A voltage of 10 kV is applied to the cable. What must be the
thickness of the rubber insulation if the electric field strength in it is not to exceed 6 x 106VIm ?

[2.5 mm (approx)]
4. A circular -=onductorof I cm diameter is surrounded by a oncentric conducting cylinder having an

inner diameter of 2.5 cm. If the maximum electric stress in the dielectric is 40 kV/cm, calculate the
potential difference between the conductors and also the minimum value of the electric stress.

[18.4 kV ; 16 kV/cm]
5. A multiple capacitor has parallel plates each of area 12 cm2 and each separated by a mica sheet

0.2 mm thick. If dielectric constant for mica is 5, calculate the capacitance. [265.6 J1J1F]
6. A p.d. of 10 kV is applied to the terminals of a capacitor of two circular plates each having an area of

100 sq. cm. separated by a dielectric 1 mm thick. If the capacitance is 3 x 10-4 microfarad, calculate
the electric flux density and the relative permittivity of the dielectric. I[D =3 x 10-4 C/m2, £,= 3.39] (City & Guilds, London)

7. Each electrode of a capacitor of the electrolytic type has an area of 0.02 sq. metre. The relative
permittivity of the dielectric film is 2.8. If the capacitor has a capacitance of 10 J1F.estimate the
thickness of the dielectric film. [4.95 x 10-8 m] (I.E.E. London)

5.17. Current-Voltage Relationships in a Capacitor
The charge on a capacitor is given by the expression Q =CV. By differentiating this relation, we

i = dQ =iL(CV)=c dV
dt dt dt

Following important facts can be deduced from the above relations :

(i) since Q = CV, it means that the voltage across a capacitor is proportional to charge. not the
current.

(ii) a capacitor has the ability to store charge and hence to provide a short of memory.
(iii) a capacitor can have a voltage across it even when there is no currentflowing.
(iv) from i = c dV/dt, it is clear that current in the capacitor is present only when voltage on it

chages with time. If dV/dt =0 i.e. when its voltage is constant or for d.c. voltage, i =O.
Hence,the capacitorbehaveslike an opencircuit. .

(v) from i = C dV/dt, we have dV/q.t = i/c. It shows that for a given value of (chargeor
discharge) current i, rate of change in voltage is inversely proportional to capacitance.
Larger the value of C, slower the rate of change in capacitive voltage. Also, capcitor voltage
cannot change instantaneously.

(vi) the aboveequationcan be put as dv=i.. dtC

Intergrating the above, we get fdv =~ f i .dt or dv =~ f~ i dt

Example 5.34. The voltage across a 5 ~F capacitor changes uniformlyfr~m 10 to 70 V in 5 ms.
Calculate (i) change in capacitor charge (ii) charging current.

Solution. Q = CV :. dQ =C . dVand i =C dV/dt

(i) dV = 70 - 10 =60 V, :. dQ =5 x 60 =300 J1C.

(ii) ; = C. dV/dt =5 x 60/5 =60 mA

Example5.35. An unchargedcapacitorofO.OJF is chargedfirst by a currentof2 mAfor 30
secondsand theyby a currentof 4 mAfor 30 seconds. Findthefinal voltagein it.

Solution. Sincethe capacitoris initiallyuncharged,we willuse theprincipleof Superposition.

VI = 0.~1I:°2XIO-3 .dt=l00x2xlO-3x30=6V

1 r30 -3 -3
V2= O.OIJo 4xIO .dt=IOOx4xlO x30=12V;:. V=V1+V2=6+12=18V

get
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Example 5.36. The voltage across two series-connected 10 11F capacitors changes unifonnly
from 30 to /50 V in 1 ms. Calculate the rate of change of voltage for (i) each capacitor and
(ii) combination.

Solution. For series combination

V - V Cz - V d V - V CI _ 2V
I - --an z- . -

CI+ Cz 3 CI+ Cz 3
When V =30 V VI = VI3 =30/3 = 10 V ; Vz=2V13 =2 x 30/3 =20 V

When V =150 V VI = 150/3=50 V and Vz=2 x 150/3 = 100 V

(
'

) . d~ _ (50-10)_ 40kV ' .dVz_(loo-20)V_I ..
d - 1 - ,s, d -. 80 kV/st ms t
dV (150- 30)

(ii) - = - 120 kV/sdt I ms

It is seenthatdV/dt=dV/dt + dV/dt.

5.18. Charging of a Capacitor

In Fig. 5.29. (a) is shown an ammgement by which a capacitor C may be charged through a high
resistance R from a battery of V volts. The voltage across C can be measured by a suitable voltmeter.
When switch S is connected to terminal (a), C is charged but when it is connected to b, C is short
circuited through R and is thus discharged. As shown in Fig. 5.29. (b), switch S is shifted to a for
charging the capacitor for the battery. The voltage across C does not rise to V instantaneously but
builds up slowly i.e. exponentially and not linearly. Charging current ie is maximum at the start i.e.
when C is uncharge, then it decreases exponentially and finally ceases when p.d. across capacitor
plates becomes equal and opposite to the battery voltage V. At any instant during charging, let

ve = p.d. across C; ie=charging current
q = charge on capacitor paltes

a S R C

'~
b

a R C

b
iCR-L-'C.

Fig. 5.29
The applied voltage V is always equal to the sum of :

(i) resistive drop (ieR) and (ii) voltage across capacitor (vC>

.. V = ie R + ve ...(i)

. dq d, dv dv ..
Now Ie = dt =dt (Cve) = C d: :. V = ve + CR dte ...(11)

dVe _ dtor -----
V - ve CR

Integrating both sides, we get J
- d Ve =_..l

J dt; :. loge(V - ve) =--Ct +K ...(iii)
V - Ve CR 'R

where K is the constant of integration whose value can be found from initial known conditions. We
know that at the start of charging when t = 0, ve= O.

I -v
« A
::r:
U

V rn
0
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Substituting these values in (iii), we get loge V =K

Hence, Eq. (iii) becomes loge (V - ve)= ~~ + loge V
V-v -( I

log ~ - - =- - where A. - CR - time constante V - CR A. --
V - v(' -In.. V (I

-10..
)-'---"- = e or v = - e

... V e

This gives variation with time of voltage across the capacitor plates and is shown in Fig. 5.27.(a)

or

...(iv)

Q~----------------

q

t
t 0

(a) (b)

Fig. 5.30

Now ve = q/C and V =Q/C

Equation (iv) becomes 9..=Q (1- e-I/A.) :. q =Q (1- e-In..) ...(v)c c
We find that increase of charge, like growth of potential, follows an exponential law in which

the steady value is reached after infinite time (Fig. 5.30 b). Now, ie =dq/dt.

Differentiating both sides of Eq. (v), we get

dq = i =Q!L(I_e-In..)=Q
(
+~e-In..

)m e m A.

Q -In.. CV -In..

= T e = CR e (": Q =CV and A. =CR)
. V -In.. . I -In..

(
.
). . 'e = R' e or 'e = 0 e ... VI

where 10= maximum current = VIR

Exponentially rising curves for ve and q are shown in Fig. 5.30 (a) and (b) respectively. Fig.
5.30 (c) shows the curve for exponentially decreasing charging current. It should be particularly
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noted that ic decreases in magnitude only but its direction of flow remains the same i.e. positive.
As charging continues, charging current decreases according to equation (vI) as shown in Fig.

5.30 (c). It becomes zero when t = 00(though it is almost zero in about 5 time constants). Under
steady-state conditions, the circuit appears only as a capacitor which means it acts as an open-circuit.
Similarly, it can be proved that vRdecreases from its initial maximum value of Vto zero exponentially
as given by the relation vR = Ve-tlA..

5.19. Time Constant

(a) Just at the start of charging, p.d. across capacitor is zero, hence from (il) putting Vc=0, we get

V = CR dvc
dt

.. initial rate of rise of voltage across the capacitor is* =
(

dvc ') =.Y... =~ volt/second
dt )=0 CR II.

If this rate of rise were maintained, then time taken to reach voltage V would have been
V + VICR =CR. This time is known as time constant (A) of the circuit.

Hence, time constant of an R -C circuit is defined as the time during which voltage across capacitor
would have reached its maximum value V had it maintained its initial rate of rise.

(b) In equation (iv) if t =A., then
-If}.. -If}.. -I

)
(

1

)
V

(

1

)
v =V (1- e ) =V (1- e ) =V(1- e =V 1- - = I - - = 0632 V
c e 2.718'

Hence, time constant may be defined as the time during which capacitor voltage acually rises to

0.632 of its final steady value.
(c) From equaiton (vI), by putting t = A,we get

ic = loe-)J')..=loe-I=Ir/l.718=.0.3710
Hence, the constant of a circuit is also the time during which the charging current falls to 0.37

of its initial maximum value (orfalls by 0.632 of its initial value).

5.20. Discharging of a Capacitor

As shown in Fig. 5.31 (a), when S is shifted to b, C is discharged through R. It will be seen that
the discharging current flows in a direction opposite to that the charging current as shown in Fig.
5.31 (b). Hence, if the direction of the charging current is taken positive, then that of the discharging
current will be taken as negative. To begin with, the discharge current is maximum but then decreases
exponentially till it ceases when capacitor is fully discharged.

Fig. 5.31

Since battery is cut of the circuit, therefore, by putting V =0 in equaiton (il) of Art. 5.18, we get
dv dv

(
. dv,.

)
o =CR---L =V or v =- CR ---L .: I. =C -

dt c c dt ( dt

It can also be found by differentiating Eq. (iv) with respect to time and then putting t = O.

(a) (b)

*

CR

t +

A 0-=- V
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dvc dt
J

dV 1 J t- - - or ~=-- dt:. log v =--+k
. . Vc - CR Vc CR c c CR

At the start of discharge, when t =0, Vc = :. loge V =0 + K; or loge V =K

R C Putting this value above, we get

loge Vc = - * + loge V or loge v/V =- tlA.

S
. .1 1 Q

-In.. d . I -In..
lOliary, q = e an 'c=- oe

It can be proved that
- In..

vR = - Ve
The fall of cap1\citorpotential and its dischargining current

are shown in Fig. 5.32 (b).

One practical application of the above charging and
discharging of a capacitor is found in digital control circuits
where a square-wave input is applied across an R-C circuit as
shown in Fig. 5.32 (a). The different waveforms of the current
and voltages are shown in Fig. 5.32 (b), (c), (d), (e). The
sharp voltage pulses of VRare used for control circuits.

Example 5.37. Calculate the current in and voltage drop
across each element of the circuit shown in Fig. 5.33 (a) after
switch S has been closed long enough for steady-state

Fig. 5.32 conditions to prevail.

Also, calculte voltage drop across the capacitor and the discharge current at the instant when S
is opened.

(a)

/\.

INPUTI

(b) ~
o A 2A 3)" 4A

~ I I
(c) Vc I I

o I I I I
I I I I
I l I I
I I' I I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I(e)

or Vc
V =

- In.. Tl - In..
e or Vc= ve

Solution. Under steady-state conditions, the capacitor becomes fully charged and draws no
current. In fact, it acts like an open circuit with the result that no current flows through the l-Q
resistor. The steady state current lss flows through loop ABCD only.

A S 6 B C

lCE

--
AUA +1b,E

4 \
IOOV -\00 V 4 G

D C F 0 C F
(a)

Fig. 5.33
(b)

Hence, lss = 100/(6 + 4) = 10 A
Drop V6 = 100 x 61(6+ 4) = 60 V

V4 = 100 x 4/10 =40 V

VI = 0 x 2 =0 V
Voltage across th.ecapacitor = drop across B - C =40 V
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Switch Open
When S is opened, the charged capacitor discharges through the loop l1CFE as shown in Fig.

5.33 (b). The discharge current is given by
ID = 40/(4 + 1)=8 A

As seen, it flows in a direction opposite to that of Iss'

Example 5.38. (a) A capacitor is charged through a large non-rective resistance by a battery
of constant voltage V. Derive an expression for the instantaneous charge on the capacitor.

(b) For the above arrangement, if the capacitor has a capacitance of 10 ~ F and the resistance

is 1M Q, calculate the time takenfor the capacitor to receive 90% of itsfinal charge. Also. draw the
charge/time curve.

Solution. (a) For this part, please refer to Art. 5.18.
(b) A. =CR = 10 x 10-6 x 1 x 106 = 10 s; q =0.9 Q

Now. q =Q (I - e-III) :. 0.9 Q =Q (1 - e-tllO)or e'110=10

.. 0.1 t loge e =loge 10 or 0.1 t =2.3 loglo 10 =2.3 or t =23 s

The charge/time curve is similar to that shown in Fig. 5.27 (b).

Example 5.39. A resistance R and a 4 ~F capacitor are connected in series across a 200 V. d.c.
supply. Across the capacitor is a neon lamp that strikes (glows) at 120 V. Calcualte the value of R
to make the lamp strike (glow) 5 seconds after the switch has been closed.

(Electrotechnics-I.M.S. Univ. Baroda 1988)

Solution. Obviously, the capacitor voltage has to rise 120 V in 5 seconds.
-Sf).. Sf)..

.. 120 =200 (I - e ) or e =2.5 or 1= 5.464second.
Now, A.= CR :. R = 5.464/4x 10-6= 1.366MQ

Example 5.40. A capacitor of 0.1 ~F is chargedfrom a 100-Vbattery through a series resistance
of 1,000 ohms. Find

(a) the timefor the capacitor to receive 63.2 % of itsfinal charge.
(b) the charge received in this time (c) the final rate of charging.
(d) the rate of charging when the charge is 63.2% of the final charge.

(Elect. Engineering, Bombay Univ. 1985)

Solution. (a) As seen from Art. 5.18 (b), 63.2% of charge is received in a time equal to the time
constant of the circuit.

Time required =A. =CR =0.1 x 10- 6 x I()()(:)=0.1 x 10-3=10- 4 second
(b) Final charge, Q = CV = 0.1 x 100 = 10 ~C
Charge received during this time is =0.632 x 10=6.32 II C
(c) The rate of charging at any time is given by Eq. (ii) of Art. 5.18.

dV V-v
dt = CR
d v V _ 100 _ 6

v=O, Hence -d =
CR - 6 3 10 Vist 0.1 x 10- x 10

v = 0.632 V =0.632 x 100=63.2 volts
dv 100-63.2
- = 368kV/s
dt 10-4

Initially

(d) Here

..

Example 5.41. A series combination having R = 2 M Q and C =0.01 ~F is connected across
a d.c. voltage source of 50 V. Determine

(a) capacitor voltage after 0.02 s, 0.04 s, 0.06 sand 1 hour

(b) cha.'-gingcurrent after 0.02 s, 0.04 s. 0.06 sand 0.1 s.
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Solution. A. = CR =2 x 106x 0.01 x 10- 6=0.02 second
6

1m = VIR= 50/2x 10 = 25 ~.
While solving this question, it should be remembered that (i) in each time constant, Vcincreases

further by 63.2% of its balance value and (ii) in each constant, ic decreases to 37% its previous value.

(a) (i) t =0.02 s .

Since, initially at t = 0, vc=0 V and Ve= 50 V, hence, in one time constant

Vc = 0.632 (50 - 0) =31.6 V
(ii) t =0.()4 s
This time equals two time-constants.
:. Vc = 31.6+ 0.632(50- 31.6)=43.2 V
(iii) t =0.06 s
This time equals three time-constants.
:. Vc = 43.2+ 0.632(50- 43.2)=47. 5 V
Since in one hour, steady-state conditions would be established, Vcwould have achieved its

maximum possible value of 50 V.

(b) (i) t =0.02 s, ic = 0.37 x 25 =9.25 J1A
(ii) t =0.4s, ic = 0.37x 9.25= 3.4J1A
(iii) t =0.06s, ic = 0.37x 3.4= 1.26~
(iv) t = 0.1 s, This time equals 5 time constants. In this time, current falls almost to zero

value.

Example 5.42. A voltage as shown in Fig. 5.43 (a) is applied to a series circuit consisting of a
resistance of 2 Q in series with a pure capacitor of 100~. Determine the voltage across the
capacitor at t = 0.5 millisecond. [Bombay University, 2000]

JOVI

see)
o

Fig. 5.34 (a)
Solution.

\0 \0 r I 7.18

c

0~6 t (millisee)
(msee)

Fig. 5.34 (b)
t =RC =0.2 milli-second

Between 0 and 0.2 m sec;

v (t) =10 [1 - exp (- tit)]
At t =0.2, v (t) =6.32 volts

Between 0.2 and 0.4 m See, counting time from A indicating it as tI

--------

0.2 0.4 0.6 t (milli
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v (t) =6.32 exp (tlt)
At point B, t) =0.2, V =2.325

Between 0.4 and 0.6 m Sec, time is counted from ~with variable as t2,

v (t2) = 2.325 + (10 - 2.325) [I - exp (- tit)]
At C, t2 = 0.2, V =7.716 volts.

5.21. Transient Relations During Capacitor Charging Cycle

Whenever a circuit goes from one steady-state condition to another steady-state condition, it
passes through a transient state which is of short duration. The first steady-state condition is called
the initial condition and the second steady-state condition is called the final condition. In fact,
transient condition lies in between the initial and final conditions. For example, when switch S in
Fig. 5.35 (a) is not connected either to a or b, the RC circuit is in its initial steady state with no current
and hence no voltage drops. When S is shifted to point a, current starts flowing through R and hence,
transient voltages are developed across R and C till they achieve their final steady values. The
period during which current and voltage changes take place is called transient condition.

The moment switch S is shifted to point 'a' as shown in Fig. 5.35 (b), a charging current ie is set
up which starts charging C that is initially uncharged. At the beginning of the transient state, ie is
maximum because there is no potential across C to oppose the applied voltage V. It has maximum
value =VIR =10' It produces maximum voltage drop across R = ieR = loR. Also, initially, Vc= 0, but
as time passes, ie decreases gradually so does vRbut ve increases exponentially ti1l it reaches the final
steady value of V. Although V is constant, vRand veare variable. However, at auy time V =vR + ve
=i~ + ve'

At the beginning of the transient state, ie=10, ve =0 but vR=V. At the end of the transient state,
ie = 0 hence, vR =0 but ve= V.

\{, /-- (dvc!dvh=0
/

VL-__J____________
/

/
/

/
/

/
/

/,

o
(a)

Fig. 5.35

The initial rates of change of ve' vRand ieare given by

(
dV I V

d: ,to = 1:' volt/second,

(
dv R

1
loR V- = -=--volt/second

dt =0 A. A.

(
die I I V

dt }=o = ~ where 10 ='R
These are the initial rates of change. However, their

rate of change at any time during the charging transient
are given as under:

,
(b)

v

(c)
Fig. 5.35
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dVe V -IrA..die _ dVR _ V -IrA.- - -e e
dt - A. ' dt dt A.

It is shown in Fig. 5.35 (c).

It should be clearly understood that a negative rate of change means a decreasing rate of change.
It does not mean that the concerned quantity has reversed its direction.

5.22. Transient Relations During Capacitor Discharging Cycle

As shown in Fig. 5.36 (b), switch S has been shifted to b. Hence, the capacitor undergoes the
discharge cycle. Just before the transient state starts, ie= 0, vR= 0 and ve= V. The moment transient
state begins, ie has maximum value and decreases exponentially to zero 'at the end of the transient
state. So does ve. However, during discharge, all rates of change have polarity opposite to that
during charge. For example, dvIdt has a positive rate of change during charging and negative rate of
change during discharging.

ic

o

-1m
(b)

o

-v
(c)

Fig. 5.36

Also, it should be noted that during discharge, ve maintains its original polarity whereas ie reverses
its direction of flow. Consequently, during capacitor discharge, vR also reverses its direction.

The various rates of change at any time during the discharge transients are as given in Art.

dVe V -IrA.. die _ 10 -IrA..dVR _ V -IrA.
dt = - A. e 'di-Te 'dt- A. e

These are represented by the curves of Fig. 5.32.

5.23. Charging and Discharging of a capacitor with Initial Charge

In Art. 5.18, we considered the case when the capacitor was initially uncharged and hence, had
no voltage across it. Let us now consider the case, when the capacitor has an initial potential of Vo
fless than V) which opposes the applied battery voltage Vas shown in Fig. 5.37 (a).

As seen from Fig. 5.37 (b), the initial rate of rise of ve is now somewhat less than when the
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capacitor is initially uncharged. Since the capacitor voltage rises from an initial value of Voto the
final value of V in one time constant, its initial rate of rise is given by

(
dVc

1
V - Vo _ V - Vo

dt =0 = ~-RC

s 'J( ..~~ }

l!o~'-\I<
-=-v An

(0)

v

-t
(b)

Fig. 5.37
The value of the capacitor voltage at any time during the charging cycle is given by

Vc = (V-V~(1-e-tn..)+Vo

;r~~
-=-v A(!

(0)

v
r-~-j

--T.---------
II

/1
It

o

(b)

Fig. 5.38
However, as shown in Fig. 5.38 (a), if the inital capacitor votlage is negative with respect to the

battery votlage i.e. the capacitor votlage is seriesaiding the battery voltage, rate of change of Vcis
steeper than in the previous case. It is so because as shown in Fig. 5.38 (b), in one time period, the
voltage chage =V - (- V~ =(V + Yo)' Hence, the initial rate of change of voltage is given by

(
dVc I V + Vo_ V + Vo
dt 1=0 = -X--Ji(;

The value of capacitor voltage at any time durign the charging cycle is given by

. Vc = (V + Yo)(l - e-tn..)- Vo
The time required for the capacitor voltage to attain any value of Vcduring the charging cycle is

given by

= 'AIn

(
V - Vo

)
=RC In

[

V - Vo

)
... when Vois positive

V - Vc V - vc

t = 'AIn

(
V + Vo

)
=RC In

[

V + Vo

)
... when Vois negative

V - Vc V - vc

Example 5.43. In Fig. 5.39, the capacitor is initially uncharged and the switch S is then closed.
Find the vlaues of I, II' 12and the voltage at the point A at the start and finish of the transient state.
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Solution. At the moment of closing the
switch i.e. at the start of the transient state, the
capacitor acts as a short-circuit. Hence, there is
only a resitance of 2 Q in the circuit because
1Q resistance is shorted out thereby grounding
point A. Hence, II =0; I:: 12= 12/2 = 6A.
Obviously, VA = 0 V.

At the end of the transient state, the

capacitor acts as an open-circuit. Hence,

12 = 0 and I = 11= 12/(2 + 1)

= 4 A. VA = 6 V.

Example 5.44. Calculate the values of i2. i3' v2, v3, Va' Vcand VLof the network shown in Fig.
5.40 at the following times:

(i) At time, t =0 + immediately after the switch S is closed;

(ii) At time. t ~ 00 i.e. in the steadystate.. (NetworkAnalysisAMIE Sec.B Winter 1990)
i Solution. (i) In this case the coil acts as an open3

circuit, hence i2 = 0 ; v2 = 0 and vL = 20 V.

Since a capacitor acts as a short circuit i3=20/(5 + 4)
= 9 = 20/9 A. Hence, v3 = (20/9) x 4 = 80/9 V and Vc= O.

(ii) Under steady state conditions, capacitor acts as
an open circuit and coil as a short circuit. Hence, i2=20/
(5 + 7) =20/12 =5/3 A; v2 =7 x 5/3 A; v2=7 x 5/3 =35/
3 V; vL=O. Also i3=0, v3 =0 but Vc=20 V.

Example 5.45. If in the RC circuit of Fig. 5.36;
R =2 M Q, C =5 m F and V = 100 V. calculate

(a) initial rate of change of capacitor voltage

(b) initial rate of change of capacitor current

(c) initial rate of change of voltage across the 2 M Q resistor

(d) all of the above at t =80 s.

I,

6NF

2

Fig. 5.39

s

20V 1H

3F IVe

Fig. 5.40

(d) All the above rates of change would be zero because the transient disappears after about
5 A. =5 x 10 =50 s.

Example 5.46. In Fig. 5.41 (a). the capacitor C is fully discharged. since the switch is in
positIOn 2. At time t = 0, the switch is shifted to position I for 2 seconds. It is then returned 10

position 2 where it remains indefinite". Calculate

(a) the maximum voltage to which the capacitor is charged when in position I.

(b) charging time constant 1./ in position I.

(c) discharging time contant A.2in position 2.

(d) Vcand icat the end of I second in position I.

(dV ) V 100 _100 =lOV/s
Solution. (a)

d: 1=0 = I"= 2x106x5xlO-6 106 "

(di 1 10-_ VIR =_IOOl2xlO --5JlNs
(b)

-£... = -- T 10dt =0 A.

(dVR 1 - V =_100 =-lOV/s
(c) - = A. 10dt =0
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(e) ve and ie at the instant the s.vitch is shifted to positon 2 at t = ] second.

(fJ veand ieafter a lapse of] second when inposition2.
(g) sketch the wavefonns for Veand iefor the first 2 seconds of the above switching sequence.

Solution. (a) We will ftrst ftnd the voltage available at tenninal 1. As seen the net battery
voltage around the circuit =40 - 10 == 30 V. Drop across 30 K resistor =30 x 30/(30 + 60) =10V.
Hence, potential of tenninal I with respect to ground G =40 - 10=30 V. Hence, capacitor will
charge to a maximum voltage of 30 V when in position I.

(b) Total resistance, R = [(30 K II60 K) + 10 K] = 30 K

.. AI =RC =30 K x 10 J.1F=0.3 s

(c) ~ =10 K x 1O!l F =0.1 s
_,r I - 1103

(d) Vc= V (l - e ') = 30 (l - e . ) = 28.9 V

i = V e-,Jl...1=30V e-1I0.03=lx00361=0036mA
c R 30K ..

(e) Vc =28.9 V at t =l+S at position 2 but ic =-28.9 V/lO K =- 2/89 mA at t = l+s in position 2.

(fJ Vc =28.9 e-,Jl...2=28.9 e -110.1=0.0013 V =0 V.

ic = 28.9 e -tJl...2=- 2.89 e -1/0.1 = 0.00013 mA ==O.

The waveform of the capacitor voltage and charging current are sketched in Fig. 5.41 (b).

I (s) -2.89 mA

(e)(b)

Fig. 5.41

Example 5.47. In the RC circuit of Fig. 5.42, R ::: 2 M Q and C = 5 Il F, the capaciTOr I
charged to an initial potential of 50 V. When the switch is closed at t = 0+.calculate

(a) initial rate of change of capacitor voltage and

(b) capacitor voltage after a lapse of 5 times the time constant i.e. 5A.

30K

10KI40V -=-

fQ) "l-*'
:? 60K30V -=-

(a) ic

1

30L

.
0.036 mA

28.9 V
'0 t (s)



If the polarity of capacitor voltage is reversed,
calculate

(c) the values of the above quantities and

(d) time for Vcto reach - IO V, 0 V and 95 V.

(
dVc I V - V.

Solution. (a) -;:j( 1=0 = T
= V - Vo= 100 - 50 = 5 Vis

RC 10

(b) vc=(V- Vo)(l-e-1t?.)+ Vo
= (l00 - 50) (l- e-S'AJ")= 50 = 49.7 + 50 = 99.7 V

(c) When Vo = - 50 V,
(

dVc

)
= V - (- yo) = V + Vo= ISO= 15 Vis

dt 1=0 A A 10

Vc = (V - V~ (l - e-1t?.)+ Vo= [100 - (- 50)](1 - e-s) + (- 50)
= 150(I-e-s)-50=99V.

= Aln
(

V - Vo

)
= 10In

[
100 - (- 50)

]
= 10In

(

150

)
= 3.1s

V-vc 100-(-10) 110

= 10 In
[

100 - (- 50)
]
=10 In

(

150

)
= 4.055 s

100- (0) 100,

t = 10 In
[

100- (- 50)

J
=10 In

(

ISO

)
= 34 s

100 - 95 5

Example 5.48. The uncharged capacitor, if it is
initially switched to position I of the switch for 2 sec
and then switched to position 2 for the next two
seconds. What will be the voltage on the capacitor
at the end of this period ? Sketch the variation of
voltage across the capacitor.[Bombay University
2001]

Solution. Uncharged capacitor is switched to
position I for 2 seconds. It will be charged to 100
volts instantaneously since resistance is not present
in the charging circuit. After 2 seconds, the capacitor
charged to 100 volts will get discharged through R-C
circuit with a time constant of

't = RC = 1500x 10-3=1.5sec.
Counting time from instant of switching over to positon 2, the expression for voltage across the

capacitor is V (t) = 100 cxp (- t/'t)

After 2 seconds in this position,
v (t) = 100 exp (- 2/1.5) =26/36 Volts.

Example 5.49. There are three passive elements in the circuit below and a voltage and a
current are defined for each. Find the values of these six qualities at both t = 0- and t = 0+.

[Bombay University, 2001]

Solution. Current source 4 u (1)means a step function of 4 amp applied at t =O. Other current
source of 5 amp is operative throughout.

At t =0-, 5 amp source is operati'/e. This unidirectional constant current establishes a steady
('urrentof 5 amp through 30-ohm resistor and 3-H inductor. Note that positive VRmeans a rise from

!ht to left.
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s

~ ')(... "~A ;;v
1- ,:. ~m--1-
-=-JOOV

Fig. 5.42

2

+
100I'F

100V

Fig. 5.43.
.
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o
- 150 Volts (Since right-terminal of Resistor is + ve)

5 amp
0, it represents the voltage between B and O.

o
150 volts = VBO + (Voltage between A and B with due regards to sign).

0-(- 150) =+ 150 volts

30n A

+

3H +
SA

1/27F

4 ~ (t)A

1

Fig. 5.44 (a)

At t = 0+, 4 amp step function becomes operative. Capacitive-voltage and Inductance-current

cannot change abruptly.
Hence iL (0+) = 5 amp

VdO+) = 150 amp .

VdO) =150 volts, with node A positive with respect to O.
With these two values known, the waveforms for current sources are drawn in Fig. 5.44 (b).

5 amp
4 amp

i4 u (t)amp

o 14u(t)amp

time, t ·

Fig. 5.44 (b)

Remaining four parameters are evaluated from Fig. 5.44 (c).
VL = VB = VA - (30 x I) = 120 Volts
iR = 1 amp, VR =- 30 Volts
ic =4 amp in downward direction.
Additional Observation. After 4 amp SOUIceis operative, final conditions (at t tending to

infinity) are as follows.

Inductance carnes a total direct current of 9 amp, with vi. = o.
Hence, VB = 0

iR = 5 amp.VR= - 150volts
Vc = 150volts,i( = 0

Example5.50. Thevoltageasshownin Fig.5.45(a) isappliedacross- (i)A resistmof 2 ohms
(ii) A capacitor of2 f. Find and sketch the current in each case up to 6 seconds.

Capacitance

At t =
VR =
iL =
VL =
ic =
Vc ==

B A

lamp

L -L
5=P

1127F C

5amp T
4amp

r

Fig. 5.44 (c)



Fig. 5.45 (b) Current in a Resistor of 2 ohms iR =V (t)/2 amp

20
(Volt)

i. <,,"p)1
I

f--

2 3 4

-20
(Volt)

I

5

(see)

6

Fig. 5.45 (c) Current thro 2-F capacitor, ic = C (dv/dt)

Examplf' 5.51. Three capacitors 2 /-if. 3/-iF.and J1Fare connected in series and chargedJrom
I(Ji' 'UP/II> Find the voltage across condensers. They are then disconnected from the

,/IJ'11. fI,J n i/lllected with all tlu + ve plates connected together and all the -ve plates connected
t>" ,tli, J'TI,) [/ll t 'Jltages aa{lss the combinations and the charge on each capacitor after

1/1IIcti,J' .\\"J/nn "e'f,'ct in 'dation. [Bombay University, 1998]

, ,Iution. The capacitors are connected in series. If C is the resultant capacitance.

llC = IIC, + llC2 =llC3, which gives C =(30/31) ~
V, = 900 x (30/31)12=435.5 volts
V2 = 900 x (30/31)/3 =290.3 volts
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.
10
(Volt)

lor

I I \ 4 5 6
I 1 3 \ I

I I
I 2 time,t (see)

10

(Volt)r---:----------

Fig. 5.45(a)

[BombayUniversity 1998]
Solution.

5

L
I I 5 6
I 2 3 time,t (see)

- 5 -------------
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V3 = 900 x (30/31)/5 =174.2 volts
8 A

1 II l' n--C1 2 ~f C2 3 ~f C3 5 ~f

+-V3

V
+ -~OO V
Fig. 5.46

In series connection, charge held by each capacitor is same. If it is denoted by Q.-{j
Q = 435x 2 x 10 =871 J.1coulombs

Threecapacitorsholda totalchargeof (3 x 871)=2613 J.1coulombs
Withparallelconnectionof thesethreecapacitors,equivalentcapacitance,C = C1+ C2+ C3= 1OJ.1F
Since, Q' = C, 2613 x 1O-{j= 10 x 1O-{jx V'
or V' = 261 volts.

Charge on each capacitor after reconnection is as follows :

QI' = C1 VI= 2 x lO~x 261 = 522.J.1-coulombs
Q2' = C2 VI = 3 x 10 x 261 = 783 J.1-coulombs
Q3' = C3 V2= 5 x lO-{jx261 = 1305 J.1-coulombs

Tutorial Problems No. 5.3

1. Foir the circuit shown in Fig. 5.47 calculate (;) equivalent capacitance and (ii) voltage drop across
eachcapacitor. All capacitancevaluesare in IJF. [(i)6 JlF(ii) VAB = 50V, VBC=40V]

2. In the circuit of Fig. 5.48 find (i) equivalent capacitance (ii) drop across each capacitor and
(iii) charge on each capacitor. All capacitance values are in IJF.

[(i) 1.82JIF(ii) VI = 50V; V2= V3= 20V; V4= 40V
(iii) QI = 200JlC; Q2= 160JlC;Q3= 40 JlC;Q4= 200JlC]

5 8

A~E~ .=..12V 30pF
6K

S 2K

lOOV

Fig. 5.47

JlOV

Fig.5.48 Fig. 5.49 Fig. 5.50

3. With switch in Fig. 5.49 closed and steady-state conditions established, calculate (i) steady-state
current (iI) voltage and charge across capacitor (iii) what would be the discharge current at the instant
of openingtheswitch? [(i) 1.5mA (ii) 9V; 270JlC (iii) 1.5mAl

4. When the circuit of Fig. 5.50 is in steady state, what would be the p.d. across the capacitor? Also,
find the discharge current at the instant S is opened. [8 V; 1.8A]

5. Find the time constant of the circuit shown in Fig. 5.51. [200 JlS] IK
6. A capacitor of capacitance 0.011JF is being charged by 1000 V d.c.

supply through a resistor of 0.01 megaohm. Determine the voltage to
whichthe capacitorhasbeenchargedwhenthechargingcurrenthas *0.1j1F 2K:E 2K
decreased to 90 % of its initial value. Find also the time taken for the
current to decrease to 90% of its initial value. [100 V, 0.1056 ms]

7. An 81JF capacitor is being charged by a 400 V supply through 0.1 Fig. 5.51
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mega-ohm resistor. How long will it take the capacitor to develop a p.d. of 300 V? Also what
fraction of the final energy is stored in the capacitor? [1.11 Second, 56.3% of full energy]

8. An 10 f,IF'capacitor is charged from a 200 V battery 250 times/second and completely discharged
through a 5 0 resistor during the interval between charges. Determine
(a) the power taken from the battery.
(b) the average value of the current in'5 0 resistor. [(a) 50 W (b) 0.5 A]

9. When a capacitor, charged to a p.d. of 400 V, is connected to a voltmeter having a resistance of
25 MO, the voltmeter reading is observed to have fallen to 50 V at the end of an interval of 2 minutes.
Find the capacitance of the capacitor. [2.31 JlF] (App. Elect. London Univ.)
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OBJECTIVE TESTS - 5

1. A capacitor consists of two
(a) insulation separated by a dielectric
(b) conductors separated by an insulator
(c) ceramic plates and one mica disc
(d) silver-coated insulators

2. The capacitance of a capacitor is NOT
influenced by
(a) plate thickness (b) plate area
(c) plate separation
(d) nature of the dielectric

3. A capacitor that stores a charge of 0.5 C at
10 volts has a capacitance of farad.
(a) 5 (b) 20 (c) 10 (d) 0.05

4. If dielectric slab of thickness 5 mm and

E,= 6 is inserted between the plates of an air
capacitor with plate separation of 8 mm, its
capacitance is
(a) decreased (b) almostdoubled
(c) almost halved (d) unaffected

5. In a cable capacitor, voltage gradient is
maximum at the surface of the
(a) sheath (b) conductor
(c) insulator (d) earth

6. In Fig. 5.52 voltage across C1will be volt.
(a) 100 (b) 200 (c) 150 (d) 300

W
300 V

Fig. 5.52
7. The capacitanceof a cablecapacitordependson

(a) core,diameter (b) insulationthickness
(c) ratio of cylinder radii
(d) potential difference

8. The insulation resistance of a cable capacitor
depends on
(a) applied voltage (b) insulationthickness
(c) core diameter
(d) ratio of inner and outer radii

9. The time constant of an R-C circuit is defined

as the time during which capacitor charging
current becomes percent of its...value.
(a) 37, final (b) 63, final
(c) 63, initial (d) 37, initial

10. The period during which current and voltage
changes take place in a circuit is called .....
condition.

(a) varying (b) permanent
(c) transient (d) steady

11. In an R-C circuit connnected across a d.c.

voltage source, which of the following is zero
at the beginning of the transient state ?
(a) drop across R (b) charging current
(c) capacitor voltage (d) none of the above

12. When an R-C circuit is suddenly connected
across a d.c. voltage source, the initial rate
of charge of capacitor is
(a) - [rIA (b) [riA (c) VIR (d) - VIA.

13. Which of the following quantity maintains
the same polarity during charging and
discharging of a capacitor?
(a) capacitor voltage (b) capacitor current
(c) resistive drop (d) none of the above

14. In a cable capacitorwith compound dielectric,
voltage gradient is inverselyproportional to
(a) permittivity .
(b) radius of insulating material
(c) cable length (d) both (a) and (b)

15. While a capacitor is still connectedto a power
source, the spacing'between its plates is
halved. Which of its following quantity
would remain constant ?
(a) field strength (b) plate charge
(c) potential difference
(d) electric .flux density

16. After being disconnected from the power
source, the spacing between the plates of a
capacitor is halved. Which of the following
quantity would be halved ?
(a) plate charge (b) field strength
(c) electric flux density
(d) potential difference

P'9( J'S( p.t( v'£( v'n J'n J'O( P'6 P'8 J'L Q'9 q'S q'" p'£ v"Z; q'(
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